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Emily Dickinson, one of the most important American poets of the nineteenth century, remains an intriguing and fascinating writer. *The Cambridge Companion to Emily Dickinson* includes eleven new essays by accomplished Dickinson scholars. They cover Dickinson’s biography, publication history, poetic themes and strategies, and her historical and cultural contexts. As a woman poet, Dickinson’s literary persona has become incredibly resonant in the popular imagination. She has been portrayed as singular, enigmatic, and even eccentric. At the same time, Dickinson is widely acknowledged as one of the founders of American poetry, an innovative pre-modernist poet as well as a rebellious and courageous woman. This volume introduces new and practiced readers to a variety of critical responses to Dickinson’s poetry and life, and provides several valuable tools for students, including a chronology and suggestions for further reading.
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CHRONOLOGY

1828  Dickinson’s parents, Edward Dickinson, a lawyer, and Emily Norcross, marry on 6 May.
1829  Dickinson’s brother, William Austin is born on 16 April.
1830  Dickinson is born on 10 December in Amherst, Massachussetts.
1833  Dickinson’s sister, Lavinia, is born on 28 February.
1835  Edward Dickinson is appointed Treasurer at Amherst College.
1840  Dickinson enters Amherst Academy.
1847  Dickinson graduates from Amherst Academy and enters Mount Holyoke Female Seminary.
1848  Dickinson returns home from Mount Holyoke.
1852  Edward Dickinson is elected Representative to Congress.
1855  Emily Norcross Dickinson becomes ill. In the same year, Dickinson meets the Reverend Charles Wadsworth in Philadelphia.
1856  William Austin Dickinson marries Susan Gilbert.
1857  Ralph Waldo Emerson speaks in Amherst and visits members of the Dickinson family.
1858  Dickinson begins recording her poems in fascicles.
1860  Wadsworth visits Dickinson in Amherst.
1861  “I taste a liquor never brewed” published in the Springfield Republican under the title, “The May-Wine.” In the same year, Austin and Susan Dickinson’s first child, Edward, is born.
1862  “Safe in their Alabaster Chambers” published by the Republican. Dickinson begins corresponding with Thomas Wentworth Higginson.
1864  “Some keep the Sabbath Going to Church” published by the Roundtable, and “Blazing in Gold, and Quenching in Purple” published by the Republican. Austin Dickinson is drafted to fight in the Civil War; he pays $500 for a substitute.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1866</td>
<td>“A narrow fellow in the grass” published by the <em>Republican</em>. Susan and Austin Dickinson’s second child, Martha, is born.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>Higginson spends time with Dickinson in Amherst.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>Edward Dickinson resigns as Treasurer of Amherst College.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873</td>
<td>Higginson visits Dickinson for a second time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td>Edward Dickinson dies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>Emily Norcross Dickinson is paralyzed. Susan and Austin Dickinson’s third child, Thomas Gilbert, is born.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td>“Success is counted sweetest” published in <em>A Masque of Poets</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td>Wadsworth dies in April. Emily Norcross Dickinson dies in November after a long and debilitating illness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td>Dickinson’s nephew, Thomas Gilbert, dies at age eight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886</td>
<td>Dickinson dies on 15 May. Her funeral takes place on 19 May.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Higginson and Mabel Loomis Todd publish the first posthumous volume of Dickinson’s <em>Poems</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Todd and Higginson publish the second series of Dickinson’s <em>Poems</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Todd publishes the <em>Letters of Emily Dickinson</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>William Austin Dickinson dies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Todd publishes the third series of Dickinson’s <em>Poems</em>. In the same year, Lavinia Dickinson files a suit against Todd and wins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Lavinia Dickinson dies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Dickinson’s close friend and sister-in-law, Susan Dickinson, dies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Born in 1830 in Amherst, Massachusetts, Emily Dickinson led a privileged life with a financially comfortable and well-respected family in a deeply Calvinist New England community. Her father was elected a representative to Congress and served as Treasurer of Amherst College for thirty-seven years, a post later occupied by Dickinson’s brother, Austin. The Dickinson family hosted many important visitors, including the famed essayist and poet Ralph Waldo Emerson. Emily Dickinson had numerous correspondents and attended both Amherst Academy and Mount Holyoke Female Seminary. For most of her life, however, the poet spent much of her time secluded within her family’s home, writing poetry and helping to run the household. She sent numerous letters and poems to her intimate friend and sister-in-law Susan Gilbert Dickinson, and she, with her sister, Lavinia, nursed her ailing mother throughout her lengthy illness and until her death, just four years before the poet’s own. Dickinson’s poetry expresses her struggles with her faith, with her father, with mortality, and with the challenges of being a woman and a poet.

Emily Dickinson has emerged as a powerful and persistent figure in American culture. As a woman poet, Dickinson has been portrayed as singular and enigmatic and even eccentric. Often, Dickinson is painted as a young woman in white, closeted in the upper rooms of her home, isolated not only from her neighbors and friends, but also from the historical and cultural events taking place outside her door. Her poems speak most noticeably of “the Heaven of God,” “the starkest Madness,” or the “Infinite” rather than of worldly events. She has been perceived as agoraphobic, deeply afraid of her surroundings, and as an eccentric spinster. At the same time, Dickinson is widely acknowledged as one of the founders of American poetry, an innovative pre-modernist poet as well as a rebellious and courageous woman.

Since her poems were first published posthumously in 1890, critical responses to Emily Dickinson’s work have been both abundant and unceasing, steadily gathering force with every new version of her collected poems and
each poem newly discovered in her letters and manuscripts. Continuous publication of Dickinson’s poems and manuscripts has been spurred by vigorous scholarly inquiry and by public interest in her poetry and her life. Emily Dickinson’s vast appeal lies not only in her writings but also in her literary persona, one that has become extraordinarily resonant in the popular imagination. An exhibition at the Mead Art Museum in Amherst, 1997, demonstrates the poet’s palpable presence in today’s culture in images of the white dress she famously wore, in various versions of the solitary woman and her “letter to the world,” and in the incorporation of words from her poems in contemporary art. One of the most persistent images of the poet in both public perception and literary scholarship has been that of Dickinson as a private woman who remained isolated within her New England home, and who included her poems in private letters rather than public books and journals. Dickinson’s position in both the public and private sphere, however, is being re-evaluated by critics today, revealing her to be both more fully connected to her cultural surroundings and more strategic in her withdrawals: “The Soul selects her own Society – / Then – shuts the Door –” (J 303).

One of the most often quoted facts of Emily Dickinson’s life is that she published only a few poems during her lifetime. Although she wrote to the writer and editor, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, to ask his opinion of her poetry, she did not openly seek publication, and most of the poems published during her lifetime were submitted by Dickinson’s friends, not by the poet herself. In 1858, she began to record poems in folded pages hand-bound with string, often called fascicles. In this way, she collected and organized, and some say self-published, her poetry. Although Dickinson asked her sister, Lavinia, to destroy the poems upon her death, Lavinia sought instead to organize, or reorganize, them for publication, igniting a tumultuous battle for control over Dickinson’s poems and their appearance in print. The publication history that followed her death has been marked by considerable controversy, resulting most recently in the increasing use and availability of Dickinson’s poems in their original manuscript form.

This movement toward the examination of Dickinson’s original manuscripts has lead to a more detailed exploration of the peculiarly visual aspects of Dickinson's poetry – her dashes of varying lengths, unusual capitalization, the placement of poems on the page, and her insertion of variant word choices in many poems. Her unusual poetic form was both lauded and denounced by early critics, and often “cleaned up” by editors, but its fragmented, multiple, and imagistic qualities have more recently been compared to modernist poetic strategies. An examination of the letters in which Dickinson included many of her poems even calls into question the boundaries that divide poetic
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and epistolary genres, leading readers to fascinating questions about the perimeters and possibilities of poetry.

Dickinson’s stark style, her ambiguous punctuation and capitalization, her variant word choices and multiple versions of poems, and her practice of expunging clearly historical references from her poetry, all contribute to creating poems that are extraordinarily open to varying, sometimes even contradictory, interpretations that perplex, startle, and amaze readers. At times, her poems seem to embody multiple voices that perform various personae. Many of the contributors to this volume suggest that such contradiction lies at the very center of Dickinson’s poems and her conception of herself as poet. Although we can identify many cohesive trends and persistent topics in Dickinson studies, Dickinson scholarship can be characterized by similar dialogue and movement, by its fervently debated interpretations and its groundbreaking and startling new readings, all of which demonstrate the brilliant possibilities of Dickinson’s poetry and the importance of her work and her life in American culture.

This companion begins with Dickinson’s manuscripts and her biography. Focusing in part on the editorial battle that began between Dickinson’s sister-in-law, Susan Dickinson, and her husband’s mistress, Mabel Loomis Todd, Betsy Erkkila’s essay, “The Emily Dickinson wars,” provides a thorough and nuanced overview of the publication history of Dickinson’s poems. Erkkila argues that controversy over what we read when we read a Dickinson poem constitutes a “scene of struggle in which significant social and cultural values have been both produced and contested.” In particular, Erkkila asserts that debate about Dickinson’s poetry has continued to circulate around questions of authorial intention, the individual author, and traditional aesthetic categories “despite the efforts of feminists, new historicists, multiculturalists, and cultural studies critics to move the study of literature toward a more historically contingent, interdisciplinary, and worldly focus.” Scholarly outrage over editorial changes to Dickinson’s poems, including altered punctuation, capitalization and line breaks, choices of variant words, and the alteration and removal of poems from Dickinson’s letters, has led to increased focus on Dickinson’s original manuscripts. This movement, which attempts to maintain intentionality in Dickinson’s work and respect for Dickinson as a “great poet,” further isolates the poet from her social world and her poems from their cultural contexts. Erkkila seeks a transformation in Dickinson studies that will accompany our move into the twenty-first century: “Whereas in the past, contests over Dickinson have tended to focus on her poetic genius, her intentions, her singularity, and the private and essentially gendered dimensions of her art, in the new millennium one can imagine enlarged definitions of ‘context’ and other possible ‘wars’ – social
as well as literary, cultural as well as individual, international as well as national and familial – that might enrich our understanding of the historical locations and occasions for writing through renewed acts of critical attention to Emily Dickinson and the world she lived in.”

In “Emily Dickinson and the American South,” Christopher Benfey turns to the critical reception of Dickinson’s work; like Erkkila, he emphasizes the cultural and ideological forces that shape readings of Dickinson’s poetry. Benfey argues that many early critics of Dickinson’s poems perceived Dickinson as avant-garde, a modern rebel rejecting all social norms. Nevertheless, a significant group of critics, Benfey suggests, viewed Dickinson as a conservative New England traditionalist. Southern agrarianists like Allen Tate adopted Dickinson as an “honorary southerner” and believed that Dickinson’s seclusion constituted a rejection of the increasing industrialism and urbanism of her age. These critics, Benfey posits, have had a significant impact on Dickinson literary criticism of recent decades, including feminist criticism. Feminist critics like Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar drew heavily on Tate’s writings and similarly argued that Dickinson’s seclusion constituted a rejection of her society, but with a difference. Feminists argued that Dickinson voluntarily shut out society as a rejection of its patriarchal values. These seemingly different critical traditions are joined, Benfey argues, in their similar assumption that Dickinson’s “poems are best read in their relation to some version of ‘Old New England,’ defined as patriarchal, religious, marked by quiet habits and intense piety.” In the end, Benfey asserts the need for a recognition of rebellion that “goes beyond American national boundaries.”

Martha Nell Smith’s “Susan and Emily Dickinson: their lives, in letters” focuses on the relationship between Emily Dickinson and her close friend and sister-in-law Susan Dickinson. Perhaps above all, their relationship was an epistolary one; Emily wrote nearly 500 letters and sent numerous poems to Susan. In response, Susan offered insights, observations and suggestions. Contrary to the narrative of the isolated poetess, this correspondence reveals the poet’s connection and interaction with her sister-in-law on intensely personal and deeply artistic levels. It also places Dickinson squarely in the manuscript culture of the nineteenth century, one in which binding poems into fascicles and enclosing poems in letters was not at all unusual. Indeed, the letters between the two women intermingle reflections on daily life and poetry. Smith suggests that the “facts of this correspondence challenge not only widely held notions about the individual author Emily Dickinson, but also literary traditions that have drawn sharp distinctions between ‘poetic’ and ‘domestic’ subjects.” Relating evidence of Susan’s immense contribution to Emily Dickinson’s poetic practices and strategies, Smith describes
Susan’s place at the center of the editorial battles that began after Emily Dickinson’s death and continue today. According to Smith, “the editing of Emily Dickinson was, from the very beginning, driven, inflected by, and/or entangled with biography.”

The next group of essays in this companion looks more closely at Dickinson’s poems, her themes, and her strategies. Wendy Barker begins this discussion in “Emily Dickinson and poetic strategy” by examining Dickinson’s own references to prose and poetry in her poems and letters. Throughout Dickinson’s poetry, the term prose is associated with oppressive sunlight, sermons, religious practices, patriarchy, and constraint. Poetry, on the other hand, is allied with liberating darkness and inner freedom. Dickinson used her poetry as a force of liberation that allowed her to move outside of the prose boundaries constructed by her father, the church, and her culture, all of which hemmed her into a confined space. For Dickinson, Barker argues, “To be... wide open to the moment, oblivious to prosaic social demands and stultifying theological ones, is poetry, possibility, and perhaps even paradise.”

For Fred White, in “Emily Dickinson’s existential dramas,” Dickinson’s poetry dwells less in paradise than in the limited nature of humanity. White demonstrates Dickinson’s dramatic portrayal of existentialism. He argues that “Instead of directly conveying the poet’s own thoughts and feelings about the subject, Dickinson prefers the aesthetically richer indirection of a dramatic rendering, whereby characters – personae – speak in their own disparate voices, thereby creating a richer and more complex work of art.” The voices of her characters demonstrate major existential themes, “choosing existence over essence” and “championing the existential over the transcendent.” In many ways, White asserts, Dickinson’s poetry is written against Emersonian transcendentalism, showing that “word and world – mind and nature – are separated by an unbridgeable gulf.” We see in Dickinson’s poetry that “existence is bound by temporality, individual limitation and isolation,” yet these very barriers to transcendence make her “most of all a poet of the deliberately lived moment, of physical presence, of life’s unstoppable movement.”

Cristanne Miller and Suzanne Juhasz’s “Performances of gender in Dickinson’s poetry” similarly attends to the dramatic voices of Dickinson’s poetry, viewing the “space of the poem... as a stage, whereon the poet may play a multitude of self-positionings.” In this essay, Dickinson’s performative allows her to take on various subject positions and to enact gender. For Miller and Juhasz, the performance unfolds not just in the voice of Emily Dickinson but in the dramatic interplay between reader and text. They argue that “the poem demands of readers that they perform its ‘script’ along with
the poem’s speaker or ‘voice.’” In Dickinson’s lyric poetry, the speaker’s self, and its gendered identity, is “a self that is done – enacted, performed by the reader.” Thus, despite the traditional view of Dickinson as isolated from the world, her “poems are particularly open to – indeed, demanding of – readerly participation.”

Shira Wolosky’s “Emily Dickinson: being in the body,” begins with the poem, “I am afraid to own a body,” taking up the question of embodiment in relation to identity. Dickinson’s emphasis on body and soul seems radically different from Whitman’s inclusive and expansive “I am the poet of the Body and I am the poet of the Soul,” but, Wolosky argues, both poets respond to American cultural forces that promise correlation, “implicit claims that the various levels of experience and of identity are mutually confirming and culturally coherent.” For Whitman, this correlation is approximated but with some tension, but for Dickinson, just as various levels of meaning seem to be reaching correlation, they are stymied and the reader experiences a shift in meaning and a contest of contradictory ideas. Dickinson’s greater agonistic tendencies, Wolosky argues, have in large part to do with her often contradictory positions as woman, poet, and American. “These analogical slips,” Wolosky states, “textually enact a kind of cultural slippage in which a female gender complicates or contradicts assertions of American or Romantic selfhood; material progress in the world subverts or opposes, rather than realizes spiritual longings; self-fulfillment contests self-denial; and body remains in tension with soul, including poetic embodiment as against some pure artistic essence.” Such representational collisions are more than the poet’s personal contests; they reflect broad cultural controversy.

In “Emily Dickinson and the Gothic in Fascicle 16,” Daneen Wardrop examines Dickinson’s use of Gothic images to explore identity in the particular context of her self-bound fascicles. She looks specifically at the way in which the visual elements of the manuscripts, dashes, line- and page-breaks, and handwriting, as well as the arrangement of the poems, influence the Gothic elements of the eleven poems included in Fascicle 16. Wardrop presents Dickinson as a forerunner of modernist and postmodernist ideas of identity, demonstrating in her poetry the “splitting, conflicted, shattering subject” so present throughout twentieth- and twenty-first-century literary works. Like Wolosky, Wardrop finds interdependence, contradiction, and collision at the center of Dickinson’s poems. Using strategies of disorientation to heighten suspense and to unsettle the reader, Dickinson conveys identities that are unstable, “always in process,” that move between singular and plural and male and female subject positions in disconcerting, shifting pronouns. Words crossed out or written above lines, blank pages, and multiple versions of the poems all contribute to the multiplicity of meaning in Dickinson’s poems; the
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fascicle manuscripts reveal the poems as “elastic, in process, a workshopping entity, alive.”

The final three essays in this companion pay particular attention to the cultural contexts of Dickinson's poems. In “Emily Dickinson and popular culture” David Reynolds again departs from Dickinson scholarship’s traditional emphasis on the poet’s isolation and discusses the many ways in which Dickinson’s poetry engages with and was influenced by the popular culture of nineteenth-century America. “[H]aunted themes,” some very similar to those Wardrop discusses, appear here as evidence of Dickinson’s tremendous interest in the popular newspapers and pamphlets of her day, which increasingly reported the sometimes gruesome details of crimes and mysteries. In addition, Dickinson’s poems register the mid-nineteenth-century’s controversy over sermon styles, reflecting an interest in “imaginative preaching,” which emphasized anecdote and adventure over doctrinal formality. She also takes up the topic of temperance, manipulating and playing off of popular images of this movement. Her successful poetic use of such popular images occurs, according to Reynolds, through “radically personalizing [them] by redirecting [them] toward quotidian experience and private emotion,” and through “direct[ing] such images inward, using them as metaphors for the recesses of the psyche.” Reynolds's essay concludes with a discussion of the influence of the expansion of women’s literature between 1858 and 1866, Dickinson’s most productive years. Reynolds argues that this literature, sometimes referred to as the “literature of misery” because it focused on the inner grief and anger of women, had a great influence on Dickinson’s own imagery, particularly her “repeated use of volcano imagery.” Dickinson’s poetry stands out, Reynolds argues, “for its playful fusion of opposing views.”

Other scholars, however, like Domhnall Mitchell, choose to emphasize Dickinson’s seeming disregard of egalitarianism. In “Emily Dickinson and class,” Mitchell argues that Dickinson’s comments on class and race situate “her in an American tradition of thought and writing that responds with alarm to the dangers perceived as latent in a democratic system.” Mitchell analyzes several of Dickinson’s most well-known poems in light of their class implications, arguing that they demonstrate a regard for observation over action and reveal Dickinson’s paradoxical positions of exclusivity and exclusion. Mitchell explains that “Dickinson’s position as a female member of the provincial gentry in Amherst almost certainly contributed to the formation of a consciousness that felt special and even superior, but also excluded from the public spheres of action and power. The result is the frequent promotion in her writing of non-involvement, strategic withdrawal, deferral, anonymity, and witness.”
Whereas Reynolds and Mitchell tend in the end to distinguish Dickinson and her poetry from the lives and literature of other nineteenth-century women writers, Paula Bennett seeks to reintegrate Dickinson with her female peers. Bennett asserts that discussions of other nineteenth-century women poets have been pursued in Dickinson studies mainly as a way to elevate Dickinson above other writers, to demonstrate “Dickinson’s genius and her ability to transcend the limits of her time, place, and gender.” Bennett’s essay, “Emily Dickinson and her American women poet peers,” argues against this exceptionality. Dickinson struggles, Bennett suggests, with two competing positions: an immersion in domestic life and a quest for literary immortality. The complications of this contest are most evident in Dickinson’s image of the spider, a figure that combines the images of sewing and weaving so common in women’s writing with a masculine representation of a solitary spider “spinning delicate webs out of a secret self, a self known, finally, only to God.” Bennett looks closely at two of Dickinson’s spider poems, “The Spider holds a Silver Ball” and “A Spider sewed at Night,” in the context of other nineteenth-century women’s poetry about weaving in order to demonstrate Dickinson’s struggle to mediate issues of transcendence and materiality.

Dickinson prevails as a powerful poetic voice and literary figure. Part of her genius lies in the fact that she was deeply a part of her own culture; at the same time, she anticipated the psychological preoccupations and poetic themes and practices that we grapple with today and will continue to engage throughout the twenty-first century.
BIOGRAPHY AND PUBLICATION HISTORY
We see – Comparatively –
The Thing so towering high
– Emily Dickinson

“There was a ‘war between the houses,’” wrote Mary Lee Hall of the disputes between Lavinia Dickinson (Emily Dickinson’s sister), Susan Gilbert Dickinson (Dickinson’s intimate friend and the wife of her brother, Austin Dickinson), and Mabel Loomis Todd (Austin’s lover for thirteen years) over the first volumes of Emily Dickinson’s *Poems* and *Letters* edited and published by Todd and Thomas Higginson in the 1890s. This early and primarily female “war,” which “had as its site and center the volcanic and transgressive love relationship between Dickinson and Sue,” has continued into the present with disputes between male editors such as R. W. Franklin and feminist critics such as Susan Howe over the proper editing of Dickinson; the 1993 publication of *New Poems of Emily Dickinson*, edited by William H. Shurr, proposes to add 498 “new” poems to the Dickinson canon; and the 1998 publication of Franklin’s long-awaited and already much-debated variorum edition of *The Poems of Emily Dickinson* adds seventeen poems to the Dickinson canon and promises to replace the standard edition of *The Poems of Emily Dickinson* edited by Thomas H. Johnson in 1955. As Christopher Benfey observes, “For a century now... the editing of Emily Dickinson’s poetry has been entangled with human passions, sex, and blinded partiality, as though the editors were (and sometimes they were)... despairing lovers tossing on their beds.” This is the stuff of American soap opera. And yet these ongoing Dickinson wars have produced a heady mix of sex and text that has left its mark not only on past and recent editions of Dickinson’s work but also on the making of American literary history.

My own interests in entering the Dickinson “wars” are more social and cultural than editorial. Rather than tracing the editorial history of Dickinson’s work as stages in an ongoing telos of bringing Dickinson into proper
representation and circulation, I want to use the occasion of the new millennium, which might be said to mark the centennial of the first publication of Dickinson’s poetry and the rise of her critical reputation in the 1890s, to reflect on Dickinson’s publication history as a scene of struggle in which significant social and cultural values have been both produced and contested. That is, rather than seeking to wrest Dickinson’s writing from the hands of seemingly adulterous, mutilating, or otherwise inadequate editors, I am more interested in the precise kinds of cultural, political, and ideological work that the figure of Emily Dickinson and her writing have been called upon to do. In other words, what is finally at stake in the Emily Dickinson wars?

1 Poetic genius

Although the volumes of Dickinson’s Poems and Letters edited by Todd and Higginson in the 1890s have been widely criticized for producing a conventionalized version of Dickinson that would appeal to the popular literary taste of the time, these early editions are in fact quite interesting in suggesting the ways certain founding assumptions continue to frame Dickinson studies and literary studies more generally at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Like Susan and Lavinia Dickinson, who emphasized Dickinson’s “seclusion and intellectual brilliancy,” her “peculiar and wonderful genius,” and the separation of her poems from any specifically “personal experiences,” or “love disaster,” Higginson and Todd represent Dickinson as an isolated and individual artist-genius whose poems exist against and beyond time and history. “The verses of Emily Dickinson belong emphatically to what Emerson long since called ‘the Poetry of the Portfolio,’” Higginson wrote in his “Preface” to Poems by Emily Dickinson (1890); they were “something produced absolutely without the thought of publication, and solely by way of expression of the writer’s own mind” (p. iii). Dickinson was, Higginson asserted in an article in the Atlantic Monthly written to promote the second edition of Poems (1891), “a wholly new and original poetic genius.”

Although Higginson’s representation of Dickinson as a solitary and original “poetic genus” might appear to be natural and self-evident, the notions of the individual “author,” “poetic genius,” “mind,” “art,” and “imagination” that he and Todd invoke in their prefaces to Dickinson’s work are actually quite recent and heavily contested concepts. The notion of author as individual genius whose imagination and art are forms of intellectual property arose simultaneously with free enterprise and the literary marketplace in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century as “genius” and “culture” were
The Emily Dickinson wars

redefined not as something public and outside, as in Alexander Pope’s An Essay on Criticism (1711) – “True Wit is Nature to Advantage drest / What oft was Thought, but ne’er so well Exprest” – but as something inside and private, as in Emerson’s words in “The Poet” (1844): “Thou shalt leave the world, and know the muse only. Thou shalt not know any longer the times, customs, graces, politics, or opinions of men, but shalt take all from the muse.”

At a time of massive social transformation, when a new industrial elite of money and business was eroding the traditional power, rank, and privilege of the old landed gentry, and labor was engaging in increasingly violent confrontations with capital, the figure of Emily Dickinson and her work were presented as a reaffirmation of the cultural power of mind and genius against the debased imperatives of both the capital marketplace and the democratic masses. In the words of one of Dickinson’s earliest reviewers, William Dean Howells, writing as editor of Harper’s Magazine in 1891, “If nothing else had come out of our life but this strange poetry we should feel that in the work of Emily Dickinson America, or New England rather, had made a distinctive addition to the literature of the world, and could not be left out of any record of it; and the interesting and important thing is that this poetry is as characteristic of our life as our business enterprise, our political turmoil, our demagogism, our millionarism.” Against the apparent crassness of both the new money and the new masses, “the work of Emily Dickinson” is invoked as a figure of what Perry Miller would later call The Mind of New England assuming its rightful and culturally dominant position as a representative not only of United States mind but of all mind on the stage of world literature.

As one of the founding assumptions of Dickinson studies, the notion of Dickinson as “a wholly new and original poetic genius” representative at once of New England genius and US genius, has in its turn come to shape later responses to the Todd-Higginson volumes as a site of adulteration (and literal adultery between Austin and Mabel) where the uniqueness and radicalism of Dickinson’s work has been mutilated and defiled. And yet, as Lavinia wrote to Higginson after the publication of the first edition of Poems in 1890, “But for Mrs Todd & your self, ‘the poems’ would die in the box where they were found.” Ironically, if it had not been for the editorial labors of Todd and Higginson, we might not have Dickinson’s writing – or at least significant parts of it – at all: in fact, Todd’s carefully made transcriptions of the Dickinson holographs are, in some cases, the only copies we have. What the editing of Dickinson makes visible is the ways in which the editor, like the author, is engaged in acts of cultural production and interpretation that are collective and social rather than private and individual.
In their effort to produce a Dickinson that would appeal to popular audiences, Todd and Higginson were enormously successful. The first edition of Poems sold some 10,000 copies and, in the words of Higginson, enjoyed a “suddenness of success almost without parallel in American literature” (“Dickinson’s Letters,” p. 444). While it is not my purpose to present a detailed analysis of these 1890s volumes, I want to suggest that if we were not so singly focused on the process of bringing Dickinson into proper—meaning scholarly rather than popular—representation, we might examine the material dimensions of these early volumes of Dickinson’s work and their subsequent reception for what they reveal not only about the ways Dickinson was socialized, marketed, and consumed by her first editors and readers, but also about the history of the author, the book, editorial practice, and literary taste at a crucial moment in the simultaneous emergence of aestheticism and mass culture, literary modernism and the culture of consumption.

Despite the efforts of Todd and Higginson to conventionalize Dickinson’s work, her poems still seemed formally aberrant enough to cause some reserve, especially among genteel critics. It was Dickinson’s form rather than her content that unnerved Thomas Aldrich in his influential review of Dickinson’s Poems for the Atlantic in 1892. Dickinson’s “versicles” were, he wrote, both aesthetically “fatal” and “queer,” terms that inadvertently mark the relation between the danger of Dickinson’s formal deviance and other forms of “queerness” or deviancy in her work. These early volumes of poems, which were later included in The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson (1924) and The Poems of Emily Dickinson (1930), edited by Dickinson’s niece, Martha Dickinson Bianchi, were also radical enough to make Dickinson a cultural icon among several modernists, including most notably Amy Lowell, Conrad Aiken, Hart Crane, Yvor Winters, John Crowe Ransome, and Allen Tate, whose 1932 article “New England Culture and Emily Dickinson,” begins by setting Dickinson as a New Critical embodiment of mind and culture against the “intellectual chaos” of Marxist criticism and the kinds of political writing associated with the depression: Dickinson’s poetry is “a poetry of ideas,” he says, “and it demands of the reader a point of view—not an opinion of the New Deal or the League of Nations, but an ingrained philosophy that is fundamental, a settled attitude that is almost extinct in this eclectic age.”

2 Property

The historically contingent relation between marketplace notions of individualism and private property and the emergence of modern notions of poetic genius, the author, and the work as forms of intellectual property is
particularly legible in Dickinson studies because as a field of cultural and academic study it cannot finally be separated from its origins in a property dispute between Lavinia Dickinson and Mabel Loomis Todd. Todd was the lover of Austin Dickinson to whom Lavinia deeded a piece of Dickinson’s land (at Austin’s request) in partial repayment for her work on Dickinson’s manuscripts. As a result of this highly publicized legal battle, the Dickinson manuscripts were divided between the house of Dickinson and the house of Todd, whose descendants, Martha Dickinson Bianchi (Susan Dickinson’s daughter and Dickinson’s niece) and Millicent Todd Bingham (Todd’s daughter) parsed out a bewildering series of publications – including *The Single Hound: Poems of a Lifetime* (1914), *Complete Poems* (1924), *Further Poems* (1929), *Poems* (1930), *Unpublished Poems* (1935), *Poems* (1937), and *Bolts of Melody* (1945) – in response to the growing public appetite for Dickinson’s work.

“The world will not rest satisfied till every scrap of her writings, letters as well as literature, has been published,” wrote one reviewer in 1892 in response to the first and second volumes of Dickinson’s *Poems* (Buckingham, *Reception*, p. 294). Whatever else one might say about these first editions and the earliest public response to her work, Emily Dickinson, the “Recluse Woman of Genius” (Buckingham, *Reception*, p. 182), had emerged as an author, and as such her “mind” would continue to be bought, sold, marketed, exchanged, litigated, and owned as a form of private property. Just as in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the division and dissemination of Dickinson’s writings were marked by the simultaneous sexual and legal terms of a property dispute between the house of Dickinson and the house of Todd, so in 1950, a further legal battle over the ownership of Dickinson’s work ensued when Alfred Leete Hampson, Bianchi’s companion and heir, sold Dickinson’s manuscripts to Harvard University, which peremptorily claimed ownership and possession of all Dickinson’s work. When Todd Bingham successfully challenged Harvard’s claim, the Dickinson manuscripts were once again divided, this time between the Houghton Library at Harvard, which owns the manuscripts of Susan and Lavinia, and the Amherst College Library, which owns Todd’s share of the Dickinson manuscripts.

“Publication – is the Auction / Of the Mind of Man – ,” Dickinson wrote in one of her most frequently cited poems (Fr 788). The irony, of course, is that the “Mind” of Emily Dickinson, who refused to go to market and resisted commodification by what she called “Disgrace of Price,” is now owned collectively by Harvard University and Amherst College, where access to and circulation of her writing is vigorously policed and controlled.\(^\text{11}\) If you want to quote from or publish the work of Dickinson you must ask for
the privilege and pay the price; if, on the other hand, Dickinson had gone to market, her work, like the work of many of her contemporaries, would now be in the public domain.

3 Cultural contests

During the thirties, Emily Dickinson became a key figure in the formulation of a New Critical methodology grounded in close reading, formal analysis, and the individual poem as self-enclosed aesthetic object. “The greatness of Emily Dickinson” is not going to be found in anything outside the poem, R. P. Blackmur averred. “It is going to be found in the words she used and in the way she put them together,” he argued, in an essay that carefully discriminates between Dickinson’s “mob of verses” and a very few poems in which she attains the ideal of “poetry” as “a rational and objective art” especially “when the theme is self-expression.”

Deployed as a weapon against the political, ideological, and popular approaches to literature associated with the Left, the masses, and the thirties, in the criticism of Tate, Blackmur, Yvor Winters, and others, Dickinson’s poems became both the exempla and the occasion for modernist and New Critical definitions of the literary – grounded in distinctions between poetry and history, aesthetics and politics, high art and mass culture, form and feeling – that came to dominate academic criticism and literary studies in the United States during the Cold War period.

“The fact is that [Dickinson] did not live in history and held no view of it, past or current,” wrote Thomas Johnson, whose three-volume edition of The Poems of Emily Dickinson, published by Harvard University Press in 1955, reaffirmed both the formalist and New Critical protocols of the American academy and an ongoing tendency among editors and critics to banish or repress the social location and formation of Dickinson’s work. But here the “Mind” of the poet is given a patriarchal and particularly fifties twist. Completely eliding the historical fact of Susan Dickinson’s erotic, muse-like presence at the sources of Dickinson’s poetic art (Erkkila, Wicked, pp. 27–8), Johnson’s edition of the poems locates Dickinson’s genius not in herself or in her lifelong love relationship with Susan (to whom Dickinson sent some 250 poems between 1853 and 1884), but in the spectral and safely heteronormative figure of the “Master,” Charles Wadsworth. “Whereas [Benjamin] Newton as muse had awakened her to a sense of her talent,” Johnson writes in his introduction to the Poems, “Wadsworth as muse made her a poet” (p. xxii).

As the first edition since the 1890s to have access to Dickinson materials in both the Todd and the Dickinson collections, the first collection
of Dickinson’s *Poems* edited by a literary scholar, and the first to seek to preserve Dickinson’s unconventional spelling, capitalization, and punctuation, Johnson’s edition of Dickinson’s *Poems* represented a landmark literary event that had a major impact on the direction and practice of American poetry, writing, editing, and criticism – especially Dickinson criticism – over the next half-century. But Johnson’s work on Dickinson also bears the editorial battle scars of the ongoing “war between the houses” over the ownership of Dickinson’s work. Allowed access to the Dickinson manuscripts in the Todd collection on only two occasions (because Bingham’s ownership was still being disputed by Harvard), Johnson was forced to work from photostats, which led to errors in transcription, interpretation, and judgment.

Although Johnson’s edition of Dickinson’s *Poems* along with his three-volume edition of *The Letters of Emily Dickinson* (1958) have served several generations of students, teachers, writers, and scholars as the standard editions of Dickinson’s work, these editions have also been an ongoing site of contest in the Dickinson wars. In *The Editing of Emily Dickinson* (1967), Franklin criticized Johnson for errors, inconsistencies, and misrepresentations; and in 1981, Franklin himself published a two-volume facsimile edition of *The Manuscript Books of Emily Dickinson*, which seeks to make “the manuscript books of the poet available for the first time, restored as closely as possible to their original order and, through facsimile reproduction, presented much as she left them for Lavinia and the world.”

Intended as a kind of manuscript counterpart and corrective to Johnson’s print edition of the poems, Franklin’s edition of Dickinson’s hand-sewn manuscript books, or “fascicles” (as Todd called them), and unbound “sets” of poems has spurred a whole new series of contests about Dickinson’s irregularities of grammar, punctuation, and capitalization, her line and stanza divisions, her use of alternative words and phrases, and finally, what one reads when one reads a Dickinson “poem.” Critical of the editorial work of both Johnson and Franklin, who published his own corrected, expanded, and probably now “standard” edition of Dickinson’s *Poems* in 1998, poet-scholars such as Susan Howe and textual critics and editors, such as Jerome McGann, Ellen Louise Hart, and Martha Nell Smith, have urged us to return to Dickinson’s original manuscripts as the site of what Howe calls Dickinson’s “visual intentionality” and her most radical literary experiments.

William Shurr’s 1993 edition of *New Poems of Emily Dickinson* is another story. Marketed as “a stunning new literary discovery – nearly five hundred new Dickinson poems . . . expanding the canon of Dickinson’s known poems by almost one-third and making a major addition to the study of American literature,” *New Poems* and William Shurr have provoked widespread
controversy among Dickinson scholars and in the larger literary community, with charges ranging from hoax and sham, to claims that Shurr neglected the work of other scholars who had already “discovered” some of the poems he presents, to more general charges that he has ridden ignorantly and roughshod over the complexities and ambiguities of Dickinson’s sexual and textual practice and the corresponding difficulties of editorial reproduction and translation. Whereas Howe, McGann, and Smith would return us to the origin of Dickinson’s art in her manuscript productions, Shurr bypasses the manuscripts altogether, preferring to “excavate” and “elevate” new poems into the Dickinson canon, not through a careful reading of Dickinson’s manuscripts but through a close reading of the already edited and interpreted volumes of Dickinson’s *Letters* by Johnson and Ward. Where Howe, McGann, and Smith re-enact Dickinson’s own resistance to the market and print by leading us back to the holograph page, Shurr openly plays the market, feeding the public “appetite” for Dickinson and staging his putative “discovery” of new poems as a media event. “[W]e continue to hope that there are stores of Dickinson material still to be discovered, works to feed the appetite of those who would like to have more of her poems,” Shurr writes in his Introduction (*New Poems*, p. 2).

There are many things wrong with Shurr’s edition. Shaped by notions of the author, poetry, and the aesthetic, which were set in place by the first editorial and critical constructions of Dickinson and reaffirmed by the formalist and New Critical frames of academic criticism in the forties and fifties, Shurr’s editorial practice is grounded in the assumption that poems are “freestanding, contextless productions” that must be extricated from “their original contexts” – personal, social, cultural, historical – and relocated in a canonical and ultimately transcendent realm called “art”: “It is only when they are isolated and presented as freestanding poems that we can focus on them as the works of art they are,” Shurr writes. All signs of history and the social context must be banished: “In order further to isolate them for study,” he says, “I have organized them by genre rather than by chronology” (*Shurr, New Poems*, p. 10).

Although Shurr acknowledges that “Dickinson’s tendency to use the same rhythm and meter for her prose indicates that the line between her poetry and prose is not entirely fixed” (p. 102), his entire project is driven by a desire to “fix it” – to redraw the boundaries and reassert the fundamental distinctions between poetry and prose, art and history, text and context, work and life. Thus, whereas Hart in her essay, “The Encoding of Homoerotic Desire,” recovers a hitherto unnoticed poem in one of Dickinson’s letters to Susan, but refuses to separate this poem, which she calls “Morning,” from its context either in the letters or in the erotic and lifelong love relationship
between Emily and Susan Dickinson, Shurr includes the same poem among his “discoveries,” refusing to acknowledge either the homoerotic contexts of the poem or the fact that it was Hart who originally called attention to this and other “letter-poems” that do not appear in Johnson’s edition of the Poems. But Shurr contradicts himself: while he erases the homoerotic contexts of Dickinson’s “letter-poems” addressed to Susan, he keeps the “Master” plot and the heteronormative frames of Dickinson studies in play by consistently locating the heterosexual “contexts” of these “new poems” in Dickinson’s relationship with Charles Wadsworth, Samuel Bowles, and Otis Lord.

In “What Is an Author?” Foucault asks, “What if, within a workbook filled with aphorisms, one finds a reference, the notation of a meeting or of an address, or a laundry list: Is it a work, or not? Why not?” Foucault’s questions suggest that once the author function is in place, there can be no end to what counts as a “work,” or, in Shurr’s terms, a “poem” by Emily Dickinson. Although Dickinson’s letters are not laundry lists, Shurr’s editorial strategy of scouting out any prose passage that smacks of a “fourteener” (a tetrameter followed by a trimeter line) and reformatting it as a poem suggests the “author function” has run amuck. In fact, Shurr himself appears to recognize that the potentially absurd logic of his editorial project would be to reformat all of Dickinson’s letters as poems: “The recording of such brilliant scraps could be almost endless and would cite virtually every page of the three volume Letters” (Shurr, New Poems, p. 84).

To compare Shurr’s New Poems to recent textual studies of Dickinson’s work is, writes Margaret Dickie, “to descend rapidly to another area of scholarship entirely, where the refined sensibility of Howe, the wide-ranging energies of McGann, the scrupulous attention of Smith, and the elaborate designs of Cameron have no place.” But while reviews of Shurr have put him in his place as an instance of what one reviewer called “the critical grotesque,” I want to suggest that as a site of cultural contest, the controversy stirred by Shurr’s edition is also instructive in revealing the ways notions of the poet, the poem, the individual author, language, and the aesthetic as relatively distinct categories of analysis and inquiry continue to frame Dickinson studies, despite the efforts of feminists, new historicists, multiculturalists, and cultural studies critics to move the study of literature toward a more historically contingent, interdisciplinary, and worldly focus.

Like responses to the Todd-Higginson, Johnson, and Franklin editions of Dickinson as sites of editorial defilement and mutilation, reviews of Shurr present Dickinson as a “major poet” whose language, texts, intentions, and integrity as an author must not be violated. “This is sad business,” writes a reviewer for the Chicago Tribune. “It should be enough that Dickinson is one of the world’s greatest poets.” “Dickinson is a truly major poet, and
her writing should not be cavalierly handled,” asserts a reviewer for the Christian Science Monitor. “Unfortunately, the ‘new poems’ are not new, nor are they true poems,” observes another reviewer in the Boston Globe. “Where we might ask, are the poet’s clear intentions taken into account?” she asks, noting that Shurr should have “respected the ‘prose-formatted poems’ and discussed them as they were written.”

The fact that some of the poems that Shurr presents might be said to be better than ones already in the Dickinson canon suggests that the issue is not so much poetry – or even what counts as a poem – but the necessity of maintaining the integrity and purity of Dickinson’s intentions as individual author and origin of the poetry. The reaction to Shurr suggests the potential conflict between an editorial practice framed by intentionalism and a critical practice that has come to discount not only authorial intentions, in accord with W. K. Wimsatt and Monroe C. Bearsley’s “The Intentional Fallacy” (1946), but also, under the pressure of poststructuralist theory, traditional constructions of the subject, the author, language, and representation. Critical of Shurr for his failure to indicate “that the letters are literary works with their own integrity” and his failure to make use of Dickinson’s manuscripts, where he might have noticed that “line breaks in Dickinson’s poems and letters are intentional visual strategies,” Hart asserts, “Dickinson, a poet unpublished during her lifetime, left her work in handwritten manuscripts, and it is essential for an editor to return to them.”

While I agree that Shurr should have made use of Dickinson’s manuscripts, even if he had, this would not have given him any unmediated access to Dickinson’s intentions. Are the line breaks in Dickinson’s letters and poems “intentional visual strategies” as Howe has argued or merely matters of “arbitrary convenience” as R. W. Franklin has argued? Are Dickinson’s letters “literary” letters as Todd suggested, “letter-poems” as Hart and Smith have argued, “prose-formatted poems” as Shurr claims, or, as some might argue, simply letters. These and other questions about Dickinson’s intentions in her manuscripts are radically undecideable.

As McGann observes in The Textual Condition, the concept of “author’s intentions” is “ambiguous and unstable” and “misrepresents the interactive procedures by which texts are constituted.” What the various alterations, excisions, and editorial translations of Dickinson’s “work” suggests is the socially constituted, interactive, and collaborative nature of authors and texts. Rather than leading us to recognize the social location of the writer and writing, however, recent contests over the editing of Dickinson appear to be leading us – or at least some of us – in just the opposite direction: backward toward the room, and the box, and the manuscripts where Dickinson locked the purity of her authorial intentions.
4 Pure intentionality

The nostalgia for some pure intentionality originating in the author as a figure of mind and genius writing for eternity is particularly evident in Susan Howe’s work on Emily Dickinson. With its verbal and visual gaps, markings, variants, erasures, stutters, spaces, and indeterminacies, Dickinson’s poetry, as Howe presents it, reflects – or one might say inflects – Howe’s interests as a L-A-N-G-U-A-G-E poet. Howe herself acknowledges this: “[Dickinson’s] poems and her middle and later letters encompass whatever I want to bring to them. Need to bring to them. I often worry that I may be imposing my particular obsessions on her” (Birth-Mark, p. 155). Unlike past and recent editors whose appeal to Dickinson’s intentions often masks their historical mediation, Howe accentuates her own poetic intervention by entitling her book on Dickinson, My Emily Dickinson (1985).

Howe’s The Birth-Mark: Unsettling the Wilderness in American Literary History, which includes her influential essay, “These Flames and Generosities of the Heart: Emily Dickinson and the Illogic of Sumptuary Value,” has been hailed as “[a]n astonishing work re-presenting the American past, its history, literature, texts and critics” (Rachel Blau Du Plessis, book jacket). But Howe’s subtitle, “Unsettling the Wilderness,” does not mean restoring the land to its original inhabitants or even relocating Native American cultures at the center rather than the margins of the story of American literary emergence. Rather, it means displacing the land as the actual site of historical struggle between indigenous cultures and their European conquerors with the symbolic wilderness of white mind and white writing. Like My Emily Dickinson, Birth-Mark is in fact wholly Eurocentric in its mytho-poetic reading of both Emily Dickinson and American literary history.

Drawing on the work of Perry Miller, Howe’s attempt to locate what she calls “a distinctive American voice” (Birth-Mark, p. 156) reinstates the mythic narrative of America’s errand into the wilderness with all its perdurable racial, sexual, and imperial coordinates: the origins of American culture in New England; American exceptionalism as it is represented by what Howe calls the “singularly North American . . . literary expression of Emerson, Thoreau, Melville, Dickinson, and to a lesser degree Hawthorne” (Birth-Mark, p. xi); the savage/civilized binary; and the notion of writing as a sacred practice, “a physical event of immediate revelation” (Birth-Mark, p. 1), which exists against and beyond history, or “actuality.”

In Howe’s reading, the “wilderness” and its inhabitants, which she signifies metonymically as “tomahawks, powwows, quickhatch and wampumpeag” are continually represented as “other” in relation to the European mind working out its sacred national “errand” and destiny in America (Birth-Mark,
“The antinomian controversy was,” she asserts, “the primordial struggle of North American literary expression” (*Birth-Mark*, pp. 3–4). Read within the context of current work in the field of comparative American cultural studies, however, what Howe calls “the primordial struggle” might be better understood in Walter Benjamin’s terms as repeated acts of “barbarism” committed in the name of American “civilization” – against Native Americans, women, blacks, Mexicans, and other sexual and social outsiders – as the Anglo-American voice of New England seeks to naturalize its voice as *the* distinctive “North American literary expression.”

The cornerstone of Howe’s vision of history is the mind and art of Emily Dickinson, whose “wild” poetic creation ultimately displaces and comes to stand in for the multiple indigenous cultures that actually inhabited what Howe calls the American “wilderness.” “Really alone at a real frontier,” which is in fact intellectual and symbolic, Dickinson is celebrated as a poetic “genius” – “Outside authority, eccentric, unique” – who “sings the sound of the imagination as learner and founder, sings of liberation into an order beyond gender” and “indifferent to worldly chronology” (*My Emily*, pp. 76, 28, 13).

Re-enacting Dickinson’s refusal to go to market, Howe advocates a return to Dickinson’s original markings on her manuscripts as a means of fully appreciating her “visual intentionality,” “her naked Expression,” and the “physical immediacy” of her “spiritual improvisations” (*Birth-Mark*, pp. 146, 148). It is here, at the originary scene of writing, that we “see what *she, Emily Dickinson,* reveals of her most profound self in the multiple multilayered scripts, sets, notes, and scraps she left us” (*Birth-Mark*, p. 20). Drawing attention to “Dickinson’s word variants, directional dashes, and crosses” as “another kind of writing” (*Birth-Mark*, p. 9), Howe calls for a “facsimile edition” – a “presentation of the author’s, Emily Dickinson’s texts” – that would “show the layerings and fragile immediacies of her multifacted [sic] visual and verbal productions” (*Birth-Mark*, pp. 19–20).

Howe’s visionary and revisionary reading of Dickinson raises important questions about the ways we read, edit, translate, and interpret Dickinson’s writing – or any writing. But her critical focus on Dickinson’s “scrawls,” “strokes,” “cuts,” and marks on the page as signs of poetic genius and sites of aesthetic significance also suggests the extent to which the mind of the individual author and a primarily aesthetic focus on questions of language and craft continue to circumscribe even the most adventurous new work on Dickinson. There are other questions we might ask. Is it only to gain access to the poet’s “most profound self” or her intentions, visual or otherwise, that we read Dickinson? Are there other cultural, social, psychological,
philosophical, or affective reasons for reading Dickinson beyond the intrinsic value of the literary text? Why should a primarily aesthetic focus on the author’s language and craft, her originality, her poetic genius, or in Howe’s words, her status as “one of the greatest poets who ever wrote in English” (Birth-Mark, p. 19) continue to mark the horizon and limit of Dickinson studies or any literary study in the new millennium?

What gets written out of Howe’s focus on Dickinson’s holographs as the site of some originary purity of language, intention, and meaning is once again the social location not only of the writer and writing but also language itself as part of a complex process of social, historical, and cultural production and articulation. “When she created herself author, editor, publisher,” Howe asserts, “she situated her production in a field of free transgressive prediscovery” (Birth-Mark, p. 147). But even in her holographs Dickinson’s language does not exist in some pre-discursive realm outside history: language is itself a social and multi-accentual medium. “Language is not a neutral medium that passes freely and easily into the private property of the speaker’s intentions,” writes Mikhail Bakhtin; it is populated – overpopulated – with the intentions of others.23

Historically, Dickinson worked and wrote toward the end of a period of transition between the patronage of an older aristocratic system and the more democratic forms of patronage and participation opened by the market and what Jurgen Habermas calls the “public sphere” of print.24 As I argue in “Emily Dickinson and Class,” Dickinson’s mode of manuscript production did not represent some distinctive manifestation of pure artistic creation “untainted” by the social: her hand-sewn manuscripts (her “fascicles”) and her circulation of poems in letters and poems as letters represented a residual mode of aristocratic production and circulation that set itself against the twin processes of industrialization and democratization that radically transformed material, social, and cultural relations in nineteenth-century America. If Dickinson’s refusal to print was a sign of her resistance to the commodification of art and “Mind” in the capitalist and patriarchal marketplace, it was also a sign of her aristocratic refusal of the democratic possibilities of public and mass circulation.25 And yet, even in those poems that had no other audience but herself, Dickinson’s poems represented what she called “my letter to the World” (Fr 519) – acts of communication, of social expression, that existed in an intermediate sphere of “letters,” between private and public, silence and speech.

demonization of print as the site of art’s defilement and vulgarization, one
might set Benjamin’s argument, in “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction,” that the technology of reproduction opened the possibility
of a politicized art of the masses that “constituted a revolutionary criticism
of traditional concepts of art.”26 These “traditional concepts” include what
Benjamin calls the “outmoded concepts” of “Creativity and genius, eternal
value and mystery” (p. 218) – the very concepts that Howe and others seek
to reaffirm in returning us to Dickinson’s holograph, or “scriptures,” as the
absolute ground of her “work.”

More so than other writers, Dickinson appears to elicit a desire for greater
and greater intimacy and a corresponding belief that proximity to the scene
of writing – of hand to paper transcription – will bring some immediate
access not available in the print medium. But while a return to Dickinson’s
manuscripts may give us a fuller appreciation of her literary and aesthetic
radicalism – and even this has been vigorously contested – it will also return
us to the more privileged, class-based modes of aristocratic cultural produc-
tion in which she was engaged. Rather than repeating Dickinson’s own acts
of reclusion and withdrawal, we might want to ask: Aside from a select
group of academics and L-A-N-G-U-A-G-E poets who have the cultural
and educational capital to read “Cancelations, variants, insertions, erasures,
marginal notes, stray marks and blanks” (Birth-Mark, p. 9) as signs of aes-
thetic significance, who would be the audience for the facsimile edition of
all of Dickinson’s poems, letters, and fragments that Howe proposes? The
edition of Dickinson proposed by Howe would not only not reach that vague
but much invoked figure the “common reader”; it would also reinstate some
of the more ethnocentric, ahistorical, and exclusionary terms of canonical
American literary studies.

5 Horizons

In Textual Condition McGann observes that “Dickinson’s texts . . . despite
her enormous popularity as a poet, have yet to be even minimally socialized”
(p. 86). He calls for a “critical reimagining of critical editing” that would
recognize the social nature of texts (p. 67). Challenging not only “authorial
intention” as the ground of textual editing, but also the notion of a single
text as the “correct” one, McGann emphasizes the “indeterminacy” of an
archive that includes “not just original manuscripts, proofs, and editions
but all the subsequent textual constitutions which the work undergoes in its
historical passages” (p. 62). “The transmission history of a poetical work,”
he argues, “is as much a part of the poetry as is the ‘original’ work of the
author” (p. 147).
And yet, as important as McGann’s work has been to the formulation of a social theory of texts, in his discussion of the “visual aspect” of Dickinson’s manuscripts in *Black Riders*, he, too, invokes Dickinson’s holographs and her “visual” intentions as the “final horizon” of any editorial translation. For him, as for Howe, Dickinson’s hand-sewn manuscripts are the site of some ultimate transparency where her intentions may be clearly read. Franklin’s facsimile edition of the manuscripts “makes it clear,” McGann writes, “that Dickinson’s texts are what would later be called (by Charles Olson) ‘composition by field’” (*Black Riders*, p. 27). Dismissing the notion that Dickinson’s “odd lineations are unintentional,” he argues that “certain textual moments reveal such a dramatic use of page space as to put the questions of intentionality beyond consideration” (*Black Riders*, p. 28). But Franklin’s facsimile edition of the manuscripts does not put Dickinson’s intentions beyond question – least of all to Franklin himself, who has consistently argued that Dickinson’s unusual marks of punctuation, her lineation, her multiple variants, and her organization of her poems into fascicles have no particular significance, aesthetic or otherwise. What McGann’s modernist interpretation of Dickinson’s manuscripts in fact suggests is that in the context of his own reading of the “objectivist” poetics of Pound, Stein, Olson, and Zukovsky, McGann’s experience of Dickinson’s writing as “composition by field” is so “dramatic” that he has projected it back onto her manuscripts as “authorial intention.”

Critical of Johnson’s edition for going “astray,” for misrepresenting Dickinson’s writing by approaching “her work as if it aspired to a typographical existence,” McGann argues that “Dickinson’s scripts cannot be read as if they were ‘printer’s copy’ manuscripts, or as if they were composed with an eye toward some state beyond their handcrafted textual condition.” Dickinson’s hand-sewn manuscripts are, McGann insists, her “work’s initial horizon of finality,” a horizon that is further circumscribed by McGann’s exclusive focus on “the aesthetic or expressive” significance of her “scriptural forms.” McGann concludes, “When we come to edit her work for bookish presentation . . . we must accommodate our typographical conventions to her work, not the other way around” (*Black Riders*, p. 38).

But if Dickinson’s hand-sewn manuscripts are, as McGann argues, the “horizon of finality,” then they were possibly not meant to be read or edited at all. So who exactly is the ideal reader that McGann and others invoke in describing how “we” must read and edit Dickinson? Moreover, what exactly constitutes the “work” whose “aspirations” and “horizon” McGann reads so clearly? We do not know the intentions of Dickinson’s hand-sewn manuscripts; nor do we know if “her work” “aspired to a typographical existence.” What we do know is that Lavinia discovered hundreds of Dickinson’s
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hand-written poems in a box shortly after her death in May 1886. If we are going to follow Dickinson’s “intentions” exactly, wouldn’t a further logic be that we not “edit” Dickinson’s work for publication at all, in fact, that we put her manuscripts back into the box where she left them and not read them at all. Or perhaps we should just destroy Dickinson’s manuscripts altogether since silence and death may have been part of what McGann calls “the work’s initial horizon of finality.”

I am, of course, being facetious. But what I am trying to suggest is that there is no “horizon of finality.” We do not know Dickinson’s intentions, nor, short of the miraculous discovery of some real rather than Shurr-like “trove” of Dickinson papers, will we ever know her intentions or what constitutes “her work” in any traditional sense of the term. Lavinia chose to save Dickinson’s poetic manuscripts, and we must choose and take responsibility for the precise forms in which Dickinson’s work is edited and circulated, the kinds of cultural work it is asked to do, and the particular kinds of cultural and political interventions it might be asked to make.

As we move into the new millennium, we might want to reflect back upon and reconsider the histories and intellectual categories through which we have come to know and interpret Dickinson’s work. Why, we might ask, has the “Mind” of the poet and the categories of the author, the aesthetic, literature, and Dickinson’s status as the “greatest” American or woman poet of all time so persistently framed the kinds of questions we ask? What are the categories that organize and divide Dickinson studies? Why is gender so often separated from history and culture, and language and editing separated from both? Why does the category of the private consistently trump political and ideological analysis? Why does a focus on gender take precedence over questions of race and class? Are there other ways of organizing Dickinson studies that might bring these seemingly distinct modes of inquiry and analysis into a more fluid and fully interactive relation with each other?

Rather than reinstating the hierarchized sets of binaries – private/public, poetry/sexuality, literature/history, aesthetics/politics, high art/mass culture, holograph/print, individual authorship/cultural production – that continue to structure not only Dickinson studies but the institutional spaces we inhabit, we might want to consider other ways of approaching the relations among literature, culture, society, and world. Art is never only private and individual; it is also and always collective and social. Whereas in the past critics have measured the blank space on Dickinson’s manuscript pages as a means of gauging her poetic intentions, in the future critics might want to examine her manuscript production in relation to the cultural production, poetics, and writing practices of her place and time. Was Dickinson’s
manuscript production unique, or was it part of what Emerson called a broader cultural “revolution” in the production of the poetry of “the portfolio over the book?” (Emerson, p. 1169). If Dickinson resisted what Smith calls the “fixity” and “finality” of print, how do we account for Whitman’s radical experiments with the fluidity and indeterminacy of print in the 1855 and later editions of *Leaves of Grass*? Whereas in the past, contests over Dickinson have tended to focus on her poetic genius, her intentions, her singularity, and the private and essentially gendered dimensions of her art, in the new millennium one can imagine enlarged definitions of “context” and other possible “wars” – social as well as literary, cultural as well as individual, international as well as national and familial – that might enrich our understanding of the historical locations and occasions for writing through renewed acts of critical attention to Emily Dickinson and the world she lived in.

NOTES

1 Letter of Mary Lee Hall to Millicent Todd Bingham, 5 August 1933, reprinted in *LED*, p. 258. Mabel Loomis Todd and Thomas Wentworth Higginson (eds.), *Poems of Emily Dickinson* (Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1890); Todd and Higginson (eds.) *Poems by Dickinson* (Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1891); Todd (ed.) *Letters of Emily Dickinson*, 2 vols. (Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1894); Todd and Higginson (eds.) *Poems by Emily Dickinson* (Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1896).


11 The only scholar to have total access to Dickinson’s original manuscripts at Harvard University is Franklin. When Johnson prepared his edition, he was
allowed to see the Todd collection on only two occasions (Franklin, Poems, vol. 1, p. 6).


The Emily Dickinson wars


27 In her will, which is dated 19 October 1875, Dickinson leaves her entire estate to Lavinia: “I give devise and bequeath to my only sister Lavinia N. Dickinson all my estate, real and personal, to have and to hold the same to her and her heirs, and assigns forever”; in *The Years and Hours of Emily Dickinson*. Ed. Jay Leyda (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1960), vol. 2, p. 236. Although Sewall writes that “All of Emily’s correspondence was destroyed by Lavinia after Emily’s death, by Emily’s direction” (*Life*, p. 96), the precise nature of Dickinson’s “direction” to Lavinia remains unclear. According to Mabel Loomis Todd, Lavinia was uncertain about Dickinson’s exact “wishes”: “Soon after her death her sister Lavinia came to me, as usual in late evening, actually trembling with excitement. She told me she had discovered a veritable treasure – quantities of Emily’s poems which she had had no instructions to destroy. She had already burned without examination hundreds of manuscripts, and letters to Emily, many of them from nationally known persons, thus, she believed, carrying out her sister’s partly expressed wishes, but without intelligent discrimination. Later she bitterly regretted such inordinate haste. But these poems, she told me, must be printed at once” (Todd, “Emily Dickinson’s Literary Debüt,” *Harper’s Monthly Magazine* [March 1930], pp. 463–464, emphasis added).

GUIDE TO FURTHER READING


CHRISTOPHER BENFEY

Emily Dickinson and the American South

I taste a liquor never brewed –
From Tankards scooped in Pearl –
Not all the Vats upon the Rhine
Yield such an Alcohol!

(Poems, 1890)

When Emily Dickinson’s poems began appearing in slim volumes during the 1890s, many readers viewed her as an avant-garde writer. Her innovations and transgressions in subject and style were the occasion for either censure or celebration. “‘Alcohol’ does not rhyme to ‘pearl,’” sniffed one English reviewer, scowling at the first stanza of “I taste a liquor never brewed” – while implying that the intoxicating experiment did not go well with aesthetic, “pearly” permanence. “She reminds us,” he added, “of no sane or educated writer.”¹ Alice James, the brilliant sister of William and Henry James, noted with patriotic delight that British critics were deaf to Dickinson’s peculiar, and peculiarly American, excellence. “It is reassuring to hear the English pronouncement that Emily Dickinson is fifth-rate,” she reflected in January 1892, “they have such a capacity for missing quality; the robust evades them equally with the subtle.”²

The influential American novelist and critic William Dean Howells, by contrast, had singled out “I taste a liquor never brewed” – “something that seems compact of both Emerson and Blake, with a touch of Heine too” – as exemplifying Dickinson’s up-to-date-ness.³ In this, he was following the lead of Mabel Loomis Todd’s apt defense of Dickinson’s “daring” in her preface to the second series of Poems:

Like Impressionist pictures, or Wagner’s rugged music, the very absence of conventional forms challenges attention. In Emily Dickinson’s exacting hands, the special, intrinsic fitness of a particular order of words might not be sacrificed to anything virtually extrinsic; and her verses all show a strange cadence of inner rhythmical music. Lines are always daringly constructed, and the
“thought-rhyme” appears frequently, – appealing, indeed, to an unrecognized sense more elusive than hearing.4

The off-rhyme of “alcohol” and “pearl” was presumably just such a “thought-rhyme,” appealing to what T. S. Eliot called the “auditory imagination.” Dickinson’s use of “slant” or approximate rhymes, of slang, of rhythms that pushed the limits of her metrical schemes – all these led some American reviewers to greet her posthumously published work as the very latest thing.

And when anomalous or experimental poems by other poets were published during the 1890s, it was often to Emily Dickinson that they were compared. The ironic, free-verse parables in Stephen Crane’s Black Riders, perhaps the most original poetic production of the decade, displayed for one critic an “audacity of . . . conception, suggesting a mind not without kinship to Emily Dickinson’s.”5 Meanwhile, Dickinson’s aging mentor and editor Thomas Wentworth Higginson, reviewing Crane’s book anonymously in The Nation, discerned “an amplified Emily Dickinson,” and remarked that Crane “grasps his thought as nakedly and simply” as she did.6 One reviewer even claimed a direct “influence,” reporting (with no independent confirmation) that William Dean Howells himself had read aloud from Dickinson’s poems in Crane’s presence.7

Emily Dickinson’s poetry seemed resolutely “modern” to many sophisticated, turn-of-the-century readers. She was “unconventional” and “daring,” heedless of traditional forms and rules, a distinctively American poet. During the twentieth century, this view of her achievement has recurred from time to time, especially during the years just after the 1955 publication of the complete poems. At that historical moment after World War II, American critics were eager to consolidate a century (since the 1855 publication of Whitman’s Leaves of Grass) of American modernist writing. David Porter’s magisterial and forcefully argued Dickinson: The Modern Idiom makes the strongest possible case for Emily Dickinson’s modernity.8

But this view of Dickinson as “modern” has by no means been the dominant interpretation of her achievement during the past one hundred years. From the beginning, Dickinson’s poetry strongly appealed to traditionalists as well, especially to those who felt that she captured perfectly a certain lost New England world, an austere landscape of the spirit all but eliminated by Gilded Age excesses. It is this version of Dickinson, in many ways a “conservative” Dickinson, that this essay will explore most fully. In my view, this interpretation of Dickinson has prevailed since the first publication of her poems. Several other interpretations, differing sharply in certain details, have nonetheless taken their terms from this traditionalist account. It is this
division in Dickinson’s legacy – and its regional coordinates – to which my title points, rather than the more familiar “war of the houses” often invoked in accounts of Dickinson’s fate at the hands of her editors.

In his handsome tribute in Harper’s, Howells claimed that in Dickinson’s work “America, or New England rather, had made a distinctive addition to the literature of the world,” adding that “this poetry is as characteristic of our life as our business enterprise, our political turmoil, our demagogism, our millionairism.” Howells saw in Dickinson a sort of spiritual counterweight to the capitalist economy of the northeast. That qualifying specification, “or New England rather,” claims for that region its traditional role (since the generation of Emerson, Channing, and Thoreau) of reminding the United States of its true purpose. In this regard, Howells might have quoted Dickinson herself, who once described “a quality of loss” on the spring landscape, as though “Trade had suddenly encroached/Upon a Sacrament” (Fr 962).

The most eloquent tribute to Emily Dickinson as a custodian of old New England values came from Samuel Ward, Margaret Fuller’s close friend and an early writer for the Dial. Ward wrote to his friend Higginson shortly after the publication of the first edition of Dickinson’s Poems:

I am, with all the world, intensely interested in Emily Dickinson. No wonder six editions have been sold, every copy, I should think to a New Englander. She may become world famous, or she may never get out of New England. She is the quintessence of that element we all have who are of the Puritan descent pur sang. We came to this country to think our own thoughts with nobody to hinder… We conversed with our own souls till we lost the art of communicating with other people. The typical family grew up strangers to each other, as in this case. It was awfully high, but awfully lonesome. (LED, p. 26)

Higginson promptly forwarded Ward’s letter to Mabel Todd, calling it “the most remarkable criticism yet made on E. D.” (LED, p. 26). It is also fair to say that Ward’s letter, quoted prominently in his second chapter, “The New England Dickinson and the Puritan Heritage,” dominates Richard Sewall’s influential view of Dickinson in his two-volume biography. Sewall acknowledged that “the following chapters [of his biography] will both confirm and qualify [though not overturn] Ward’s analysis” (LED, p. 26). He specifically endorsed Ward’s identification of Dickinson as a New Englander of “pure blood”: “for the Dickisons were pure stock, without even a wife in seven generations from outside New England” (LED, p. 26).

Paradoxically, however, the strongest argument for Dickinson as the quintessential, “pure-blooded” upholder of New England traditions came not from New Englanders like Higginson and Ward, but from writers of the American South, who found in Dickinson’s poetry a voice strangely kindred
to their own. After the initial flurry of response that greeted the publication of the three volumes of the 1890s, Dickinson received little attention from poets or critics during the first two decades of the twentieth century. Dickinson remained a subterranean taste from about 1897 to 1924. Barely mentioned in literary histories of the time and rarely included in anthologies, she had a brief success in 1914 with the publication of *The Single Hound* (mostly poems that Dickinson had sent to Susan Gilbert, edited by her daughter, Martha Dickinson Bianchi).

Then, in 1924, the Savannah-born poet Conrad Aiken edited a selection of Dickinson’s poems for British readers, with a preface that is the first major essay on Dickinson’s work. Calling her “the most perfect flower of New England Transcendentalism,” Aiken – the first in a long line of poet-critics to write about Dickinson – noticed in her work the “singular mixture of Puritan and free thinker.”

Nothing in Aiken’s own fluent and mellifluous poetry reminds us of Dickinson’s (in his words) “bare, bleak, and fragmentary” work. He is Southern opulence and ease; she is New England granite. He complained that “her poetry seldom became ‘lyrical,’ seldom departed from the colorless sobriety of its bare iambics and toneless assonance.” (Aiken’s own poetry was, if anything, too “lyrical,” too in love with its tuneful vowels.) But he relished her “freedom of utterance,” the way “anything went by the board if it stood in the way of thought.” Freedom was paramount in Aiken’s assessment of Dickinson’s biography as well. “It is apparent,” Aiken wrote, “that Miss Dickinson became a hermit by deliberate and conscious choice.”

Aiken’s essay makes a strong case for Dickinson’s centrality in American literature. His Dickinson, part Puritan and part free thinker, is herself divided. It was the Puritan part, however, that remained a barrier for sophisticated American readers during the 1920s. One might have expected Dickinson’s originality, waywardness, and embrace of freedom to have triumphed in the heroic 1920s of American writing, when, as Alfred Kazin remarked in a famous passage from *On Native Grounds*, “all the birds began to sing... [and] the emergence of our modern American literature after a period of dark ignorance and repressive Victorian gentility was regarded as the world’s eighth wonder, a proof that America had at last ‘come of age.’” But Dickinson was not included in this “emergence” of “modern American literature.” It was Walt Whitman, instead, who seemed, to the poets and novelists of the 1920s, the lyrical liberator who, with his expansive lines and explosive social philosophy, had heroically slipped the yoke of European convention.

Even those poets who leaned towards a more cryptic phrasing and a smaller canvas looked less often to Dickinson than one might suppose. You
will not find Dickinson’s name in the manifestos of T. S. Eliot or Ezra Pound. You might expect to find her work exerting an influence on that loosely convened school of British and American poets – including Pound, H. D., and Amy Lowell – who wished to make a break with the traditions of “genteel” poetry in English. These self-styled “Imagists” aimed for a new precision in their use of language, uncluttered with what was conventionally considered “poetic.” But Dickinson seems to have been a negligible presence for them as well.

Among the Imagists, who coalesced as a group during the years after 1913, only Amy Lowell regarded Dickinson as a significant precursor. After completing her two-volume life of Keats in 1923, Lowell toyed with the idea of writing a biography of Dickinson. Mabel Todd, seeking an ally against the biography planned by Dickinson’s niece Martha Bianchi, strongly encouraged Lowell to do so, sending her Dickinson manuscripts and letters from her own hoard. Lowell died of a stroke before she could seriously begin work on the project, however. That Lowell thought of writing a biography and not a critical work is itself significant, as though something about the prevailing line on Dickinson’s life was preventing a generation of readers from having full access to her work.

Part of the problem, perhaps, was a sense that Dickinson’s life – or at least what little was known of it – did not sufficiently express that escape from “repressive Victorian gentility” that Kazin had invoked. Aiken, in a hooded aside, mentioned the “spinsterly angularity” of her writing, as though marriage would have somehow “rounded” it. And William Carlos Williams, whose lean, imagistic lines in Spring and All (1921) have some of the miniaturist clarity of Dickinson’s verse, took aim at American women poets generally, and Dickinson in particular, in a difficult and disturbing passage in his own attack on Victorian gentility, In the American Grain (1925):

> It is the women above all – there never have been women, save pioneer Katies; not one in flower save some moonflower Poe may have seen, or an unripe child. Poets? Where? They are the test. But a true woman in flower, never. Emily Dickinson, starving of passion in her father’s garden, is the very nearest we have ever been – starving.

> Never a woman: never a poet. That’s an axiom. Never a poet saw sun here.12

Williams’s phrase “woman in flower,” and his nasty epigram “Never a woman [i.e., a heterosexually “fulfilled” woman]: never a poet,” hearkens back to Aiken’s hint that virginity was somehow a hindrance to full poetic expression.

Clearly, an unusually perceptive temperament was needed to find in Dickinson’s work, during the 1920s, a heroism comparable to Whitman’s
noisier, self-celebrating “barbaric yawp.” Hart Crane, who himself knew something about “starving of passion” in his father’s garden, had such a temperament. Mulling over his own outsider status, as a homosexual amid masculinist poets like Williams and Ezra Pound, Crane had already, in his great poem “The Bridge,” revealed a more vulnerable side of Whitman than the bluff caricature of many 1920s evocations. In 1927, a few years before his suicide, Crane began his sonnet “To Emily Dickinson” with that hunger Williams had sensed in Dickinson: “You who desired so much – in vain to ask – / You fed your hunger like an endless task.” Crane saw Dickinson as a reconciler of opposites – “Some reconciliation of remotest mind”; and he answered the bloomless flower claim of Williams and Aiken with the line, “ – Truly no flower yet withers in your hand,/ The harvest you descried and understand/ Needs more than wit to gather, love to bind.” Crane also paid tribute, in the very un-Dickinsonian form of the sonnet, to Dickinson’s genius in the use of abstractions and exotic diction (“Leaves Ormus rubyl los, and Ophir chill”).

Interestingly, the image of Dickinson “starving of passion in her father’s garden” has not gone away. Indeed, it has dominated a good deal of biographically based feminist criticism of Dickinson during recent decades. As the feminist poet-critic Sandra Gilbert recently remarked, Williams correctly understood that imaginatively “Dickinson was starving in Victorian Massachusetts . . . and that she couldn’t be – in the ‘ordinary’ sense – either a woman or a poet.” One reason why Amy Lowell was drawn to the life of Dickinson is, presumably, the many ways in which her own life resembled Dickinson’s. “Starving of passion in her father’s garden” is a pretty good description of what we know of Amy Lowell’s life – until her imposing father’s death and his generous bequest made it possible for her to move in with her female lover and become the poet she had always wished to become.

The real trumpet blast that heralded Dickinson’s arrival on the American literary map (or, to change metaphors, in the canon) came from Crane’s friend Allen Tate, the reactionary Southern poet and brilliant critic, in an essay of 1932 – when Tate could still complain that “Miss Dickinson’s poetry has not been widely read.” By then, enough of Dickinson’s poems had appeared, especially after the Complete Poems of 1924, to make critics feel – erroneously, since the manuscripts in Mabel Todd’s hands remained unpublished for another two decades – reasonably confident that they had her entire oeuvre in hand.

Tate was a leading figure in the Southern literary movement of the 1920s generally referred to as the Agrarians (for their attachment to allegedly rural and agricultural values and their rejection of northern industrialism) or the Fugitives (for the literary magazine that they founded at Vanderbilt
The Fugitives attacked what they perceived as the money-grubbing tendencies of the United States (what Howells had called “our millionairism”), and looked to what they considered the best traditions of the Old South – especially religious and family traditions – for alternative modes of living. Though they regretted the presence of slavery in the antebellum South, they were inclined to interpret the Civil War as a conflict between northern industrialism and southern agrarianism, and not as a battle over freedom.

The line of descent from this group of Southern critics and writers to the school of criticism that came to be known, after World War II, as the New Criticism is direct. Tate and his associates among the Fugitives – John Crowe Ransom, Robert Penn Warren, Cleanth Brooks – were leaders in turn among the New Critics, who argued that the “poem itself” as an “organic” whole was the proper subject of literary study. While the New Critics avoided explicit political statements in their analysis of literary texts, implicit in their practice was a preference for the sort of society – hierarchical, ritualized, and traditional – that could produce sophisticated and complex writing of the kind they most admired.

In an essay published in 1935 called “The Profession of Letters in the South,” Tate praised the “feudal” past of the South, when “the artist was a member of an organic society.”15 This organic society – a Gemeinschaft of common cultural values rather than a Gesellschaft of shared economic interests, to borrow two influential German sociological terms – was destroyed, according to Tate, by “finance-capitalism and its creature, machine-production.” By the Civil War, according to Tate, the transformation was almost complete, and those traditions he valued most – reverence for God, land, and family – were on the verge of extinction.

In Tate’s view, only two regions of the country had been sufficiently imbued with theological convictions and rural traditions to resist to some degree the “rising plutocracy” – namely, the South and New England. And even they were in danger of surrendering to “the machine.”

By 1825 its [i.e., industrialism’s] growth in the East was rank enough to begin choking out the ideas and habits of living that New England along with Virginia had kept in unconscious allegiance to Europe . . . Theocracy was on the decline, and industrialism was rising – as Emerson, in an unusually lucid moment, put it, “Things are in the saddle.” The energy that had built the meeting-house ran the factory. (Man of Letters, p. 212)

By 1850, according to Tate, “the Gilded Age had already begun. But culture, in the true sense, was disappearing.” “Puritan theocracy” had given a “final, definite meaning to life,” and “an heroic proportion and a tragic mode to the
experience of the individual,” while the “new order” of capitalism “tended to flatten it out in a common experience” (*Man of Letters*, p. 213).

For Allen Tate, Emily Dickinson was a heroic voice raised against industrialism and all it stood for. While lamenting, in the “Profession of Letters” essay, that the South “had no… Emily Dickinson,” Tate managed to turn Dickinson into a sort of honorary Southerner, “a deep mind writing from a deep culture,” untouched by “the rising plutocracy of the East” (*Man of Letters*, p. 224). He argues that Dickinson was a poet of *transition*. “Born into the equilibrium of an old and a new order,” she came of age at the ideal time for a poet – hers was “the perfect literary situation” (p. 223). She had the advantage of an orthodox and highly structured set of theological beliefs and intellectual traditions, namely those of Puritan New England, but this world was on the wane – “The spiritual community” was “breaking up” – and she could dwell in it without being imprisoned within it. Instead, this whole rich theological world was available to her imagination: religious ideas and abstractions were “momently toppling from the rational plane to the level of perception” (p. 221).

Tate had an equally bold interpretation of Dickinson’s “withdrawal” from the world. Endorsing Conrad Aiken’s view that Dickinson became a hermit by “deliberate and conscious choice,” Tate pushed her motivations beyond the merely psychological and into the realm of the cultural and political. For Tate, Dickinson’s withdrawal was her way of deliberately turning her back on the ravages of industrialism. “It must have been her sole way of acting out her part in the history of her culture, which made, with the variations of circumstance, a single demand upon its representatives” – i.e., to make money (*Man of Letters*, p. 216). Tate cavalierly brushed away the “modern prejudice… that no virgin can know enough to write poetry.” “All pity for Miss Dickinson’s ‘starved life’ is misdirected,” Tate eloquently concluded. “Her life was one of the richest and deepest ever lived on this continent” (p. 216).

Emily Dickinson was a rebel, in Tate’s view, but she was a rebel of reaction, staunchly upholding values that her elders were giving up. In this regard, she closely resembles Henry James’s fictional Catherine Sloper, the dutiful daughter in *Washington Square* who refuses to adapt to Gilded Age values and fashions. The daughters end up (as James and Tate portray them) more patriarchal than the patriarchs. As New York City and Amherst grow and prosper, Catherine and Emily dig in their heels, refusing to budge from their ancestral addresses. Their fathers die; rejected suitors line their solitary paths. Their loneliness, deliberate and chosen, takes on a heroic dimension.

Allen Tate managed to give a “Southern” turn to his reading of specific poems by Emily Dickinson. The poem that Tate singled out as “one of the
greatest in the English language” (p. 219), one that “illustrates better than anything else she wrote the special quality of her mind” (p. 218), has become one of her most familiar poems. Shorn of its fourth stanza by Higginson and Todd, the poem was already an anthology piece by the 1930s, under the title “The Chariot” that its first editors had provided. Here is the version Tate had to work with, included in the first volume of Dickinson’s *Poems of 1890*:

**THE CHARIOT**

Because I could not stop for death,
He kindly stopped for me;
The carriage held but just ourselves
And immortality.

We slowly drove, he knew no haste,
And I had put away
My labor, and my leisure too,
For his civility.

We passed the school where children played,
Their lessons scarcely done;
We passed the fields of gazing grain,
We passed the setting sun.

We paused before a house that seemed
A swelling of the ground;
The roof was scarcely visible,
The cornice but a mound.

Since then ’tis centuries; but each
Feels shorter than the day
I first surmised the horses’ heads
Were toward eternity.

There are, of course, many possible ways to interpret this poem. Richard Sewall, for example, suggested that the poem “commemorates the birth of the poet in her, the time of poetic awakening,” as well as “her recognition of her all-encompassing theme . . . the meaning of eternity in the light of which all things, from childhood to the grave, must now be seen” (*LED*, p. 572).

What is most striking in Tate’s reading of the poem, in an intense page of analysis, is how strangely “Southern” it is in image and theme. The poem becomes, in Tate’s hands, an evocation of genteel life as it might have been lived on a Southern plantation before the Civil War:

The content of death in the poem eludes explicit definition. He is a gentleman taking a lady out for a drive. But note the restraint that keeps the poet from
carrying this so far that it becomes ludicrous and incredible; and note the subtly interfused erotic motive, which the idea of death has presented to most romantic poets, love being a symbol interchangeable with death. The terror of death is objectified through this figure of the genteel driver, who is made ironically to serve the end of Immortality. (Man of Letters, pp. 219–20)

The poem, for Tate, records one of those stately rituals of a conservative society: “a gentleman taking a lady out for a drive.” Tate’s “genteel driver” embodies the Southern ideal of chivalry. It is essential to his view of the poem that it has a rural, and specifically agricultural, setting: “The sharp gazing before grain instills into nature a cold vitality of which the qualitative richness has infinite depth” (Man of Letters, p. 219). The images at the heart of “Because I could not stop for death” arise from one of those “organic” and “deep” agrarian societies that Tate most admired.

Of course, Dickinson meets Tate halfway. Her poem does portray a stately social encounter between a lady of “leisure” and a man of “civility.” The adverbs in the first two stanzas – “He kindly stopped for me”; “We slowly drove, he knew no haste” – confirm the genteel world of ritual and gallantry evoked in Tate’s reading. Even the title that Higginson and Todd provided, “The Chariot,” suggests an antique world – perhaps the lost world of the Negro spiritual “Swing low, sweet chariot.” (There may even be a specific allusion here. Before the Civil War, Higginson had made a tour of the South, and was one of the first to collect spirituals – what he called “slave songs.” Higginson may have preceded Tate in sensing an affinity between the stately arrival of death’s chariot in Dickinson’s poem and the angelic chariot in “Swing low.”)

What Tate ignores, or glosses over in his line about “the genteel driver... made ironically to serve the end of Immortality,” is that there are three characters in the poem, not two. As the poet-critic Randall Jarrell, another Southerner, who had studied with Tate and Ransom in his youth, pointed out, the poem was like someone saying, “We have a nice hotel room. The girl, myself, and the Sphinx.”16 Tate’s erasure of the third figure is significant, and indicates just how committed he is to a certain scene – genteel, agrarian, ritualized – evoked in his mind by the poem. This mysterious third figure, whom Dickinson names “Eternity,” complicates the picture of a gentleman and lady taking a drive. A chaperon, perhaps?

There is, to be sure, a certain unintended irony in Tate’s view of Emily Dickinson as the voice of a pre-industrial society, a poet who “had nothing to do with... the rising plutocracy of the East.” For if Dickinson’s father and brother did not excel in the “rising plutocracy,” it was not for lack of effort; in any case, the two treasurers of Amherst College did well enough in the world. Edward Dickinson invested in all sorts of financial schemes.
“I must make some money in some way,” he wrote his wife in 1835, “and if I don’t speculate in the lands, at the ‘East,’ I must at the ‘West.’” One wouldn’t know from Dickinson’s deliberately naïve poem “I like to see it lap the miles” that her Whig father lobbied and labored hard to bring the railroad – that symbol of the Gilded Age, dear to all Whig politicians – to water-power-poor Amherst, in order to improve prospects of commerce and trade. (A locomotive was named in his honor.) Emily Dickinson attended the opening ceremonies for the Amherst railroad station, a stone’s throw from the Homestead on Main Street. But Tate will take the carriage poem, thank you, and not the railroad poem.

Tate’s Southern reading of “Because I could not stop for death” raises an interesting question. Could Emily Dickinson’s poetry owe something to her own direct experience of Southern ways of life? Emily Dickinson made one trip to the South, in February and March 1855, during her father’s tenure in Congress. It was certainly the furthest she ever traveled, and, except for her sojourn in Boston because of eye trouble nine years later, it was her longest period away from Amherst. The trip has inspired a great deal of speculation, centered upon the two weeks Dickinson spent in Philadelphia on the return trip, when she is rumored to have had her crucial encounter with the Reverend Charles Wadsworth, minister of the Arch Street Presbyterian Church. (For many years, Wadsworth has headed the list of Dickinson’s possible lovers.)

The Southern segment of the trip – three weeks in Washington DC with at least one foray into Virginia – has received far less attention. But two letters from the trip, one to the Gilbert sisters and one to Mrs. Holland, make clear that Dickinson was drawn to the genteel manners, the polished elegance, and the soft weather of the South. In a letter to Susan and Martha Gilbert, sent from Washington on 28 February, Dickinson reveled in the Southern spring:

Sweet and soft as summer, Darlings, maple trees in bloom and grass green in the sunny places – hardly seems it possible this is winter still; and it makes the grass spring in this heart of mine and each linnet sing, to think that you have come [back to Amherst]. (L 178)

In a letter to Mrs. Holland dated 18 March, she recounted a visit she had made with her sister, Lavinia, to Mount Vernon:

I will not tell you what I saw – the elegance, the grandeur; you will not care to know the value of the diamonds my Lord and Lady wore, but if you haven’t been to the sweet Mount Vernon, then I will tell you how on one soft spring day we glided down the Potomac in a painted boat, and jumped upon the shore – how hand in hand we stole along up a tangled pathway till we reached the tomb of General George Washington, how we paused beside it, and no one
spoke a word, then hand in hand, walked on again, not less wise or sad for that marble story; how we went within the door – raised the latch he lifted when he last went home – thank the Ones in Light that he's since passed in through a brighter wicket! Oh, I could spend a long day, if it did not weary you, telling of Mount Vernon – and I will sometime if we live and meet again, and God grant we shall! (L. 179)

These letters reveal a pleasure in the “soft” spring of the South, and in the “elegance” and “grandeur” of the great plantation of Mount Vernon. “We have had many pleasant times,” Dickinson told Mrs. Holland, “and seen much that is fair, and heard much that is wonderful – many sweet ladies and noble gentlemen have taken us by the hand and smiled upon us pleasantly – and the sun shines brighter for our way thus far.” The sisters befriended a Mrs. James Brown of Alabama who later sent them a novel by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps as a gift. It is easy to imagine those sweet Southern ladies and noble gentlemen making their way into poems like “Because I could not stop for death.”

I want to close this discussion of the “conservative” Dickinson with a final chapter in the twentieth-century reception of Emily Dickinson, namely, the extraordinary body of feminist criticism during the last third of the century. I think it is fair to say that this has been the dominant wing of Dickinson criticism for the past twenty-five years or so. I believe, though, that the true roots of this criticism, at least as it regards Emily Dickinson, go back to the Agrarian idea of Dickinson as cultural custodian and reactionary rebel. A further impetus, also stemming in part from the Agrarians, was the so-called “confessional” poetry of the late 1950s and 1960s, which made Dickinson’s voice “audible” in new and compelling ways.

When Emily Dickinson’s complete poems were published more or less in the form in which she wrote them, in 1955, the Southern interpretation once again prevailed. John Crowe Ransom, a leading figure in the old Agrarian circles and a key “New Critic,” argued, in an essay called “Emily Dickinson: A Poet Restored,” that “the principal literary event of these last twenty years or so [i.e., from 1935 to 1955] has . . . been the restoration just now of an old poet” who “in most ways . . . was surely not one of our ‘moderns.’”

Ransom’s analysis of Dickinson’s biographical situation turned out to have an unexpectedly powerful influence among feminist critics of her poetry. Ransom’s essay recapitulates Tate’s cultural analysis of Dickinson’s Amherst – “where in her time the life and the metaphysics were still in the old Puritan tradition, being almost boastfully remote from what went on across the state in Boston.” He quotes “Because I could not stop for death,” with its restored fourth stanza, but his interpretation is essentially Tate’s genteel one: “Death’s victim now is the shy spinster, so he presents
himself as a decent civil functionary making a call upon a lady to take her for a drive” (Ransom, “Poet Restored,” p. 90).

Ransom’s essay is of particular interest, however, for the way in which it recasts certain questions about Dickinson’s relation to the vocation of poetry. What Ransom notices is the singular split between Dickinson’s daily life as “a little home-keeping person” (p. 89), extraordinarily ill at ease with other people, and the explosive and confident persona we encounter in so many of her poems. It is a disjunction he finds to be typical of poets. She has adopted what William Butler Yeats called the “poet’s mask: the personality which was antithetical to her natural character and identical with her desire” (p. 97). Ransom draws a parallel between Dickinson and Whitman in this regard:

By nature gentle but indecisive, plain in looks, almost anonymous in her want of any memorable history, she chose as an artist to claim a heroic history which exhibited first a great passion, then renunciation and honor, and a passage into the high experiences of a purified Soul. That is the way it would seem to figure out. And we have an interesting literary parallel if we think in these terms about the poetry of her contemporary, Walt Whitman. A good deal of notice has been paid lately to Whitman by way of pointing out that he was an impostor, because the aggressive masculinity which he asserted so blatantly in the poems was only assumed. But that would be Walt Whitman’s mask. (pp. 97–8)

Ransom’s view of the shy spinster adopting the bold mask would seem, on the face of it, to have little to do with the feminist interpretation of Dickinson that began to emerge a couple of decades later. And yet, the line from his essay to the influential treatment of Dickinson in the classic feminist work The Madwoman in the Attic is direct, as the authors, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, implicitly acknowledge. Ransom is the single most invoked figure in their discussion of Dickinson. How did this come about? We will have to make a bit of a detour to explain it.

During the 1950s, it was as a poet of religious structures that Dickinson appeared in some of the most influential literary criticism. Tate’s emphasis on Dickinson’s religious vocabulary and traditional culture found persuasive expression in Richard Wilbur’s elegant poem “Altitudes” (1956), with its comparison (or rather equation) of two perspectives, the dome of St. Peter’s in Rome and Emily Dickinson’s cupola in Amherst. In an important essay published the same year, which recapitulates much of Tate’s argument, Wilbur chose Dickinson’s oxymoronic phrase “Sumptuous Destitution” to name what he took to be the central strategy in her work – a sort of less-is-more attitude. This “paradox that privation is more plentiful than plenty” could – in Wilbur’s view – make a Rome of Amherst.19 Of course, this was another turn in the old argument about Dickinson’s deliberate “withdrawal.” Wilbur,
Tate, and the rest believed that Dickinson had gained something important—some spiritual boon—by turning her back on “plenty.”

But something else was happening as well during the late 1950s. American poetry, long in thrall to modernist notions of “impersonality,” took an autobiographical or “confessional” turn. Poets such as Randall Jarrell, Robert Lowell, and John Berryman (soon followed by Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton) began to quarry their own lives for material, and the first-person singular returned to poetry with a vengeance. It was at just this moment that Emily Dickinson was “restored,” and this group of poets was particularly attuned to her own version of “confessional” poetry. The autobiographical turn that dominated American poetry in the late 1950s and early 1960s made Dickinson’s poetry, with its forceful, “I”-dominated voice, particularly audible. Several members of the group of American poets who came of age during the 1950s—the “middle generation” that included Randall Jarrell, Elizabeth Bishop, and Robert Lowell—were intensely interested in Dickinson. The Southerner Jarrell was taking notes for an extended essay on Dickinson at the time of his apparent suicide in 1965. His tentative title for the essay was “The Empress of Calvary,” clearly another version of the idea of “Sumptuous Destitution.” In some of his own most effective later poems, Jarrell had been experimenting with women’s voices, not so much in the older mode of the dramatic monologue—the creation of “believable” women characters—as in an uncanny attempt to probe his own androgynous self. As he read through Dickinson’s complete poems, Jarrell was thrilled to find what he perceived to be confirmation (and provocation) for his experiments in Dickinson’s practice. He reminded himself to “Notice change in versions” of poem Fr 346 (from “I showed her Heights she never saw” to “He showed me Hights I never saw –”), and in the contrasting versions of “Going to Him! Happy letter!” and “Going – to – Her! Happy – Letter.” Current readers may be more inclined to see, especially in the second instance, experimentation with sexual orientation rather than gender. Nonetheless, the importance for “confessional” writing is obvious.

Berryman too was proud of his skill in what he called “the administration of pronouns.” Without playing with “ambiguous pronouns,” he claimed, he could never have written his first major poem, Homage to Mistress Bradstreet. Berryman didn’t much like the poetry of his “muse,” the seventeenth-century American poet Anne Bradstreet; she concerned him, he admitted, “almost from the beginning, as a woman, not much as a poetess.” His “impersonation” of her was an attempt to inhabit her body, and to experience imaginatively such female experiences as childbirth.

But late in his life, Berryman (like Jarrell) became obsessed with Dickinson. Having modeled the sprawling form of his Dream Songs on Whitman’s
Song of Myself, he tried in his last few books to learn all he could from Dickinson’s leaner poetry. Judging from his late tribute to her, “Your Birthday in Wisconsin You Are 140,” it was a certain wildness in the language and behavior of “Squire Dickinson’s cracked daughter” that appealed to him most, as his own life unraveled in alcoholism and eventual suicide. Some biographical details are garbled in his poem – Dickinson deflected Judge Otis Lord’s romantic attentions, not the reverse – but it remains a handsome rebuttal to Higginson’s early qualms about Dickinson’s poetry.

Higginson’s response to Dickinson’s “cracked” poetry (more alcohol than pearl, in his view) is also the starting point for Adrienne Rich’s very different (and far more effective) poem of 1964. “‘I Am in Danger – Sir’” is, among other things, a meditation on the peculiar fate of Dickinson’s posthumous reception, which Rich sees as a sort of embattled museum of relics, scraps, and objects that fail to cohere. Rich shares Berryman’s sympathy for Dickinson’s subversive “wildness” (in marked contrast to Wilbur’s decorous version of her). And Rich, like Jarrell, is interested in Dickinson’s subverting of gender: “you, woman, masculine/ in single-mindedness.” Rich’s poem makes a fine pendant for her classic essay on Dickinson, “Vesuvius at Home” (1975), which develops some of the same ideas of the explosive imagination lurking behind the “feminine” decorum of Dickinson’s daily life. Rich’s excavation of Dickinson’s life and work, and her focus on such theretofore neglected poems as “My Life had stood – a Loaded Gun,” set the agenda for feminist criticism of Dickinson’s life and work.

In The Madwoman in the Attic, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar are at pains to define what they call “the ‘problem’ of lyric poetry by women” (p. 582). While women writers have excelled in prose fiction, and especially in Gothic narrative, in both verse and prose, lyric poetry has remained largely the province of male writers. The problem, as they see it, turns on the kind of self-assertion demanded of poets but denied women. They invoke the Dickinson critic Suzanne Juhasz’s concept of the “double-bind” of the woman poet: “on the one hand, the impossibility of self-assertion for a woman, on the other hand, the necessity of self-assertion for a poet” (p. 584). Dickinson’s “solution” to the problem was that of the literary persona. “In the context of a dramatic fiction, Dickinson could metamorphose from a real person (for whom aggressive speech is forbidden) into a series of characters of supposed persons (for whom assertive speeches must be supplied)” (p. 584).

Gilbert and Gubar identify as their antagonists such “masculinist” critics as Ransom, and yet their argument, as they are forced to acknowledge, closely resembles his idea of the poet’s mask (p. 557). But Gilbert and Gubar make one further move. They argue that Dickinson was not content
(as Ransom suggested) to have explosive poetry compensate for the confined daily life of a shy spinster. They argue, instead, that Dickinson turned her own daily life into a Gothic tale, a “yarn of pearl.” Gender relations were at the center of this story: “Dickinson’s attitude toward the powerful male Other who ruled women’s days and lives is at the heart of the gothic ‘Novel’ into which she transformed her own life” (p. 594). Dickinson’s life, they argue, “became a kind of novel or narrative poem in which, through an extraordinarily complex series of maneuvers, aided by costumes that came inevitably to hand, this inventive poet enacted and eventually resolved both her anxieties about her art and her anger at female subordination…” (p. 583).

Where is that “fictional shape Dickinson gave her life” to be found if not in the poetry? Well, in her adoption of white dresses – one of those “costumes that came inevitably to hand.” “By literally and figuratively impersonating ‘a woman – white,’ Dickinson wove her life into a gothic ‘Yarn of Pearl’ that gave her exactly the ‘Amplitude’ and ‘Awe’ she knew she needed in order to write great poetry” (p. 586). In that imaginative space Dickinson is, they argue, the “inebriate of air” who settles for “Sumptuous Destitution,” though she is also, in their approving view, “greedy, angry, secretly or openly self-assertive” (p. 564). For Gilbert and Gubar, the questions surrounding Dickinson’s “withdrawal” are again key. They endorse the Aiken-Tate conviction that the withdrawal was deliberate and not imposed by some psychological disorder or trauma. And they repeat Tate’s powerful interpretive move from biographic to cultural motivations. All these critics share a view of Dickinson’s society as “patriarchal.” Where they differ is in the value they place on that society.

Tate’s view is that Dickinson’s withdrawal represented a rejection of the new, money-based values of the Gilded Age, and a return to the religious values of “Old New England.” For Tate, Dickinson embraces patriarchy. It is why a poem like “Because I could not stop for death” means so much to him.

Quite differently, Gilbert and Gubar’s view is that Dickinson’s withdrawal represented a rejection of patriarchy new and old – for what “Old New England” and Gilded Age New England had in common was a social order (“Puritan-Victorian society,” they call it [p. 588]) in which women had few options beyond overworked motherhood or isolated spinsterhood. This is why a poem like “My life had stood – a Loaded Gun” is so significant in feminist criticism. Instead of death arriving in a carriage to take the speaker for a ride, the speaker herself deals in death. “This woman poet,” as Adrienne Rich wrote, “perceives herself as a lethal weapon.”24 Gilbert and Gubar add that “This Gun clearly is a poet, and a Satanically ambitious poet at that” (Madwoman, p. 609). They conclude that “this enigmatically powerful poem is an astounding assertion of ‘masculine’ artistic freedom” (p. 610).
Gilbert and Gubar return biographical considerations to the center of their analysis. That Dickinson’s own father was “temperamentally as well as culturally a remote, powerful, and grim patriarch” (p. 597) is key to their interpretation of the rebellious daughter. For Gilbert and Gubar, Dickinson’s rebellion does not represent a return to earlier values but an emphatic rejection of them. “In poem after poem, as we have seen, this ‘gentle spinster’ [an allusion to Ransom] enacts the part of a defiant childwoman who resents her tyrannical husband/father and longs to be delivered from his fierce Requirements” (p. 595). In their account, Dickinson more closely resembles Emily Bronte’s Catherine Earnshaw than Henry James’s Catherine Sloper.

A century of Emily Dickinson criticism and biography has been dominated by one idea: that her poems are best read in relation to some version of “Old New England,” defined as patriarchal, religious, marked by quiet habits and intense piety. This conviction is as central to the Southern or “Agrarian” reading of her poetry as it is to feminist readings of it. Both Agrarians and feminists agree in viewing Dickinson as, in some sense, a rebel against this patriarchy. Both see in her use of personae and slippery pronouns a key to her rebelliousness. They differ in the direction they see this rebellion taking. For Agrarian critics like Tate and Ransom, Dickinson’s rebellion is directed towards the “Gilded Age” and its money-grubbing tendencies in favor of an earlier set of religious and cultural values. For Adrienne Rich and her followers, Dickinson’s rebellion is directed towards the patriarchs themselves, in favor of greater freedom for women in their actual and imaginative lives.

It is in her language that Dickinson’s “withdrawal” is most evident. She assiduously guarded her privacy and spoke, to Higginson and others, in a deliberately riddling way, shrugging off his questions (“You ask of my Companions Hills – Sir – and the Sundown”). “All men say ‘What’ to me,” she told him, “but I thought it a fashion.” As a consequence of her reticence, it has been easy for her many and diverse admirers to invent their own private Emily: Emily the fierce feminist; Emily the pliant lover; Emily the “voice of war”; Emily the prophet of modernism; Emily the guardian of old New England; and so on. But it is the reticence itself that tells us most about Emily Dickinson. Dickinson was out to purge her own language of deadness. This is what she meant when she asked Higginson whether her verse was “alive.” This is what she was trying to explain when she told him that she shunned men and women “because they talk of hallowed things, aloud, and embarrass my dog.” This is why people constantly disappointed her, including Higginson, who remarked after an intense visit with Dickinson in 1870 that “She often thought me tired.” With Higginson, with Susan, and others, infatuation yielded to a friendly formality, as Dickinson increasingly
preferred the company of children, animals, and people of her father’s more restrained generation.

The overwhelming impression conveyed in Dickinson’s letters and poems is of someone who couldn’t stand – who had a visceral shudder in the presence of – the flatulent rhetoric of church and state around her. Already, in her teenage years at Mount Holyoke, Dickinson had shown her intellectual honesty in her refusal to count herself among the “saved.” Hollow religious language disgusted her: “He preached upon ‘Breadth’ till it argued him narrow . . . The Truth never flaunted a Sign – / Simplicity fled from his counterfeit presence / As Gold the Pyrites would shun” (Fr 1266).

Dickinson was immune to the war fever around her as well. Scholars have combed her verse and prose for mention of the Civil War, which coincided with her greatest outpouring of verse. But her inspiration during those years seems to have been more resistance to high rhetoric than acceptance of it. A reference to bells tolling here and to bullets there have been adduced to show her awareness of the war. (As though she could have been oblivious to it!) Many critics may be right in claiming that she never specifically referred to the Civil War in her poetry. While Julia Ward Howe was writing her saber-rattling “Battle Hymn of the Republic,” and Whitman his Drum-Taps, Dickinson was quietly demolishing myths of heroic pomposity, as in her two-stanza unraveling of the Jason myth, which begins with the act of finding and counts down to the devastating finale:

Fourth, no Discovery –
Fifth, no Crew –
Finally, no Golden Fleece –
Jason, sham, too –

(Fr 910)

Her father’s commitment to the Whig values of compromise – he had campaigned before the Civil War for the Southern Whig presidential candidates Zachary Taylor and Henry Clay – may well have tempered Dickinson’s own response to the war. Once the war had begun, and the casualties, in Amherst and elsewhere, rose, her family joined in the patriotic fervor. But she did not move in radical circles. Such friends as Samuel Bowles, Nathaniel Banks, and Dr. Holland were unlikely to fan any flames, before the war or after. Banks spent a weekend at the Dickinson Homestead in 1860, when he was governor of Massachusetts, and attended the Amherst College commencement tea there – the last before the Civil War. Two years later, Banks found himself in charge of the occupation of New Orleans, and systematically dismantled the arrangements that his predecessor, the radical Benjamin Butler, had made to empower blacks and their supporters in the city. After the war, Holland
commissioned a book called *The Great South*, by a former *Springfield Republican* reporter, Edward King. The book, sharply critical of Reconstruction policies, was meant to encourage northern investment in the South.²⁵ Higginson was a radical, of course, a secret supporter of John Brown’s raid and commander of a Negro regiment. But Dickinson and Higginson seem not to have discussed politics in their correspondence or in their personal encounters.

More importantly, I think, Dickinson’s response to the Civil War was elegiac rather than accusatory. She is sorry for the deaths of northern boys, but does not hunger for Southern deaths to avenge them. Those poems that have been tied to the war lament rather than indict; she does not take sides, and is never *engagé*. Her letters, such as the famous one commemorating the death of Frazar Stearns, son of the president of Amherst College, also avoid indictment. In this regard, Dickinson did not poison her writing for Southern readers, as Emerson, Thoreau and Stowe did. She joins Melville and Hawthorne – writers dear to the South – in assuming an attitude of tragic resignation.

Dickinson’s brittle language, oblique and sharply objective, can be seen as a passionate response to the degraded verbiage of the Civil War era, and the Gilded Age pieties that followed. The Agrarian critics and the feminist critics are right to detect rebellion in her voice – as Allen Tate wrote, only partly in jest, “Cotton Mather would have burnt her for a witch” (*Man of Letters*, p. 226). But Dickinson’s reach in this regard goes beyond American national boundaries. She speaks for all those who feel hemmed in by official rhetoric and ideology. This is one explanation for the special appeal of her work for such poets and translators of Dickinson as Paul Celan and Eugenio Montale. These poets carved out a kindred prosody of obliquity and harsh specificity in the face of the degradation of the Italian language under Mussolini and the German language under the Nazis. That the leading German-language poet of the post-Nazi era and the leading Italian poet of this century looked to Emily Dickinson should invite us to read her in this way, as a voice raised against the pompous posturing of both sides.²⁶

She once mentioned to Higginson her adamant resolution to “never try to lift the words which I cannot hold.” She never did.

NOTES

Emily Dickinson and the American South

4 Mabel Loomis Todd, “Preface” to Emily Dickinson, Poems (1891).
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
12 William Carlos Williams, In the American Grain (New York: New Directions, 1925), p. 179.
22 See Benfey, “Woman in the Mirror.”
24 Ibid.

**GUIDE TO FURTHER READING**


She [Lavinia Dickinson] feels a little baffled by my possession of so many mss. of Emily’s.

– Susan Dickinson to William Hayes Ward, editor of *The Independent*, 14 March 1891

The first poem “To Sue” is beautiful. I could have wept over it. Some are rather obscure – I must read them many times.

Such genius and mysticism as Emily possessed often transcends mortal comprehension.

– Kate Anthon, long-time friend of Susan and Emily, to Martha Dickinson Bianchi upon publication of *The Single Hound*, “a volume offered as a memorial to the love of these ‘Dear, dead Women,’” in 1914

...Do you remember what whispered to “Horatio”?  

– Emily to Susan Dickinson, spring 1886, within weeks of Emily’s death. As Hamlet lay dying, he whispered “Report me and my cause aright” and “tell my story” to Horatio. (OMC 253)

During the first century of public distribution of her literary work, many facts about Emily Dickinson’s writing practices and about her decades-long alliance with her sister-in-law, Susan Huntington Gilbert Dickinson, have become clearer. As her poems moved from manuscript and hand circulation to printed volumes and various editions, tools such as Thomas H. Johnson’s variorum *The Poems of Emily Dickinson* (1955), his three-volume *The Letters of Emily Dickinson* (1958) with Theodora Ward, Jay Leyda’s two-volume *Years and Hours of Emily Dickinson* (1960), R. W. Franklin’s two-volume *The Manuscript Books of Emily Dickinson* (1981), and his three-volume variorum *The Poems of Emily Dickinson* (1998) have proved indispensable for Dickinson scholars. Yet the facts about Susan and Emily Dickinson’s
relationship lack what Susan and Emily called “phosphorescence” and Percy Bysshe Shelley called the “uncommunicated lightning” of mind in his introduction to *Prometheus Unbound*. Echoing Shelley, Emily remarked to Susan that some had “the Facts but not the Phosphorescence,” or understanding, “of Knowledge” (*WSD*, “Notes Toward a Volume of ED’s Writing”). All of the above lack understanding of Susan and Emily Dickinson’s relationship because the facts they convey about it have neither been adequately interrogated nor read in a framework making clear their profound significance for understanding Dickinson’s poetic project. These perplexities in interpretation are perhaps inevitable in a culture with a limited (and heterosexualized) range of storylines for scripting poetic influence and erotic devotions. This essay will review those facts, analyze the history of their “lives” in Dickinson study, and will conclude by discussing the importance of recovering the biography of this relationship for understanding Emily Dickinson’s writing practices.

Born nine days after Emily Dickinson on 19 December 1830, about ten miles away from Amherst in Old Deerfield, Massachusetts, and dying 12 May 1913, almost twenty-seven years to the day after Emily, Susan and Emily have been called “nearly twins” by some, and indeed they enjoyed many mutual passions – for literature, especially poetry, gardening, recipes, music, and nature. Here are a few facts about Emily Dickinson, her writing practices, and her relationship with Susan: Emily sent Susan substantially more writings than were addressed to any other person (more than twice the number sent to her next most frequently addressed correspondent, Thomas Wentworth Higginson), and these nearly 500 writings constitute one of two major corpora that Dickinson bequeathed to the world at her death (the other being the more than 800 poems in the fascicles). The number of texts alone testify that Susan was Emily’s most trusted reader and critic, and the record shows that the two engaged in a literary dialogue that lasted for decades, and the better part of Dickinson’s life. Correspondents for nearly forty years and next door neighbors for three decades, their relationship was constant, from the time they were girls together until Emily’s death in 1886. Emily and Susan began writing to one another when they were in their late teens, perhaps earlier. Their mutual passions, especially for literature, were well-known to their contemporaries, and at least one – their common friend, editor Samuel Bowles, in an 1862 letter to Susan – acknowledged their writing together. As Emily writes more and more to Susan, poetry emerges within and from the epistolary scriptures, and her lyrics become significantly bolder in theme, imagery, and form. Material evidence in Susan’s papers shows that Emily was sending Susan pencilled, or what appear to be draft versions of poems that she would record in her manuscript books, or “fascicles,” in ink.
This is especially significant since critics, editors, and biographers have long believed that Emily did not share drafts of her poems with any other contemporary. Other material evidence in Susan’s papers and in the writings to her husband, Emily’s brother Austin, shows that someone had sought to expunge affectionate expressions by Emily to and about Susan. As readers will see, Mabel Loomis Todd, one of the first two editors producing volumes of Dickinson’s poems, wanted to obfuscate the centrality of Susan’s roles in Emily’s writing processes, and went to great lengths to suppress any trace of Susan as literary collaborator and confidante.

However, though mentioned in biographies and tabulated in editions, these facts have remained dispersed and scattered, and thus generally uninterpreted. In other words, the story these facts tell has not been uttered, until recently. Simply and succinctly put, these facts show that as most beloved friend, influence, muse, and adviser whose editorial suggestions Dickinson sometimes followed, Susan played a primary role in Emily’s creative processes.

Facts about the relationship’s constancy and longevity were well known to their contemporaries, but they have been passed along to posterity through a variety of testimonies, two of which are the central players in determining the relationship’s reception. Closest to the source of any and all is Martha Dickinson Bianchi, Susan’s daughter and Emily’s niece, who has generally (and unfairly) been received as nearly always unreliable. The other key source is one who knew the relationship only from a distance. Though received by many as objective, this was hardly possible for the source was Mabel Loomis Todd, Susan’s husband’s mistress. In the course of her affair with Emily’s brother Austin, Loomis Todd served as editor of the first three volumes of Emily’s poems. So while editing Susan’s best friend’s poems, she played the role of satisfying mistress to Susan’s disappointing wife. Not surprisingly, then, the story about Susan’s role in Emily Dickinson’s writing life has never been uttered in a full, coherent narrative, but has only been relayed in partial and competing versions, with many key facts hidden or trivialized.

Other key facts about the writings of this relationship have been available but have either gone unnoticed or have not been analyzed for their significance, even by those who have access to them. In effect, these facts have been privatized, reserved for editors and scholars engaged in manuscript study. Indeed, what is signaled by the fact that Emily wrote to Susan in pencil while she almost always wrote to all others in the more formal medium of ink? And what is signaled by the fact that Emily wrote to Susan on diverse types of paper (graph, scrap, and formal embossed paper of all sizes) while with other correspondents she almost always used more formal, often gilt-trimmed stationery, in effect dressing her texts like a gift edition of poetry or a deluxe
edition of biblical scripture? Like “scattered pieces of a puzzle” this knowl-
edge has lain in scholarly books and articles and in manuscript collections
but has remained “unknown because ‘its logically related parts . . . have never
become known to any one person’” who could then transmit that knowl-
edge to the public.2 Even as attention to Dickinson’s manuscripts has in-
creased exponentially, witnessed by the fact that so many books of Dickinson
criticism published in the 1990s feature some facsimile image of her scrip-
ture on their covers,3 the prevailing assumption has been that any knowl-
edge discovered through analyses of the original documents is of primary
interest to specialists. The meanings of facts regarding the materiality of
Dickinson’s manuscripts for literary history and for understanding the poet
Emily Dickinson’s writing projects have thus been inaccessible to the general
reader.

The textual body of Dickinson’s manuscripts is a powerful witness to
Susan’s entanglements in Emily’s compositional and distribution practices.
Sending another writings in one’s casual script, in handwriting similar to
one’s private notes, is an act that speaks trust, familiarity, and routine. Some-
times placing those writings on less formal stationery, scraps of paper lacking
gilt edges or elegant embossments to impress, likewise signals the intimacy
of comfortable quotidian exchange, a correspondence not bound by and to
special occasions, but an everyday writing habit taking as its subject any
element of life’s course, from the monumental death of a beloved to the pre-
sumably negligible nuisance of indigestion. These expressions to and about
Susan uttered in pencil and ink, on elegant stationery and on the backs of
envelopes were powerful enough to drive Susan herself to destroy those “too
personal and adulatory ever to be printed” (WSD, “Correspondence with
William Hayes Ward,” 14 March 1891) and to provoke someone else to
scissor half of a sheet out of one of Emily’s early, four-page letters to Austin,
to erase several lines out of another and words out of others, and to ink
over every line of “One Sister have I in our house” (Fas 2, J 14, Fr 5; see also
OMC 30).

Public and private forces have thus worked in concert to leave untold sto-
ries about the fact that so many poems were sent to a single contemporary
and about what might motivate readers (including the addressee herself) to
feel justified in suppressing writings to Dickinson’s primary audience. Fol-
lowing the conventions of typographical bookmaking, editors first working
with the Dickinson documents were more focused on relaying the linguistic
elements of her writings and the stories embedded therein and ignored the
stories conveyed by the material elements of her writings altogether. As the
first century of reading Dickinson progressed and editors such as Johnson
and Franklin began to grapple more and more with the material elements,
the amount of information to be gleaned, sorted, and evaluated proved to be astounding. Conventional principles of selection discouraged recognition of the salience of material facts like paper type and size that are so telling in the Susan corpus. At the same time, a particular reception of Susan’s relevance to Emily’s writing had been set, one that held that Susan was important but was more interested in her own daughter’s career. Consequently, this extraordinary body – “so many mss. of Emily’s” in Susan’s possession – and their many characteristics, especially physical aspects that relay information about the nature of this relationship (such as the pictorial elements, drawings, and cutouts, to which Susan herself called attention), tended to confound late twentieth-century readers and editors.

The lives of the facts in Dickinson study

Emily Dickinson died in 1886, and her poems were introduced to the reading public in 1890 as *Poems by Emily Dickinson*, edited by Mabel Loomis Todd and Thomas Wentworth Higginson. During her lifetime, Dickinson circulated her writings primarily through her correspondences, but posthumous editors have circulated her writings in printed books. Thus her writings moved from the realm of gift exchange to that of commodities bought and sold, from a world where Emily’s “Mine” was Susan’s “your own” (OMC 243) and “Copyright” mutual (OMC 244) to a province where “Publication – is the Auction” (Fas 37, J 704, Fr 788), law prevails, and copyright is mandated by courts. In commodification’s geography of being poetry is not so much “my sermon – my hope – my solace – my life” (WSD, “Letter to Curtis Hidden Page”) as it was to Susan, but is “my property.” Authors in the realm of literary trade are celebrities, and audience desires and expectations begin to shape publishers’ notions of authors, even of what authors look like, and popular images begin to function as stereotypes. Just as the composite biography of a rock star – an image of especially long, spikey, florescent, or otherwise unusual hair, provocative dress, and easy access to lots of sex and drugs – still lurks around the performance of any rock & roller today, so the composite (stereotypical) biography of the poetess lurked in the minds of all her nineteenth-century readers (including herself). In 1890, audiences were prepared to receive a reclusive figure who robed herself in white and harbored some “secret sorrow” quietly as she wrote poems at home, and publishers knew that a solitary literary figure was marketable. So when Loomis Todd and Higginson edited their volume, the conventional image of the poetess was in their minds, in the mind of their publisher, and in the minds of their audience. But theirs was not the first plan for a posthumous volume of Emily Dickinson’s poems.
Knowing that Susan had been Emily's most trusted literary audience, Emily’s sister Lavinia first turned to Susan to accomplish the task of editing the poems for print. Between Dickinson’s death and the first printed volume of her work four years later, Susan began to work on what one might call her “Book of Emily’s Writings.” As Dickinson’s primary audience, Susan determined that including writings that were “rather more full, and varied” (December 1890 letter to Higginson) than the conventional presentation made in *Poems by Emily Dickinson* was in order. Loomis Todd and Higginson had separated the poems from their original contexts in letters and in manuscript books and divided them into the predictable subjects anticipated by audiences – books of poetry tended to organize lyrics into categories such as “Life, Love, Time & Eternity, Nature,” the sections used for all three books of *Poems by Emily Dickinson* in which Loomis Todd had a hand. In telling contrast, Susan wanted to showcase Emily’s “early letters quite surpassing the correspondence of Gunderodi[e] with Bettine [von Arnim]” (a romantic friendship celebrated by Goethe), use “quaint bits to [her] children,” with “illustrations of her (Emily’s) own, showing her witty humorous side” which was “all . . . left out of” that first printed volume (*WSD*, letter to Higginson; and “Correspondence with William Hayes Ward,” 23 March 1891). When Susan broached her idea to Higginson, he evidently told her that such a gathering of literary work, the “more full and varied” volume she had first imagined, was “un-presentable” (December 1890 letter).

In addition to all the writings that Susan had in her possession, forty manuscript books and scores of poems on loose sheets were found after Dickinson’s death, and Lavinia (Vinnie) wanted poems from that trove incorporated into the printed volume she asked Susan to compile. Susan struggled with how to make a book from those fascicles, reading through the astonishing production of her dearest friend and marking individual lyrics with the initials D, F, L, N, P, S, W, and X in order to categorize them, not only in deference to Vinnie’s wishes but also bowing to Higginson’s market judgment. In other words, Susan tried to make their “Book of Emily” but could not because it went against her better judgment influenced by decades of her creative collaboration with Emily. As her correspondence with William Hayes Ward shows, Susan thought Higginson’s verdict of “un-presentable” underestimated public taste and ability “to recognize the power of so many that were ruled out of the [1890] volume just printed” (*WSD*, “Correspondence with William Hayes Ward,” 8 February 1891). Conflicted, distracted, and grieved by the loss of Emily and by her husband’s flagrant affair with Mabel, Susan moved slowly, and Vinnie grew impatient and demanded that the fascicle poems be returned so that another editor, one who could get the job done more quickly, could work on the project. As Edward Dickinson’s
(Emily’s nephew Ned) notebook and Martha Dickinson Bianchi’s accounts of making *The Single Hound* show, Susan was to work on designs for a book based on the writings Emily sent her throughout the 1890s and then for the rest of her life (WSD, “Notes Toward a Volume of Emily Dickinson’s Writings,” and DEA, “Ned’s Notebook”). Nevertheless, she returned the fascicle poems. Not long thereafter, Loomis Todd, her husband’s mistress, began copying and reorganizing the poems in the manuscript books to make a printed volume.

At that point, when Emily’s poems passed from Susan’s hands to Mabel Loomis Todd’s, personal and cultural forces converged to suppress Susan’s crucial role as audience for Emily’s poetry. In addition to the restrictions inherent in making volumes divided into the four categories so familiar to the consumer, editors worked under the shadow of the fact that the most marketable image of a woman poet was the reclusive white-clad figure, noted earlier. This romanticized figure wrote all alone, and an immediate audience for her poetry, especially on the domestic front, would not be viewed as a part of the stereotypical biography for “poetess.” Wanting for rather obvious reasons to suppress that Emily Dickinson’s primary audience was in fact the “wife forgotten” (OMC 9) – who completed the triangle of Mabel and her lover, Emily’s brother Austin – Loomis Todd was more than happy to play up the image of the solitary woman writer in her editorial productions. In a letter to her parents, Loomis Todd flatly declared her awareness that Amherst stories of Emily’s life were very much “like a book” (*YH* ii, p. 357), and for reasons that were not entirely professional, her iterations of the life of the poet conformed to audience expectations that de-emphasized the writer’s audience. She refused Higginson’s recommendation that Susan’s obituary of Emily, which pointed out that she kept her own company but was certainly “not disappointed with the world,” serve as the introduction to the 1890 *Poems*. Instead, she used a three-paragraph introduction by Higginson that proclaimed that Emily was “a recluse by temperament and habit” (iv), an image more aligned with the composite “poetess” than the vibrant figure of Susan’s obituary. Not surprisingly, when Loomis Todd produced *The Letters of Emily Dickinson* (1894), Dickinson’s primary correspondent of several decades is not even mentioned, nor are any of the hundreds of letters to her reproduced, though Susan’s sister Martha, to whom Emily sent a handful of letters, is mentioned.

As is obvious from the story recounted above, the editing of Emily Dickinson was, from the very beginning, driven, inflected by, and/or entangled with biography. What is not so obvious is that biography persists as a key element in the editing of Dickinson. Even our contemporaries whose focus is her textual condition predicate analyses on beliefs about her biographical
condition. R. W. Franklin accounts for her “motive[s] . . . in constructing” her handmade books as a desire “to reduce disorder in her manuscripts” (Fr x), and Marta Werner, coeditor of the Dickinson Electronic Archives, accounts for her seemingly random choice of writing materials – “whatever lies close by” – by characterizing her process as “cometary,” demanding to be “written even before one’s thoughts have been ordered” (Open Folios, p. 21), while maintaining that “agoraphobia” (or imitating agoraphobia) accounts for her modes of existence (p. 27). With the plain goal of fostering serious analysis of Emily and Susan’s literary, amorous, and other bonds, Ellen Louise Hart and I published Open Me Carefully in 1998. Thus some conception of the author and her relations tends to color all interpretation of Emily Dickinson, no matter how textually centered.

The lack of a clear biographical account of, as well as a lack of a cultural model for, Susan and Emily Dickinson’s relationship makes the following set of facts, available in part since 1914 and almost in full since 1955-8 (when Johnson published the Poems and Letters), difficult to interpret. “I am not suited dear Emily with the second verse,” Susan wrote to her beloved friend and sister-in-law in about 1861. In this, Susan responds to a revised version of “Safe in their Alabaster Chambers,” one that featured an entirely new second stanza. Among the ten lyrics known to be printed during the poet’s lifetime, “Safe in their Alabaster Chambers” offers the only example of Emily Dickinson responding directly to a reader’s advice. At the behest of Susan, Dickinson revised this poem several times. She labored over its composition, searching for an appropriate second stanza, and in the process wrote four different verses for possible coupling with the striking first (OMC 58–63). These facts are especially important since Dickinson is perhaps best known for her isolation, for purportedly writing in complete solitude. Until the 1990s, critics and biographers had been virtually silent on what this exchange between the two women meant. Both of them were writers, yet neither was what one would call a professional writer. Both were readers, yet neither was what one would call a professional reader, a critic, or an “expert.” If this exchange were between Wordsworth and Coleridge, or Hawthorne and Melville, or Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning, interpreters would declare literary liaison with certainty. Yet most have balked, hesitated, and some have shrugged, saying this is the exception (of Emily reaching out to another concerning the writing of a poem) that proves the rule (that reaching out was not her habit). However, the ease with which Emily approaches Susan and with which Susan delivers her response suggests that this exchange was a habit of their relationship, that this kind of give and take between them was the rule.

Turning to an example frequently (and accurately) remarked upon to document Dickinson’s resistance to advice helps clarify interpretation of the
Susan and Emily Dickinson: their lives, in letters

exchange with Sue. Suppose readers insert Higginson – a professional man of letters and widely published essayist, well-known agitator for women’s rights, abolitionist, and correspondent of Dickinson’s for almost twenty-five years – into the position of first person singular saying “I am not suited – dear Emily.” When one imagines Higginson as speaker, the relationship connoted by the exchange is easily read as one of poet consulting a trusted audience, a mentor of notable public standing. The many drafts of poems forwarded to Susan over the entire course of Emily’s decades-long writing career make visible Susan’s role as consultant, collaborator, and liaison. The most extensive single example of her contributions to Emily Dickinson’s writing of a poem is Susan Dickinson’s responses to different versions of “Safe in their Alabaster Chambers,” which indicate that she critiqued the text while Dickinson was in the process of writing, and that the effects of Susan’s responses to reading the poem are evident in its various incarnations. Susan wrote to Emily when she saw the poem published in the Springfield Daily Republican and is likely to be responsible for its printing in the newspaper read by the Dickinson households. In other words, from their writing back and forth about the poem, it is clear that Susan was a vital participant in its composition and transmission (OMC 58–62; “Emily Dickinson Writing a Poem,” DEA). Had the same exchange occurred between Dickinson and Higginson, readers would have approached these facts with anything but the critical indifference with which they have in fact usually been handled. Had Higginson been the player instead of Susan, this exchange would have been at the center of Dickinson studies.

Important for reading and understanding Susan and Emily’s exchange and the critical responses (or lack thereof) to the situation are the structure of “public” and “private” prime audiences that receive Higginson as authoritative, legitimate critic and Susan as amateur. The picture is additionally complicated by the fact that their passionate relationship throughout adulthood until Emily’s death resists paradigms for standardizing emotional alliances. Although their relationship has strong elements of romantic friendship and also might be called prototypically lesbian, as well as mutually mentoring, their dynamic devotion does not fit comfortably into any standard category – lover, sister, mentor, best friend, neighbor, or companion – though it has elements of each. In Open Me Carefully, Hart and I present their mutual preoccupations with textuality, well aware of the fact that for Susan and Emily poetry and love “coeval come” (OMC 140). The conflation of poetry with biography, or life, began long before the print productions of the 1890s.

Even from the present record, which is surely incomplete, there is an astonishing range of writings sent from Emily to Susan over a lifetime – from
a note joking about flatulence (OMC 24) to poems interrogating the role of romantic love in women’s lives and women’s circumstance in nineteenth-century America, to letter-poems posing questions of faith and doubt, to poems spoofing on Charles Dickens’s sentimental characterization of “Little Nell” and others on her father’s strict rules, to emotionally wrenching letter-poems on the death of Susan and Austin’s youngest child Gib at the tender age of eight. Dickinson’s poetry flourished in her writings to Susan, and her hybrid genre, “letter-poems” (WSD, “Correspondence with William Hayes Ward”), seems to have originated in their exchanges; the writings showcase changes in style and experimentations with punctuation, lineation, drawings, mixing media via layouts (e.g., attaching illustrations from novels and standard textbooks like the New England Primer to her poems to make “cartoons”), and even calligraphic orthography. These letters repeatedly display Dickinson’s vivacious sense of humor and her highly self-conscious textual play as well as her devoted affections.

Throughout their correspondence, there are frequent allusions that attest to their voraciousness as readers, a fact that is likewise corroborated by the vast holdings of both household libraries, especially the Evergreens. There are also linguistic and material allusions to their mutual writing endeavors: from one of the earliest letters (OMC 7, April 1852), readers learn that Emily wants to get Susan’s journal bound; a letter of but a couple of months later (OMC 10, 11 June 1852) has two holes on each third of the folds similar to some of those made in the fascicles, as if the missive was at some point prepared for binding; Emily at one point christens herself and Sue “Combined Girl” for their artistic affinities (OMC 85); a mid-1860s letter to Sue from Samuel Bowles, publisher of the Republican and dear family friend, remarks, “Speaking of writing, do you & Emily give us some gems for the” Springfield Musket, “& then come to the Fair” (YH 11, p. 93).

The writing and reading workshop did not end with Dickinson’s death. Susan made transcripts of numerous poems, sometimes more than one (e.g., of “On this wondrous sea”; HB 73, H ST 23e, H ST 24, J 4, Fr 3), evidently to send to friends or editors, and she submitted a few poems to magazines such as the Independent, Scribner’s, and The Century. Susan’s initials on fascicle poems and on other writings addressed to her appear to note topical categorization of Emily’s poems – “D,” for “Death,” “L” for “Love,” “N” for “Nature,” “S” for “Sun” or for “Susan” herself, “W” for “Wind,” a meteorological element in which both women had deep investments as a metaphor for unseen but nevertheless effective power – and “X’s” and numbers on the documents appear to have a similar taxonomizing function. Sometimes Susan turned the topical indicators into titles, as did Emily when she called “A narrow Fellow/in the Grass” (HB 193; J 986, Fr 1096) her
“Snake” (L 316). On 31 December 1886, the last day of the year in which Emily died, Susan writes to the editor of The Century, “I enclose a poem of Miss Emily Dickinson’s on the ‘Wind’ thinking you might like to print it” (quoted in Bingham, Ancestors’ Brocades, p. 86), and forwarded “The Wind – tapped like/a tired Man – ” (Fas 29, J 436, Fr 621).

Her pencilled lines across paragraphs in the early documents, publication of a few poems in the 1890s, and extensive work with son Ned and daughter Martha transcribing Aunt Emily’s poems indicate that she was indeed preparing a volume for publication and continued to work on developing the project even when her husband Austin forbade her to do so in order to promote the editorial efforts of his mistress Loomis Todd. Most of their transcriptions can be viewed in “Notes Toward a Volume of Emily Dickinson’s Writings” in Writings by Susan Dickinson and “Ned’s Notebook” (DEA). Mentioning Emily’s love of flowers, her improvisational piano playing, her attitude toward women, and quoting the “facts but not the phosphorescence of knowledge,” Bianchi’s introduction to The Single Hound follows Susan’s outline of memories of Emily.11 Significantly, of the first volume he edited with Todd, Susan writes to Higginson with editorial and emotional authority, correcting a mistranscription, and thanking him “for her as well as for myself” for its publication (December 1890 and January 1891). For his part, Higginson followed Susan’s advice, correcting the 1890 edition according to her critical commentary. A 13 February 1914 letter of Martha’s to her friend Charles Brownell, an editor at Scribner’s, likewise testifies to Susan’s decisive authority as stylist and wordsmith on the inside of Emily’s creative process: “my reasons [in matters of publication] are mamma’s, and if I publish at all it must be as she wished. . . . I have no advisor now, and Dolly [Susan, who had died in May 1913] was always so sure of everything, I miss her wise decision unspeakably.”12 Though the Higginson-Todd endeavor was by no means ideal as far as she was concerned, Susan applauded his launching more of “Our Fleet,” as she had called ushering the poems into print when writing to Emily about publication of “Safe in their Alabaster Chambers” in the Republican in March 1862 (OMC 58).

The facts of this correspondence challenge not only widely held notions about the individual author Emily Dickinson, but also literary traditions that have drawn sharp distinctions between “poetic” and “domestic” subjects. Comments about routine household and family matters in Dickinson’s writings have been received as household detritus, interesting for biography but separate from her writing poetry. Clearly integrating the spiritual, complexly cerebral, and exceptional with the quotidian and mundane, these women shared recipes and household news, as well as critiques of literature and speculations about God and eternity, often within a few lines of
writing. The record shows that Emily and Susan Dickinson integrated the “high” poetic and the “low” domestic and thus agreed with Ralph Waldo Emerson’s declaration in “The Poet”: the Poet is one who shall “not be able to find a condition inopportune or ignoble” as a poetic subject. For Susan and Emily, possessing and being possessed by poetry was not a matter of royalties and copyrights but was an ennobling endowment of spirit, grace, humor, passion, and comfort. Fettering poetry with dollars per line and fee per use was “so foul a thing,” subjecting the chariot of the “Human soul” (J 1263, Fr 1286) to printer’s proofs fouled by corrections. Poetry leavened and enlivened all experience, routine or sublime, and attaching any “Price” to it was a “Disgrace” (Fas 37, J 709, Fr 788), as was divorcing it from the everyday.

In their writings regarding Dickinson’s poetic project, both Emily and Susan emphasized the distinction between the often synonymously used terms publish and print. When she wrote to Higginson about the appearance of “The Snake” in the Republican, Dickinson did not say, “I had told you I did not publish”; she said, “I had told you I did not print” [emphasis added] (BPL Higg 59, L 316).13 Also, when she smiles at Higginson’s conjecture that she delays “to publish,” quotation marks make it plain that she uses his words when she utters the more commonplace term for works produced in the literary marketplace instead of her more precise “to print” (BPL Higg 52, L 265). Writing on 18 February 1891, to William Hayes Ward, superintending editor of the Independent, Susan corrected herself: “I recognize fully all Miss Emily’s lack of rhyme and rhythm, but have learned to accept it for the bold thought, and everything else so unusual about it . . . I think if you do not feel that your own literary taste is compromised by it, I would rather the three verses of the ‘Martyrs’ [‘Through the Straight Pass / of Suffering’ (Fas 36; J 792, Fr 187)] should be published if any. I shall not be annoyed if you decide not to publish at all. I should have said printed” (WSD, “Correspondence with William Hayes Ward”). Surrounded by lawyers (Dickinson’s father and brother), these women are somewhat legalistic in their differentiations, using publish in the special sense “to tell or noise abroad” (OED).14 That mutually careful specificity to distinguish between works printed and works published is not a negligible fact. Yet until the past decade, it had hardly been remarked in Dickinson criticism and/or biography.

The lives in Dickinson study

It goes without saying that there are many lives of Emily Dickinson. By the end of the twentieth century, The Belle of Amherst has become EMILY
Unplugged; Simon and Garfunkel sing about her in “The Dangling Conversation” while the Lemonheads croon “My Life had stood a Loaded Gun” (J 754, Fr 764), and the familiar gingerbread-bearing figure in the white dress occasionally makes cameo appearances in prime time shows such as “Cheers” and “thirtysomething.” Jamie Fuller imagines The Diary of Emily Dickinson while Judith Farr envisions her life at South Hadley Female Seminary (now Mt. Holyoke College) in I Never Came to You in White. Richard Sewall’s The Life of Emily Dickinson has been reprinted by Harvard University Press, which has also reissued Johnson and Ward’s The Letters of Emily Dickinson in one volume. It is significant that the “little home-keeping person” haunts all of these Emily Dickinsons. Equally significant is the fact that, with the exception of the unabashedly feminist EMILY Unplugged, all of these Dickinson lives either leave out Emily’s primary audience Susan altogether or depict her as highly problematic, even distasteful and despicable. These omissions and seemingly hostile iterations of Susan perpetuate the portrayals of the most frequently consulted biographical sources, Sewall’s book and Johnson’s biographical blurbs.

Simply in the course of doing business, Johnson sentences women to linguistic mortality. In the words of Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, “instead of [graphing women] by distinguished inscriptions,” his identifying descriptions render women so that they “leave indistinguishable traces.” In his blurbs and indices, the first names of thirteen women have disappeared and they are known only as “the wife of.” Often, though the wife was the primary correspondent, his blurb is focused on the husband. That overarching bias may in part account for Johnson’s handling (or rather mishandling) of Susan in her son Gib’s biography: “His sudden and unexpected death from typhoid fever, 5 October 1883, was a blow from which neither his father nor his Aunt Emily fully recovered” (L, p. 938). Conscious or unconscious, his omission signals some bias against Susan, for he writes as if a 52-year-old mother would be unscathed by the death of her youngest child when he was but a boy of eight. In fact, Gib’s death devastated Susan and she withdrew from society for more than a year. Sewall likewise underplays Susan’s role in Emily’s literary life. His valuable story is understandably a partial one because he wrote his biography at the behest of Millicent Todd Bingham, Loomis Todd’s daughter, who “wanted, she said, ‘the whole story’ of her mother’s involvement told – but told in the setting of the larger story of Emily Dickinson” (LED, p. xiv).

Sewall’s attentions are directed by those of a woman (Loomis Todd) who received fewer than a score of poems and letters from Emily, but who printed hundreds of Emily’s poems and became so attached to them that she refused
to return the fascicles and other writings in her possession when Lavinia de-
manded them back in 1896–8. In the late 1920s her daughter Millicent
complained bitterly to Josephine Pollitt that some of the poems Bianchi
published in *Further Poems of Emily Dickinson* (1929) “are my mother’s
poems!”  

Susan, however, received more than twenty score writings from
Emily, but printed fewer than a score of her poems even though she was
most likely the agent for almost all of the ten printings Dickinson witnessed
during her lifetime (Smith, *Rowing*, p. 155–6). Though the commonplace bi-
ography set in motion by Loomis Todd holds that Emily and Susan did not
see one another for fifteen years or more, Emily’s letters and notes to Susan
document uninterrupted contact from the late 1840s until 15 May 1886
(Smith, *Rowing*, pp. 156–7). According to the Todd-Bingham-Sewall account
of things, Emily only came out to see Susan upon Gib’s death. Otherwise,
the story usually goes, for the last fifteen years or so, she did not have face-
to-face contact. But Emily’s niece Bianchi marks Gib’s death as a time of
great family pain: “Mother . . . would not even be driven through the village
for more than a year”; “Father, manlike, hardened his will after the first
outburst of despair”; and Aunt Emily became “remote, inaccessible.”  

As Jean McClure Mudge points out, “Emily’s notes document regular happy
rendezvous with Sue in the Mansion [Homestead] until 1883 . . . After 1883,
it appears, Sue did not come to the Mansion anymore. She had two good rea-
sons. That year, her eight-year-old son Gilbert died and she withdrew from
society for months [actually for more than a year]. At the same time, Austin
began his affair with Mabel Loomis Todd” (‘Dickinson and ‘Sister Sue,’”
p. 105). Emily’s notes and poems to Susan during this period are “solace”
(OMC 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 240), and though Emily became “remote”
at this time, Bianchi tells that, within days of her death, “Aunt Emily still
came down to chat with us by the fire, looking just the same, dramatic in
her expression of all she said as ever – she somehow seemed like a winter
sun moving further from us, nearer those final answers she had always been
trying to find” (Life Before Last, pp. 148–9). According to Sewall, Emily
refused to see “doctors or dressmakers” (LED, p. 154), but Bianchi tells
delightful stories about “Aunt Emily” allowing the dressmaker Mrs. Shaw
to “try on the pinafore white aprons she made for wear in cooking hours,
and gave her goodies to take home to a sick daughter. Mrs. Shaw ‘thought
a sight of Miss Emily’ and when Aunt Emily said some funny thing to make
her laugh, she would exclaim, ‘Why, the very idea! Who’d a thought of such
a thing! How you make me laugh!’ – which made Aunt Emily talk more and
funnier” (Life Before Last, p. 80).

Besides competing with Sewall’s assertion that Dickinson refused to see
anyone, based on the knowledge of Mabel Loomis Todd, who never met
Emily face-to-face, this account of Bianchi’s also contradicts those who depict Susan as snobbish and aloof. In the paragraph immediately preceding this one, Bianchi writes that her mother valued Mrs. Shaw “highly and made a pet of her, always having some favorite dish of hers when she was here ‘by the day’” (*Life Before Last*, p. 79). Such a depiction of Susan corroborates that of John Erskine, who met Mabel, Millicent, Susan and Martha, and describes Susan as “cultured, intelligent, and kind” and characterizes the “attacks on Susan’s character” (by Todd, Bingham, and their sympathizers) as “little short of a disgrace to American biography.”

Erskine also calls Susan a “scholar” who “had a mind much above the ordinary” (pp. 135, 132).

A powerfully intellectual (she was a mathematician and math teacher in Baltimore in 1851–2), vivacious, charismatic, sometimes arrogant, often generous, acutely and astutely well-read woman and devoted mother, Susan, her life stories, and their meanings for Emily Dickinson were bound to become sites of contestation in a culture with limited storylines for women, their accomplishments, and their contributions to the literary and artistic welfare of society. Dickinson herself characterized their relationship in literary terms – comparing her love for Susan to Dante’s love for Beatrice, Swift’s for Stella, and Mirabeau’s for Sophie de Ruffey (*OMC* 165), and comparing her tutelage with Susan to one with Shakespeare (*OMC* 229). Clearly, she valued Susan’s opinions about writing and reading, and both women shared an affective theory of poetry. Of “Safe in their Alabaster Chambers,” Susan wrote that the first verse is so compelling that “I always go to the fire and get warm after thinking of it, but I never can again” (*OMC* 61); a few years later, Thomas Higginson paraphrased Emily’s critical commentary, echoing Susan’s – “If I read a book [and] it makes my whole body so cold no fire ever can warm me I know that is poetry” (L 342a).

When Susan compares her relationship with Emily and the lifetime of writing exchanged between them to a relationship that was written up in *Goethe’s Correspondence with a Child* in a letter to Higginson, she underscores their relationship’s literary, intellectual nature, as well as the intensity of their emotional engagement. Susan proceeds to speak with quiet but unassailable authority about his and Loomis Todd’s editing of Emily’s poems. Making clear that she is thoroughly acquainted with Emily’s poetic corpus, Susan approves of most of the titles used in the 1890 Poems and, in a 4 January 1891 letter corrects “a blunder (of the printer I suppose),” “afar” to “ajar” in “I know some lonely Houses / off the Road” (*Fas* 13, J 289, Fr 311). As we have seen, Higginson took Susan’s suggestion and in subsequent editions the word was changed.

Though a century of scholarship has approached this relationship with the assumption that Emily was the writer and Susan the reader, always,
**Writings by Susan Dickinson** shows that Susan wrote essays, reviews, journals, poems, letters, and memorials constantly throughout her life, and produced commonplace books and scrapbooks of her own publications in the *Springfield Republican*, as well as of clippings about admired figures such as Queen Victoria, and of favorite poems, essays, and stories of other writers, including Emily.²⁰ Very early in their relationship Dickinson enthuses over “Susie” keeping a journal, exclaiming that she wants “to get it bound – at my expense” (*OMC* 7), and among the papers found in the Evergreens is a journal Susan kept of a trip to Europe in 1905, when she was seventy-five years old. As an elderly traveler and inveterate writer, Susan visited Paris, Nice, Cologne, Zurich, Verona, Venice, Florence, Rome, the Hague, and London, reveling in the architectural majesty of church buildings and in the sublime beauty of the “Alpine peaks snow tipped . . . all so wholesome after Paris” and taking care to record her observations and encounters with acquaintances new and old, usually in a literary or poetical vein. On the ship returning home, her journal entries compare “layers of clouds” to the “White Alps pointing upward” (*WSD*).

Besides apparently keeping journals throughout her life, Susan published several stories in the *Springfield Republican* – “A Hole in Haute Society” (2 August 1908), “The Passing of Zoroaster” (March 1910), “The Circus Eighty Years Ago” (early 1900s), and possibly “The Case of the Brannigans” (though this may be by her daughter, Martha). In January 1903, writing from Rome, Susan published a lengthy review of “Harriet Prescott’s [Spofford] Early Work” as a letter to the editor of the *Republican*. Arguing for republication of Spofford’s early work, she quotes “my sister-in-law, Emily Dickinson” as an authority, reiterating the latter’s delighted reader’s response – “That is the only thing I ever saw in my life I did not think I could have written myself. You stand nearer the world than I do. Send me everything she writes” – and quoting Dickinson’s declaration, “for love is stronger than death,” in her own critique of Prescott’s “Circumstance.” In “Annals of the Evergreens,” a typescript that was not published until the 1980s, Susan praises Prescott’s “Pomegranate Flowers” at the outset, then proceeds to describe an Evergreen’s life rich in cultural exchange, one in which she was reading the Brownings, Thomas de Quincey, Julia Ward Howe, Thomas Carlyle, and Shakespeare, and entertaining many distinguished visitors – Ralph Waldo Emerson, Harriet Beecher Stowe, abolitionist Wendell Phillips, and landscape designer Frederick Olmsted. Personalities more intimately associated with the Dickinson circle also grace these pages as Susan relates luscious accounts of lunches with “fresh asparagus” and “salad from our own garden” and dinners of “very nice lamb and strawberries” with editor Samuel Bowles,
his wife Mary, friend Maria Whitney, Josiah and Elizabeth Holland, and Judge Otis P. Lord, and recounts fondly his recital of a hymn complemented by “a most remarkable artistic performance” by Vinnie (WSD, “Annals of the Evergreens” 18).

Among Susan’s surviving papers are scores of letters that show her to be a most attentive mother and friend, numerous essays on subjects as diverse as the valiant work of nurses and the art of architecture, reviews of “Autumn’s Divine Beauty Begins” (an anonymous essay celebrating the season printed in the Republican) and Wind of Destiny, a popular novel by Arthur Sherburne Hardy, which she finds most “refreshing” because “it does not presuppose idiocy in the reader but makes a little demand upon a moderate equipment of mind and imagination” (a remark that just as well characterizes her appreciation as Emily’s most staunch contemporary audience). Besides collecting paens to Queen Victoria, Susan’s own writings honor strong pioneering women. Her memoir of Elizabeth Blackwell (the first female doctor in the United States, known not only for her medical practice but also for working to open the profession to women), relates how “of course women deplored” this intellectual female working out of her sphere but speaks of her with great admiration and within the context of Susan’s own quest for knowledge, a lifelong journey to which her thousands of books attest (WSD, “A Memory of Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell”).

Her surviving writings witness her care and passion for the word – drafts of essays and poems show careful searching for the most effective vocabulary and syntax. Among several poems in Susan’s papers are typescript and ink drafts, with pencil revisions, of “What offering have I, dear Lord,” the poem reiterated in typescript and included in “Annals” (WSD). That Susan did not regard the printed word as final is obvious from the fact that several clippings of her own work placed in a scrapbook show her revising after their appearance in the Republican. That she was confident of her intellectual abilities and critical acumen is apparent from the fact that Susan corresponded about such matters not only with Higginson and Bowles, but also with other leading editors of the day. Among her letters are several to William Hayes Ward, editor of the Independent, about publishing Emily’s poems, and her scrapbooks show that in March 1902 she sent W. C. Brownell a favorable review of his Victorian Prose Masters and received a most warm reply. Significantly, “Annals of the Evergreens” parallels the trajectories of Susan’s correspondences, revealing that her role was more than that of a social leader who entertained prominent guests, for she was clearly a most capable conversationalist who held her own with Emerson and was known by many for her intellectual acumen. Just as Emily’s writing was commonly known, so
was Susan’s “hard reading” (YH 11, p. 78). By the time of Amherst College’s 1877 commencement, Bowles wanted to honor Susan’s intellect and social dexterity with an honorary degree.

Besides publishing critical pieces and stories, Susan published at least one poem, “Love’s Reckoning,” in the Republican, and wrote quite a few others including “To me through every season dearest,” “Did I but purpose to embark with thee,” and “Irony” or “Crushed before the Moth” (WSD). Though more conventional in form and to our twenty-first century tastes not nearly as “good” as Emily’s, Susan’s poems attend to many of the same subjects – “There are three months of the Spring” distinctly echoes both “These are the days when Birds come back” (OMC 25) and “The Crickets/ sang/And set the/Sun” (OMC 122), and Susan’s focus on nature recalls Emily’s own extended attentions to narrow fellows in the grass and the sun “Blazing in Gold – and / Quenching – in Purple!” (OMC 68) and “stooping – stooping – low” (OMC 52). Her lyric tribute in memoriam to Emily remarks that “Summer always kept her for it’s own” but assures that “in the Autumn . . . I know she’ll come with outstretched hands!” (“I’m waiting but she comes not back,” WSD). Their correspondence was a creative wellspring for Susan as well as for Emily – on Susan’s copy of “The Crickets/ sang/And Set the/Sun” are several lines of Susan’s response to Emily’s work, recounting a few lines from Milton’s Comus:

I was all ear
And took in strains that
might create a seal
Under the ribs of death

And, upside down, Susan added a few lines from Sir Walter Scott’s Redgauntlet:

Despair is treason
toward man
And blasphemy
to Heaven.

By folks who knew her as intimately as Lavinia, her sister-in-law a little more than two years younger, Susan has been roundly criticized for not seeing Emily’s poems into print with good speed. Indeed, this is an important part of her story as it bears on the study of Dickinson. By her own account in the aforementioned letters to Higginson and to Ward, the volume Susan describes highlighting Emily’s wit as well as the eroticized correspondence of Emily and Susan is a much more holistic volume than the epitome of the late nineteenth-century poetry book produced by Higginson and Todd. Hers would have been filled with drawings and jokes as well
as profound lyrics, and her outline for production shows that rather than
divide the poems into conventional categories Susan would have emphasized
poetry’s integration with quotidian experience, Emily’s intellectual prowess,
and her philosophical interrogations of the spiritual, corporeal, emotional,
and mental realms (WSD, “Notes Toward a Volume of Emily Dickinson’s
Writings”). Her critiques of the printed volumes and descriptions of how she
would have managed preparing a production performance of Emily’s writ-
ings for auction to the world are, for twenty-first century readers, immured
in mechanical and high-tech images of print and screen, avenues into the
nineteenth-century manuscript culture of literary exchange in which Susan
and Emily were constant participants.

Among Susan’s papers are fascicles of favorite poems that both she and
her sister Martha copied out sometime in the 1850s. Rooted in a culture
where modes of literary exchange frequently included sending consolation
poems and making fascicles of favorite poems as well as commonplace books
and scrapbooks of treasured literary pieces, Dickinson’s fascicle assembly of
her own poems and distribution of her poems in epistolary contexts are
anything but eccentric (WSD, “Commonplace Book”). The distinction these
two women writers draw between the terms “publish” and “print” is, as
is Susan’s description of what her volume of Emily’s writings would have
featured, a sign of the literary culture in which their works were so deeply
embedded, a literary culture of vital manuscript exchange in which even
printed works were recirculated in holograph form. This manuscript culture
that Emily and Susan knew so well and in which each practiced as writ-
ters is one about which late twentieth-century literary history tends to have
amnesia. Had Susan produced a volume modeled on the practices of this
culture for the world at large, Dickinson’s readers would have had a much
broader sense of the range of Emily’s writings from the beginning, and would
have had a much stronger sense of the manuscript culture in which Emily
Dickinson’s poetic project was far from an aberration. Instead of remak-
ing Emily’s writings to fit the contours, categories, and poetic forms driven
by the machine of the printed book, Susan’s volume would have been ori-
ented and shaped by those hand-fashioned modes of literary exchange and
opened up a sense of that nineteenth-century literary world practically lost
to twentieth-century readers.

As is evident from many of Susan’s titles for Dickinson’s poems, from
her journal entries, and from the subjects of her reviews, a profound love
and deep appreciation for nature pervades her sensibilities, and she clearly
favors art focused on the natural world’s splendors, on the “Eden, always
eligible” (L 391). Her regard for nature is intense enough to be characterized
as religious or spiritual, and Susan was indeed devoutly religious from her
late teens and throughout her adulthood. Late in her life, Susan turned more and more to the rituals of High Church and even pondered becoming a Roman Catholic, but was dissuaded by Bishop F. Dan Huntington “who himself had abandoned Harvard Unitarianism to don the sacerdotal robes of American Anglicanism” (WSD, “Letters from Bishop Huntington”). Yet her religious devotions were far more than ceremonial, for Susan spent almost every Sabbath for six years in the 1880s establishing a Sunday school in Logtown, a poor village not far from Amherst later known as Belchertown, and she often prepared baskets of food for those far less fortunate than the upper-middle-class Dicksons.

Susan’s enactment of simple ritual for profound utterance is perhaps best displayed in the plain flannel robe she designed and in which she dressed Emily for death, laying her out in a white casket, cypripedium and violets (symbolizing faithfulness) at her neck, two heliotropes (symbolizing devotion) in her hand. This final act over Emily’s body underscores “their shared life, their deep and complex intimacy” and that they both anticipated a “postmortem resurrection” of that intimacy. Besides swaddling her beloved friend’s body for burial, Susan penned Emily’s obituary, a loving portrayal of a strong, brilliant woman, devoted to her family and to her neighbors, and to her writing, for which she had the most serious objectives and highest ambitions. Though “weary and sick” at the loss of her dearest friend (WSD, “Obituary for Emily Dickinson” 12), Susan produced a piece so powerful that Higginson wanted to use it as the introduction to the 1890 Poems. Beginning to tell her friend’s story, Susan concludes the obituary by pointing readers’ attentions to Emily as writer, and to the fact that her words would live on. Among her daughter Martha’s papers is evidence that these same four lines were used again in a Dickinson ceremony, perhaps to conclude Susan’s own (or Ned’s or Lavinia’s) funeral (Brown 16:35:1):

Morns like these we parted;  
Noons like these she rose,  
Fluttering first, then firmer,  
To her fair repose.

That these lines are quoted from memory by Susan and other members of her family demonstrates, especially when one takes into account all the other facts of these writing lives, that for Susan and Emily poetry was not property, nor a commodity to be possessed and auctioned, but was spiritual sustenance, and, as Susan was to tell a famous editor at the turn of the nineteenth century, “sermon . . . hope . . . solace . . . life.” For these Dicksons, poetry, practically a member of the family, “breathed” (L 260). That is at least one significant part of the story the records of their relationship tell. The study of Emily and
Susan and Emily Dickinson: their lives, in letters

Susan Dickinson’s relationship, indeed of all of Dickinson’s relationships with her female correspondents, answers the call not only of scholars such as Wendy Martin, who called for extended analyses of the friendships that “sustained her as an artist,” but also of Emily Dickinson herself, who, in asking Susan to recall “what whispered to Horatio?” (OMC 253), asked her to “report me and my cause aright / To the unsatisfied” (Hamlet V, ii, 338–9).

NOTES

4 Cheryl Walker, The Nightingale’s Burden: Women Poets and American Culture Before 1900 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982), pp. 82–9. The degree to which this literary figure imbued Dickinson’s literary culture is poignantly exemplified by her friend J. G. Holland, using the nom de plume Timothy Titcomb, in “No. 15 of his ‘Letter to the Joneses,’ To Miss Felicia Hemans Jones, Concerning her Strong Desire to Become an Authoress”: “It is not unfrequently true that those whose affections have been unsatisfied at home – whose plans of domestic life have miscarried . . . – turn to the public life for that which has been denied them at home.” (YH II, p. 81).
7 Republican, 18 May 1886.
8 Though Loomis Todd refused to use the obituary as introduction to the 1890 Poems, she mined it but a year later for her introduction to the 1891 Poems (see Smith, Rowing, pp. 207–8).
9 Leyda misquotes slightly the name of the local newspaper to which Bowles refers, the Springfield Musket, a Civil War publication; in his account, Leyda misreads “Musket” as “Market.” I would like to thank Karen Dandurand for bringing Leyda’s error to my attention and for apprising me of the Musket’s existence.
10 Manuscripts at the Houghton Library, Harvard University, are cited with the initial H and the library catalog numbers.


13 The Thomas Wentworth Higginson Papers, Galatea Collection at the Boston Public Library, are cited with the initials BPL Higg and the library catalog numbers.

14 Both Emily and Sue Dickinson consistently apply this distinction. In three other letters to Ward, Susan uses “print” for mass reproduction and distribution of poetry (*WSD*, “Correspondence with William Hayes Ward,” 8 February 1891, 14 March 1891, 23 March 1891). In the 1890s when Sue or her daughter Martha marked one of Dickinson’s manuscripts to indicate that the poem has already appeared in print, she wrote “printed” (not published) on the document. In a letter to her brother, Emily writes, “I should be pleased with a line when you’ve published your work to Father” (L 108, 18 March 1853). In “It would never be Common – / more – I said – ” (Fas 19, J 430, Fr 388), the poem’s speaker writes that her joy was such that she “felt it publish – in my Eye.” As late as 1876, book publishers at the US Centennial in Philadelphia were debating the meaning of the term “publish.”


17 Citation from manuscripts at the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University, A94–67 1:1.


20 These materials are all in the Martha Dickinson Bianchi Collection which was donated by Mary Landis Hampson to the John Hay Library, Brown University, Providence, RI. See esp. Susan’s “Commonplace Book” (Brown 16:35:11; WSD, http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/dickinson/susan/shdcpbdex.html), and her Notebook, 1895– (Brown MO5.6). All quotations from this collection are courtesy of the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University.


**GUIDE TO FURTHER READING**


POETIC STRATEGIES
AND THEMES
“I dwell in Possibility – /A fairer House than Prose – .” Emily Dickinson begins a poem that describes how, simply by “spreading wide” her “narrow hands,” she gathers “Paradise” (Fr 466, J 657). However, this “house” of possibility is not a dwelling providing shelter in the usual sense but is instead composed of trees and sky. The house of possibility is “More numerous of windows” and “Superior of doors” than “Prose,” which is not only enclosed by humanly constructed dimensions but is also, the poet suggests, more constraining than protecting, more imprisoning than liberating.

Prose: the genre, what is not poetry; prosy: what is matter-of-fact and dry; prosaic: what is lacking in imagination or spirit, what is dull. In “I held a Jewel in my fingers – ” the poet explains that, confident her jewel would “keep,” she allows herself to fall asleep in the warm day with its “prosy” winds, until, as she laments,

I woke – and chid my honest fingers,
The Gem was gone –
And now, an Amethyst remembrance
Is all I own – (Fr 261, J 245)

Whatever possibility the “Jewel” might offer is lost entirely, leaving only a memory. And whatever this “Gem” might suggest, whether a cherished friend, or an idea for a poem, clearly it is a metaphor for something valuable, and it vanishes not because of the poet’s “honest fingers,” but due to the distracting, detracting forces of the day’s “prosy” winds, which are the antithesis of the muses’ breezes, of the breeze as inspiration. Soporific, these prosy winds seduce the poet into falling asleep, into losing her wakefulness, her consciousness. If not outright thieves, they are agents, causes of the poet’s impotence to protect her “Gem.” Barbara Mossberg argues that this is a poem about writing – since these “honest” fingers can hold not only a “Gem” but also a pen, this is a poem about the forces that keep the poet from her own creativity.
In another poem Dickinson insists, “They shut me up in Prose” because “they liked me ‘still’” (Fr 445, J 613). But “They shut me up in Prose” is not a bitter, resentful diatribe. The “Prose” within which the “me” has been shut is powerless to stop her mind, her brain, which, she declares, continues to “go round.” The “They” of the poem, she boasts, might as well “have lodged a Bird / For Treason – in the Pound.” And like a bird, she too “has but to will / And easy as a Star / Look down upon Captivity – / And laugh” (Fr 445). Although it might at first strike a reader as an overly dramatic, perhaps even childish complaint, the poem is a statement of victorious assertion.

* * *

The original meaning for “prose,” which comes from the Latin prosa, is “straightforward discourse.” According to the Oxford English Dictionary, it is “The ordinary form of written or spoken language, without metrical structure.” It is “Plain, simple, matter-of-fact, (and hence) dull or commonplace expression, quality, spirit.” It can refer to “A dull, commonplace, or wearisome discourse or piece of writing.” And, in an archaic colloquial meaning, it can refer to “familiar talk, chat, gossip.”

Metaphorically, Emily Dickinson was enclosed, all but engulfed by what she thought of as “prose.” At home, her mother’s unimaginative use of hackneyed language drew the poet’s scorn; in reporting her mother’s urging her “to turn over a new leaf,” the poet drolly commented, “I call that the Foliage Admonition” (L ii: 571). On a more weighty level, Dickinson’s father’s censorious opinions and directives would have been prose of the most ponderous sort and yet, as paterfamilias in this traditional New England family, his word would have been law. The prosy chat of a mother who did not understand her daughter’s brilliant wit, the prose admonitions of a stern and demanding father, and the wearisome, lengthy sermons delivered by pastors of Amherst’s First Church of Christ would all have been reason enough for Dickinson to do everything she could to “Abolish” her “Captivity,” with a brain, that no matter how often “they” tried to shut her up “in Prose,” continued to “go round.”

And as she does in “I held a Jewel in my fingers,” the poet often equates loss of something she values not only with prose, but also with the “Day” itself, and its governing star, the sun. In a letter dated 6 July 1851 she wrote to her much-missed intellectual companion, her brother Austin: “I have just come in from Church very hot, and faded, having witnessed a couple of Baptisms, three admissions to church, a Supper of the Lord, and some other minor transactions time fails me to record” (L i: 46). Not only is Dickinson’s wit in high gear in this passage, but, metaphorically, she is associating the language of the Calvinist church, its doctrine and its rituals, with the enervating effects
of July’s heat. And by saying she is “faded,” the youthful Dickinson even suggests to her brother that the “climate” within the church dims her, as if in the “light” of its liturgy she is wiped out, erased – perhaps in danger of losing her “Gem.”

In another letter to Austin, also written in 1851 but in October, when presumably the weather would have been cooler, Dickinson confides:

I am at home from meeting on account of the storm and my slender constitution, which I assured the folks, would not permit me accompanying them today.

It is Communion Sunday, and they will stay a good while – what a nice time pussy and I have to enjoy ourselves! Just now the sun peeped out. I tell you I chased it back again behind the tallest cloud, it has not my permission to show its face again till after all the meeting, then it may shine, shine, for all pussy and I care!

Again we see Dickinson playing “hooky” from church, and metaphorically associating the lack of sun with the peace and privacy caused by the absence of “the folks.” Rather than being forced to spend her Sunday listening to the pastor’s sermon (that would have been sandwiched between chat and gossip before and after the service), she can keep her own company, and, uncensored, articulate her own thoughts to the family member whose companionship she most valued. Dickinson’s letter takes the form of “prose”; the texts of the Watts hymns sung by the congregation of the First Church of Christ were written as “poetry”; yet in these letters Dickinson clearly experiences more “possibility” at home alone, privately engaged in an epistolary tête-à-tête, than she does “shut up” in church, publicly lifting her voice in common meter with the congregation.

Church, of course, as the House of God, would have been a structural embodiment of the Word of God, from which Dickinson shrank, as she did from the “eyes of God,” which she describes as “triple lenses” that “burn upon” her “Escapade” (Fr 1076, J 894). Rebelling against her culture’s dominant definition of Jehovah, the poet in one poem insists that God’s “Watch” is quite simply “wrong” (Fr 427, J 415). Whether questioning the accuracy of his pocket watch or the efficacy of his guardianship, she makes it clear how out of sync she feels in a community dominated by nineteenth-century New England Calvinist theology. “I never felt at Home – Below,” she explains, “And in the Handsome Skies / I shall not feel at Home – I know – / I dont like Paradise // . . . If God could make a visit – / Or ever took a Nap – / So not to see us – but they say / Himself – a Telescope // Perennial beholds us.” If it were not for “Judgment Day,” she confides, she would “run away / From Him” (Fr 437, J 413). But she knows that, even as an escapee from
the bounds of conventional Calvinist thought, she will nevertheless be found out, be seen by those all-powerful telescopic eyes, and will be judged.

In an earlier poem, she writes of wanting to climb a fence to gather strawberries, worrying, “But – if I stained my Apron – / God would certainly scold” (Fr 271, J 251). Associated with cultural voices that told young women not to gather their own fruits, not to hike up their skirts to climb over an obstacle to reach what they desired, God is also associated with those who would see – and criticize – what she has been up to. The speaker of the poem wants the berries – “Berries are nice!” – but if she were to try to reach for them, her apron (as Mossberg has observed, an emblem of femininity itself) would be “stained.” She would be seen, found out, publicly known to be sinful. Whether the image of “berries” suggests simply berries, or serves as metaphor for the fruits of sexual experience, or even poetry, “Over the fence” serves as another example of the poet’s sense of the eye of God as constraining and judging, as responsible for her being “shut up” in “prose.”

As Margaret Homans has argued, Dickinson linked snakes with the power of language, with the power she valued most, but she could only see her own poetic power as “bad,” since it needed to assert itself away from the sunny world of culturally condoned, even expected, dress fittings and calling cards. No wonder Dickinson often described herself as “wicked”; she not only fears being judged as a sinner, but she doesn’t even like “Paradise.” Although in another poem she frets, “Why – do they shut me out of Heaven?” she all but answers her own question in asking immediately, “Did I sing – too loud?” adding, with seeming docility but underlying sarcasm, “But – I can say a little ‘minor’ / Timid as a Bird” (Fr 268, J 248). God’s heaven for Dickinson seems a vast grim parlor where young ladies remain still, their hands folded in clean aprons (when they are not dutifully carrying out household duties) and silent, or at least very quiet, speaking only when spoken to, and in timid, low voices, while he, bright as the noonday sun, inspects them all. A heaven dominated by the “prosy” voice of this prying, scolding, constraining, silencing deity is no dwelling place of possibility for this poet.

Inwardly a theological rebel, Dickinson nevertheless outwardly enacted the role of a dutiful daughter for most of her life: she was an almost thirty-nine-year-old adult when she complained to her sister-in-law Susan, “I am so hurried with Parents that I run all Day with my tongue abroad, like a Summer Dog” (L ii: 333). Emily Dickinson’s life may have been “privileged” because of her father’s position in law and politics and her family’s social prominence, but that same prominence added to the already burdensome, ongoing housework necessary in any nineteenth-century household. And this was a family who, at least during the poet’s youth, entertained visitors
often. Simply for Sunday dinner, chickens would have to be slaughtered and
plucked, the spices ground for breads and pies, or puddings. The designated
family baker, Dickinson (whose father preferred his elder daughter Emily’s
bread to that made by anyone else) rose before dawn to make the fires and to
prepare the family breakfast. Even with one family household servant, chores
were endless, and fell to the women of the family. And since Dickinson’s
mother was frequently ill, much of the burden fell on the shoulders of the
two Dickinson daughters, Emily and her sister Vinnie. It was during an illness
of the poet’s mother that Dickinson complained to her close friend Abiah
Root, “Father and Austin still clamor for food, and I, like a martyr am feeding
them... God keep me from what they call households” (L 1: 36). About two-
and-a-half years later, she wrote to her friends, the Hollands, “if it wasn’t for
broad daylight, and cooking stoves, and roosters, I’m afraid you would have
occasion to smile at my letters often.” In this same passage, she describes her
letter-writing as a way of attempting “Immortality,” complaining that even
a crow from a nearby “farm-yard dissipates the illusion” (L 1: 133).

The broad daylight of household demands, the heat of the church and its
enervating strictures – these for this poet were the stuff of dry prose. Feeling
neither at home “below” in the “normal” daily life of this earth, or anticipa-
tory of the life hereafter in a Christian heaven, Dickinson is, metaphorically,
herself in conflict with the very light of day, which is of course literally caused
by the sun. Dickinson was supremely aware of climate, of degrees of light,
of the progression of a twenty-four-hour period we call a “day.” The words
“sun” and “day” are the most frequently used nouns in the poems (sun is
used 170 times, day 232 times, light 82 times, noon 76 times). Over and
over in her poems, the sun is the antithesis of nurturing. It is “supercilious”
(Fr 1116, J 950), “superfluous” (Fr 1013, J 999), and it can be downright
destructive. In “The Butterfly’s Numidian Gown,” the sun causes a butterfly
to pant, out of breath, exhausted (perhaps like “a summer dog”), needing to
“lean” on a clover leaf “As if it were undone” (Fr 1395, J 1387). In “To Pack
the Bud – oppose the Worm – ,” a bud has hard work of it to “Adjust the
Heat” so it can “Obtain its right of Dew” (Fr 1038, J 1058). In this poem,
no mention is made of the challenge to receive enough light – the difficulty
for the developing bloom is that there will be too much sun that will evap-
orate or destroy the “Dew,” the moisture the bud needs in order to grow.
In all of these poems, the sun itself is enervating rather than energizing. In
“Angels, in the early morning,” the angels are “smiling” as, early in the day,
among the “Dews,” they pluck the buds of flowers, but later, “when the sun
is hottest,” they are “sighing” as they “bear along” the “parched flowers”
from the “sands” (J 94, Fr 73). Whether these flowers are simply flowers or
are metaphors for larger beings, perhaps young women, this poem clearly suggests a kind of destruction of young life, of waste and pointlessness, that peaks at the zenith of the sun’s power.

Perhaps the most extreme example of the poet’s fear of the sun’s force as inimical to her own energy and integrity appears in a letter to her dearest friend, Susan Gilbert, about to become the bride of the poet’s brother (a letter so dramatic that almost every Dickinson critic has commented on its significance), in which the twenty-two-year-old poet meditates on the subject of wifehood:

You and I have been strangely silent upon this subject, Susie, we have often touched upon it, and as quickly fled away, as children shut their eyes when the sun is too bright for them...you have seen flowers at morning, satisfied with the dew, and those same sweet flowers at noon with their heads bowed in anguish before the mighty sun; think you these thirsty blossoms will now need nought but – dew? No, they will cry for sunlight, and pine for the burning noon, tho’ it scorches them, scathes them; they have got through with peace – they know that the man of noon, is mightier than the morning and their life is henceforth to him. Oh Susie it is dangerous...

(L 1: 93)

About eleven years later, Dickinson writes what might almost be a “gloss” of this passage:

Doom is the House without the Door –
’Tis entered from the Sun –
And then the Ladder’s thrown away,
Because Escape – is done –

(Fr 710, J 475)

If marrying meant becoming dependent upon a husband who, as a “mighty sun,” would either “dower and deprive” (Fr 1692, J 1675), or, perhaps worse, “scorch,” or “scathe” his bride with his culturally approved, even culturally decreed, dominance; if such “Doom” is entered from the sun; and, if the sun represents “prosy” constraints, societal and religious pressures (such as marrying) that would rob the poet of her “Gem,” then no wonder Dickinson looked away from the sun, looked “oppositely,” to darkness, even at times to winter and to snow, and to the moon, for her “Kingdom of Heaven” (Fr 1072, J 959).

***

Sometime in 1863, Dickinson “reckoned”

First – Poets – Then the Sun –
Then Summer – Then the Heaven of God –
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adding that poetry “so seems”

To Comprehend the Whole –
The Others look a needless Show –
So I write – Poets – All –

(Fr 533, J 569)

Such “reckoning” is reminiscent of a passage in a letter of 1851 to Susie: “We are the only poets, and everyone else is prose” (L i: 56). Friendship with Susan, as Martha Nell Smith posits, was probably the most rewarding and intimate relationship of the poet’s life.13 If these two dear friends are the only “real” poets in a world of prose – or two “Nobody”s surrounded by “public” frogs croaking drearily in a bog (Fr 260, J 288) – then poetry is language that affords genuine intimacy between trusting friends, language that allows dialogue as a free exchange of uncensored thoughts. Poetry is the antithesis of prosy language spoken by “Brittle” ladies of “Dimity Convictions” who express “a horror so refined / Of freckled [or imperfect, or actual] human nature” (Fr 675, J 401); of the language of the poet’s father’s dictatorial “real life” (L i: 65); the language of sermons and speechifying, language that comes, one-directional, from “on high,” laying down rules, confinements, constructions, and expectations that would keep society’s members, including the “Wayward” (Fr 745, J 722) Emily Dickinson “in line.” Poetry for Dickinson is the antithesis of bland, tired phrasings, of the status quo.

Instead, the poet values an intensity of experience few would “dare” to share: “Dare you see a Soul at the White Heat? / Then crouch within the door” (Fr 401, J 365). Not doom, not reached from – or because of – the sun or its light, this level of intense experience is achieved inside an enclosed, darkened space where fire can melt and mold metal. An entirely different force from the enervating, fading heat of the “normal” external day, this is an internal heat that turns a formerly solid, rigid shape into liquid, a transforming fire that changes “utterly,” as Yeats would have put it. Following the poem’s metaphoric logic, what is within the forge has become molten, liquid, devoid of rigid boundaries, transformed from its everyday function in “broad daylight” (as a horseshoe, a handle), open to being reshaped into a new form – open to possibility. Whether in the process of being repaired, or of being shaped for the first time, this is an object undergoing transformation. “Dimity Convictions” could not withstand such a blaze.

Raw heat. Heat from within, from an inner core: that is poetry. Light from dark. Language culled from extremities of experience, expressed but undiluted, undimmed by culturally determined categories and definitions: that is poetry. And whereas Dickinson often associated external conflicts
over religious, cultural, social, and familial definitions and expectations with “broad daylight” or the sun, she could describe internal conflict in terms of extreme cold, comparing the private, “gallanter” fighters “within the bosom” to “Angels,” God’s messengers, who walk “with even feet / And Uniforms of Snow” (Fr 138, J 126). In associating such private, intense spiritual or emotional experience with that of the angels, she lifts her own difficulties to a heavenly status. And there is no external judgment here: “none observe” this individual intensity. “I think the Hemlock likes to stand / Upon a Marge of Snow” (Fr 400, J 525), Dickinson, wrote; it “satisfies an awe / That men, must slake in wilderness” – “The Hemlock's nature thrives – on cold,” she reiterates. She would have agreed with Gaston Bachelard’s comment that dreamers like a severe winter because “the winter cosmos is a simplified cosmos.” In a northern climate like New England, the cold provides a climate less congenial to social “niceties,” and more congenial to privacy and introspection.

“If I read a book [and] it makes my whole body so cold no fire ever can warm me I know that is poetry,” wrote Dickinson to Higginson. “If I feel physically as if the top of my head were taken off, I know that is poetry. These are the only ways I know it,” the poet continues in her letter (L II: 342a). No overheating, wilting, fading suns in these images. Rather, the body is intensely alive, alert, quiveringly awake, shivering, almost orgasmic. Immediately after, she asks, “How do most people live without any thoughts?” Emily “had to think,” (LED, p. 128) said the poet’s sister Vinnie, and for Dickinson, poetry is the language of intense thought, of extreme experience, whether internally “at the White Heat” or in “uniforms of snow.” A private language, a language different from the language of the “majority,” poetry is not for everybody. It is perhaps a language of two “Nobody”s, and if only the “pair of us” dare to speak and understand, then fine, let the rest of the world croak away with their faded platitudes, pieties, and preachments in broad daylight from their public ponds (Fr 260, J 288).

Reading, of course, allowed for a private language shared by two, between writer and reader, and Dickinson was an avid reader, of current magazines, and of much “fiction” and “poetry,” especially enamored of George Eliot, the Brontës, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Robert Browning. In a tribute to Barrett Browning written in 1863, Dickinson describes the “Conversion of the Mind” that enabled her to construct – metaphorically – her house of possibility, and enact her poetics, her “Gem-Tactics”:

I think I was enchanted
When first a sombre Girl –
I read that Foreign Lady –
The Dark – felt beautiful –
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And whether it was noon at night –
Or only Heaven – at noon –
For very Lunacy of Light
I had not power to tell –

The poem continues by describing a series of transformations in which bees “became as Butterflies,” and “Butterflies – as Swans,” the “Days” now stepping to “Mighty Metres” of “Titanic Opera.” Through what she calls a “Lunacy of Light,” the poet experiences the “Dark” as “beautiful” as she undergoes a “Conversion of the Mind” that leads to “a Divine Insanity” (Fr 627, J 593). “The Danger” is that she would, at some later time, return to a state where she is once more “sane.” Whether in the seventh stanza, we read “The Danger to be sane,” or, as in an alternative version, “The Sorrow to be sane,” the poem makes clear that to experience “sanity” again – to become part of the conventional, or “normal” daylight world – would be an enormous loss. This paradoxical association of “Lunacy” or insanity (and/or the moon) with deity and the delight of possibility, and of “sanity” with danger, sorrow, constriction, and loss echoes another poem also written in 1863: “Much Madness is divinest sense – / To a discerning Eye – / Much Sense – the starkest Madness – /’Tis the Majority / In this, as all, prevail” (Fr 620, J 4365). But the “Antidote” in case such dangerous sanity (or “Sense” that to the poet is non-sense) is experienced remains: these “tomes” of “Solid Witchcraft,” Barrett Browning’s poems (and possibly the works of other foreign ladies in whose writing Dickinson also revelled, Charlotte Brontë, for example), will “keep,” will not be lost like the “Gem” in the “prosy winds” of daylight, but, “Like Deity,” will continue to exist as reliable resources. Reading Barrett Browning has allowed Dickinson to find nothing short of “Jubilee,” a heaven on earth, which might seem “Lunacy” to the “Majority,” to those possessed of “Dimity Convictions,” but for the poet, creates unlimited “Possibility.”

From a darkness at least as potent for possibility as the forge, this “Lunacy of Light” causes amazing transformations. No scorching of daisies or brides here: butterflies are not only not “undone,” but are in the process of being transformed from bees to swans, the tiniest creatures expanding beyond their “normally” perceived boundaries. Like metal that is melted, losing its fixed rigidity, its former clearly defined shape, the insects in this poem are no longer the prosy, everyday creatures they had been. After this “Conversion of the Mind,” in which “the Dark felt beautiful,” there are no bounds, no limits. Even the smallest creatures, even the most ordinary noises of an ordinary day have become part of a “Titanic Opera,” an entire community making glorious music. Operas usually consist of full orchestras, choruses, as well as soloists, with arias and recitatives that are often performed double forte to large audiences. In “I think I was enchanted” there are no closets, no keeping
“still” – this joyful “Conversion of the Mind” allows the smallest creatures of the field their voices, and not just on an operatic, but on a “Titanic” scale, one commensurate with the gods, in fact, with the forerunners of the gods, the Ur-gods – the primal forces of the universe.

As if the smallest creatures (“I was the slightest in the House – / I took the smallest Room” (Fr 473, J 486), wrote the poet, in one of many instances in which she describes herself as small, or in which she identifies with small creatures or objects), after this “Conversion of the Mind,” became gods themselves, equal to, and invulnerable to the judgmental eyes of a Calvinist God. Dickinson’s copy of Aurora Leigh was not only much read but also marked – Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s novel in verse must have served as a model for the Amherst poet, for whom fitting within the boundaries of genteel nineteenth-century American definitions of “true womanhood” was anathema. Barrett Browning’s Aurora, a woman poet named for the dawn, achieves absolute victory in that she never loses her “Gem” – she writes her poetry, achieves recognition, refuses the man who wants her for the wrong reasons, and finally unites with him when he (now sightless) sees things her way, and comes to her on her terms. Aurora refuses to submit to conventional definitions for female behavior; ultimately, she is writer, public figure, friend, surrogate mother, and lover. She has it all. And Barrett Browning’s narrative has it all: it is both a novel and a poem, crossing and blurring the boundaries of genre: both/and, not either/or.

Dickinson’s “Gem-tactics” involve a valorizing of that which is not fixed by social or religious decree; divinity for this poet is a fluid thing. Dickinson might have said along with Gerard Manley Hopkins, “Glory be to God for dappled things.” In her delighting in “freckled human nature,” and in the wild and spotted “Leopard,” which “Civilization spurns” (Fr 276, J 492), she makes clear that she values what is “unrefined,” unboxed, uncategorized, what is not “black or white,” what is not pinned down by a single definition, seen only according to one “light.” “The Dark” can feel “beautiful” according to this “Lunacy of Light,” according to what Dickinson described elsewhere as “another way to see” (Fr 696, J 627).

Metaphorically abandoning the “broad daylight” that, in effect, abandoned her, by dictating that she be confined to conventional expectations, this is a poet who writes “Good Morning – midnight – I’m coming Home” (Fr 382, J 485). And whether this poem is satirical or serious, nonetheless Dickinson writes over and over of the energy and power that emerge not from exterior sources of light, but from interior ones, from darkness. Her strategic poetics, her “Gem-tactics,” emerge from a seemingly “still – Volcano – life,” – a “quiet – Earthquake style – / Too subtle to suspect,”
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a “solemn – Torrid – Symbol” with “lips that never lie – / Whose hissing Corals part – and shut,” causing even cities to “ooze away” (Fr 517, J 601). The ultimate in fiery fluidity, hidden within the mountain, the volcano has only to speak, and the houses of prose, the containers of civilization’s decrees are transformed, their lineations, the grids of their streets, their labels and containers reduced to ashes, bits that float in the wind.

Adrienne Rich was the first to argue that it serves as an image for the poet herself, her own “Vesuvius at Home,” a grassy “meditative spot” that “the general thought” would assume only to be “an acre for a Bird.” But, the poet asserts,

How red the Fire rocks below
How insecure the sod
Did I disclose
Would populate with awe my solitute
(Fr 1743, J 1677)

The power underground. The subconscious, the uncivilized, the primal, the “raw” – what lies under the surface of small talk, of prose, what lies beneath the socially defined seeming shapes of things, the reality beyond this daily reality – these are what interested this poet. A “Gem,” from rock that has been dug from underground, sold and cut, faceted and polished, can be lost in the prosy winds of day – with its demands, its judgments of those who might not fit societal definitions of “normal” or “sane.” But not volcanic fire, its rivers of fluid lava running underground. It is in fact that which lies underground, under the surface, below external appearances, that Dickinson most values. Over the gem, over the sun which allures yet burns or spurns, Dickinson values the source of creativity – the possibility of the raw material, the ore before it is cut, before it is rigidified into object, into something that can be lost. She preferred to “Work for Immortality,” unlike the “Chiefer part,” or the “Majority,” who worked “for Time.” Ordinary clock time, the pacing of broad daylight, resulted in “Money,” but the other, “Immortality,” was the result of “the mine” (Fr 536, J 406), the ore underground, not yet surfaced, from the dark.

***

As revolutionary as her contemporary Walt Whitman, Dickinson broke the bounds of nineteenth-century verse form, refusing the confines of conventional poetics. And like Whitman, she too wrote of the difficulties of being someone not cut out of dimity, someone who did not fit within the comfortable definitions of gendered behavior. Never marrying, eschewing the role of
wife and mother to remain sister, next-door-neighbor, friend, and daughter, she retained her “Gem” by metaphorically constructing a place from which she could write her “Titanic Opera”:

I send two sunsets –  
Day and I – in competition – ran –  
I finished Two, and several Stars  
While He – was making One –  
(Fr 557, J 308)

These first four lines of this eight line poem show the poet clearly identifying with night, or the dark, as she wins this contest, even more triumphant than when she insists in “They shut me up in Prose” that she abolishes her captivity. And not only are the poet’s creations more numerous than “Day’s” “ampler” single creation, they are “more convenient,” as the poet wryly comments “to a friend,” more able to be enjoyed by actual human beings. Able to be carried “in the Hand,” they are reminiscent of the “Gem” whose loss the poet laments in “I Held a Jewel in my fingers,” but these creations are beyond the reach of any “prosy” winds. The “several Stars” of night’s creating may of course be suns themselves for other planets. There is more than one “light” by which to view “reality,” Dickinson seems to suggest.

“Broad daylight,” the “clear” light of day caused all things to be viewed according to the definition agreed upon by the majority. Tenuous and precious though it must have been at least during winter months, the sunlight of a sensible New England day allowed no room for meditations on multiple perspectives for this poet, seeming to flatten things to their “normal” proportions. Quite literally, bright sunlight can flatten perspectives and erase fine distinctions (like freckles), as good photographers know. Like Nathaniel Hawthorne, whose fiction Dickinson followed, they prefer the shadowy times of late afternoon, and early morning, when subtle differentiations and gradations of shadings are more visible. And this is a poet who reveled in the finest of subtleties, in varying points of view, who refused to pin down her writing to tidy endings, who delighted in ambiguity and exulted in “negative capability.” As Sharon Cameron has shown, Dickinson chose not to choose.

It is the very formlessness, the dark of the underground life that generates possibility:

So from the mold,  
Scarlet and Gold,  
Many a bulb will rise  
(Fr 110, J 66)
The lily, writes Dickinson, “passes sure” through “the Dark Sod,” from which she then can swing “her Beryl Bell” in “Extasy – and Dell” (Fr 559, J 392). Easy as a star, abolishing captivity. That dwelling place with numerous windows and doors, entrances and exits, was not only “Another way – to see” (Fr 696, J 627), but it allowed limitless perspectives, uncurtained, unpretified and boxed by prosy convention. The poem “I dwell in Possibility” contains no images of a wilting, scorching sun, no directives, and no expectations. To be that wide open to the moment, oblivious to prosaic social demands and stultifying theological ones, is poetry, possibility, and perhaps even paradise.

NOTES

1 In quoting the poems themselves, I have relied upon Franklin’s editing, and in all cases, for simplicity’s sake, use the first variant he cites.
3 An alternative version reads: “Abolish his Captivity” (J 613).
5 Mossberg, When a Writer, pp. 117–18.
6 For a discussion of the relation to Dickinson of food with language, see Mossberg, When a Writer, pp. 135–46.
8 See L i: 30, L i: 31, L ii: 185, for a few examples. See also my discussion of the poet’s conflict with cultural expectations in Lunacy of Light: Emily Dickinson and the Experience of Metaphor (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1987), especially pp. 43–5.
9 See Mossberg, When a Writer, for an extended study of the role of daughter as a defining one in Dickinson’s poetry.
11 See Barker, Lunacy of Light for an extended analysis of Dickinson’s metaphoric rejection of light and all it represents (including masculine values and forces) and her embracing of and inspiration from darkness and its associations (including a sense of a female nurturing space, protected from the intruding “eye” of a patriarchal “light”).


See Barker, *Lunacy of Light*, pp. 74–133.


See the introduction to *The Scarlet Letter*, where Hawthorne describes the perfect climate for the imagination as a combination of moonlight and coal-fire. But he also equates darkness with knowledge distorted, grown monstrous and destructive. See Barker, *Lunacy of Light*, pp. 15–16.


**GUIDE TO FURTHER READING**


It is always tempting to regard Dickinson as a confessional poet – one whose poems, for all their innovative brilliance, are nonetheless outpourings of her own private feelings toward love, death, nature, and immortality. A closer look at her vast poetic project, however, reveals a far more complex artistic purpose, one that revels in both the possibilities and the impossibilities of language to evoke the experiences of life and mind. Dickinson, I wish to argue, constructs scenarios in verse, dramatizes the predicaments or states of mind or perceptions of imagined speakers, *personae*. “When I state myself, as the Representative of the Verse,” she explains to her “preceptor” Thomas Wentworth Higginson in an early letter, “it does not mean – me – but a supposed person” (L 268). The distinction is exceedingly important for she is presenting herself not as a sentimental “poetess” but as a Woman of Letters with an artistic agenda of profound scope and vision, reflecting what Matthew Arnold would term “high seriousness.” In that same letter to Higginson she proclaims, “My Business is Circumference”: a wonderfully compact way of asserting that her poetic project embraces concerns that are relevant to the entire human sphere, not just to herself.

I shall also argue that Dickinson’s world-view is *existential*, which is to say that her personae regard the individual self, and not any divine agency, as solely responsible for the events that shape their lives, which are intrinsically limited, flawed, and separate from nature. The existentialist values longing over gratification, the journey over the destination, the creative process over its finished products. Anguish, doubt, penury, striving are of greater value than comfort, certainty, wealth, attainment – for the former intensify experience while the latter tend to numb it. The existentialist will rail against panaceas and anodynes, whether in word or deed:

They say that “Time assuages” –
Time never did assuage –
An actual suffering strengthens
As Sinews do, with age –
(J 686, Fr 861)

For Dickinson, the poet is the supreme existentialist for she “Distills amazing sense / From ordinary meanings” – and the echo from John Newton’s hymn, “Amazing Grace,” is quite deliberate: The poet also can create grace, however limited or ephemeral, as well as “scalp your naked Soul” (J 315, Fr 477). Dickinson’s poetry, as Inder Nath Kher states, displays “a fundamental concern for existence itself as seen through the power of the creative imagination.”¹ For the existentialist, the power to imagine, to shape experience out of language, is as close as human beings can get to achieving salvation.

Dickinson articulates her existential world-views in both a dramatic and a dramatistic manner, the latter being Kenneth Burke’s term for language that performs rhetorically and dialectically, and does more than express feelings or convey knowledge. A text is dramatistic when it generates tensions or dialectical relationships (Burke calls them ratios)² among five elements – purpose, setting, act, actor, and agency (i.e., means of perpetrating the act). Dickinson’s poems are often highly dramatistic because of the ingenious, far-reaching dialectical relationships that they generate among this “pentad” of discourse elements. Let’s see how they operate in one of Dickinson’s well-known quatrains:

Surgeons must be very careful
When they take the knife!
Underneath their fine incisions
Stirs the Culprit – Life!
(J 108, Fr 156)

Superficially, the scene evoked is an operating room where surgeons (agent), scalpels in hand (agency) are about to cut into a patient (act) for the purpose of healing the patient. But they must proceed cautiously because life is so precarious. On this superficial level, the point is patently obvious; and if that were all there was to the poem, it would be promptly brushed aside as a mere trifle. However, the exclamatory tone of the speaker, the startling use of “culprit” to modify “Life” – and finally the intense emphasis on the word “Life” triggers a different level of reading, together with a more complex interplay of the dramatistic elements. The speaker – who seems to be an adult speaking in a child’s voice – is the underlying agent, who uses her innocent childhood demeanor to admonish an overly rational adult society (the underlying scene) to put less faith in their surgical techniques – i.e., positivistic science (the underlying agency) – and to be more respectful of
the unpredictable, wily, inscrutable nature of life, which tends not to yield its secrets when the knife of reason is brought to it.

Dickinson’s poems also are dramatic in the conventional sense of the word – not just in the way they depict personae engaged in dramatic monologue or dialogue, but in the way they construct a virtually Aristotelian problem/situation-crisis/climax-denouement progression. Instead of directly conveying the poet’s own thoughts and feelings about the subject, Dickinson prefers the aesthetically richer indirection of a dramatic rendering, whereby characters – personae – speak in their own disparate voices, thereby creating a richer and more complex work of art.

Elizabeth Phillips points out that Dickinson’s imagination was naturally “histrionic,” that “she changes point of view, role, situation, genre, language, and style with remarkable speed and adroitness.”

Phillips cites, as an example, Dickinson’s use of a child persona arguing with God in “Papa above! / Regard a mouse / O’erpowered by a Cat! / Reserve within thy kingdom / A ‘Mansion’ for the Rat!” (J 61, Fr 151).

Often, though, the dramatic rendering can be subtle and multi-leveled. Let us consider this popular poem of hers as a case in point:

I never hear the word “Escape”
Without a quicker blood,

I never hear of prisons broad
By soldiers battered down,
But I tug childish at my bars
Only to fail again!

(J 77, Fr 144)

The poem dramatizes an artist’s recognition of one of life’s central paradoxes: the mind, which contemplates and yearns for boundless freedom, is bound forever in a mortal body. The speaker, giddy with the possibility of escape – perhaps through books or play or dreaming – feels that she could simply spread her wings and fly away from her real-world confinement. Even before we get to the second stanza, it is apparent from the very first line that the speaker is aware that she has experienced this feeling many times, and that the “flying attitude” can only be momentary.

In the second stanza – Act Two, as it were – the speaker’s thoughts shift radically from the thrill of escape to its futility; dramatically speaking, problem leads to crisis. She envisions a prison and a battlefield, scenes of nightmarish confinement – tropes for the tragic self-confining tendencies of a violent and bellicose society – as an analogue to her own “bars” against which she tugs futilely and childish(ly) – a key word that triggers a dialectical reversal from
the childlike idealism of the first stanza. For all her imaginative powers, the speaker discovers, by virtue of her humanness, that she must suffer the same flaws and limitations as anyone else; those prisoners and soldiers symbolize all humanity. (Crisis reaches climax and denouement.) Here, then, in a mere eight lines, Dickinson has wrought a Blakean innocence-to-experience existential drama.

Dickinson’s existentialist sensibility has much in common with that of the Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard (1813–55). For Kierkegaard, life must be accepted for what it is – as a finite (that is, non-universal) existence. Kierkegaard refutes Hegel’s universal synthesis because it ignores reality at the individual level. Individual existence is flawed and filled with suffering and limitations (both physical and mental), but that defines life’s authenticity. Kierkegaard criticizes the Romantic poets for using their powers of creative imagination to escape into inauthentic realms of their own making. Thus, they live “in a totally hypothetical and subjunctive way,” which causes them to lose touch not only with the authentic world but with themselves.

Aside from Kierkegaard, whose ideas probably had not yet spread beyond Europe in Dickinson’s day, a kind of proto-existentialist thought can be detected in America via Calvinist and Presbyterian Christianity, which advocated deep learning and self-discovery. The Presbyterian minister Charles Wadsworth, one of Dickinson’s spiritual mentors (aside from the rumored possibility that she was in love with him), asserted from the pulpit that “Man’s business on this sublunary platform is to work out his hidden character in the face of the universe” – this he proclaimed in his sermon “Development and Discipline.” (Note the similarity between this statement and Dickinson’s “My business is Circumference.”) Self-reliance was also behind Mary Lyon’s rigorous curriculum at the Mt. Holyoke Seminary for Women – it placed heavy emphasis on the natural sciences. Studying nature was an important prerequisite to becoming a good Christian; a sure path to God was through intense study of His creations. Henry David Thoreau, whom Dickinson had probably read, for she mentions him in a letter, advocated self-knowledge and self-betterment through deliberate intimate knowledge of the physical world and learning “to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life.” And of course, the plays of Shakespeare, her most beloved author, are filled with existential moments, from Macbeth’s “sound and fury” anguish over the meaningless of human destiny to Hamlet’s bitter assessment of human nature (“What a piece of work is a man! how infinite in faculty . . . in apprehension how like a god! the beauty of the world! the paragon of animals! And yet, to me, what is this quintessence of dust?”). And Shakespeare would certainly have agreed with Dickinson’s speaker’s claim that “‘Hamlet’ to Himself were Hamlet – / Had not Shakespeare
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wrote – ” (J 741, Fr 776). Quite clearly, then, Dickinson had sufficient exposure to existentialist thinking for it to have influenced her at least indirectly.

Dickinson’s poems are existential for yet another reason: their speakers seldom feel secure in the promise of – or refuse to take refuge in – a transcendent reality as do the speakers in so much of Romantic poetry. Dickinson’s speakers ironically are most secure with the doubts and uncertainties of their flawed and finite existence – a disposition that John Keats, a proto-existentialist Romantic (whose immortality questing personae eventually confront their mortality), termed “negative capability.” There may exist an infinity of possible realms – Heaven itself among them – that beckon to be explored, but they never can be escaped into. The speaker can never venture beyond “circumference,” the word in this context effectively conveying the paradoxical human predicament of being both free and confined: free to explore while at the same time confined by the inescapable forces of gravity, mortality, and the limitations of individual human perception. Thus in the poem “I saw no Way – the Heavens were stitched – ,” all the speaker needs to do is “touch the Universe – ”

... And back it slid – and I alone –
A Speck upon a Ball –
Went out upon Circumference –
Beyond the Dip of Bell –
(J 378, Fr 633)

This little poem – ironic even in its smallness, for its scope is epic – can be read as a drama of the Christian speaker’s discovery of her decidedly un-Christian plight: possessed with the desire to learn the secrets of the heavens, she soon realizes that such a discovery cannot be made. And yet, the very act of exploring – of venturing out “upon Circumference” despite her being a mere Speck upon the earth – is what makes her life purposeful and – paradoxically – more meaningful than before. To examine one’s life unflinchingly and learn to accept it for what it really is – the prime existential directive – is to liberate oneself from such inflexible directives as church dogma (“the Dip of Bell”) that present themselves as the sole path to salvation. For her, a mortal woman whose paradigm of reality consists of domestic objects like thread and needle, the fabric of heaven can never appear more than “stitched.” In another poem the speaker proudly proclaims, “The Queen discerns like me –Provincially – ” (J 285, Fr 256). The existentialist thus learns to accept her intrinsically restricted reality, just as the speaker in the following poem progresses from an enthusiastic expectation of reaching heaven to an enthusiastic acceptance of disbelief in that very expectation. Notice how skillfully
Dickinson dramatizes the lapse of childlike faith as an existential awareness of the consequences of maintaining such faith takes hold:

Going to Heaven!
I don’t know when –
Pray do not ask me how!
Indeed I’m too astonished
To think of answering you!
Going to Heaven!
How dim it sounds!

... 
Perhaps you’re going too!
Who knows?
If you should get there first
Save just a little space for me
Close to the two I lost –
The smallest “Robe” will fit me
And just a bit of “Crown” –
For you know we do not mind our dress
When we are going home –

I’m glad I don’t believe it
For it would stop my breath –
And I’d like to look a little more
At such a curious Earth!
I’m glad they did believe it
Whom I have never found
Since the mighty Autumn afternoon
I left them in the ground.

(J 79, Fr 128)

Like a three-act stage play, this three-stanza dramatic monologue captures the speaker’s dawning skepticism toward the Christian promise of an afterlife, a skepticism that leads her to a triumphant existential rejection of that afterlife. Act One: The speaker is highly agitated; she keeps exclaiming, “Going to Heaven!” too astonished by the concept either to believe or disbelieve that it’s true. It’s as if she has, for the first time in her life, dared to question the promise of heaven. As we soon realize, she is attending a funeral where everyone apparently is reassuring her that her recently deceased friends are most assuredly on their way to heaven. Act Two: The speaker’s tone shifts from astonishment to sarcasm: Well, if heaven is such a great place, you must be getting ready to go there yourself! If so, be sure to save a space for me – which shouldn’t be a problem because I’m so small.
Like the speaker in “I saw no way the Heavens were stitched,” this speaker ironically equates space in heaven with ordinary domestic space: why should it be otherwise? Also, why should I dress any differently than I would for home? The comparison pokes fun at the uncritical acceptance of heaven as “up there,” taking up actual space, inhabited by departed souls wearing white robes. Act Three: The speaker’s tone changes from sarcasm to a triumphant, almost Nietzschean bravado in not only expressing disbelief in the heaven myth, but in equating it with annihilation of self – for if the myth were true, it would mean losing the world – the “mighty Autumn afternoon” – forever.

Faced with the resulting isolation and finitude, the individual must direct his or her own life with great deliberateness, despite the fact that there is no certainty of behavior, no divinely sanctioned moral code. As Kierkegaard asserts, “Fulfillment is always in the wish,” and “Doubt is a cunning passion.” Now lest the individual be overwhelmed by hopelessness and despair, Kierkegaard posits a way out, and that is to abandon reason and make a pure leap of faith across the unbridgeable gulf to God. As we shall see, Dickinson’s speakers do not make such a leap. They may be poised to do so, just as Dickinson herself had been poised to receive Christ during her student days, but they are unable to take that final step toward becoming a Christian.

In Dickinson’s case, her love of earthy things was a major deterrent: “It is hard for me to give up the world” (L 23) she states flatly to her close friend Abiah Root in 1848. More seriously, like the speaker in “Going to Heaven!” it was her inability to conceive of the existence of an afterlife that kept her from embracing Christianity. In 1846, when she was a mere fifteen years old, she wrote to Abiah, “I am continually putting off becoming a Christian...Does not Eternity appear dreadful to you. I often get thinking of it and it seems so dark to me that I almost wish there was no Eternity...I cannot imagine with the farthest stretch of my imagination my own death scene” (L 10). That last statement helps us to understand what is going on in poems like “I died for Beauty” (J 449, Fr 448), in which the speaker converses from inside her tomb with one “who died for Truth,” buried in the tomb beside her – or in her most famous poem, “Because I could not stop for Death” (J 712, Fr 479), in which the presumably dead speaker is merely being driven to heaven without ever arriving there – or in “I heard a Fly buzz – when I died” (J 465, Fr 591) in which the moment of death is occupied by a buzzing fly instead of the king who would escort her into heaven. One literally cannot transcend one’s own life, these poems argue dramatically; so long as there is consciousness, earthly existence must continue.
T. Z. Lavine in *From Socrates to Sartre*, identifies six themes in existentialism: (1) Existence precedes, and is superior to, essence; (2) Awareness of the nothingness at the heart of our existence produces anguish; (3) Existence is inexplicable and absurd; (4) Sciences, philosophies, or religions that argue for universal systems are invalid; (5) Death, like the sword of Damocles, hangs over our heads every moment of our lives, and for that reason must be acknowledged and confronted; (6) The individual is alienated from society, from the natural world, from the cosmos. Dickinson gives dramatic poignancy to each of these existentialist themes in her poems, as I shall now attempt to show.

Existence precedes and is superior to essence

This is the foundation of existentialist thought. Whereas essential being is timeless and selfless and linked inseparably to all creation (the Transcendentalist view), existence is bound by temporality, individual limitation, and isolation. The existentialist chooses existence over essence because the self has no empirical means of apprehending a transcendent realm. The best we can do is define the timeless, the heavenly, in terms of the temporal and earthly – but to do that is to champion the existential over the transcendent! Dickinson dramatizes this principal existential condition in at least three different ways. One way is to show her speakers meditating upon their limited, isolated, time-bound natures, as in “I tie my Hat”:

```
Life’s little duties do – precisely –
As the very least
Were infinite – to me –
I put new Blossoms in the Glass –
And throw the old – away –
I push a petal from my Gown
That anchored there – I weigh
The time ‘twill be till six o’clock
...
And yet – Existence – some way back
Stopped – struck – my ticking – through –
We cannot put Ourself away
As a completed Man
Or Woman – When the Errand’s done
We came to Flesh – [u]pon –
```
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There may be – Miles on Miles of Nought –
Of Action – sicker far –
To simulate – is stinging work –
To cover what we are
From Science – and from Surgery –
Too Telescopic eyes
To bear on us unshaded –
For their – sake – not for Ours –

... Therefore – we do life’s labor –
Though life’s Reward – be done –
With scrupulous exactness –
To hold our Senses – on –

(J 443, Fr 522)\(^8\)

The speaker begins by reflecting upon the details comprising a typical day in her life. They consist of mundane chores, but she tends to them with care, as if they were of “infinite” importance. The ultimate irony of the poem is that they \textit{are} of infinite importance because, existentially speaking, human experience is all there is; the finite self, for all practical purposes, is infinite for the self can never experience its own cessation (death).

The poem captures the speaker’s struggle to reconcile the received wisdom that life has ultimate purpose with more empirically based suspicion that there is no such purpose, that life’s path consists only of “Miles on Miles of Nought.” Whatever the case, there is nothing we can do about it! To keep our sanity we must not be persuaded by the scientific image of the human organism – science serves its own needs, not our deepest human needs – but continue to do our life’s work “to hold our Senses – on” – a richly resonant phrase that suggests keeping our sanity as well as believing in our human senses enough to forego the need for a supernatural \textit{raison d’etre}.

Another way to dramatize the superiority of existence over essence is to compare the ironic richness of impoverished, finite life with the poverty of riches in the conventional sense. In the dramatic monologue, “Your Riches – taught me – Poverty” (J 299, Fr 418) the speaker asserts to her beloved, “To have a smile – for a mine – each day – / How better, than a Gem!” The poem escapes being a mere conventional analogy between spiritual (or amatory) and material riches, however, when the speaker discloses the true basis for her poverty:

\begin{verbatim}
At least, it solaces to know
That there exists – a Gold –
Although I prove it just in time
It’s distance – to behold!
\end{verbatim}
The speaker obtains proof that the loved one is “Gold” only when they are apart. As in the famous “Wild nights” monologue (J 249, Fr 269), the speaker only imagines her ecstasy while in a state of isolated longing. “Were I with thee / Wild nights should be / Our luxury!” (emphasis mine).

A third way that Dickinson’s speakers dramatize the superiority of existence over essence is by capturing the intensity of living from moment to moment – precarious yet thrilling – “It tingles in the Mind” (J 1175, Fr 1247) as one of her personae asserts. Life is most interesting when it is most uncertain, as when the speaker in Poem J 875/Fr 926 steps cautiously “from Plank to Plank”:

I knew not but the next
Would be my final inch –
This gave me that precarious Gait
Some call Experience.

The key word in this poem is *precarious* – not just “uncertain,” but, in the context of the poem, an uncertainty leading to self-confidence bordering on faith. The word is etymologically related to prayer (*precari*) – a nuance that almost certainly did not escape Dickinson, who knew Latin and who once told Higginson that her lexicon “was my only companion” (L 261). The connotation of self-confidence is further enhanced by the word *Gait*, which calls to mind the stately cantering or prancing of a horse. So in this existentially dramatic moment we envision the speaker stepping across the planks of her life slowly and cautiously but confidently, never fearfully, never assuming that she has more than another “inch” of life left – and all the while keenly aware of all that is going on about her, the way a responsible artist must be.

In a similar but more ominous poem, the speaker’s precarious stepping deteriorates from Planks to Blanks:

From Blank to Blank –
A Threadless Way
I pushed Mechanic feet –
To stop – or perish – or advance –
Alike indifferent –
If end I gained
It ends beyond
Indefinite disclosed –

(J 761, Fr 484)

The prancing gait of the first poem has become a blind groping across an indecipherable setting – indecipherable because it does not matter whether the speaker stops, advances, or dies. We are almost in the paralyzed milieu of a Samuel Beckett play. Life must go on. There is nowhere to go.
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Awareness of nothingness produces anguish

For Dickinson, even more than for most later existentialists, anguish is “transporting” (J 148, Fr 146), “sovereign” (J 167, Fr 178), “reward” (J 614, Fr 447), “joy” (J 1420, Fr 1450). Anguish, pain, suffering, and longing, rivet us to the here and now; they rapidly douse idealistic flights of fancy. The anguish one suffers from discovering that life is devoid of any “higher” meaning than itself, that the universe is a void, is anguish in extremis, yet it is the necessary first step toward taking charge of our respective destinies. In the following dramatic monologue, the speaker suffers the anguish that comes from the growing fear that the universe may be devoid of God or divine purpose.

I know that He exists
Somewhere – in Silence –
He has hid his rare life
From our gross eyes.
'Tis an instant’s play
'Tis a fond Ambush –

But – should the play
Prove piercing earnest –
Should the glee – glaze –
In Death’s – stiff – stare –

Would not the fun
Look too expensive!
Would not the jest –
Have crawled too far!

(J 338, Fr 365)

The speaker of this monologue startles us by how rapidly her faith in God’s existence degrades to bitter skepticism and anguish. The opening proclamation of faith is instantly compromised by the qualifying “Somewhere – in Silence.” That in turn leads her to wonder if God might just be playing a cruel game of cosmic hide and seek with her. Death will decide just how gleeful this game is – and the speaker’s caustic tone in the last stanza suggests she is quite certain that the jest will have gone too far.

Existence is inexplicable and absurd

The problem with attempting to “explain” existence is that the explainer inevitably resorts to divine revelation or some idealistic metaphysical system that cannot be empirically authenticated. In the following poem, the speaker
compares two views of a sinking boat: a human one, represented by a sailor’s perspective, and an angelic one:

Adrift! A little boat adrift!
...
Will no one guide a little boat
Unto the nearest town?

So Sailors say – on yesterday –
Just as the dusk was brown
One little boat gave up its strife
And gurgled down and down.

So angels say – on yesterday –
Just as the dawn was red
One little boat – o’erspent with gales –
Retrimmed its masts – redecked its sails –
And shot – exultant on!

(J 30, Fr 6)

Compared with the sailor’s view, which merely reports on the boat’s sinking after being overpowered by the storm, the angelic view reads like a gross euphemistic platitude – made especially ludicrous by the final image of the now celestial boat being jettisoned into heaven.

In “Of Course – I prayed – ” (J 376, Fr 581) the speaker lashes out against a God who cared about her concerns “as much as on the Air / A Bird – had stamped her foot – / And cried ‘Give Me’ – ,” concluding that it would have been better to be insensible in the tomb than to experience “This smart Misery.” Human existence, lacking the comfort of God’s palpable presence, is indeed miserable, the speaker seems to imply; but the only alternative is non-existence.

An even bleaker vision is dramatized in “Four trees upon a solitary acre” (J 742, Fr 778), in which objects in the natural world appear to be “Without Design / Or Order”; they acquire a transitory significance only in relation to each other. As for possible speculation upon their larger purpose, the only thing the speaker can say is “Unknown – ” Gary Lee Stonum has called attention to the dramatic contrast between the randomness of objects depicted and the meticulous way in which the speaker/poet arranges them in the poem.9

Sciences, philosophies, or religions that argue for universal systems of truth are invalid

For Dickinson, abstract knowledge is most meaningful when it is subsumed by poetry; philosophical reasoning and religious belief are no exceptions.
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Poetry, one might say, brings knowledge and faith into the sphere of experience. Thought is made palpable to the senses.

In the following poem, the speaker attempts to dismantle the Emersonian-transcendentalist premise that the soul of nature and the human soul are emanations from a universal oversoul. The speaker’s tone, however, is more naïve than analytical – as if she is convinced that she can find proof of the Eternal just by sifting through phenomena. While not quite denying the existence of such a truth, the speaker nevertheless is rendered speechless when it comes to bodies awaiting resurrection.

Some things that fly there be –
Birds – Hours – the Bumblebee –
Of these no Elegy.

Some things that stay there be –
Grief – Hills – Eternity –
Nor this behooveth me.

... Can I expound the skies?
How still the Riddle lies!

(J 89, Fr 68)

“The currents of Universal Being circulate through me,” Emerson rhapsodizes in Nature. But for Dickinson’s speaker in the above poem nature is the ineffable Other, defying all efforts to pinpoint her essence, even though the riddle lies motionless before her eyes. Although Emerson confesses that “language and thought desert us, and we are as helpless as fools and savages” (p. 215), when we try to apprehend God, he nevertheless proclaims that “the mind is part of the nature of things,” and “we learn that the highest [truth] is present to the soul of man, that the dread universal essence, which is not wisdom, or love, or beauty, or power, but all in one . . . is that for which all things exist” (p. 216). For Dickinson, however, word and world – mind and nature – are separated by an unbridgeable gulf.

Death’s overhanging presence must be confronted squarely

“Death in earnest,” Kierkegaard writes, “gives life force as nothing else does; it makes one alert as nothing else does.” Dickinson gives dramatic poignancy to the idea:

Death sets a Thing significant
The Eye had hurried by
...
To ponder little Workmanships
In Crayon, or in Wool,
With “This was last Her fingers did” –
Industrious until –

The Thimble weighed too heavy –
The stitches stopped – themselves –
And then ’twas put among the Dust
Upon the Closet shelves –

A Book I have – a friend gave –
Whose Pencil – here and there –
Had notched the place that pleased Him –
At Rest – His fingers are –

Now – when I read – I read not –
For interrupting Tears –
Obliterate the Etchings
Too Costly for Repairs

(J 360, Fr 620)

The eye in the first stanza could very well be Emerson’s “transparent eyeball,” now placed into an existential confrontation with the finite. What has grown significant are things the dead person has left behind: her “little Workmanships,” the miniscule pencil markings that the speaker’s friend had made in a gift book. The seeming insignificance of these items reminds us how utterly removed from life the dead person becomes. One comes to terms with the reality of Death by regarding the emptiness left in its wake. Through death’s “departing light / We see acuter, quite / Than by a wick that stays” (J 1714, Fr 1749).

Reading Dickinson’s poems as existential dramas, both in the sense of staged scenarios and as dramatistic “language events,” – poems in which philosophical and religious ideas are delineated, not just expressed – gives us a better sense of the scope and complexity of her project. Dickinson’s poetry exemplifies what Kenneth Burke calls sensuous apprehension of form. For all her metaphoric brilliance, her thematic and stylistic complexity, she is most of all a poet of the deliberately lived moment, of physical presence, of life’s unstoppable movement.

NOTES


8 The Johnson variorum edition includes a five-line stanza, immediately preceding the concluding stanza, that the Franklin variorum edition omits. Franklin had determined (*The Editing of Emily Dickinson: A Reconsideration* [Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1967], pp. 40–6) that the manuscript copy of the stanza belonged to another poem. See also Franklin’s note at the end of the poem in vol. I, p. 531.


12 From *Nature*: “Standing on the bare ground, my head bathed by the blithe air, and uplifted into infinite space, all mean egotism vanishes. I become a transparent eyeball; I am nothing; I see all.” This passage inspired the contemporary editorial cartoonist Christopher Cranch to draw a caricature of Emerson as a giant eyeball on long stick-legs, gazing heavenward.

13 One could argue that Dickinson is speaking autobiographically in this poem’s last two stanzas – i.e., that she is recalling the time when her dear friend Benjamin Newton (her “dying Tutor” as she referred to him in a letter to Higginson) presented her with a copy of Emerson’s *Poems*. I would argue, however, that Dickinson’s persona in this poem just happens to have had an experience similar to her own – an experience that plays an important role in developing the theme of the poem.

**GUIDE TO FURTHER READING**


This essay discusses how poet and reader perform gender in Dickinson’s poetry. Our discussion depends on a two-pronged general argument: first, that both gender and the lyric poem in and of themselves constitute performances and, second, that reading a lyric poem interpretively — that is, reading it seriously — also constitutes a performance. These general propositions, which borrow from performance and reader-response theories, support our more particular claims that Dickinson’s poetry and the reading of gender in Dickinson’s poetry constitute intersecting performances even beyond the level generic to lyric poetry. Specifically, Dickinson both constructs alternatives to a traditional, fixed binary gender system (woman/man) and opens opportunities for the reader to perform alternative genderings. Moreover, she implies that the woman poet herself cannot be conventionally gendered. Despite the fact that Dickinson’s work is frequently literally performed and many critics have commented on the extent to which it demands active response from its readers,¹ the ways in which textual performance underscores Dickinson’s writing has not been examined. In this essay we outline the principles supporting our argument and then analyze performances of gender in and of Dickinson’s poems to show that her variant performances of gender are crucial to the general construction of her poetry.

Our thinking about performance and poetry is influenced by current social constructionist theories of performance that question the very existence or truth of identity, as well as the notion of gender as a fixed, stable, or interior aspect of something called a self. These theories propose that everything about us is constructed by the social conditions and ideologies in which we exist. Identity may be understood as a “performance,” or the composite of performances that we enact to indicate, and hence possess, gender and other markers of identity. This is the contention of, for example, Judith Butler in many publications as well as her pathbreaking Gender Trouble: Feminism
and the Subversion of Identity (1990). She points out that identity categories might be productions that create the effect of the natural, the original, and the inevitable, but that rather than being origin and cause, those identity categories are in fact the effects of institutions, practices, and discourses.²

The position that identity is “a compelling illusion”³ has been both enthusiastically embraced and contested – the latter from, for example, the point of view of much contemporary psychoanalytic theory which, while post-modern in sympathy, nevertheless wishes to posit the reality of subjectivity or self-identity. Lynne Layton in Who’s That Girl? Who’s That Boy? for example, observes that in the paradigm of relational psychoanalytic theory “core” does not have to mean “innate” or “fixed” or even “unified.” “But ‘core,’” she notes, “does imply something internal that recognizably persists even while it may continuously and subtly alter, and there are real differences between theorists for whom a constructed interior relational world motivates behavior and those, like Butler . . . for whom interiority is an appearance, an effect of discourse.”⁴ In Dickinson’s poetry there are indeed many instances where interiority is invoked: a sense of subjectivity that reveals a “continuity of going-on-being,” in the words of the psychoanalyst D. W. Winnicott.⁵ Dickinson’s words for this entity are “soul” or “heart” or “mind.” In this essay, however, we wish to focus on that other kind of identity, one that is created by performance and by, as Layton notes, discourse. To this end we have found in Butler’s ideas a particularly helpful and apt theory of the textual construction of identity and, in particular, of gender. For the poem incarnates identity in the way that Butler understands identity to be constructed in the person, as we can see by substituting the word “poem” for her word “body” in the following description: “the poem is understood to be an active process of embodying certain cultural and historical possibilities” (“Performative Acts,” p. 272). Even as one is not simply a body but rather one does one’s body, so the speaker of a lyric poem is not so much a self as a self that is done – enacted, performed by the reader.

In order to understand Dickinson’s poetic construction of identity or gender, it is necessary first to attend to the general characteristics of the lyric poem. As a genre, the lyric was historically linked with song, hence implicitly with a singer. Since the Renaissance, it has largely ceased to be sung and has instead come increasingly to be identified with personal self-expression or subjectivity. For example, in the nineteenth century, Wordsworth defined the lyric as “the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings,” and Hegel described the lyric as intensively subjective and personal.⁶ This identification seems to us
both accurate and misunderstood. On the one hand, the lyric always has a speaker, and the process of speaking always establishes a subjective presence or implied subjectivity. On the other hand, subjectivity in the lyric inheres not in the transmitted personal feelings of an autobiographical speaker or in any natural coherence of the speaking position as such, but in the fact that poems are made up of words. Hence, the construction of an apparently sincere or authentic lyric voice or speaker is still a construction. It is not the relation of the “I” to the poet or to any other established “self” but the use of words in the context of speech that implies a perspective or subjectivity in some form. The lyric, in other words, always implies an “I,” but that subjective position does not refer to an identity outside the poem. One could say that the poem’s language is both the stage on which its “I” performs and the script constituting that subjectivity or “I.”

While one could perhaps claim that every instance of writing constitutes performance, the speaking position of the lyric poem is especially performative in the sense that the subjectivity it stages is distinct from both the “I” of everyday speech and the speakers of fiction or drama. In everyday life, there is an assumed – perhaps fictional – actuality or stabilizing core to the innumerable codes of selfhood we perform. In fiction or drama, there are multiple developed, embodied, and for the most part consistent “characters,” recognizably distinguishable from other characters in the same fictional world. In the lyric poem, in contrast, there is for the most part no description of who is speaking, no embodiment, no development, no introduced “character.” For example, Dickinson’s various personae or self-positionings as “Earl,” “Wife” or “Queen” (Fr 451, 225, 596) are known either only by the tone and manner of the text or by self-naming within the poem’s text. Dickinson’s speakers exclaim “A Wife – at Daybreak – I shall be – ” (Fr 185) or mention having been “a Boy and Barefoot” (Fr 1096) or a “Bernardine Girl” (Fr 211), but the poem provides no corroboration of these identity markers. Dickinson neither describes her speakers in narrative terms nor describes their positions as separate from herself, except in the single cryptic comment to Thomas Wentworth Higginson, “When I state myself [that is, use “I”] as the Representative of the Verse – it does not mean me – but a supposed person” (L 268).

Both as an instance of the lyric and because of its own characteristics, Dickinson’s poetry constitutes a liminal space where various aspects of performance and identity collide. At the level of genre, this space is ambiguously grounded; as explained above, because the lyric “I” is bound only by the language and structures of the poem, it cannot have the kind of one-to-one identification assumable with any ordinarily spoken voice or role-playing, per se. At the level of Dickinson’s poetry specifically, the grounding of this
subjectivity is even more liminal. As has frequently been discussed, the majority of her poems are “sceneless,” without specific narrative, historical, geographical, or situational frame.\(^8\) They begin *in media res* – “Of Course – I prayed –” (Fr 581) with no reference to why the speaker might be praying – or address abstract issues: “Drama’s Vitallest Expression is the Common Day” (Fr 776). Dickinson’s poems take to an extreme the inclination of the lyric genre toward the constructed liminality of its subjective presence, the outline of a self in an unplaced moment. Hence the reader is even more than usually required to enact the contours of the speech-act or moment in interpretation, an enactment that constitutes performance in that the poem provides the only text for that implied subjectivity.

Not only, however, does a Dickinson poem constitute a particular kind of performance. Dickinson indicates in several poems that she thinks of life, of communal interactions, and of writing poetry all as performances, or at least as involving elements of performance. While the broadest of these claims is not related specifically to the poet’s inscribing gender in her poems, it is useful to see the terms in which Dickinson imagines life as drama. For example, “Drama’s Vitallest Expression is the Common Day,” contrasts the professional drama enacted in theaters with that of ordinary life, suggesting that the longest lasting and “Vitallest” theater is that which occurs without an audience and without a formal stage: “This – the best enact / When the Audience is scattered / And the Boxes shut –” (Fr 776). The drama of professional theater “Perish[es] in the Recitation” – it lasts only as long as it takes to say the lines and then is dead. In contrast, the drama of ordinary life never perishes at all. As the poem concludes, any “Hamlet” or “Romeo” would live out his drama even if “‘Romeo’ left no Record” or “Had not Shakespeare wrote.” While this poem on the one hand voices the common thought that “life is a stage” and its play closes only with death, it also suggests (anticipating Butler) that a life may consist of particular dramas that are continuously replayed, and that even death does not close the heart’s “Theatre.” As the poem ends, the drama is “infinite enacted” not in a particular individual’s but in “the Human Heart,” known to all of “Us.” Hence the drama of a life is both private, of the “Heart,” and broadly “Human” – or a part of communal understanding and, to some degree, participation.

Dickinson contrasts the unending life of “Drama” with mere mortality, more clearly highlighting the interactive nature of such theater, in the macabre poem “We dream – it is good we are dreaming – ” (Fr 584). Here an unidentified “It” “would hurt us – were we awake,” but the speaker dismisses this danger:
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What harm? Men die – Externally –
It is a truth – of Blood – [Fact]
But we – are dying in Drama –
And Drama – is never dead – [seldom]

Here not only is drama “never dead” but its action consists of mutual “Cautious” attempts to discover just what the reality of this play might be and whether the “Phantasm” of dreaming is more or less real than the banal “truth – of Blood.” Should we “open [our] eyes” and discover the dream mistaken, the “livid Surprise” might:

Cool us to Shafts of Granite –
With just an age – and name –
And perhaps a phrase in Egyptian – [latin inscription]
It’s prudenter – to dream –

(Fr 584, stanzas 2 and 4)

In reading this poem, the reader enters into its drama, into the cautious testing of interpretive and psychological boundaries, into the speaker’s pact to continue the performance of “dream” rather than submitting to mere physiological “truth” – or, as a variant for this word, “Fact”– of blood. Such fact, for Dickinson, apparently leads straight to the cemetery, with its “Shafts of Granite” marked by words “Egyptian,” or hieroglyphic, in their mysterious difference from the life of internal “Drama.” Facts or truths not “of Blood” are the vital ones, according to Dickinson, and it is these that humans perform in their private theaters.

In contrast to the infinitely enacted drama of “the Human Heart,” Dickinson writes elsewhere of natural phenomena as mere “Theatricals of Day.” For example, a sunset is applauded by “Universe,” a “Crowd” and even “God” in the poem “Like Mighty Foot Lights – burned the Red” (Fr 507); or, in “Whole Gulfs – of Red, and Fleets – of Red,” another sunset is staged by “appointed Creatures” who appear “In Authorized Arrays – / Due – promptly – as a Drama – / That bows – and disappears –” (Fr 468). According to these poems, even the most magnificent natural spectacles, like professional theater, “Perish in the Recitation.” Yet while the theatrical sunset passes, the poem written in response to its spectacle both constitutes a new and more vital performance and provides a script for the perception of a sunset that requires ongoing enactment on the part of its readers. Nature, human life, and poetry all constitute performances, but Dickinson constructs a clear hierarchy between them. Nature provides extraordinary but brief spectacles; human life at its most vital constitutes “infinite enacted” “Drama.” It is the poem, however, that stages or scripts these performances for the reader,
Gender is so important because it serves as one of the most crucial factors in the social and psychic construction of identity. The women’s movements of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, followed by what we now label “gender studies” in the academy, attests to this fact as well as to the uneven distribution of power that has historically tended to accompany definitions of gender for both individual persons and for societies at large. Certainly, for Emily Dickinson in nineteenth-century America, her position as a person gendered “woman,” especially in its relation to her identity as a writer of poems, was of the utmost concern, as many contemporary scholars have pointed out. Using Butler as our guide in contemplating how gender may be constructed in lyric poetry, we note how the performance of gender might be “a corporeal style, an ‘act’” (“Performative Acts,” p. 272). For Butler, gender is not intrinsic but constructed in each person by means of a compulsory repetition of subjectivating norms (“performances”), and “this repetition constitutes the temporalized scene of gender construction and destabilization.”

Gender is therefore “an identity constituted through a stylized repetition of acts”: it is “the mundane way in which the bodily gestures, movements, and enactments of various kinds constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self.” Indeed, gender performance, says Butler, requires an audience to believe it and give it meaning; this audience, like the readers of a poem, “come[s] to believe and to perform in the mode of belief” (“Performative Acts,” pp. 270, 271, our italics).

Gender can also, as Butler further proposes, be transformed – that is, not represented in a purely conventional manner – because if the ground of gender identity is the stylized repetition of acts through time and not a seamless identity, then the “arbitrary relation” that exists between such acts allows for the possibility of a different sort of repeating, by way of the “breaking or subversive repetition of that style” (“Performative Acts,” p. 271). In “Critically Queer” she sees “the gaps opened up in regulatory norms” as producing potential gender transformation (p. 22). Certainly this possibility exists in the language act of the poem. Dickinson, of course, is famous for linguistic gaps supplied by syntax, elision, figures of speech and sheer omission. Such gaps create a space that functions analogously to Butler’s arbitrary relation between performative acts, and can be sites for a break in stylized gender
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or a subversive repetition of it. Dickinson also opens conceptual gaps between variant constructions of gender – in individual poems and from poem to poem. In these spaces between conventional constructions of gender she presents modifications, diversions, and conditions that are contentious or problematic, and in this fashion she skews and alters gender identities.

With the exception of the occasional introductory line like “A solemn thing – it was – I said – /A Woman – white – to be” (Fr 307), Dickinson is rarely overt and frequently not literal about gender as inflecting the identity of her speaker. However, her poems are replete with conventional performative signs for indicating that gender is present: costumes, settings, and actions. Indeed, gender signs are always conventional; that is the point about the cultural construction of gender. It perpetually and ritually seeks a generic set of denominators, if only to cover the manifold possibility for variation that exists in people. We cannot recognize performances of alterity without the markers of the normative. Dickinson provides conventional gender signs in, for example, “I felt my life with both my hands” (Fr 357), where not only does the speaker check out the existence and nature of her identity by looking in a mirror (a stereotypic feminine activity), but in the course of her perusal “push[es her] dimples by” to see if they “twinkled back.” This speaker may well be a ghost, or an angel (she is dead), but she is a feminine one. In “I sing to use the Waiting” (Fr 955), a speaker waiting for a traveling companion has but her bonnet to tie and then shut the door to her house before she embarks: we know by the bonnet that her gender is feminine. In “I’m ceded – I’ve stopped being Their’s – ” (Fr 353) the speaker’s childhood is characterized by dolls and a string of spools. Referring to this speaker as “she” seems justified because of the girlish toys with which she played. In many other poems as well, when the speaker ties her hat and creases her shawl (Fr 522) or goes out with her basket to pick berries (Fr 358), we see evidence of feminine gender by way of its cultural conventions.

In similar fashion, qualities and characteristics of the implied speaker can be identified as feminine. For example, the speaker in “I was the slightest in the House – ” (Fr 473), with her smallest room and little lamp, who never speaks unless addressed and then speaks “brief and low” – who cannot bear, indeed, “to live – aloud,” evinces the modesty and self-effacement that stereotypically characterized a nineteenth-century lady. The speaker incarnates these qualities in language: or, more properly, in her claimed unwillingness to use it. Frequently linguistic signifiers indicate the proper configurations of the feminine. These include lack of agency, initiative, and power – that is, passivity, receptivity, and powerlessness – along with the many subsidiary qualities and characteristics that develop from this condition. Such signifiers are apparent in phrases like “To lose thee – sweeter than to gain/ All other
hearts I knew” (Fr 1777), “and how I just said ‘Please’” (Fr 923), or even “Come slowly – Eden!” (Fr 205).

Readers attuned to Dickinson’s gender performances rarely think of her, or her speakers, as contentedly feminine. Nonetheless, Dickinson’s gender bending requires the context (even if it is a pretext) of conventionality. Thus, when Dickinson begins a poem with the phrase, “I’m ‘wife,’” she establishes a traditional femininity for her speaker: “I’m ‘wife’ – I’ve finished that – / That other state –” (Fr 225). Her following declaration, however, disrupts this context: “I’m Czar – I’m ‘Woman’ now.” Indeed, both of the femininely inflected words, “wife” and “Woman,” are presented in quotation marks. Further, the “Woman” of line three is linked, by way of a dash – or gap – to the masculinely inflected czar, not in quotation marks. If the speaker, according to the first stanza, has achieved the status of wife by finishing “That other state,” which is identified in the second stanza as “the Girl’s life,” then wifedom may turn out to be something other than conventional womanhood.

This poem is about achieving the culturally appropriate gender situation – wifedom – so safe and comfortable, perhaps, because it is culturally mandated. However, the element of czarness in wifedom, as well as the indication of constructedness that those opening quotation marks create, alert us to gender complication rather than security. The wife goes on to identify her situation as a “soft Eclipse,” a kind of “Heaven” in comparison to the “Earth” of the girl’s life; from this perspective, wifedom looks “safer” and girlhood looks “odd.” Assigning “comfort” to wifedom turns “That other kind,” by means of a dichotomous comparison, into “pain.” “But Why compare?” the speaker asks: “I’m Wife! Stop there!” Yet the poem is all about the comparison. Certainly her depiction of heavenly comfort as “soft Eclipse” is a little alarming in its connotations of obscuration and dimming by way of proximity to some other celestial body, perhaps someone like the “Man of Noon” to whom she refers in a letter about matrimony (L 93). Girlhood in its very singularity or vitality may seem “odd” only to a woman lulled by convention into a half-life.

Curiously, the czar is generally elided in readings of this poem. A czar is a male monarch, a person having great power. If a wife can be likened to a czar, then there is something other than eclipse involved in her condition as Dickinson presents it: the power of conventional positionality or as Butler puts it, the activeness of “inducing the body to become a cultural sign” (“Performatives,” p. 273). This achievement of heterosexual privilege makes the wife paradoxically more “masculine” than the girl who, in her unattached and unsubordinated state (which may seem to be manly), is in some important way essentially feminine. She, at any rate, has no quotation
marks around her. In this poem the purpose of introducing the masculine signifier in the gaps of conventional gender performance seems not so much to create an alternative gender as to query or destabilize attitudes about conventional femininity itself.

In contrast, in the berry-picking poem referred to earlier (Fr 358), the radical activities of the speaker, set in and poised against the context of everyday gender-related activities, do indicate a transformation of the concept of the feminine. In this poem the reader hears both gender-appropriate modesty and hesitation – “Perhaps I asked too large” – and gender-inappropriate assertiveness and claims of importance – “I [did] ask too large.” The speaker, in fact, not only asked but took: “no less than skies.” She explains that “Earths, grow thick as / Berries, in my native Town – .” Indeed, her basket holds just “Firmaments,” which dangle “easy” on her arm.

Taking skies, announcing your “native Town” to be more conducive to growing earths than berries, and finding your basket more suited to holding firmaments than the berries for which it was designed – these acts are unconventional. Yet because they are enacted within the context of the conventionally feminine – the firmaments are contained by a basket, not, say, a lasso – the speaker performs herself as a “girl” who dares to be different. This indicates that her native town might be understood as something like her mind or imagination, her terrain of choice the skies, a way of expanding but not exiting altogether the usual life of the girl, whose smaller bundles, for this speaker, “Cram.” This is gender-bending: altering or transforming the range of femininity but not turning it into anything we would call masculinity or even something as contemporary as transgendered identity. Poems such as these offer examples of how poetic language and structure highlight that arbitrary relation between gendered acts of which Butler speaks, those gaps of which Dickinson is so fond. In these gaps she cultivates the possibilities for gender critique and transformation.

Dickinson’s feminine speakers use their gender to construct and deconstruct their own identities as well as to discuss the performative nature of gender. In “I tie my Hat” (Fr 522) gender turns out to be an act of simulation.

I tie my Hat – I crease my Shawl –
Life’s little duties do – precisely –
As the very least
Were infinite – to me –

I put new Blossoms in the Glass –
And throw the Old – away –
I push a petal from my Gown
That anchored there – I weigh
This speaker is an adept performer of the “little duties” of gender conventions. She ties her hat, creases her shawl, and brushes petals from her gown so as, she says in the poem’s final line, “To hold our – Senses – on – .” These are acts of simulation, she explains, because for her “existence – some way back – / Stopped – struck – my ticking – through – .” Yet even after some terrible occurrence that might make any of us feel as if “the errand’s done / We came to Flesh – opon,” we cannot “put Ourselves away / As a completed Man / Or Woman – ,” observes the speaker, thus pointedly connecting identity to gender. This cryptic remark seems to mean that her “life” is over, if life is the errand we came to flesh upon. Yet after “life” is finished, the speaker does not cease. She keeps going – “There may be – Miles on Miles of Nought – / Of Action – sicker far – ,” and therefore she must simulate.

To simulate – is stinging work –
To cover what we are
From Science – and from Surgery –
Too Telescopic eyes
To bear on us unshaded –
For their – sake – Not for Our’s –

It is significant that what is simulated is gender, in this way covering “what we are.” For the sake of others, then, we go on with the charade of gender, which is what makes us seem human. Yet there is something in the performance of gender for the actor as well as the audience. Doing these daily acts, “With scrupulous exactness,” enables us “To hold our Senses – on – .” The poem specifies gender as the act that keeps us in culture. It gives us an identity: it makes of us a “Man” or “Woman.” Simulating may be “stinging work,” but it provides this protection, this coverage.

This poem, however, further asserts a subjectivity that is without or beyond or beneath the simulations of gender. We can be, the poem maintains, “unshaded”: existing but without gender. Doing “life’s labor” of gender occasions both comfort (it takes up the time till six o’clock) and suffering (it is stinging work). Unshaded, however, we are still there, albeit (at the very minimum) culturally deviant. This poem has often been read as the soliloquy of an acculturated woman who plays her social role even though the real woman within is lost or angry or both. In this sense role playing is in no way a postmodern concept. Our more constructionist reading attests to Dickinson’s understanding of an identity that is complex enough to sustain both performance and essence.
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Viewing gender as a performance reveals how Dickinson both uses and disrupts conventional gender codes in the language of her poems. Seeing the act of reading as a performance – or as one element of the poem’s cumulative performance – clarifies the degree to which interpretation participates in the gendering of the poem’s speaker, even when that implied presence carries no obvious gender markings and does not call attention to itself with an explicit “I.” Just as our discussion of gender performance borrows from performance theory, our contentions about reading are indebted to reader response theory of the 1970s. Here, however, we believe that understanding the basic tenets of reader-response theory in terms of performance extends its possibilities, as well as bringing us closer to the particular nuances of Dickinson’s poetry. Stanley Fish, Michael Riffaterre, Wolfgang Iser, and others have written at length about the interactive process through which a reader perceives or receives a text, and about specific elements of knowledge or competence that a reader brings to a text in understanding it. By conceiving the reading process as not just interactive but performative, we want to stress that readers make repeated specific and singular choices in the process of interpretation, even while they may recognize multiple contingencies of reading and the plurality of meaning in a given text. Performance implies particular enactment. A thorough interpretation of a poem, for example, might involve fluid negotiation of multiple possibilities of meaning, but each aspect of interpretation or meaning is itself fixed. It is in that sense analogous to performance, which must be enacted in a single way even though there are infinite possibilities for enactment. Thinking of the performance of meaning as vocalizing the poem clarifies this claim: while a poem may be read in a multitude of ways, each vocal performance can give voice to only a limited range of these ways. Currently, all critical theories acknowledge interpretation as multiplicitous. Surprisingly, however, the choice of how to gender a poem’s speaker continues to be unacknowledged or unarticulated and represented as monolithic. Understanding reading as an act of performance foregrounds the extent to which even a reader’s unthinking assumption of gender, or unconscious registering of implied and subtle gender codes, may influence other aspects of interpreting a poem.

The standard practice for gendering a speaker in poetry criticism is, to our knowledge, untheorized. It proceeds thus: a poet writes a lyric poem in which an “I” speaks. If that “I” is not specifically and obviously gendered in a way contrary to the author’s apparent gender, the “I” is assumed to share the author’s gender. Hence, all Emily Dickinson’s unmarked speakers are referred to as “she”; all Robert Frost’s as “he.” Even in anti-voice or
highly abstract lyric poetry, the practice is to refer to the language of the poem in terms of the poet’s gender. When the speaker introduces herself with the lines “Title divine, is mine. / The Wife without the Sign – ” (Fr 194), this assumption has obvious point. Here the reader’s role is minimal: the reader understands conventional gender codes from ordinary life and so can recognize and enact them immediately when encountering them in a poem. In lyric poems that present an idea or proposition, however, the presence of a first-person speaker is downplayed to the extent that most readers have no sense of making or encountering gender distinctions in interpreting the poem.

The poem “Drama’s Vitallest Expression is the Common Day” provides an interesting example of such a propositional and apparently non-gendered presence. As indicated earlier, this poem suggests that a life lived vitally has the same kind of universal power as great plays by Shakespeare, hence that its drama constitutes a definably “Human” set of circumstances or crises, “infinite enacted / In the Human Heart.” By distinguishing “Vitallest” from other forms of “Expression,” Dickinson suggests that people may choose not to play a role in life’s drama, or at least not to perform a vital role; they may choose instead to be a part of “the Audience” awaiting the next spectacle, or someone else’s drama. The poem, however, positions the reader specifically as one of “Us,” one familiar with Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Romeo and, hence suggestively, one of “the best” – those who need no audience to enact their truest dramas, which are internal. So far so good: no gender markers are required. Yet these distinctions provide a key to the reader’s role in interpreting gender in the poem.

The work of the poem is to position the reader. The reader, in turn, must position the speaker, the tone, the implications, the desires implied in the poem, working only from clues provided by style, metaphor, vocabulary, and the general grammatical and cultural competencies familiar to us from reader-response theory. Because this poem is propositional, it calls attention to no aspects of a speaker’s personality or individual bearing. And yet any interpretation of the poem assumes characteristics of its speaker of necessity – even if the assumption is simply that “Dickinson” speaks here in transparent representation of her own perceptions. For example, the reader might well perform this speaker as male: it identifies with the characters Hamlet and Romeo rather than Queen Gertrude or Juliet; further, the speaker identifies with Romeo as the one who might leave a “Record / Of his Juliet” – that is, Romeo as not just lover but writer, a metonym for Shakespeare, the archetypal (male) poet. Similarly, it refers to the individual as the “Owner” of its individual “Theatre” – a legal position associated
in the mid-nineteenth century with men. Throughout, the tone is assured, authoritative, “masculine” in conventional codes. These are characteristics of the speaking position acknowledged by the reader only if the question of gender arises, and because the interest of this poem does not lie in the assumed or implied attributes of its speaker the question is not likely to arise. Nonetheless, these are obvious assumptions to make and they involve familiar conventions for constructions of gender. Without identifying what leads to this assumption, the reader may well refer to this speaker as “he.” Moreover, to the extent that the reader performs the speaker as authoritative, an “Owner,” a “Hamlet” or “Romeo,” the reader also positions “himself” as sharing in these characteristics as one of “Us.”

To perform the poem differently – for example, as spoken by a woman positioning herself as masculine – requires a different interpretive frame, different assumptions about the poem’s relation to the world in which it is set, and a more complex sense of the poem’s speaking position as performatively gendered. In such a reading, for example, the poem’s quotation marks around “Hamlet” and “Romeo” might signal the lack of (gender) congruence between the (feminine) speaking actor, poet, lover on the one side and Shakespeare’s (male) heroes on the other. While generally the script of this poem itself provides no gaps between alternative conventions of gender, the quotation marks might be read as marking gender tension, although such a clue is at best slight and subtle. It is more likely that the reader who performs a gender-conscious reading of this poem approaches the poem already with general assumptions about the likelihood of encountering gender ambiguity, whether those assumptions are born of feminist training, acquaintance with Dickinson’s many other gender-bending poems, or both. By the same token, the reader unconscious of gender in the poem also approaches it with assumptions about gender construction – most likely, assumptions either that it is irrelevant in this case or generally unimportant to Dickinson. The performance of the speaker’s gender, then, stems equally from the poem’s script and from the reader’s assumptions about gender construction and about Dickinson.

Returning to the sunset poem, “Whole Gulfs – of Red, and Fleets – of Red” (Fr 468), we see here again that the reader is a more active part of the staging of the scene than at first appears and brings gender assumptions to her or his performance. The reader must first find the sunset in the metaphoric “Gulfs” and “Fleets of Red / And Crews – of solid Blood – ” that apparently without a superior agency “place [themselves?] about the West – Tonight / As ’twere specific Ground – .” Whether the poem’s terms are cinematic, industrial, or naval, it is clear that an idiosyncratic speaker
perceives and describes the scene, imagining colors in the sky as crews, fleets, blood, actors, and so on. The reader must then identify that idiosyncrasy: is it melodramatic, macabre, playful? As in “Drama’s Vitallest Expression,” the speaker appears ungendered. Following one conventional coding, a reader might interpret the excessive dashes and high melodrama of the poem as suggesting a feminine perspective, as well as the lack of specificity about what these “Crews” of “Blood” actually do. Similarly, one could note the contrast between the bloody “Crews” initially referred to and the coyly distanced later reference to “appointed Creatures,” reducing these horrific workers to obedient and harmless actors on some vast stage, almost housewifely. On the other hand, imagining this language and imaginative vision as proceeding from a masculine speaker might make him seem oratorical and highly mannered – not breathless, melodramatic, and naive but a calculating and manipulative actor setting up the drama of a sunset gruesomely and mysteriously only to transform it into an instance of almost military order: crews of blood marching in “Authorized Arrays.” One reading moves from the gruesome to the almost coy, the other from the gruesome to the perhaps equally frightening inhumanity of military precision and obedience. As suggested earlier, such interpretation, and gendering, may be performed in alternative, perhaps multiple or contradictory ways, given the many conventions for coding and enacting gender. Each coding, however, entails a distinct interpretive posture: one may read a speaker as potentially masculine or feminine, or as undercutting conventions of gender coding, but the speaker cannot be both male and female at once.

The Dickinson poems requiring the most obvious and, perhaps also for that reason, most interesting gender performances are those in which direct address of an “I” to a “you” demands the reader’s two-fold interaction with the speaker, both as the “you” addressed and as the agency performing the “I,” whether or not the poem provides conventional gender markers for this enactment. “You’ve seen Balloons set – Hav’nt You?” (Fr 730) is one such poem. Like the poems “Whole Gulfs – of Red” and “Like Mighty Footlights,” “You’ve seen Balloons” involves a literal performance and audience described by a speaker and, again, the poet does not gender the speaker in obvious ways. An uncoded speaker addresses an unidentified “you” in telling a story about the ways balloons first “ascend” like “Swans,” and then “set.”

Their Ribbons just beyond the eye –
They struggle – some – for Breath –
And yet the Crowd applaud, below –
They would not encore – Death –
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The Gilded Creature strains – and spins –
Trips frantic in a Tree –
Tears open her imperial Veins –
And tumbles in the Sea –
(Fr 730, stanzas 3 and 4)

Perhaps most striking in this poem is that the speaker foregrounds the descent, not the rising, of a balloon, and that the descending balloon is feminine. This surprising focus is underlined by the speaker’s opening reference to plural “Balloons” and then abrupt switch to the singular “Gilded Creature” at the precise moment of the narration in which the balloon both initiates its fall and is gendered: while ungendered balloons ascend “spurn[ing] the Air, as ’twere too mean / For Creatures so renowned – ,” the lonely “Gilded Creature . . . Tears open her . . . Veins – / And tumbles in the Sea – .” Also striking is that the speaker seems as interested in the audience as in the event – as in the poem “The Show is not the Show / But they that go” (Fr 1270). Between the lines describing ungendered plural ascent and singular female fall, the speaker describes the crowd’s response, and the conjunctions, “And yet,” introducing the crowd’s applause, demonstrate the disjunction between her or his expectation and the clerks’: apparently, unlike the speaker, they cheer, then “retire with an Oath,” dismissively observing “‘Twas only a Balloon.”

The poem presents the reader with many obvious puzzles. Among them is not the question of the speaker’s gender. Perhaps, then, the reader must work backwards, through the performance of other aspects of this poem to the question of gender. For example, one reading might begin with the speaker’s sympathy for the death of the “Gilded” feminine being – apparently a painted woman, suggesting the extremes of prostitute or actress, but perhaps also any woman whose livelihood depends on reputation or public respect, and who would hence feel obliged to hide her flaws or weaknesses through gilding. In the era of middle-class womanhood as “the angel in the house,” this could be understood as the position of most women Dickinson knew. The poem may describe the progress of a woman’s life as an undifferentiated communal childhood of swanlike ascent abruptly terminated by an adulthood of isolated vulnerability and disaster. This plot line is well known in popular mid-nineteenth-century fiction: good girl grows up, succumbs to temptation, and falls. In such a reading, the speaker’s empathy might mark her as female, aghast at the unfeeling response of the applauding and indifferent clerks who, apparently, see only spectacle, just another balloon. Similarly, the speaker’s implied difference from the masculine “Clerks” may mark her position as female.
In another reading, however, the speaker’s tone could imply comic distance from both the clerks and the balloon. The exaggerated stateliness and nobility attributed to the balloon’s initial ascent suggests a masculine idealization of feminine beauty and purity: in this well-known discourse, women were indeed “creatures” fabled to live in an atmosphere of such refined delicacy that even “Air” would be “too mean” for them. As feminist criticism has long shown, it is only logical that manipulators of this dehumanizing discourse would also condemn those who “struggle – some – for Breath” at this imagined, idealized elevation. “Creatures” who can’t bear the height – in the light of such bipolar, patriarchal judgment – must be merely gilded, impure, and unworthy of masculine idealization; they deserve the metaphorical and literal fall described by the speaker – first melodramatically as torn veins and then casually with the phrase “And tumbles in the Sea.” In such a reading, the reader might (like Betsy Erkkila) position the speaker (representing Dickinson?) as elitist, condemning the fallibility of more vulnerable women in reconstructing the clerk-like, masculinist relegation of women to either pedestalled purity or a fall.13 Or, following the same tonal and coded reading of the poem, the reader might (as we are more inclined to do) see the speaker as critiquing the limited vision of such a patriarchal discourse through repeated reference to the attitude of the clerks. Or in another reading, the speaker may be trying to signal alternatives to this gender polarity by pointing to conventions of both feminine (“balloon”) and masculine (“Clerk”) behavior or perception. Perhaps the speaker tries to displace gender fixity here through questioning such norms. The reader’s perception of the speaker’s gender, then, is linked directly to the reader’s perception of Dickinson’s likely range of responses to the conventions of gender, apparently coded in the rise and fall of the balloon, the clerks’ applause, and the general tone of the poem.

The fact that the poem itself focuses on the interpretation of female behavior typologically presented (the balloon), suggests that all questions of gender may be significant here and hence encourages the reader to attend to her own gender perceptions and choices. Our point, furthermore, is that such choices are virtually inevitable, and performative. Just as one does not dress, eat, walk, or talk thinking at every second that one is coding oneself as masculine or feminine, one makes assumptions about a speaker’s tone, positionality, perspective, realm of discourse, and so on without necessarily recognizing such assumptions as participating in the performance of gender. Becoming conscious of these assumptions in relation to Dickinson’s poems almost always alters, at least subtly, the attitude the reader can imagine of the speaker to the topic and language of the given poem.
What does the performance of a poem look like? To this point we have theorized an admittedly complex process. We would now like to present a reading, as the reading “I” performs the written “I” of “I would not paint – a picture – ” (Fr 348). This poem overtly addresses the processes of reading and writing, and this reader’s performance discovers how gender is importantly imbricated in their relationship. In the act of exploring the interaction between an initially feminized audience (reader) and a masculinized artist (poet), the poem and its own reader discover a critique and realignment of these dichotomized and eroticized gender positions, which is what enables the speaker, in the end, to imagine herself as both poet and reader.

As the reader, “I” find myself playing the speaker who identifies as what we will call a “reader.” Since the poem progresses in parallel stanzas from the topics of painting to music to poetry, it seems both fair and useful to see the other arts as analogues for writing, which becomes the subject of the final stanza. And, since this all takes place in a poem, its artist is a poet. In the same way, then, “reader” here becomes a generic term for one who responds to art. As a whole, this well-known poem offers a passionate case for the powers of reading, except that at the end it springs a surprise. For suddenly it imagines reader and writer as not distinct from one another but as the same being.

“I would not paint – a picture – ,” the poem begins. “I’d rather be the One/ It’s bright [fair] impossibility / To dwell – delicious – on – .” The poem’s gendering of the artistic process, the relationship between writer and reader by way of the poem, helps to prepare for and explain the speaker’s final desire to be the whole shebang herself – “herself” because, by the end of the first stanza, I, the reader, am identifying the speaker as feminine and performing her experience as such. I do this because the conventional gender markers of active/passive, agential/receptive seem to adhere, as the poem begins, to a masculinized artist and a feminized reader, whose feelings are “evoked” by the painter and the painting. She wonders “how the fingers feel / Whose rare – celestial – stir – / “Evokes [Provokes] so sweet a torment – / Such sumptuous – Despair – .” Her sufferings remind me of a heroine in a Gothic romance. So, as I perform the “viewing” experience that she describes, I see her/me in a white gown – as Emily Dickinson?

And yet this heroine is anything but passive, I discover as I act her script. She “dwell[s] – delicious” on the “bright impossibility” that is the painting; she herself performs, putting herself in the place of, the fingers that made the painting, imagining their “rare – celestial – stir –.” What I find myself performing, in fact, is an erotic act – for those fingers are sparking in me.
as reader twice over) the most intense of feelings: an extreme torment and despair that are not ladylike at all, so “delicious,” “sweet,” and “sumptuous” are they. The act of reading – a painting in this case – turns out to be anything but passive, I discover. So if I am a woman reader, the script is leading me down the garden path of agency / “masculinity,” an experience that I find intriguing and enjoyable.

In stanza two, wherein the speaker “would not talk, like Cornets –” but would rather be the one “Raised softly to the Ceilings [Horizons] – / And out, and easy on [by] – ,” the listener/reader of music gets busier yet, although again art is the agent of my experience. The journey that I enact as a kind of hot air balloon (a round, soft, feminine form) takes me to the ceiling and on through villages of ether into the skies of the imagination.

By the end of this stanza the musical instrument is not only the prompt or springboard for the important activity, my journey, but a lip or a pier to my pontoon. Again, I cannot ignore the erotic feelings stirring in me, especially as occasioned by that skillful lip. By the time I get to the third and final stanza, my own performance has been unconventionally feminine in its activity, expressiveness, and eroticism.

The third stanza purports to mirror the opening two: “Nor would I be a Poet – / It’s finer – Own the Ear – .” I feel now that I am at the climax of the poem and of my readerly experience. Then why am I characterized suddenly as “Enamored – impotent – content,” possessing but “The License to revere”? I may be enamored, but I certainly have been neither impotent nor content. As an actor, I can only play this ironically, as a reference to the kind of femininity I do not possess, the way the world might have understood the feminine reader before they saw my performance. I do adore the poem, and by way of it, the poet, but my reverence is an active thing, a privilege that is awful in its connotations of a reverence so strong as to invoke fear.

Given the variant femininity that the poem has enabled me to enact, along with the demonstrated importance of the reading experience to this poem, what would the dower (gift of bride to husband, gift from the estate of dead husband to wife, or more simply, endowment or talent) be, if I possessed
the art of arts – to be both poet and reader? The imagery is autoerotic now, an orgasmic moment that combines the phallic “Bolts” with the more feminine (in its pleasing tunefulness) “Melody.” However, my performance itself has broken down these dichotomous positions. For the poet is always her own reader, performing her poem as she writes it; and the reader always becomes akin to a poet, in that her performance is a kind of re-“writing” of the poem. So this very poem, spoken by a persona who calls herself reader, is “really” spoken by a poet imagining herself as reader. Poetry and reading are both performances, after all. The writer of this poem is a woman who first presents her speaker as a reader, a reader whose femininity is interestingly inflected with masculine attributes. She then presents her speaker as hypothetical poet, whose gender by this point in the poem cannot be conventionally masculine. In other words, there is no “man” involved here but rather a series of bent gender positions for a woman to take, as Dickinson also intimates in “Drama’s Vitallest Expression” with her “Romeo” or “Hamlet.” A woman poet and/or reader, this poem suggests, can never be conventionally feminine. Most of Dickinson’s plays on gender alterity take us ultimately to this starting place. By scripting gender experience into her poetic performances, she enables her readers as well to experience that uneasy but “delicious” experience.

Emily Dickinson was a nineteenth-century American woman poet who chose to write lyric poetry, a genre that highlights the performative in both its structures of language and its demands on the reader. Her fascination with the performance of gender, in particular, has much to do with her life as well as her art. As many have shown, to write poetry as a woman is itself a gender-bending act. In her life, Dickinson was not a political feminist. She generally adhered to gender conventions in dress and behavior appropriate to her class and race, although we should note, as many have done, that her various exaggerations and omissions can themselves be seen to constitute critique and alteration of these same conventions. In her writing, however, she played faster and looser with the forms and acts that might designate “woman,” when “woman” is aligned with “poet.” Her performances of gendered identity, both subtle and bold, utilize the gaps between acts of gender to enable the possibility for the breaking or subversive repetition of gender styles. She seems aware that these possibilities exist, enabling her to present such altered or even radical performances of gender.

And yet, although we have described and learned from these aspects of her performances, we do not want to characterize Dickinson as thoroughly postmodern. A woman of her time, she also posits an interior subjectivity: a “soul” or “heart” or “mind,” such as the “Human Heart” of “Drama’s Vitallest Expression” or the “unshaded” existence in “I tie my Hat – I crease
my Shawl.” For Dickinson, gender and other attributes or categories of personal identity, such as class, race, and sexuality, may well be socially constructed, but they are constructed upon a core of self that “goes on being,” even though it might change its outer configurations in various fashions across time and experience. In lyric poetry, in particular, the gender of a speaker can be bent, varied, altered, challenged, or transformed as well as enforced, for poetry is a world dedicated to living “in Drama.”

NOTES


2 Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: Routledge, 1990), pp. x, xi.


11 Martha Nell Smith’s reading of the poem, for example, in Rowing in Eden, emphasizes the disappointment of a woman who “finds that her new state of existence pales beside that promised by the seductive romances formulated by a
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suitor.” Smith notes the quotation marks around “wife” and “Woman,” seeing them as sarcastic reminders to readers that they are appellations only, but does not comment on the presence of the word “Czar” (Rowing in Eden: Rereading Emily Dickinson [Austin: University of Texas Press, 1992], p. 186).

12 See, for example, Wolfgang Iser’s The Act of Reading: A Theory of Aesthetic Response (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978); Stanley Fish’s Is There a Text in this Class: The Authority of Interpretive Communities (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1980); and Michael Riffaterre’s Semiotics of Poetry (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1978).


GUIDE TO FURTHER READING


In this poem Emily Dickinson seems at her furthest remove from Walt Whitman. His “I am the poet of the Body and I am the poet of the Soul . . . The first I graft and increase upon myself, the latter I translate into a new tongue” (Song 21)\(^1\) in its inclusive, expansive energy poses the most extreme counterpoint to Dickinson’s exclusions, retractions, and renunciations. I wish to argue, however, that Dickinson’s work addresses cultural forces and challenges in ways continuous with Whitman’s, although ultimately with a difference in cultural position from his, that remains fundamental.

The body, or rather the problem of embodiment, which this poem proposes, is a central figure, or site, in Dickinson’s work. It intersects a range of forces or concerns both powerful and colliding. This begins with questions of identity that almost obsessively concern her. Such questions are multiple. They include her identity as a poet, where the very possibility of, or desire for, embodiment in a text and as language is highly ambivalent; her identity as a woman, both in terms of inhabiting a woman’s body and of womanhood as

a figure for the body; her religious identity, in a broad metaphysical context of ambivalence towards material and temporal embodiment; and finally, her identity as an American, in terms of definitions of selfhood as these have peculiarly taken shape within the history of the United States.

In this poem, what must first be emphasized is the difficulty and obduracy of the text. Indeed, as often occurs in Dickinson, the text becomes more recalcitrant and opaque the longer one works with it. This textual obduracy is, in many ways, in itself a central Dickinsonian subject. Dickinson poems require the closest textual attention. They cannot easily be cited as evidence in an argument, since closer textual work almost always uncovers further readings and implications not easily resolved or subsumed into a summary statement. This is the case both within and between Dickinson texts. It is one of the first tasks of Dickinson criticism exactly to acknowledge and consider this textual multiplicity in Dickinson’s work, but less as indeterminacy or open-ended ambiguity or (only) aesthetic play than as the deployment and mutual confrontation between personal and cultural forces that are deeply at stake for her.

What often occurs, as here, is that the texts propose a number of figural systems, on a number of different levels. These include sets of images, syntactic and formal relationships, off-rhyme and other complex prosodic patterns, and multiple senses or usages of individual words, each of which acts as a place of intersection between several possible references. The result is a highly structured text of extreme density. On the one hand, Dickinson’s poems invite or promise a complex orchestration of the different figural levels she deploys. However, close attention to her language often discloses that the figural levels ultimately do not fully correlate with one another. A process that might be called figural mismatch, or slippage, instead occurs. The text, that is, promises to set up elaborate metaphorical analogues, reminiscent of the intercrossing figural levels of Renaissance metaphysical poetry. Different levels of experience seem to be images or metaphors for each other, to represent each other in an architectonic structure. This promise or implication of systematic, tight, even highly ornate correspondences, however, is then stymied. Instead, what is experienced is a resistance to just such correspondences. Figural correlation becomes figural slippage.

This figural slippage poses firstly a formal and textual challenge. In the case of “I am afraid to own a Body,” the challenge unfolds through complications of analogy. The (fear of) owning a body and/or soul – and it is important that the soul is not privileged here, that Dickinson does not prefer to own a soul without a body – is, in itself, proposed as a metaphysical or religious topic. But it is developed in a language that is also economic: property, possession, and estate. At the same time, the structure of economy becomes
increasingly gendered. Entailment is a specifically male form of inheritance; and “Heir” and “Duke” are both specifically male forms of inheritor. But of course “entailed” is at the same time a philosophical term, continuous with the poem’s metaphysical opening, and resumed explicitly in the concluding reference to “God.”

The poem thus introduces three levels to start: a metaphysical one, an economic one, and a gendered one. And, in the familiar structure of metaphorical transfer or analogy, we expect that these three will be brought into a relationship of mutual representation. But such correlation or transference does not fully occur. The poem’s conclusion, for example, is peculiar. It oddly obtrudes spatial imagery for a God that by definition is spaceless, indeed, is utterly without and beyond body. This, of course, is unique neither to this poem nor to Dickinson. As Geoffrey Hartman remarks on a poem with certain similarities to this one (“Our Journey had Advanced,” J 615), “the very idea of Eternity... cannot be represented by space and time categories [although] this does not explain why Emily Dickinson is haunted by a conception impossible to depict.”

In J 1050, too, the spatial imagery, while seemingly an attempt at locating God or locating the speaker in relation to God, at least in metaphor, is in effect no less dislocating, or dissolving into illocality. For the conclusion points, as Dickinson so often does, in at least two incompatible directions: “And God, for a Frontier.” God as a frontier in one sense promises consolation, as the boundary or bounding principle giving shape or reference to a life. In another sense, this frontier-God or God as frontier may be bounding as a menace – inescapable, limiting, imprisoning. An American usage enters here. As Sacvan Bercovitch points out, the frontier only acquired its meaning of unlimited and expansive possibility in an American context; in Europe it had meant a fixed and inexorable boundary. The poem plays on both senses. The second, limiting possibility recalls that the poem opens with the fear of owning a body and/or a soul, a fear tied to just these questions of imprisonment or limiting definition. Terms of hesitation or discomfort then continue throughout the text, with its sense of “precarious” property, imposed (”not optional”) on one unprepared for it (”unsuspecting”). And yet, this language of hesitation appears alongside, or may itself comprise, expressions of exuberance. The property is also “Profound.” In this sense its fragility (as “precarious”) may be precious. “Unsuspecting” may suggest something unearned, but therefore all the more gracious, or unhoped for, in humility. These double possibilities come to special focus in the line, “Duke in a moment of Deathlessness.” The title “Duke” may be a kind of play on Dickinson’s own name, a sign of her nobility. And “Deathlessness” suggests just that immortality or transcendence or sublimity that the property, as
precious inheritance, could bestow. And yet, this “Deathlessness” lasts but a moment; and “Duke” is a title that excludes Dickinson’s gender, and that is alien to American social structures and laws of inheritance.\textsuperscript{4} Indeed, the whole structure of property she evokes is one that doubly does not apply to herself: as a woman and as an American.

Dickinson seems to take away with one hand what she offers with the other. Economy and history remain in the poem, however, as figural representations of the text’s initial (and then final) terms. These are terms of religion although, as we will see, not exclusively so. The poem almost encapsulates Dickinson’s stance towards her religious inheritance in general, including its hierarchy of body and soul, or soul against body. That is, she is profoundly torn regarding her own inheriting of this tradition. There is an extent to which the Christian metaphysical tradition inevitably informs her work, and indeed never ceases to do so. Dickinson never entirely divests herself of the Christian, and specifically Calvinist, context in which she grew up in Amherst, although her relation to it is often one of rebellion and contention. The very fact that poems of more or less definite religious displacement or conflict take their place alongside poems of more or less religious devotion and conformity (and the arrangement is not simply chronological: there is no clear evolution in Dickinson’s work from one stance definitively into another) argues for a continuous metaphysical pressure on her. This would not make Dickinson a “religious poet,” nor is conversion from deprivation to transcendence in art, if not religion, her fundamental and overarching poetic structure. She is, instead, a poet of religious engagement, whose very criticism of religion reflects her deep involvement in it.\textsuperscript{5} Adopting the trope of this poem, Dickinson’s work as a whole may be called a “Double Estate,” double and indeed contradictory in its orientation. It at once asserts a possible faith and, no less painfully, questions and denies such faith. This is the case in Dickinson not only regarding religion. The question is: what is at issue in her acceptance or her rejection, in her conformity and her resistance? What is her fear, and what is her desire?

We have come to that crux of doubling, of texts as somehow at odds or at cross-purposes in their internal structures and their mutual relationships, with which every Dickinson commentator ultimately must grapple. Dickinson texts, as here, both say and unsay, claim and disclaim, desire and decline, offer and retract, assert and deny, gain and lose, define and circumvent definition.\textsuperscript{6} Whatever stance a poem seems to pursue, by the end it seems no less to unravel. Or, oppositional forces, or commitments, which are brought into headlong confrontation, seem to demand exclusive choices and sacrifice, often painfully, and almost always at great cost. In my own reading of this characteristic doubling or ambivalence, I see Dickinson’s as
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a powerful agonistic voice, caught between incompatible visions, assertively critical of each of them, unable to resolve their contradictions nor yet able to reside comfortably in any of their competing claims. It is a poetry of anger, dissatisfaction, and critique; also of mocking, even wicked wit; and of sublimity, although often at painful cost. Attempts to reconcile Dickinson’s dualities as though she desires not to desire, or as though she successfully converts restrictions and losses into a means of grace, therefore, do not do justice to the profound conflicts which Dickinson’s verse dramatizes.7 Dickinson cannot really have things both ways. Nor do her doublings coexist in a kind of suspended judgment or passive uncertainty, or as a detached contemplation of abstract possibilities, or even as aesthetic strategies, although her stances do strongly implicate a theory, or role, for art.

This aesthetic interest enters as a further level of figuration in J 1090. The body and soul that Dickinson on the one hand retreats from, but on the other hand longs for, also can suggest her literary inheritance, as it becomes embodied in her language. Such imagery of the embodiment of her own writing is proposed, obliquely or directly, in many poems. As she writes in one famous instance (in ways too complicated to explore here), the “Word” is made “Flesh” in poetry (J 1651/ Fr 1715).8 But Dickinson’s stances toward textual, as toward other embodiments, tend to be, as in “I am afraid to own a Body,” profoundly agonistic, or contesting. In another poem with much cross-imagery with “I am afraid,” she writes, “To own the Art within the Soul” is “to entertain/ with Silence as a Company” (J 855/ Fr 1091). True art is associated with silence. In this privileging of silence, there is an element of the Romantic sublime such as Roger Shattuck has discussed, in which Dickinson’s resistance to full realizations in both expression and experience may reflect less a default than a “banquet of abstemiousness,” a feast of moderation or abstinence. Within the tenets of a Romantic imagination, what is not always exceeds what is, with poetry a dwelling in such further “possibility” (J 657/ Fr 466).9 This structure of Romantic imagination as abstemiousness, or to follow Harold Bloom’s anatomy of it, as one that makes the negation of nature or experience into the ground for poetic creativity,10 is a vital force in Dickinson. But Dickinson’s poetry further brings out the complicated relation between Romantic imagination and more traditional metaphysical structures. Romantic imagination in its own way continues to privilege an unrealized sublimity over concrete realization or embodiment, including embodiment in language. This Romantic privilege, however, refers not to a divine or dogmatic eternity, but to the further power and potential of the human imagination. The art work stands then as a positive sign to its own further productions, a promise that will never be completely fulfilled but which will ever open into still greater creative possibilities.
Dickinson’s verse also invokes and asserts such a Romantic sublimity, not unlike Whitman’s. But in her case the possibilities of artistic imagination are chastened, as are its resources in the self, by gender and by metaphysical scruple. For one thing, the body and soul she fears and desires to inherit in “I am afraid to own a Body” is that of a woman, who cannot be entailed heir to a ducal title. To be born into a woman’s body is to be barred from such social resources of power. It is also to be precariously placed in metaphysical tradition; to be, if not barred, then subordinated within hierarchies of spiritual power, where the female has been long associated with body and emotion, as against a spirituality and reason represented as male. But to enter into her embodied estate is generally to come under the liability of death, that frontier Dickinson so perpetually met with face to face, whether defined by God or by nothingness. Against more ordinary usage, “estate” here is not immortality but mortality. Yet to enter the mortal estate is also a kind of birth. The “Double Estate” is, in effect, nothing other than selfhood, which the terms “Property” and “Possession” also evoke. The self is oneself proper, one’s self-possession, one’s self as one’s own. But this double estate as body and soul situates Dickinson’s self precariously indeed. Fear, or ambivalence, at owning a body with a soul resonates with centuries of metaphysical hierarchy, or suspicion, according to which embodiment in the material and temporal world somehow threatens, if it does not betray, essential nature defined as intelligible, or spiritual, or eternal. Being in the body is in this context a kind of philosophical pun, or paradox. For in the philosophical tradition, body has stood as opposite to being, although also as its sign, if only in a partial, attenuated and to some extent treacherous way. Within metaphysical hierarchy, the two are not equally legitimate resources for her, nor are they necessarily or entirely mutually confirming.

Here we glimpse some of the strained asymmetries that become evident in Dickinson’s work. First, the ideologies of selfhood that Whitman or Emerson might pursue are different for Dickinson simply because of her gender. As Joyce Appleby remarks, liberal individualism in many of its strictures presumes “the human personality [to be] male.” For a woman within nineteenth-century culture, to achieve one’s selfhood is also to subordinate it, as daughter and wife (motherhood seems to me to have its own distinctive structure and authority). This would frame a general ambivalence to achievement, poetic as otherwise, which can be located in restrictive gender roles for nineteenth-century women. Dickinson’s poetic, as indeed her biographical reclusion, reflects in complex ways (at once conforming to and contesting) social norms requiring women to be modest, retiring, or, as Dickinson suggests, hidden.
But these gendered positions also reach beyond the social into the religious realm. The kinds of identification with the divine possible for Whitman or Emerson is from the outset impossible for Dickinson. Her self cannot be a figure for God in the same way as theirs can, if only by virtue of a differently sexualized relationship, with all that this implies regarding authority and subordination, self-fulfillment and self-denial. And both the social and religious economies in turn implicate material ones. “Estate” is itself, in the poem, a metaphysical/material pun, while the property structure implicit in the poem reaches beyond selfhood to ownership (another pun that underscores their intimate relationship, especially in America). It is worth noting that several of the poems immediately surrounding this one in its fascicle set explicitly focus on economic imagery. In one, a “letter” from the world reports the stock market’s “advance and Retrograde” (J 1089/Fr 1049). In another, Dickinson again equates her self- “Possession” as “Me” with the “Riches I could own” in “Dollars,” an “Earldom,” and “Income” (J 1093/Fr 1053). The poetic prospect opens toward questions of how far a self owns itself under God, how far a woman owns herself in relation to man, and also, how far identity in America is established through ownership, possession, and inheritance.

There remain, finally, questions of her own art, in consonance or contrast with the other forms of owning the poem may invoke. Dickinson is extremely self-conscious of the religious residue in Romantic language claims, and of its complicating effects. This is evident in any number of her texts, in which true art, and indeed truth itself, is aligned with silence as the sign of spirit as against the body of language. In a series of interrelated poems, a pun on “Mines” associates selfhood with valuable property, and in turn with true art as unspoken word, against a language that is told aloud, as when the word that “fails” is “A Rapture as of Legacies – / Of introspective Mines” (J 1700/Fr 1689). The same pun appears in “To own the Art within the Soul,” where the truly owned art of “Silence” becomes an image of nakedness or disembodiment (“unfurnished Circumstance”), and also an image of spiritual property and selfhood: “Possession is to One / As an Estate perpetual / Or a reduceless Mine” (J 855/Fr 1091).

Dickinson in such texts brings together, but also breaks apart, the multiple levels of her identity, in terms of gender, art, religion, and history. Not every Dickinson poem brings all of these constructions together or situates them in the same ways. Sometimes gender is the prevailing structure, sometimes art, sometimes metaphysics. History is almost always brought to bear in a tangential fashion, often through an imagery of economy that is surprisingly pervasive. But, while Dickinson gathers into her texts these different
engagements, seeming to promise they will serve as figural correlatives for each other, what often occurs instead is that they come into collision through ambivalent or contradictory representations. Instead of correlation, there is slippage. That the body, as in “I am afraid to own a Body,” should be a peculiar crossing-point for these correlations and collisions accords with its equivocal status within the traditions of her culture. Both Dickinson’s biography and her art are strangely marked with this equivocation. Her acts of reclusion – of herself in her house and her white dress, and of her poems, in her refusal to publish them, while nevertheless writing and collecting them in her fascicles – can be seen as acts of profound ambivalence towards owning a body and a soul, a way of being in the worlds of time and text, and yet withholding herself from them. These issues and images are reassembled, and also disassembled, in another well-known text that focuses on the body, but that makes questions of writing and publication its primary topic:

Publication – is the Auction
Of the Mind of Man –
Poverty – be justifying
For so foul a thing

Possibly – but We – would rather
From our Garret go
White – Unto the White Creator –
Than invest – Our Snow –

Thought belong to Him who gave it –
Then – to Him Who bear
Its Corporeal illustration – sell
The Royal Air –

In the Parcel – Be the Merchant
Of the Heavenly Grace –
But reduce no Human Spirit
To Disgrace of Price –

(J 709/Fr 788)

Without entering into all the complexity of this text, I would like briefly to identify some of its basic figural constructions. First, there is a peculiar gendering, in that Dickinson on the one hand generalizes her statement in terms of “the Mind of Man,” but also includes specifically feminine, biographical markers in her imagery of reclusion in “Our Garret” and of being “White,” recalling her own habit of white dress. There is also a suggestion of gendering in the poem’s imagery of prostitution, which, however, is not restricted to sexual sale. Rather, it becomes part of a second figural
level involving economic language, in which selling is a betrayal of purity or fidelity or commitment. That this is offered as imagery of metaphysical alignments, where Grace as opposed to the dis-grace of “Price” has its own cultural history. Representing divine things in economic terms is a rhetoric that reaches back, in America, to the Puritan Fathers. This rhetoric was, perhaps, always unstable. Instead of subordinating material things to sacred ones, it risks doing the obverse. Terms of analogy may, after all, be converted in either direction. That very risk is what Dickinson exposes here. For here, instead of attempting a consistent analogy in which this world is a sign for the next world and material success a sign for spiritual grace, Dickinson’s text suggests cracks or inconsistencies in the relationship between the terms. Economic gain becomes spiritual betrayal. To sell the “Royal air” is to debase it.

The economic, gendered, and metaphysical imagery are brought into further relation through the poem’s imagery of the body. This in turn is developed through the poem’s topical concern, publication. The poem’s major site of ambivalence concerns its own production, or at least its status in a public, as opposed to a private, realm (where public and private are themselves gendered spaces in nineteenth-century discourse, with women restricted to the latter). To put her work before the public corresponds in the text’s economic imagery to a foul auction, and in its gendered imagery to a kind of prostitution, a (sexual) betrayal of white purity. This corresponds in turn to religious imagery aligning publication with a betrayal of the next world (the “White Creator”) for this one. And all of these come together in bodily imagery that is itself highly charged and highly conflicted. Publication is made a figure of embodiment: it is the “Corporeal illustration” of a “Thought” aligned with the spiritual and the divine. Such incorporation hence takes on all the valence of foul betrayal associated with auction, sexuality, and worldliness. But it corresponds also with the poem’s own existence, at least as it becomes embodied in the text we are reading.

In this poem, Dickinson mediates these tensions to some extent by leaving open the possibility of some intermediate state between published embodiment and a textuality that is written, but not made public. Her fascicle mode of not publishing might represent just such a compromise, or mediating effort. Despite this compromise, or rather, in response to its riveting peculiarity, the poem remains precariously balanced between its callings. Dickinson remains torn, and dissatisfied with each of her options. It is as if Dickinson wants both to find a linguistic body for her poetry and yet also not to limit it; just as, in her white dress, she wants both to be in the body and to be bodiless; to be gendered and yet to be genderless; to be in the world and yet to be in the spirit, where these two remain in some sense
antithetical. This recalls “I am afraid to own a Body,” with its fear of owning a body or soul. There, too, Dickinson seems at once to negate and to affirm ownership, selfhood, God, and art. She hopes to inherit a precious (male) legacy; she fears to inherit a precarious estate. God is a sublime frontier of ever-opening possibility or desire; God is a repressive boundary. Language is positive embodiment; language is betrayal, liability, and confinement.

These counterposing directions represent severe and often painful conflicts—those that are not only personal to Dickinson, but also broadly reflecting her culture. Dickinson’s texts are scenes of cultural crossroads, situated within the many and profound transitions taking place around her. These include the changing, indeed the tremendously dynamic, status of women in nineteenth-century America; the no less dynamic countercrossing between religious tradition and secularizing forces; and emerging re-definitions of selfhood, both in art and in society, through complex intellectual, social and economic changes as the century evolves. The Civil War, during which Dickinson experienced a great burst of poetic energy and production, is a highly volatile moment in which such cultural tensions exploded. This historical connection must be made against a resistance to history so often observed in critical discussions of Dickinson’s poetry, responding no doubt to the poetry’s own obliqueness. While it is impossible to elaborate this complex cultural moment here, I do wish to argue one specific point of context. The figural orders that Dickinson so forcefully evokes and interrupts in her poetry are those basic and precious to her surrounding culture. Their origins may be traced to the specific modes of Puritan religious and natural typologies, where the events of history and the world were interpreted as signs of divine intention. This figural or typological impulse did not simply die in the nineteenth century, but rather underwent transformations whereby the events of American life continued to be understood as moments in a universal drama of redemption, even if such redemption was increasingly claimed for history rather than eternity. Not least, figural orders continue to structure a highly metaphorical Romantic art, through a typology of nature and the imagination, centered in the self but whose circumference extends infinitely through spiralling images and tropes of productive power and creativity. As Emerson writes in “Circles,” using Pauline language: “We learn that God IS; that he is in me; and that all things are shadows of him.”

Dickinson inherits this figural order and method of interpreting her world, with its implicit claims that the various levels of experience and of identity are mutually confirming and culturally coherent. This is the case for Whitman as well. Whitman, in his stupendous and extravagant figural energy, is intent on creating a poetry, and indeed an America, in which each aspect of experience
can serve as a figural transformation, or as he calls it, translation, of each. Material prosperity is a sign of spiritual possibility. The self is a sign of a community of love; the American world is a constantly evolving figure of worlds to come. Each poem generates and transforms into further poetries of Romantic imagination. And the body is an articulate sign for the soul, so that he declares, “I am the poet of the Body and I am the poet of the Soul . . . The first I graft and increase upon myself, the latter I translate into a new tongue” (“Song” 21). Yet in Whitman, this figural project is far from secure. Indeed, it is haunted by a fearful skepticism that such a figural poetics of America is not quite the case, that these ongoing correlations do not in fact hold.

In the case of Dickinson, such skepticism dominates and intrudes directly into the figural construction. She too ranges across a variety of levels of language and experience, in a textual architecture that seems to correlate one with the other. But then the correspondences slip, or break apart, or contradict, or misalign. Or, they realign, but only at the cost of one of their commitments. To inherit as duke is not to inherit as woman. God is welcomed, but also shunned, as frontier. Sublime imagination, or religious immortality, is announced, but not necessarily as coherent figures for each other, and elusively, for only a moment, seeming to be produced by language construction, as if “Deathlessness” comes into being through the abstract compounding of its word. The bodies of the self and of language are both claimed and feared. These analogical slips are not, however, signs of a loss of linguistic control or of mere incoherence. They, rather, textually enact a kind of cultural slippage in which a female gender complicates or contradicts assertions of an American or Romantic selfhood; material progress in the world subverts or opposes, rather than realizes spiritual longings; self-fulfillment contests self-denial; and body remains in tension with soul, including poetic embodiment as against some pure artistic essence. There are many entries into Emily Dickinson’s verse: psychobiography, Romantic aesthetics, philology, formalist and theoretical issues, history, religion, and gender. Her work indeed encompasses each of these. But it particularly does so in ways that expose the complex and often tense relationships between these various concerns. The result is a work that remains at once formally explosive and culturally engaged.

NOTES


For a full history of this ambivalence against the body and specifically its implications for attitudes toward language, see Wolosky, *Language Mysticism* (Stanford University Press, 1994).


For a comparison between our own time and the nineteenth century as periods of transition and backlash, see Susan Bordo, *Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture and the Body* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993).

For a discussion of Dickinson’s relationship to cultural issues in the Civil War, see Wolosky, *A Voice of War*.

For the continuity and transformations of figural interpretation in American culture, see Bercovitch, *The Puritan Origins of the American Self* (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975); and *Rites of Assent*.
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To enter into the experience of reading a Dickinson manuscript is to relinquish previous notions about the effect of her poetry. The manuscripts of Emily Dickinson provide a playground for this singular poet who wished to experiment with word variants, framing of stanzas, idiosyncratic enjambment, and dashes that ascend, descend, shorten and lengthen. Studying any one Emily Dickinson fascicle, the reader begins to notice the dialogues that the poems carry on with each other. They carom off each other, and the movement doesn’t stop, so that when the reader returns and reopens the book, the voices still vibrate. This is the case for Fascicle 16, a grouping of poems that demonstrates a skillful interplay of Gothicism and the problems inherent in identity formation. The fascicle supplies all the accoutrements of Gothic effects – apparitions, mirrors, windows, smoke, ghosts, things that wink in the gloaming, lightning, a funeral, repetitious beating sounds, and eerie depths – but it also widens out in other poems to encompass larger questions of the unity of identity.

In Fascicle 16 we can see particularly well how Dickinson works within the conventions of an established genre, Gothicism, which by this time she was accustomed to using, in order to turn to more difficult questions of how an identity is formed. The experience of a disjunctive identity, one of the hallmarks of modernism and postmodernism, is an area Dickinson pioneered. While this essay does not range far from the conventional wisdom of Dickinson studies in claiming her as the foremother of modernist and postmodernist poetry, it does find a new avenue for her modernism by tracing it through Gothicism. The Gothic poems of Emily Dickinson function as extremely effective works that, like classic Gothic novels, titillate, frighten, and inspire dread in the reader. Dickinson’s poems represent prime specimens of the genre; in addition, however, Dickinson utilizes her Gothic proclivities in order to give physical, palpable verity to the pressing questions of selfhood in latter nineteenth-century America. She needed to feel her way through
to a modernist breakthrough, and Gothicism provided the instrument of breakthrough.

Inaugurating a concern with the process of identity or subject formation, Dickinson predates the concerns of poets writing in the decades after her. When the status of the subject becomes confounded, to the point of becoming fractured or even indistinguishable, needless to say, the identity of the “I” is in jeopardy. This jeopardized “I” thoroughly informs modernist and postmodernist works of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Julia Kristeva, in discussing modernism, characterizes the modernist text as one that fragments reality and often, in so doing, shatters itself. She identifies the new element in the modernist text as the position of the “splitting subject in conflict who risks being shattered.” This splitting, conflicted, shattering subject forms the primary concern of writers of the last century preoccupied with demonstrating the vagaries of a modernist or postmodernist existence that endangers the unity of the speaker. The dangers posed to the speaker prove thoroughgoing, constituting changes “in the status of the subject – his relation to the body, to others, and to objects” (p. 15). Kristeva understands language, ruptured as it is in the modernist text, as threatening to the unity of the individual, and while it is not the purview of this essay to explicate Kristeva’s theories on subjectivity, her basic notions of modernism, including the shattering of the speaking self, highlight Dickinson’s movement toward the modernist poem. Dickinson’s co-optation of Gothicism allows her the leeway to apprehend this new notion of subjectivity. Gothicism, with its inherent dissolution of identity, provides a natural segue to a consideration of the splitting subject.

The first part of this essay will examine Gothic conventions, and the second part will turn to the vexed condition, as Dickinson sees it, of modern subjectivity, all within the purview of Fascicle 16, which not only demonstrates Gothicism and modernist identity, but also provides a showcase for some of the reasons we should read Emily Dickinson in manuscript form. Encountering a fascicle in Franklin’s Manuscript Books leads a reader to reassess involvement with Dickinson’s poems. The handwriting squirms on the page. The dashes so uniform and nearly regulatory in Johnson’s print editions become less like scaffolding. In the manuscripts the dash instead seems to destabilize the lines, goring and tossing language about. The white space so prominent in print versions of Dickinson’s poems shrinks, so that in the manuscripts the lens enlarges and the handwriting dominates the page. Fascicle 16 registers for the reader all of these impressions and some intriguing features in addition, including two deletions, a blank page, and a flap attached to the end of the final poem. One of the shorter fascicles, it
contains eleven poems that play off each other in engaging ways, and our investigation of Gothicism and subjectivity will include an appreciation of the distinctive facets of Dickinson’s handwritten manuscripts.

The Gothic heart of Emily Dickinson’s Fascicle 16 encompasses the lurid, secret, ghostly, and deathly. Poem Fas 16.6, “‘Tis so appalling – it Exhilarates – ” (Fr 341), is the sixth poem of the eleven, with five poems on either side, in the exact center of the fascicle. I have termed the poem elsewhere “metagothic,” a condition in which a work defines Gothicism even as it conveys Gothic effects. Dickinson could not have been unaware that she placed this poem at the heart of Fascicle 16. These opening lines, as follow, purvey an excellent example of the dichotomy at the core of Gothicism: appalling exhilaration:

’Tis so appalling – it Exhilarates –
So over Horror, + it half Captivates –
The Soul stares after it, secure –
+ To know the worst, leaves
No dread more –

Dickinson plays the opposites of the appalling and the exhilarating against each other in good Gothic fashion. Gothicism, as identified by Sigmund Freud’s notion of the uncanny in his article “Das Unheimliche,” depends upon the melding, or even mistaking, of oppositions. The German word for “uncanny,” das Unheimliche, means, interestingly, both home and homely. In other words, the meaning of the word rests precisely upon its opposite, both what is comfortable and homey, and what is uncomfortable, eerie, and decidedly un-homey. The twist of the Gothic inheres in the psychological fact that what can scare the most remains what is closest. What happens right in the home – especially the dynamics of family, and even more especially, what has been repressed within the family – is what makes for the most thrilling scare. Dickinson proves herself skillful at purveying such frights, for she finds the Freudian twist in her oxymorons – the appalling exhilaration so to speak, the captivating horror, the liberating fright, the freeing terror.

She couldn’t have captured the definition of Gothicism better. Her metagothnic poems exemplify the oscillating nature of Gothicism; they seem to rest on one side of the oxymoron – say, what is exhilarating – only to turn at a moment’s notice to the other – what is appalling. This Gothic dread is compounded by reading Dickinson poems in the manuscript versions. There are several ways in which the fascicle version of the poem can help us appreciate the Gothic flavor of Dickinson’s poetry more than print versions can. For instance, Dickinson’s handwritten enjambment causes more clipped
lines in the poem than the print arrangement, so that we discern the last line of the first stanza, “No dread more – ” as deserving of attention on its own. It is worth noting, of this line, that in the Johnson reader’s edition (the long-accepted and conventional version of Dickinson poems), Johnson opted for “A Sepulchre, fears frost, no more – ” (J 281), instead of “To know the worst, leaves/ No dread more – .” As Johnson’s edition does not supply variants, the poem appears finished and finally edited with that line, and hence that version has become the staple. While both lines are Gothically evocative, I find the fascicle version, with its metagothic emphasis on the relationship between knowing and dread, worth, at the least, equal consideration. Moreover, the fascicle’s line draws attention to the verb, “leaves,” a word of loss, which hangs in suspense.

That Dickinson has a premium on suspense can be seen in the metagothic description of suspense as a kind of sawing: “Suspense kept sawing so – .” The activity of sawing describes a constant back-and-forth motion, the same back-and-forth dynamic essential to causing goosebumps in the best suspense stories. Even the directors of C-grade movies know suspense comes from the kind of relentless sawing that Dickinson describes. Indeed, the poet delivers such intensive “sawing” that she follows the bald, cold truth with a hint of relief in prayer (which doesn’t help), and the dread of death, with a moment of relief when she seems to toss us a pillow for our cheek. Such comfort is not lasting, of course, because the saw must slide in the opposite direction, hence the effects of horror once more intensify:

```
Others − Can wrestle −
Your’s, is done −
And so of Wo, bleak dreaded −
come,
It sets the Fright at liberty −
And Terror’s free −
Gay, Ghastly, Holiday!
(Fr 341)
```

The word, “come,” in the final stanza, demands a line to itself in the fascicle. As a one-word line it proclaims its potency, a plenary word that plays on erotic expectation as well as suspenseful dénouement. It announces that the worst has happened. The worst has come.

Almost the worst: the most macabre and frightening enjambment occurs in the penultimate stanza, with the two-word line, “your Cheek.” Less emphatic in print versions that incorporate the two words into a more tame, seven-word line, the fascicle renders the line as follows:
Looking at Death, is Dying –
Just let go the Breath –
And not the pillow at
your Cheek
So Slumbereth – (Fr 341)

Interestingly, the page break occurs after “Just let go the Breath – ,” an instance in which the physical rendering of the poem on the page underscores the activity endorsed. The fact that the activity is frightening, perhaps hinting at suicide, makes the physical representation all the more mortifying. I want to emphasize, though, the two-word line, “your Cheek,” which even more emphatically afflicts the reader with Gothic chills. The line gathers its punch because the poem has abruptly made an about-face from the first-person plural (“we” in the third stanza) to the second person, which the line, “your Cheek,” announces. The second person point of view in Dickinson proves very rarely to be friendly, often pointing a finger, and in this case it proves as cold and as bald as the truth the poem finds. The two-word line registers powerfully this unsettling change in point of view, using a kind of horrific syntax. In fact, near the middle of the poem that occupies the center of the fascicle, Dickinson suddenly puts the onus of the fear in “your” hands – literally, in your bed, if we take the pillow seriously. The poet could not get much closer to the reader. In an Unheimliche way, the poet cannot scare much closer to home.

Dickinson carries the second person point of view into the final stanza, where the reader’s dilemma (“Your’s” [sic]) is finally, and very personally imaged; that is, it too engages the second person. That second “yours” renders the “Gay, Ghastly, Holiday!” of the final line, replete with exclamation mark, ineluctably the reader’s. Dickinson has thrown the Gothic in our lap, and we’re stuck in the center with it. Moreover, the word “holiday” carries overtones of the Unheimliche oxymoron. A holiday, or holy day, gains resonance from the mention of prayer earlier, in the third stanza. That Dickinson makes her holy day ghastly can only put our sense of security as readers into further jeopardy. In some important ways Dickinson pits what we know as the cold, bald truth against what some might pray for, to the extent that they allow hope to enter. The gay, ghastly holiday finds a moment of certain knowing, and what is known is that terror is free to do its insidious work. In the middle of the comma-stumbling “Gay, Ghastly, Holiday!” exist many reversals of oxymoronic fear, and it is all yours, reader.

As Dickinson pits the opposites that constitute Gothicism against each other in the middle poem, Fas 16.6, she does so in the fascicle-at-large, too. A well-known poem in Fascicle 16, “I like a look of Agony,” (Fr 339),
Fas 16.4, captures precisely this conundrum of opposites existing in toto. Dickinson captures the homey/homely paradox succinctly with the phrase, “homely Anguish” a condition she applauds in the poem. “I like a look of Agony” further offers the metagothic insight that the Gothic operates on bodily reflexes – convulsions and throes, and the beads of sweat on the forehead. As Dickinson’s condition for poetry predicates itself upon bodily reaction, her attraction to the jitters and hair-raisings caused by Gothicism is easy to comprehend. Dickinson wrote to Higginson the following: “If I read a book [and] it makes my whole body so cold no fire ever can warm me I know that is poetry. If I feel physically as if the top of my head were taken off, I know that is poetry. These are the only way I know it. Is there any other way” (L 342a).

There is not any other way – at least not in these poems. Not at the heart of Fascicle 16, not as we are left with a pillow to clutch, and nothing to know except that which is dreadful and ghastly. What we know includes the ability “To scan a Ghost” (Fas 16.6), which is faint, ethereal and otherworldly, and the best we can hope is that suspense might be superseded by death, which Dickinson describes as “Easy” by comparison. In this way she designates Gothic “sawing” as the most macabre and torturous of states. In the “sawing,” too, she locates an important pun. In that we speak of seeing as understanding and comprehending, we can observe Dickinson figuring both kinds of seeing plentifully in this central poem (stares, know, scan, grappling, truth, hold, sure, show, know, looking, wrestle), so that the “sawing” must incorporate an ungainly pun for both what has been seen and what has been known. As the sawing motion cuts back and forth it becomes harder than ever for the reader to know what is seen and what is known. Here Dickinson provides the ultimate suspense of the Dickinsonian Gothic.

That suspense inheres throughout other poems in the grouping, especially on either side of the sixth, middle poem. For instance, the poem immediately preceding the middle poem, “‘Tis so appalling – it Exhilarates – ,” is the well-known, “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,” (Fr 340), Fas 16.5. The Gothic maneuvers herein are manifold: a Poesque repetition found in the beating sounds of words, a grisly suspense building in the syntax and parataxis (“and then, and then”), numbness, altered consciousness, after-death experience, the victimized female subject, and severe uncertainty on the part of the speaker. The poem also privileges the aural, a staple of Gothic texts, in which the visuals become so dim and obscured that the reader feels blind, and must rely on a finely attuned sense of hearing. We traverse through “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,” relying heavily upon our hearing so that, like the speaker, in the next to last verse, we feel our beings have become an ear.
Along with the speaker, we feel the fragility of experience that no longer depends on seeing (knowing) but upon hearing (what might finish knowing, at least as we have experienced it).

Another strange dissonance emerges when we study the fascicle manuscript – we can see the relatively rare occasion of a word crossed out. “I like a look of Agony,” immediately preceding “I felt a Funeral,” evidences another deletion, with the crossing out of the phrase, “Death, comes,” just before the beginning of the second stanza. The experience of reading these two words that Dickinson struck through with three lines is a major part of the experience of reading the manuscripts that is lost in print culture, and reinforces the sense that the poem is elastic, in process, a workshop entity, and alive. The struck words form the most visually prominent part of the manuscript poem.

In “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,” Dickinson substituted the word, “Soul,” for the crossed-out word, “Brain,” in the third stanza, but the substitution does not indicate a multiple choice, as do the variants, which are indicated by cross marks. The intention in the case of this third stanza is clear (I use caret marks here to show the deleted word):

And then I heard them
lift a Box
And creak across my <Brain>
Soul
With those same Boots of
Lead, again,
Then Space – began to toll, …

Dickinson may have decided upon the deletion so as to avoid the repetition of “Brain” from the first line, but this seems unlikely, as she doesn’t flinch from repetition elsewhere in this poem or others. More likely, there exists a kind of equation of brain and soul, a kind of thinking in God, or prayer in cognition, that underlies her notion of what it is to be a conscious human being. Perhaps, too, this strange equation accounts for the stoppage of knowing at the poem’s unresolved finish.

Accordingly, another feature of the fascicle poem involves the appearance of word variants directly subsequent to the last line of the poem, so that the variants appear to be the last line. The variants add a valency of indeterminacy to an already highly indeterminate ending. In all the other poems of Fascicle 16 the word variants appear after a definitive spacing, obvious indentation, or slash drawn between the end of the poem and the list of variants. Such relatively definitive formatting does not occur with the word variants of “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain.” In this case the final line and the
line of variants appear in such a way as to be indistinguishable by formatting, as follows:

And + Finished knowing – then –
Crash – + Got through –

With the same value, visually, the two lines in conjunction with each other tempt us to read them, at least upon first perusal, as lines of equivalent value in the poem. Such a temptation renders further disruptions and permutations of knowing, more than the poem has already been understood to contain in print versions. Further, the word, “Crash,” proves startling, especially given that the poem has induced in us an already highly sensitized sense of hearing.

Directly following the middle poem, “How noteless Men, and” (Fr 342), Fas 16.7, also turns the tables on our sensory perceptions. Bookended with, and in contrast to, “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,” it seems to ask us to defray our sense of hearing in order to privilege the visual. We see this in the first stanza, in which notelessness is invoked, a lack of the aural, in favor of the “sudden sky” that might reveal something. The privileging of the visual, though, is suggested only to be snatched away:

How noteless Men, and
Pleiads, stand,
Until a Sudden sky
Reveals the fact that
One is rapt
Forever from the Eye –

The subject of the above, “How noteless Men, and,” is the “Members of the Invisible,” a revealing topic, given that the eye offers so significant a sense for the reader here. We strain to see what cannot be seen, what becomes “rapt” from the eye. It is telling that in the 1929 publication of this poem, editors altered the word “rapt” to read, “wrapt.” Dickinson’s word, “rapt,” opens up the possibility of an implicit pun on what is hidden and what is open, whereas the editorial “wrapt” fails to encourage such a double-edged meaning. The rapt/wrapt nature of revelation is, curiously, one of the major themes of the fascicle.

The pith of the rapt/wrapt nexus demonstrates the means by which faith can turn to Gothic despair, light to murkiness, revelation to secret: one is *rapt* with transcendence; one is *wrapt* with secret.7 It demonstrates the means by which the *Unheimliche* can creep into the soul, turning a spiritual phenomenon into something cryptic. Further, a nexus can appear to us even more prominently when we read the manuscript poems because of
Dickinson’s placement of the poems within the fascicle. For instance here in Fas 16.7, the speaker, throughout the course of the poem, seems to hope to hear word of the invisible people, but in the last line the heavens pass by “Without a syllable – .” Both sight and hearing are confounded, both religious and Gothic expectations. Both the experience of death and that of the after-life finish with an annihilation of knowing. The annihilation of knowing constitutes the anti-resolution of both poems directly enclosing the center poem of Fascicle 16.

The eleven works of Fascicle 16 are organized around a Gothic gore, with “’Tis so appalling – it Exhilarates – ” at the center, and the poem, “How note-less Men, and” following it, and “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain” preceding it. It may be that such a metagothic work as Fas 16.6 and such a frightening full-blown Gothic work as Fas 16.5 provide a sort of grounding in bodily sensation and a touchstone of fear (after all, Dickinson likes agony because she knows it’s true) so that she can undertake experimentations in subjectivity on either side of that center. Further, a similar pattern inheres in the entire fascicles before and after Fascicle 16. In Fascicle 15, the dead-center poem, “If I may have it, when its”’ (Fr 431), exemplifies perhaps the most grisly of all Dickinson’s Gothic poems, describing the yearning to possess and stroke a corpse. In Fascicle 17, the center poem is “If Anybody’s friend be dead” (Fr 345), which arguably includes necrophilia, and the poem immediately following it constitutes another of Dickinson’s most gruesome productions, “It was not Death, for” (Fr 355), a surreal Gothic landscape of dread and despair. Such an overview, accounting for the inter- and intra-arrangements of fascicle materials argues for the need to read Dickinson’s poems in manuscript form as well as in print versions.

I do not believe such a stellar poet as Emily Dickinson consciously designated artificial patterns that she wished her poems to uphold by manipulating the order of her poems. Dickinson, in fact, is famous for eschewing order, as can be seen in a letter she wrote to Higginson claiming that “when I try to organize – my little Force explodes – ” (L 271). I do believe, however, that when a poet sits down with her works the poems suggest, by their own integrity, an associative placing or shuffling found by propinquity and kitty-corneredness and unaccountable sparkings that occur when poems’ boundaries begin to chafe against each other. Moreover, characterizing such an associative placement can be useful in seeing yet one more radius of meaning through the poems of Emily Dickinson, and hence the necessity for fascicle study.

I turn now to poems in which we will examine subjectivity, poems that form a volatile world in which identity remains always in process, where syntax consumes itself, where oppositions dissolve and intermingle.
Dickinson’s work in the Gothic form allowed her more leeway to explore new avenues of consciousness, and ironically, by utilizing the somewhat clunky apparatus of the Gothic, she enabled herself to achieve new effects. She pursued not just the standard creepy-crawly effects, but the more delicate ontological questions of subjectivity. She extended the freedom advanced in the supernatural elements of the Gothic to enter into issues that have come to characterize modernism and postmodernism, such as what constitutes the individual self and the other self. Some of the strategies Dickinson employs to explore subjectivity include the following: a punning on the word “eye” to parallel the “I,” an offering of dimness as opposed to lightness as constitutive of self-knowledge, the repetition of “mine” providing the insistent syntactic scaffolding for a poem, the “I” divested of the material world finding itself in isolation, the phasing of consciousness that appears especially in her vexed pronoun usage, and the trading of perspectives (between the dead and the alive, between the male and the female) which constitutes the condition of looking the “other way.”

In the technique of looking so as to see the “other way” Dickinson’s Gothic style culminates, and it is from this vantage that she can begin her modernist and postmodernist exploration of the disintegrating, problematic subject. I offer a postmodernist, long view of the fascicle by way of looking at the first two poems of Fascicle 16 in juxtaposition with the final two. Finally, I will investigate the closing poem of the fascicle, Fas 16.11, to see the ways in which Dickinson problematizes gender so as to illuminate the uncanny construction of subjectivity. In this final poem she practices reverse gendering, an experiment in the dislocation of self that shows discrepancies in male and female behavior codings.

The initial poem of Fascicle 16, “Before I got my Eye put out –” (Fr 336B), Fas 16.1, announces that its topic targets individual consciousness, with both the “I” and its homonym, “Eye,” prominent in the first line. The ostensible topic is vision, but the topic actually announces the lack of vision after having been able to see before, hence suggesting the Gothic penchant for dimness and obscurity. Words of light and seeing are again legion: eye put out, see, Eyes (know no), sky, stars, Noon, eyes, Lightning’s jointed Road, look at, Window pane, eyes, Sun. It is no coincidence that the editors of the 1891 Poems entitled it “Sight.” Yet, the artificial 1891 title provides only the faintest glimmer of what occurs in the poem. What takes place constitutes nothing less than the speaker’s introduction of a new way of seeing – a way of seeing without the eye (and sometimes, frighteningly, without the “I”). Dickinson broaches the contrast between dimness and vision, harking to the contrast between the wrapt and the rapt, in the first line of the first poem of Fascicle 16, where light and darkness defy the boundaries of opposition.
From the very outset of the world of Fascicle 16 the greatest vision results from the most darkness.

The poem inaugurates the issue of self, the “I” that stands behind the insistent repetition of “mine.” For the speaker, conventional sight is tantamount to possession; when she could see, before, the entire world was “mine” – the meadows and mountains and forests and stars. In fact, the repetition of “mine” sets up the syntax for three of the poem’s five stanzas. One of these, the fourth stanza, shows not only the thrill but the danger of looking, when seeing is commensurate with being:

The Motions of the Dipping
Birds – + Morning’s Amber Road –
The + Lightning’s jointed Road –
For mine – to look at when
I liked,
The News would strike me dead –

Looking is owning, to a transcendentalist, but Dickinson turns this transcendentalist truism on its ear. For instance, the transcendentalist Emerson ascribed ownership to looking; because he could see the view of his neighbor’s property, he owned it. Dickinson seems to consider the Emersonian way only to reject it at the end of this poem. Such viewing, rich as it may be, proves to be too much for the speaker, for she finds demise in such excess. Emerson accrues vision to himself; Dickinson limits it so as to claim the wealth of strangeness inherent in the action of limitation.

The stanza above warrants interest additionally because of the proposed variant that is present not as postscript to the poem but within the very workings of the stanza itself. Johnson chose the phrase “ + Morning’s Amber Road – ” for his reader’s edition to the exclusion of the phrase seemingly preferred in the fascicle, “ + Lightning’s jointed Road – .” The fascicle offers both phrases, with the first phrase, probably a variant, jotted above the second. While my transcription here cannot make obvious the prominence of “Lightning’s jointed Road – ,” a look at the fascicle manuscripts will confirm its primacy. Probably Johnson made the choice of “Morning’s Amber Road – ” because he worked from a version sent in a Higginson letter rather than from the fascicle. As a result of Johnson’s choice, “Morning’s Amber Road – ” has become the standard version, and the phrase, “ + Lightning’s jointed Road – ” relatively overlooked. The phrase concerning lightning goes much further to emphasize the fear of sight: the flash that can blind, or the jointedness of a road seen in such sudden light, or the forked journey of duality, or the consciousness that must consider dichotomy and consider it in a moment’s apprehension. The phrase, “ + Lightning’s jointed Road – ,”
hence, proves important to the twin considerations of dimness and vision. And, the news that would strike the speaker dead commensurates with the fearful powers of lightning.

The point is that Dickinson’s speaker would rather use her soul than her eyes; she would rather intuit with the sight given to her soul than have the full light of reason:

So safer – guess – with just
my soul
Upon the window pane
Where other creatures put
their Eyes –
Incautious – of the Sun –

Some things we see better in the dark. The line, “my soul,” underscores the decision the speaker makes in this poem: the speaker would rather see with her soul. (The two-word line, “my soul,” recalls, in its choice of soul over knowledge, the poem, “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,” in which Dickinson favored the word, “Soul,” over the crossed-out word, “Brain.”) The usual boundaries of self drop away in this final verse of “Before I got my Eye put out – ” so that all that remains is a bodiless soul against a window pane – surely a divested “I” in the usual sense of “I.”

The second poem of the fascicle, “Of nearness to her sundered” (Fr 337), continues with the meditation of the divested self. The self in this poem, too, has lost everything that a material world might use to define the “I” and, similarly, the self is the soul. In addition, this poem contemplates the powers of dimness and vision:

Of nearness to her sundered
Things
The Soul has special times –
When Dimness – looks the Oddity –
Distinctness – easy – seems –

The Shapes we buried, dwell
About,
Familiar, in the Rooms –
Untarnished by the Sepulchre,
+ The Mouldering Playmate Comes –

In just the Jacket that he
wore –
Long buttoned in the Mold
Since we – old mornings,
At this point, at which the grave yields her robberies, the manuscript page ends – inviting the sawing suspense that arises as we expect the ghost to arrive from the dead – before the stanza proceeds to deliver exactly that apparition on the next page. We find undeniably Gothic elements in the poem in the forms of dimness, shapes, burial rooms, mouldering, mold, grave, robberies, apparitions. Indeed, the “Mouldering Playmate,” a gruesome phrase, harkens straight from a lineage that can be traced from before to after Dickinson, from the eighteenth to the twentieth century, Horace Walpole to Edgar Allan Poe to Wes Craven.

The point of view of the poem designates the consciousness of one who is dead and has returned home, to the things of her material existence that no longer belong to her now that she is incorporeal. The soul’s sight, in one of the “special times,” can apprehend earthly things clearly. The vision of the soul seems to prompt and grant the special vision of the speaker in the second stanza, who speaks from the point of view of “we,” the living. The poem’s uncertainty delays this first-person-plural point of view until the final stanza, however. The entire back-and-forth phasing of perspective between the third person and the first-person plural proves unsettling, to say the least, and the bridge between the bodiless and the embodied soul appears to be the body of the mouldering playmate. Through this playmate’s body that, in grisly fashion, has been “Long buttoned in the Mold,” the two parties conjoin in an uncertain time reference and uncertain ontological status.

I call this perspective a phasing of consciousness, and Dickinson uses it as an uncanny way to elicit chilling effects, as well as a Gothicized way to elicit the problems of self-identity. One of the means by which Dickinson intensifies self-and-other disjunction is by utilizing exacerbated pronoun shiftings. She accomplishes this phasing of consciousness in many poems, and the Gothic repercussions are palpable; more than ever we become disoriented, such disorientation providing the mounting fear that saturates Gothicism. The modernist implications likewise mount, the self-and-other disjunction marking exactly the uneasy territory of the last century of poetry. Two excellent examples of such pronoun disjunctions, the odd constructions “themself” and “ourself,” occur in the final stanza of the above poem, “Of nearness to her sundered”:

As we – it were – that perished –
Themself – had just remained
till we rejoin them –
And 'twas they, and not
ourself
That mourned.

+ Our

In this stanza we see Dickinson utilize “Themself” and “ourself,” both compound pronominal constructions exemplifying her employment of plural words in the first syllable and singular words in the second syllable of the constructions. Such conflation of plural and singular elements in a word that designates the self can only prove highly disconcerting.

We can corroborate our sensations of reading discomfort by seeing that the editors of the *Atlantic Monthly* changed Dickinson’s pronoun constructions. The refamiliarized constructions in the 1929 *Atlantic* version of the poem read “Themselves” and “Ourselves.” Dickinson’s macabre constructions, however, were no mistake: they serve to highlight the strangeness of being an “I,” when “them” and “our” intrude into the self. Indeed, the entire poem describes this strangeness of perception that includes both one and another at the same time, re-merging and dividing in a way that resists articulation by any rational means.

Just so, the mourning is not of the living for the dead, but the other way. In many aspects, Fascicle 16 targets, precisely, the condition of perceiving in the other way, when self becomes other and other becomes self, and the boundaries of identity prove emphatically permeable. If we turn now to the back of the fascicle, we can see in Fas 16.9, “‘Twas just this time, last” (Fr 344), a similar phasing of consciousness, an exacerbation of self and other, and an encomium of seeing the other way. This poem follows directly the fascicle’s blank page – appropriately so – as the poem is spoken by one who has died. That the speaker might have had to pass through a page of nothing in order to find her voice in the text seems fitting. Her voice echoes the voice in “Of nearness to her sundered,” except that the earlier voice speaks in the third person, whereas this voice speaks in the first person and more immediately. Like the earlier returning soul, this one sees clearly the people and things of the material world, and misses them. Also as in that poem, the dead grieve the living instead of the living grieving the dead. The speaker decides to think in this manner she calls the other way:

But this sort, grieved myself,
And so, I thought the other
way,
How just this time, some
In this poem, too, the wonderful, spooky, ragtag, and by now, familiar pronoun “Themself” was changed by editors to the more tidy “themselves” in the 1896 Poems. Another significant editorial change involves the important second and third lines of the verse, “And so, I thought the other/way.” In 1896 the two lines were revised and condensed to one: “I thought how it would be.” Scandalously inept, the tame revision doesn’t come close to capturing the disordered and brilliant consciousness of a dead speaker who turns the tables on expected ways of thinking and being, who in the sweep of two short lines can turn “they” into me, and “I” into “them.”

The divergent usages of pronouns occur so often throughout Dickinson’s work as to suggest that she used one voice against another voice in order to attain a multivocal effect. In particular, we can identify in Fascicle 16 oscillating, or phasing, pronominal strategies, that shift and shift again, from first person singular to first person plural. Within the course of the eleven poems of the fascicle the point of view oscillates between “I” and “we” and “you” many times, offering multivocal possibilities that comment on a radically unstable self. The speaker’s original situation does not satisfy her so she changes not her situation but her way of thinking about it; she phases it, so that upside-down becomes inside-out, way becomes other. In addition, the radical enjambment of the fascicle’s “other/way” only underscores the otherness of the mode of perceiving and being.

Finally, let’s turn to the resolving poem in Fascicle 16. In “He showed me Hights I” (Fr 346B), Fas 16.11, a male character shows the speaker heights she never saw. We automatically remember the strange seeing of the first poem, so that the fascicle circles back on itself. The poem Fas 16.11 proposes an exacerbated way of seeing that forms a primary attribute, as we have noted, for both Gothic and modernist patterns throughout Fascicle 16. The enjambment in the fascicle version renders the first line so that the oppositions of “he” and “I” bolster either end of the line. As we will see, this poem in its different versions allows us to consider not only severe pronoun disjunction but a powerful example of looking the other way in terms of gender.

Dickinson offers in “He showed me Hights I” the distinctive feature of the use of dialogue. This is not unheard of in Dickinson’s poems, but it is not the rule, and the dialogical approach unfolds and elucidates this final poem whereby Dickinson delineates oppositional and phasing positions. The two positions for the conversation in “He showed me Hights I” elucidate gender.
dynamics, power dynamics, considerations of the after-life, techniques of rhetoric and communication and, in the final stanza, the epiphanic result of such positionings. The first stanza begins in dialogue:

He showed me Hights I
never saw –
“Wouldn’t climb” – He said?
I said, “Not so”.
“With me – ” He said –
“With Me”?

First of all, the two-word line, “never saw,” recalls the primary topic of vision and “sawing,” especially as “never saw” is echoed by “not so” two lines following, so that the condition of what one sees and the condition of what is rival each other at the outset. The phenomenon of “sawing” has governed the texture of Fascicle 16 throughout, and the trope demands return in this culminating poem. Further, to add to the manifold ways of seeing, this poem presents a way of seeing that can reach altitudes, in heights the speaker has never seen before. Yet she demurs to climb these heights, rejecting his offer.

The reader detects a slightly menacing tone in the seducer’s voice, in his insistence and persistence in offering climactic ascension. His repetition (“with me, with me”) recalls the Gothic thrumming and echoing in “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain” near the center of the fascicle (“treading – treading –,” and “beating – beating –,”). Supercilious, he seems to exhibit disbelief that she might choose not to respond to him, that she might choose not to climb given what he sees as the irresistible condition of himself as guide. His language is persuading; hers, with the clipped “Not so,” the more measured. He continues his sexual overtures, as described by her:

He showed me secrets –
Morning’s nest –
The Rope the Nights were put
across –
“And now, Wouldn’t have me
for a Guest”?;
I could not find my “Yes”.

He tries to induce her compliance by showing her secrets, perhaps a prelude to sexual secrets. The first image is sweet, maternal, domestic. The second recalls the tactics of Radcliffean Gothic, in accord with the eighteenth-century novels of Gothic author Ann Radcliffe, who would inevitably explain away all her uncanny effects in the last chapter. Here the secret of
night is simply a circus trick, a magic show, a ludic moment that need not be fear-inducing at all. Provocatively, the manuscript arrangement argues for a sexual interpretation, given the line break after the proposal, “Woulds’t have me.” That she responds the way she does makes it seem as if she considers answering affirmatively, but cannot find it in herself, or cannot find it in language, to do so.

What happens next in the fascicle demonstrates a wonder of suspenseful posturing, and it seems impossible that Dickinson did not understand that she manipulated the physical text in this way. The fascicle, as an entity stitched together, finishes with two lines, but after that, a small, pinned-on flap carries through with the final lines. Below are the two lines, after which I indicate the break between fascicle proper and fascicle flap by adding a space after the two lines:

And then – He brake His Life –
And lo’
A light for me, did
solemn glow –
The + steadier, as my
face withdrew
And could I further
“No”?
+ larger –

In the printing of Johnson’s 1955 three-volume edition of poems, he reported the second part of this poem still missing, and supplied the lines after “lo” in brackets, assuming their existence because of another version of the poem sent to Susan Gilbert Dickinson.

Franklin explains the flap by suggesting that Dickinson “pinned it as a verso” (Fr, p. 334). A writer cannot possibly use material text to greater effect in heightening suspense. The false ending of, “And lo’” recalls the climaxing use of the last word, “then – ” in “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,” after the repetition of “and then.” “Lo’” carries no dash or comma after it, which lends heightened anticipation. Literally, we must hold our breath after the “lo” at the bottom of the page – Johnson must have had to hold his breath for many years – until we find the pinned flap and can continue in this poem that quests for heights. Once we reach the flap, we behold the light promised throughout the fascicle, in solemn glow. The ending light derives both from the vocabulary of religion and the vocabulary of Gothicism. Dickinson again plays the trick of reversed perspective: a light shouldn’t glow steadier as one recedes, of course; it should grow dimmer. Such a light can be seen as both inspired faith and uncanny, Gothic apparatus.
The primary question of the last poem, however, remains, “And could I further/’No’?” To “further no” uses memorable syntax to ask if the speaker can further her discourse of no, a kind of other-world of negative perceptions. Does a woman ensnared in a seductive circumstance reach a point at which it seems there is no way to win, no way to further her refusal by continuing to say no? This interchange suggests an awful – and horrific – reality, for the question of the speaker locates the dilemma for those in the speaking position of women in our culture.

The “No,” moreover, possesses a line of its own, and because elsewhere Dickinson states that “no” is the “wildest word,” we can see dual possibilities for no – both horror-filled and, paradoxically, freeing. The wild “no” indicates a negative capability, where “Terror’s free – ,” and where we might find a gay, ghastly holiday. Kristeva’s modernist, revolutionary poetics are furthered by rejection, by the no, by the nothing that rankles; such revolutionary poetics reverses the positioning of the subject. Kristeva asserts that the modern text had to “take up the entire economy of the subject... and reverse it” (Revolution, p. 187). In other words, modernist literature takes the precepts of self-identity and switches them – sees them the other way. In “He showed me Hights I,” Dickinson demonstrates how the economy of the subject, the I, is affected by the need to reject, as in the rejection of seducer by seduced (the quintessential Gothic relationship between master and young woman). Also, the speaker rejects language as it proceeds in the conventional expectations we have for it – that is, well-behaved pronouns in predictable subject positions.

Kristeva emphasizes the reversal – the revolutionary text that takes up the entire system of the subject expressly in order to “reverse it.” As if Dickinson hasn’t reversed enough expectations for her poetics, in this finale, with the reverse effect of the light for instance, she gives us an additional, exciting opportunity to see reverse gender tactics, when we compare this poem with another version of the poem. The other version, “I showed her Hights she never saw – ” (Fr 346A), does not appear in the fascicle but, as noted earlier, was sent in a letter to Dickinson’s sister-in-law and good friend, Susan Gilbert Dickinson, and signed, “Emily – .”¹⁰ In this letter version of the poem, the seducer is the speaker, a female, speaking from the point of view of the first person. The seduced is also female: “I showed her Hights she never saw – ‘Would’st Climb,’ I said?/She said – ‘Not so’ – ‘With me’ – I said – ‘With me?” By contrasting the two versions we can revisit our understandings of the subject’s identity.¹¹ Herein lies a tour de force of pronoun interactions that, in a significant way, question gender relations.

Some of the major differences between the two versions include the lack of capitalization for the two females in the second version, whereas the male
pronoun in the fascicle poem is capitalized. The capitalized “He” may indicate that the male character is God, or that he represents a secular master figure, or simply that the man-seducer is perceived by the woman as powerful. Unlike the fascicle seduction poem, the letter version of two females contains no stanza breaks, a difference that delivers the poem all in one breath, hence rendering it less measured and clipped in tone. In addition, the poem of female-female seduction includes copious usages of italicization (four instances, as opposed to none in the fascicle version). The italicization brings the tone of the personal into the poem, italics heralding the diction of emphasis and possibly passion. Perhaps it even intimates private jokes between the two women. The italics may afford an emotional vulnerability to the voice of the female seducer (now the “I”) that the male seducer lacks. In the letter version both instances of the word “me” have been accorded stress, so that the speaker sounds nearly desperate. She also stresses the word “now,” which appears after she has shown the woman she addresses the morning nest and night ropes and before she renews her case. While pressing her case, this female speaker’s use of italics causes her to seem aware of and perhaps even frightened of her own temerity. The italics may also indicate that she remains more aware of how invested she is in response, which the male speaker doesn’t parallel, remaining more distant.

These may appear subtle distinctions, given a capitalized letter here and an italic there, but let’s examine in detail a part of the poem to determine the effect of the voice that, similar in words, reads very differently in diction given such delicate discrepancies in voicings. Here I will cite the final four lines of the female-female seduction poem:

And then, I brake my life – And Lo,
A Light, for her, did solemn glow,
The larger, as her face withdrew –
And could she, further, “No”?

Here the speaker loses the one she desires, whose face withdraws even as the lovelight of the speaker grows, a perspective on the light divergent from the fascicle version. In the fascicle the speaker reports the light growing steadier, presumably as she imagines it in the mind of the seducer. In the letter poem, the speaker herself can report firsthand that the light grows larger. The italicized “could” of the letter version can seem melancholic, dispondent, unrequited. In the letter version, the female seducer has the final say, so that our sympathies might be more prone to stay with the desperate seducer, as opposed to the fascicle version, where the seduced has the final say, hence claiming our sympathies. The commas placed in the last line of the letter
version slow the pace and add pathos to the ending question, once again inducing our sympathy with the seducer. The female-female dynamic may describe a relationship of more equal power, at least on the emotional level at which the character can claim the reader's sympathies.

Thus, the poem in its two versions proves far from definitive, far from certain, far from leaving any speaker in any fixed speaking position. It is just like Dickinson to reverse the entire equation, telling the story from a radically different gender positioning, which of course does not tell the same story at all. Whereas in the more conventional male-female story, the female must be at all times circumspect about power differential, and hierarchy remains a structure that both parties constantly maneuver to situate and understand themselves from within, in the same-sex story, the relationship suggests diffused authority and responsibility rather than hierarchy. The same-sex relationship offers the possibility that it remains parallel as opposed to laddered, eschewing dichotomy, and interpenetrating.

These considerations elucidate just some of the ways that we can appreciate the reading experience afforded by Dickinson’s poems. While I have strayed outside Fascicle 16 here to observe the peculiarities of a version that can be paired with “He showed me Hights I,” the peculiarities of the fascicle itself have led me to look at the particular themes of this pair. Dickinson’s cross-gendering of the poem’s versions severely calls into question the expectations for subjectivity of nineteenth- and, for that matter, twentieth- and twenty-first-century readers. She manipulates our readings so as to show the revolutionary workings of Kristevan reverse that shatter our comfortable expectations about the unity of identity. Through reversal, Dickinson writes revolutionary, modernist poetry that shakes our sense of subjectivity, and makes us wonder if identity may, after all, be recuperated in such a world where modulations never cease, and phasings continually rearrange the self. She makes us feel it in a way that we can’t deny. It’s hard to shake off such trenchant lessons in thinking the other way.

Grappling with some of the concepts we have come to see as modernist and postmodernist – in particular struggling with the concept of the “I” as tenuous, transitory, undefinitive, ruptured, and sometimes difficult to distinguish from another – proves difficult yet, by now, familiar terrain for us. For Dickinson, though, such concepts of fractured ontology were pioneering and iconoclastic. In exploring such new and dangerous territory, she may have needed a guide, and she used the conventions of the Gothic to steer her to her new “I.” The Gothic came as close as any established form could come to purveying a sense of disintegration of the world, the reversal of reality. Dickinson brought that sense of disintegration and reversal to the
self, as we can see illustratively in “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain.” Here we encounter the “I” both dead and alive, both knowing and not, both controller and victim of the story’s telling. Kristeva’s positing of a shattered subject serves well to indicate my reading experience of Dickinson, where I, as a reader, feel constantly in danger of disintegration, just as the “I” of the speaker dissolves and resolves itself into new pronoun formations. Dickinson’s Gothicism jump-starts her modernism, and Fascicle 16 shows us the workshop of her attendant explorations, moving from macabre Gothic milieu to exploded modernist self.

NOTES

1 Sharon Cameron’s Choosing Not Choosing: Dickinson’s Fascicles (University of Chicago Press, 1992) brilliantly identifies these and many other characteristics of the manuscripts. In the fascicles, Dickinson gathered artistic power by having it all ways, as Cameron asserts, both choosing and not choosing variants. Other early proponents of reading the manuscripts on their own terms include Susan Howe, The Birth-Mark: Unsettling the Wilderness in American Literary History (Hanover: University Press of New England, 1993), and Martha Nell Smith Rowing in Eden: Rereading Emily Dickinson (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1992). More recently critics have contributed manuscript studies as, for example, those by Marta Werner, Emily Dickinson’s Open Folios: Scenes of Reading, Surfaces of Writing (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1995), and Dorothy Huff Oberhaus, Emily Dickinson’s Fascicles: Method and Meaning (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995). See also Domhnall Mitchell’s “Revising the Script: Emily Dickinson’s Manuscripts,” American Literature 70 (1998), 705–37, assessing Dickinson manuscript studies.

2 Any observations about Dickinson’s Gothicism stem from my work, Emily Dickinson’s Gothic: Goblin with a Gauge (University of Iowa Press, 1996).


5 I provide my own transcriptions of the fascicle poems from the Franklin Manuscript Books (Fas), rendering as well as print culture will allow the original line breaks, word variants, etc. When I first mention the poem, however, I will give the poem number according to Franklin variorum numbering.


7 Mark Edmundson might be understood to see a kind of rapt/wrapt nexus in his exciting study of Gothicism, Nightmare on Main Street: Angels, Sadomasochism, and the Culture of the Gothic (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997). Edmundson sees the Gothic as imbedded in American culture; whereas in earlier centuries the Gothic would have operated in opposition to religion, current popular
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culture values horror as it operates in opposition to transcendence. He pits the twentieth-century Gothic against what he calls a culture of facile transcendence, exemplified by TV talk shows such as Oprah Winfrey’s, wherein participants find easy self-revelation.


9 While I do not discuss in detail every poem in Fascicle 16, the few omitted poems also resonate with the themes and techniques of the ones discussed, including different types of vision, indeterminacy of the self, and the interweavings of the perspective of speakers before and after the grave.

10 Prominent among those who have argued for Susan Gilbert Dickinson as Emily Dickinson’s artistic confidante and possible lover is Martha Nell Smith in her fine book, *Rowing in Eden: Rereading Emily Dickinson* (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1992), and also Smith and Ellen Louise Hart in *Open Me Carefully* (OMC). Notably, Paula Bennett (*Emily Dickinson: Woman Poet* [University of Iowa Press, 1991]) and Lilian Faderman (*Surpassing the Love of Men: Romantic Friendship and Love Between Women from the Renaissance to the Present* [New York: Morrow, 1981]) have also discussed lesbian imagery in Dickinson’s poetry.

11 Vivian Pollak, for instance, identifies several Dickinson poems along with Fr 346 (Fr 57, Fr 277, Fr 1242, and Fr 1602) in which “alternate versions change the genders of pronouns” in *Dickinson: The Anxiety of Gender* (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1984) p. 136.

**GUIDE TO FURTHER READING**


CULTURAL CONTEXTS
Although the myth of Dickinson’s alienation from her society is slowly dissolving, it has not been sufficiently recognized just how open she was to forces within her surrounding culture. In some ways, of course, Dickinson was the quintessentially private poet. It is also important to note, however, that she had a keen eye on American popular culture and drew poetic sustenance from it.

Indeed, there is evidence that she had a deep, frustrated desire for popularity. As a family acquaintance, Mrs. Ford, wrote to Mabel Todd, “I think in spite of her seclusion, she was longing for poetic sympathy and renown, and that some of her later habit of life originated in this suppressed and ungratified desire for distinction.” Dickinson herself did at times express this desire for fame, as when she remarked to her sister-in-law Sue, “Could I make you and Austin – proud – sometime – a great way off – ‘twould give me taller feet – ’” (LED, p. 378). She once recalled that she and her cousin Louise Norcross had “in the dining-room decided to be distinguished. It’s a great thing to be great, ‘Loo,’” she remarked. Although she could adopt a pose of literary shyness before the Atlantic Monthly editor Thomas Wentworth Higginson, writing to him that publication was as “foreign to my thought, as Firmament to Fin,” the fact remains that she sent this leading man of letters six poems in response to his call for pieces from “new or obscure contributors” (LED, pp. 378, 539). Her thirst for fame and popularity sometimes surfaces in her poems, as when she writes that her “Holiday” will be “That They remember me,” and her “Paradise” will be “the fame – /That They – pronounce my name –” (J 431).

If fame was the “Paradise” she fantasized about, then she was destined for paradise. Time would prove that her poetry could have strong appeal for the mass audience. When her Poems were posthumously published in 1890, the first edition went through six printings in as many months and eleven editions in the first two years, a remarkable sale for a poetry volume, then or now. While it is true that this volume’s strong sale is partly explained by the editors’
careful tailoring of her poetry for the masses – by regularizing its punctuation and so forth – the later rediscovery and reprinting of the original fascicles, in all their awkward glory, in no way diminished Dickinson’s popularity, among critics as well as general readers.

A major reason for her enduring popularity is that she was extraordinarily receptive to the popular literature and culture of her own time. She was thoroughly familiar not only with classic literary sources – especially the Bible, Shakespeare, Keats, the Brontë sisters, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Emerson, and Thoreau – but also with many popular contemporaries that have since fallen from view. Her poems and letters reveal that she was a highly receptive witness of many phenomena in nineteenth-century popular culture, including imaginative sermons, reform movements, penny newspapers, bestselling novels, and women’s literature. She was unique among American women of her day in the breadth of her awareness of the most experimental tendencies in contemporary American culture. Much of her poetry can be viewed as an individualistic adaptation of popular literary strategies.

For example, she felt the impact of the widespread shift in popular religious discourse from the doctrinal to the imaginative. Between 1800 and 1860, popular sermon style, which had in Puritan times been characterized primarily by theological rigor and restraint of the imagination, came to be dominated by diverting narrative, extensive illustrations, and even colloquial humor.

Many of the central tensions in Dickinson’s poetry result from the collision between the old and the new sermon styles. She was well positioned to feel every tremor produced by the collision. Her father, Edward Dickinson, was an avowed devotee of the old-style doctrinal preaching: he typically called a well-reasoned sermon by the conservative David Aiken “an intellectual feast,” while he branded an imaginative sermon by the more liberal Martin Leland as “Unclean-unclean!” (\textit{YH} I, p. 53; L II:251–2). Edward Dickinson also had a puritanical distaste for light literature. Emily recalled that her father read “lonely & rigorous books” and advised his children to read only the Bible (L II:475).

She had a particularly vivid memory of her brother Austin coming home one day with Longfellow’s novel \textit{Kavanagh}, hiding it under the piano cover, and making hand signs to Emily about the book. When the children later read the novel, their father was incensed. While it may seem strange that so apparently innocent a novel as \textit{Kavanagh} should provoke such a storm, we should recognize how revolutionary the novel was, given the strict doctrinal standards of Edward Dickinson. Longfellow’s novel dramatizes the collapse of theological preaching, represented by the departing Rev. Pendexter, and the ascendancy of imaginative religion, embodied in the handsome
young preacher Arthur Kavanagh. Kavanagh’s piquant pulpit illustrations and stories lead one character to exclaim, “Such sermons! So beautifully written, so different from old Mr. Pendexter’s.” Emily Dickinson mentioned the novel often in her letters and felt a special kinship with the novel’s heroine, Alice Archer, a gloomy, dreamy girl who sublimes her hopeless infatuation for Kavanagh in poetic visions – in much the same way that Emily herself may have been driven to a kind of poetic frenzy by her unrequited passion for a real-life Kavanagh, the Rev. Charles Wadsworth.

Critics have long pondered the Wadsworth-Dickinson relationship, hard evidence of which is frustratingly slim. It is known that while visiting Philadelphia in 1855, during her only trip outside of Massachusetts, Emily most likely was taken to hear Wadsworth preach at Arch Street Presbyterian Church. It is also known that Wadsworth later visited her at least twice in Amherst, that two volumes of his sermons were given to her, that she probably read many of his other sermons in newspaper reprints, and that she developed strong feelings toward him. Some believe that Emily’s great “terror” in 1862 and her incredible poetic productivity that year was a response to Wadsworth’s removal to Calvary Church in San Francisco (hence the double pun involved in Emily’s description of herself as “the Empress of Calvary”). Intriguing as the relationship is, the much-debated issue of Emily’s feelings for Wadsworth is perhaps less relevant than the fact that in the mid-1850s, just at the moment when she was beginning to write serious poetry, she was deeply moved by a preacher who must be regarded as one of the antebellum period’s foremost innovators in American sermon style.

Her response to Wadsworth had been prepared for by her increasing preference for imaginative preaching, often against her father’s wishes. In 1851 she probably went to hear the popular Henry Ward Beecher, who was visiting Amherst giving a lecture, significantly, on “Imagination.” By 1853 she could go into raptures over a notably anecdotal sermon on Judas and Jesus given by the visiting preacher Edwards A. Park, a sermon whose secular emphasis she later described: “It was like a mortal story of intimate young men” (YH i, p. 287). The Martin Leland sermon that her father dismissed as “unclean” was imaginatively liberating for her, as she mimicked Leland’s theatrical manner and repeated sections of the sermon aloud. Also in the early 1850s, she befriended the popular author and editor Josiah G. Holland, whose liberal religious views were criticized by one conservative paper as “creedless, churchless, ministerless Christianity” (YH i, p. 296). By aligning herself with several of the most progressive religious stylists of the day, Emily Dickinson was launching a silent but major rebellion against the doctrinal tradition valued by her father.
Her excitement about Wadsworth, therefore, can be viewed as a natural outgrowth of her increasing attraction to the new religious style. One newspaper compared Wadsworth to an earlier pulpit innovator, John Summerfield, but stressed that “Wadsworth’s style . . . is vastly bolder, his fancy more vivid, and his action more violent . . . [His topics are] peculiar, and quite out of the usual line”; he is typically “rapid, unique and original, often startling his audience . . . with a seeming paradox.” Mark Twain would also be struck by the uniqueness of Wadsworth’s pulpit manner, noting that he would often “get off a first-rate joke” (YH 11, p. 112) and then frown when people started laughing. In short, Wadsworth’s style was adventurous, anecdotal, and very imaginative, with a tendency to the startling and paradoxical. Emily Dickinson once praised his “inscrutable roguery” and seemed to copy his impish style in many poems and in her message to J. G. Holland: “Unless we become as Rogues, we cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven” (L 1:901, 703). The jocular familiarity with which she generally treats divine and biblical images doubtless owes much to the new sermon style that Wadsworth perfected.

It is helpful to know that such imaginative revisions of religion were going on around Dickinson and that she was extraordinarily responsive to them. By her own confession, she came to detest theological preaching (“I hate doctrines!” she declared after one old-fashioned sermon), and she devoured every example of the new religious style that came within her rather limited purview. She once commented that the only way to tell if a poem is good is to ask whether, after reading it, you feel like the top of your head has been taken off. She seemed to apply the same rule to the sermons she attended and the books she read. A religious work, in her eyes, must possess both striking imagery and a sense of ultimacy; theology or moralizing is secondary to the work’s effect upon the imagination. For instance, she disdained three Baptist tracts about “pure little lives, loving God, and their parents, and obeying the laws of the land” – purely secular pious stories that, in her words, “don’t bewitch me any” (L 1:144). In contrast, even though she was skeptical about Christian doctrines, she could revel in the Rev. Aaron Colton’s “enlivening preaching, . . . his earnest look and gesture, his calls of now today” (L 1:120). Similarly, she could be totally captivated by “a splendid sermon” from Edwards A. Park, which left the congregation “so still, the buzzing of a fly would have boomed out like a cannon. And when it was all over, and that wonderful man sat down, people stared at each other, and looked as wan and wild, as if they had seen a spirit, and wondered they had not died” (L 1:272). The combined imagery here of the fly, death, and religion seems to anticipate Dickinson’s famous poem “I heard a Fly buzz – when I died.” At any rate, we should note that in
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both the poem and her letter describing Park’s sermon, it is not theology or Christianity that counts but rather the existential impact of a momentous situation.

What new religious stylists like Wadsworth and Park had finally taught Emily Dickinson is that religion could be freely applied to many secular situations and expressed through startling imagery. Because of Dickinson’s extensive use of witty conceits, many critics have likened her to the metaphysical poets of the Renaissance or to the American Puritan poet Edward Taylor. There is, however, a crucial difference between the metaphysicals and Dickinson: all their creative flights are finally confined by Christian doctrine, whereas she soars adventurously beyond doctrine by mixing the sacred and the secular, the Christian and the pagan. And she had been taught how to achieve this mixture by her popular religious culture.

One of her poetic responses to the new religious style was the redefinition of church, sermons, and worship along totally secular lines. Witness the reduction of religious images to the world in the following stanzas:

```
Some keep the Sabbath going to Church –
I keep it, staying at Home –
With a Bobolink for a Chorister –
And an Orchard, for a Dome –
...
God preaches, a noted Clergyman –
And the sermon is never long
So instead of getting to Heaven, at last –
I’m going, all along. (J 324)
```

This poem may be regarded as a clever adaptation of the antebellum religious style: not only does it shift worship from the church to nature and sing praise to short sermons, but it actually converts God into an entertaining preacher obviously trained in the new sermon style. A similar fusion of the sacred and the secular is visible in the poem that begins “To hear an Oriole sing / May be a common thing – / Or only a divine” (J 526), in which the last phrase arrests the reader with its offhandedly casual treatment of the holy. Sometimes this casualness is taken to playful extremes, as when she refers to God as “Papa above!” watching down upon a “mouse,” who asks for the privilege of living forever “Snug in seraphic Cupboards” (J 61). Among the many other Dickinson poems that daringly reapply sacred imagery are: “These are the days when Birds come back – ” (J 130), “There’s a certain Slant of light” (J 258), and “Mine – by the Right of the White Election!” (J 528). In these poems such images as Holy Communion, sacrament, hymns, and the doctrine of election are detached totally from their sacred referents and fused with either nature or the human psyche. In still other poems she displays a jaunty
freedom with the Bible, as in “The Bible is an antique Volume” (J 1545), which includes a series of secular re-enactments of sacred imagery, such as calling Eden “the ancient Homestead,” Satan “the Brigadier,” and sin “a distinguished Precipice/Others must resist.”

Another fertile seedbed of imagery for Dickinson was temperance literature, which also stimulated many other writers of the American Renaissance, including Whitman, Melville, Thoreau, and Poe. No reform movement had as widespread an influence in antebellum America as temperance. To combat America’s extraordinarily high alcohol consumption, which by 1830 reached the staggering amount of around ten gallons of absolute alcohol per adult citizen annually, waves of temperance orators and writers swept the country between 1835 and 1860.

Although much temperance literature was didactic in a straightforward way, an increasing proportion of it, capitalizing on the popularity of sensational fiction, was lurid and violent in its renderings of alcohol’s ravages. With the rise of the Washingtonians, an organization of reformed drunkards who thrilled the public with their graphic anecdotes about battles with the bottle, the temperance movement became riddled with contradictions and ambiguities. Notorious instances of backsliding – particularly that of the Washingtonian leader John Bartholomew Gough, who in 1845 disappeared for a week and then was found in a whorehouse recovering from an alcoholic binge – gave rise to the oxymoronic character of the “intemperate temperance advocate,” a staple figure of ridicule in subversive popular fiction. George Lippard in his best-selling reform novel The Quaker City sneered at “intemperate Temperance lecturers,” caricaturing them in his portrait of the Rev. F. A. T. Pyne, who snickers, “We temperance folks must have some little excitement after we have forsworn intemperance. When we leave off alcohol, we indulge our systems with a little Opium.” Likewise, George Thompson in Life in Boston and New York presents the hypocritical temperance reformer Bob Towline, who boasts that “for over a year I lectured in public, and got drunk in private – glorious times!” In fiction, the intemperate temperance stereotype eventually produced Mark Twain’s Dauphin, the bald-pated con artist who runs temperance revivals in order to raise funds to buy whiskey.

In verse, this popular character was creatively reworked in the persona of one of Dickinson’s most famous poems, J 214 (“I taste a liquor never brewed – ”), which shows the poet adopting and transforming images and themes of popular temperance reform. This transforming process is visible in the opening verse, where she presents an “I” who is a wonderfully fresh avatar of the intemperate temperance advocate. The speaker is both completely drunk and completely temperate. She can exult in her drunkenness
because hers is a liquor “never brewed,” filling tankards “scooped in Pearl,” an image suggesting the pearl-like whiteness of the air she loves and the extreme preciousness of her love of nature.

Having immediately revised the ironic trope of the intemperate temperance advocate, in the next two verses Dickinson gambols with it, revising several other popular images in the process:

Inebriate of Air – am I –
And Debauchee of Dew –
Reeling – thro endless summer days –
From inns of Molten Blue –

When “Landlords” turn the drunken Bee
Out of Foxglove’s door –
When Butterflies – renounce their “drams” –
I shall but drink the more!

This speaker is not the hypocritical intemperate temperance advocate, publicly sober but privately debauched, but the exultantly open one, proclaiming a debauchery that is allied with the highest form of temperance. Dickinson, who was fully aware of antebellum popular culture in all its dimensions, seems to be intentionally playing on well-known temperance images. A central sequence in Timothy Shay Arthur’s 1854 temperance best-seller *Ten Nights in a Bar-room* involves a landlord, Simon Slade, who kicks out of his saloon the drunken Joe Morgan, who later renounces alcohol due to the ministrations of his dying daughter. Dickinson uses similar imagery in her references to “Landlords’” who turn drunks out their doors and to alcoholics who “renounce their ‘drams.’” Her use of quotation marks underscores the fact that she is “quoting,” or borrowing, images from others – specifically, from temperance writers like Arthur. But she uses these images only to transform them. The drunkard being dismissed here is a bee that has extracted nectar from a flower. The renouncers of drams are butterflies that are leaving their resting places and fluttering through the air. And the “I” watching this beautiful spectacle only gets more and more drunk for having enjoyed it.

Dickinson has carried popular temperance images to a truly new, transcendent space, a fact she enforces in the poem’s closing conceit of seraphs and saints celebrating the “little Tippler” for her intoxication over nature’s bounty emphasizes the poem’s metaphysical dimension. The playful oddity of the hat-swinging angels, the gaping saints, and the girl leaning against the sun gives the poem a metaphorical energy that leaves the reader intoxicated, as it were, with the poet’s imaginativeness.

Dickinson’s creative toying with temperance images continues in poem J 230 (“We – Bee and I – live by the quaffing – ”). Once again, the “I” is the
transformed intemperate temperance advocate, who can openly say that she lives “by quaffing” since her drinking companion is the bee and her “ale” and “burgundy” are beautiful things of nature. When Dickinson writes, ‘Tisn’t all Hock – with us – /Life has its Ale – ,” she is again adopting a popular trope: the italicized “all Hock” was a common phrase used at temperance meetings to urge all present to pledge (“hock”) themselves to sobriety. When the “I” says that she and the bee don’t use the “all Hock” prompt, she is saying that pledges against alcohol are unnecessary for those who understand that life itself “has its Ale.”

Dickinson’s adaptation of popular sources continues to the end of the poem:

Do we “get drunk”?
Ask the jolly Clovers!
Do we “beat” our “Wife”?
I – never wed –
Bee – pledges his – in minute flagons –
Dainty – as the tress – on her deft Head –

While runs the Rhine –
He and I – revel –
First – at the vat – and latest at the Vine –
Noon – our last Cup –
“Found dead” – “of Nectar” –
By a humming Coroner –
In a By-Thyme!

The quotation marks used around several phrases are strategic, for Dickinson is quoting extensively from popular culture. The common temperance trope of the drunken husband who brutalizes his wife is cited in the rhetorical questions “Do we ‘get drunk’?” and “Do we ‘beat’ our ‘Wife’?” The sensationalists’ association of alcohol with death is repeated in the reference to the drunkard “‘Found dead’” by a coroner. The taking of the temperance pledge is recalled in the phrase about one who “pledges his.”

But all of these standard temperance images are couched in paeans to ordinary natural phenomena – bees, clover, nectar, and noontime – that redirect temperance rhetoric toward an affirmation of life itself. The bee and the persona get drunk in their mutual enjoyment of clovers. They revel in “the Rhine,” a pun that associates drinking famous German wine with a love of beautiful landscapes like that of the River Rhine. The standard image in temperance literature of destructive all-day binges is recreated in the persona’s boast of being “First – at the vat – and latest at the Vine – ,” while another
popular theme, the deadly effects of alcohol, is redirected in the images of drinking the “last Cup” of noon, being killed by “Nectar,” and being found by a “humming Coroner,” the bee. By manipulating popular temperance imagery, Dickinson joyously expresses her sense of the intoxicating nature of common experience.

Another popular genre that influenced Dickinson was popular sensational literature, ranging from the crime-filled penny newspapers that arose in the 1830s to the sensational pamphlet fiction that flooded America in the 1840s and 1850s. The antebellum public was fed on an increasingly spicy diet of horror, gore, and perversion in both mass newspapers and the closely allied genres of trial pamphlets and paper-covered adventure novels. Emerson complained that his countrymen spent their time “reading all day murders & railroad accidents” in newspapers. 5 Thoreau, similarly, spoke of the “startling and monstrous events as fill the daily papers.”6 Although sensational literature was not uniquely indigenous, American sensationalists gained a worldwide reputation for special nastiness and grossness. Whitman noted, “Scurrility – the truth may as well be told – is a sin of the American newspaper press.”7 In 1842 a British journalist wrote, “Our press is bad enough . . . But its violence is meekness and even its atrocities are virtues, compared with the system of brutal and ferocious outrage which distinguished the press of America,” a sentiment echoed by the British traveler Emily Faithfull, who declared that “the American newspaper very often startles its more cultured readers with extraordinary sensational headings and the prominence it gives to horrors of all kinds – murders, elopements, divorces, and wickednesses in general.”8

Competing with the penny newspapers were sensational pamphlet novels (often called “romances”) featuring rollicking adventure and outcasts such as pirates, freebooters, and all kinds of criminals. Frequently published in garish yellow covers emblazoned with melodramatic woodcuts and eye-catching black lettering, this action-filled pamphlet fiction, priced cheaply and hawked in street book stalls, caused increasing alarm among conservative commentators. Surveying the sudden popularity of “Yellow Jacket Literature,” one author complained in 1855 that “the popular press is teeming with works of vapid or unhallowed fiction, or grossly immoral books and prints,” noting that in this fiction “the murderer, robber, pirate, swindler, the grog-shop tippler, the lady of fashion, the accomplished rake and libertine, are meritorious characters, held up in a spirit of pride and levity, and surrounded by a ‘halo of emulation.’”9

Dickinson was profoundly aware of these darker dimensions of the American popular mind. It is notable that when she wrote poetry about
popular culture, she was inevitably preoccupied with its violent, disorienting elements, as in poem J 1226 (“The Popular Heart is a Cannon first”). Dickinson recognizes that the “Popular Heart” can be best described in violent images pertaining to war, weapons, drinking, ditches, and prison. The popular culture she perceives is fluid and ever changing, having been torn from both the future (“Not a Tomorrow to know it’s name”) and from historical memory (“Nor a Past to stare”). It is associated with the muddy realm of ditches, and it thrives on diverting crime (“Ditches for Realm and a Trip to Jail/For a Souvenir”).

Her letters of the 1850–3 period show that she was fascinated by sensational literature. The increasing space given in American newspapers to crimes and tragedies was a great source of amused interest to her. In an 1853 letter to Josiah Holland of the Springfield Republican, she declared that the lurid contents of his paper had changed her into a quirky disturber of the peace. “One glimpse of The Republican,” she wrote, “makes me break things again – I read in it every night. Who writes those funny accidents, where railroads meet each other unexpectedly and gentlemen in factories get their heads cut off quite informally? The author, too, relates them in such a sprightly way, that they are quite attractive” (L 1:264). Always hungry for sensational news, she elsewhere thanked her brother Austin for a juicy news clipping about a manslaughter and asked him to send “anything else that’s startling which you may chance to know – I dont think deaths or murders can ever come amiss in a young woman’s journal” (L 1:114). Her tone in these letters captures precisely the combined grossness and offhand levity of sensational newspaper reporting.

The open admission into her consciousness of several popular sensational elements prepared the way for the haunted themes and broken style of her poetry. In a poem written around 1858 (J 8), she creates a horrific atmosphere by describing a wooded road haunted by banditti, a wolf, an owl, a serpent, screaming vultures, and beckoning “satyrs fingers.” A similarly straightforward, monovocal use of sensational images occurs in these verses:

I never hear the word “escape”  
Without a quicker blood.  

(J 77)

or,

Had I a mighty gun  
I think I’d shoot the human race  
And then to glory run!  

(J 118)
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or,

We like a Hairbreadth 'scape
It tingles in the Mind . . .
Like paragraphs of Wind

(J 1175)

Such poems barely rise above the pedestrian sensationalism of penny papers and pamphlet novels. They are full of standard sensational images, including hairbreadth escapes, war, guns, murder, and accidents. Although they bear witness to Dickinson’s fertile imagination, as when she compares the tingling effect of an escape to that of “paragraphs of Wind,” they resemble popular pamphlet fiction in that they revel in action and adventure without pretending to probe deeper meanings.

More characteristically, Dickinson does with sensational literature what she did with religious and temperance rhetoric: she radically personalizes it by redirecting it toward quotidian experience and private emotion. Innovatively, she points out that all of us carry within ourselves narratives more exciting than the most sensational popular romances:

No romance sold unto
Could so enthrall a Man
As perusal of
His Individual One –

(J 669)

She regularly uses the sensational to freshly illuminate themes related to nature, human psychology, and the poetic process. For instance, poem J 11 is a kind of “yellow novel in verse,” featuring sensational images of pirates, buried treasure, and murder threats. Dickinson utilizes these common images not to concoct some adventurous plot but to sing praise to the beauty of a sunset:

I never told the buried gold
Upon the hill – that lies –
I saw the sun – his plunder done
Crouch low to guard his prize.

In this poem the sun is presented as a pirate who leaves on a hill plundered treasure enjoyed by the first person speaker, who assumes the persona of a hidden onlooker. To sustain the mood of excitement, Dickinson develops the pirate conceit over five verses. After shaking off a momentary fear of being killed by the pirate-sun, the onlooker marvels over the pirate’s “wondrous booty” (the sunlight on the hill), consisting of “the fairest ingots/That ever kissed the spade!” Playfully, the onlooker wonders whether to “keep the secret” of the pirate treasure or reveal it, worrying that, as she tries to decide,
“Kidd will sudden sail” (the sun will depart). She ends by trying to come up with a suitable division of the spoils between herself and Kidd, the more famous pirate:

Could a shrewd advise me
We might e’en divide –
Should a shrewd betray me –
Atropos decide!

If here her persona is that of a pirate’s co-conspirator, elsewhere it is that of a criminal. In poem J 23, she poses as a thief:

I robbed the Woods –
The trusting Woods. . . .
I scanned their trinkets curious –
I grasped – I bore away!

Through such pointed redirection of sensational images, Dickinson suggests that criminality is exciting not for its own sake, as a source of mere diversion or fantasy, but for its usefulness as a vehicle for wresting beauty and meaning from everyday experience. If here she “robs” nature, elsewhere she poses as the victim, rather than the perpetrator, of crime. In poem J 42, for instance, nature is the invasive criminal threatening the speaker, who cries, “A Day! Help! Help! Another Day!”

Dickinson’s most successful applications of sensational images occur where she directs such images inward, using them as metaphors for the recesses of the psyche. If popular novelists terrified readers with vividly described horrific settings, she took the new step of reminding readers that the scariest rooms lay within. “One need not be a Chamber – to be Haunted – ,” she writes. “The Brain has Corridors – surpassing/ Material place” (J 670). It’s far safer, she continues, to meet at midnight an “External Ghost” or to be chased galloping through an abbey by some would-be assassin than to confront “That Cooler Host, . . . one’s a’self.” The most appalling terrors spring from the fantasies and aggressions lurking within:

Ourself behind ourself, concealed –
Should startle most –
Assassin hid in our Apartment
Be Horror’s least.

This theme of the horror within the mind is echoed in several other Dickinson poems, as when she describes “The Loneliness whose worst alarm/ Is lest itself shall see” (J 777). Internalizing adventure imagery, she writes elsewhere,
By finding psychological equivalents of sensationalism, Dickinson fashions vistas more horrifying than anything in popular fiction. This becomes clear when we compare a gory image in sensational fiction with a similar one in Dickinson’s poetry. In the quintessential sensation novel, George Lippard’s 1845 best-seller *The Quaker City*, the villainous protagonist, Devil Bug, gleefully dashes out the brains of an old woman by swinging her body like a hammer on a brass andiron. The scene is described in typically graphic fashion. “The brains of the old woman,” Lippard writes, “lay scattered over the hearth, and the body which Devil-Bug raised in the air, was a headless trunk, with the bleeding fragments of a face and skull, clinging to the quivering neck” (p. 241). As ghastly as this scene is, it lacks the resonant painfulness of Dickinson’s poem “I felt a Cleaving in my Mind” (J 937).

In Lippard’s handling, the dashing out of brains is external to the reader’s consciousness, because it results from the perverse criminality of a murderous character. Dickinson converts the dashing out of brains into a metaphor for losing one’s mind. Recalling a bewildering psychological episode, the speaker describes a “Cleaving” in her mind, “As if my Brain had split.” The unclear referent of “I tried to match it – Seam by Seam – ,” where “it” could refer both to the mind and the brain, casts ambiguity over the remaining lines, in which the mind’s unraveling, “Like Balls – upon a floor,” has gory overtones of a brain being splattered. But the image of the splattered brain is far more excruciating in Dickinson than in Lippard, since it connotes severe mental trauma, not just aberrant criminal activity.

A similar psychological reinterpretation of sensational images occurs in the famous poem that begins, “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain” (J 280). Again, a comparison with Lippard’s *The Quaker City* reveals Dickinson’s improvements on the sensational mode. Lippard had taken sensationalism to new extremes of irrationalism, going beyond even his friend Poe in his exploration of the distortions of time and space caused by the excited fancy. For example, his description of Devil-Bug’s dystopic dream of the future of Philadelphia begins with a nightmarish vision of “a hazy atmosphere, with coffins floating slowly past, and the stars shining through the eyes of skulls, and the sun pouring his livid light straight downward into a wilderness of new-made graves which extended yawning and dismal over the surface of a boundless plain.” Next Devil-Bug sees the sun assume the shape of a skeleton-head, surrounded by stars, “each star gleaming through the orbless
socket of a skull, and the blood-red moon went sailing by, her crescent face, rising above a huge coffin which floated through the livid air like a barque from hell” (p. 370). Pre-surrealistic in its oddness, Lippard’s novel resembles its main setting, Monk Hall, a labyrinthine structure riddled with trap doors that are always opening beneath the reader’s feet, sending him tumbling “down, down, down” (in Devil-Bug’s oft-repeated words) into another dimension.

Dickinson experiments with a similar range of imagery, involving death, coffins, time/space distortion, and headlong plunges into other dimensions. But by gathering all these Lippardian phenomena into the consciousness of a first-person speaker, she gives them entirely fresh connotations. The fact that the speaker “felt a Funeral, in my Brain” [my italics] points the poem in two directions simultaneously: first, toward a delineation of an actual funeral service, followed by passage into the after-life; and second, toward a description of a descent into madness, followed by the collapse of reason. The “I” of the poem, like the personae of several other Dickinson poems, could be recalling her own funeral, with mourners “treading – treading –,” sitting down at a service, and finally carrying out the coffin, at which point the speaker’s soul passes alone into the silent, infinite other world described in the last two verses. At the same time, the “I” could be reliving a terrifying time when it felt as though she were losing her mind. This psychological interpretation is reinforced by a succession of phrases – “in my Brain,” “My Mind was going numb –,” “creak across my Soul” – that point to the possibility that the “Funeral” here signifies the death of the speaker’s rationality and normalcy. In this light, the last two verses, in which the speaker feels “Wrecked, solitary” as “a Plank in Reason, broke,” point to the utter alienation and confusion of the insane person.

The last three lines,

And I dropped down, and down –
And hit a World, at every plunge,
And Finished knowing – then –

bring the poem’s two major themes to apt culmination. As a conclusion to a death poem, these lines portray the soul, cast into the unknowable after-life, hurtling into infinite space and time. As an end to a psychological poem, they suggest the mind plunging without direction toward chaos, until the speaker has “Finished knowing” – i.e., lost the ability to understand anything. On both levels of meaning, the image of dropping “down, and down” and hitting “a World, at every plunge” has far more resonance than does Lippard’s account of people falling “down, down, down” through the trap doors of the
multilayered Monk Hall. For Lippard, the arch-sensationalist, the downward plunge of the murder victim is one more bloody plot twist designed to amuse thrillseekers. For Dickinson, the explorer of death and the human mind, the downward plunge of the speaker is a frightening tumble into ineffable mysteries.

Having surveyed a number of the cultural elements that fed into Dickinson’s poetry, it is fitting to conclude by considering her in light of other American women writers, whose best works constituted a real literary flowering between 1858 and 1866, the very years that were by far her most productive as a poet. These years saw, on the one hand, the temporary diminution of the organized women’s rights activity that had begun at Seneca Falls, New York in 1848 and, simultaneously, a search for more literary ways of expressing women’s rage and fantasies. It was a period of extreme self-consciousness about the proliferation of varied women’s roles in American culture. Mary Louise Hankins’s Women of New York (1860) described no fewer than thirty-two kinds of American women – including, significantly, the confidence woman, who could playfully act out all the other women’s roles with devilish ease. The variability Hankins perceived was enacted by women writers who took pride in literary acts of self-transformation and manipulation. In characterization, this pride was projected in characters like Medora Fielding in Lillie Devereux Blake’s Southwold (1859) or Jean Muir of Louisa May Alcott’s Behind a Mask (1866), canny heroines who avenge women’s wrongs by feigning virtue. In plot, it produced broken narrative patterns. In theme, it was evidenced by a growing preoccupation with doubt and negativity. In style, it gave rise to minimalism, ellipsis, and compaction. Intrinsic to this women’s literature was a belief in the tormented but dauntless core self of the woman artist, lying below all gender roles and regulating them at will, asserting its power through waspish imagery and daring to tackle universal themes that lay beyond myth or gender. Given the extreme fertility of this historical moment in American women’s culture, it is perhaps understandable that fully sixty-two percent of the almost 1,800 poems Dickinson was to write in her lifetime were produced in the 1858–66 period.

Dickinson had special affinities with the authors of the so-called “literature of misery,” the genre named and described by Samuel Bowles, the energetic editor she knew well.10 If the women authors of the literature of misery sought to establish an artistic middle ground between the effetely conventional and the openly feminist, so Emily Dickinson explicitly rejected the “Dimity Convictions” of traditionalists and the public methods of women’s rights activists, while she made the era’s boldest quest for specifically artistic exhibitions of woman’s power. If other women writers typically hid
behind shifting literary masks, Dickinson played so many roles, from the childlike “Daisy” to the regal “Empress,” that it becomes difficult to identify her actual, biographical self. If they often shifted tone and perspective in successive sketches or chapters, Dickinson regularly did so in successive verses, lines, and even words. If their experimental style was attacked as crude and formless, so was Dickinson’s, as is most famously evidenced by Thomas Wentworth Higginson’s complaint about her “spasmodic” style. If their work grew principally from the severe inward pain that gave the literature of misery its name, some of Dickinson’s best poetry had a similar source, as suggested by verses in which she describes grief or pain as exhilarating: one thinks especially of the poem “I can wade Grief – / Whole pools of it –” (J.252). If along with this pain went a heady confidence in the creative act as the American woman’s surest means of self-assertion, Dickinson too was nourished by this confidence, inherited partly from her father (an advocate of women’s education and an outspoken admirer of the pioneering woman writer Catharine Sedgwick) and manifested continually by Dickinson’s unparalleled poetic innovations. If they had redirected radical-democrat energies toward a search for a gender-free literary reality, Dickinson consummated this search in poetry that strains always toward the universal, poetry that reflects her great radical-democrat declaration: “My Country is Truth . . . It is a very free Democracy.”

In addition to these overall affinities between Emily Dickinson and other American women writers, there are more specific connections in the area of imagery and themes. Her repeated use of volcano imagery, for instance, is very much in the vein of the literature of misery. A basic assumption of this literature is that since women’s energies were allowed no viable outlet, they gathered in upon themselves and lay burning inwardly, always threatening to erupt through a placid exterior. The heroines of the literature of misery often looked like sweet moral exemplars but raged inwardly with the ferocity of women victims bent on revenge. This fusion of docile and fiery qualities is summed up by a character in Sara Parton’s Ruth Hall (1856), who generalizes, “Whenever – you – see – a – blue-eyed – soft-voiced – gentle – woman, – look – out – for a hurricane. I tell you that placid Ruth is a smouldering volcano.” In Blake’s Southwold, the author describes Medora Fielding in a typical moment: “No one could have guessed that the calm indifference of her manner concealed a volcano of rage and scorn.” The heroine of another novel, L’eoline, declares, “A woman made reckless by wrongs, is without compassion,” since beneath her gentle exterior lies “a spirit fearless and relentless as the untamed tigress.” Even the style of the literature of misery was a kind of dormant volcano, frequently muted and quietly imagistic but always with explosive implications.
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Dickinson brought a full self-consciousness to the use of volcano imagery, recognizing that it applied both to women’s lives and to women’s literary style. Her sensitivity to these interrelated levels of meaning is powerfully captured in the first lines of the successive verses of poem J 601:

A still – Volcano – Life –

...A quiet – Earthquake Style –

...The Solemn – Torrid – Symbol –

These lines are a highly compressed, self-reflexive enactment of the thematic and stylistic polarities of American women’s literature. Dickinson’s irregular prosody, with its ubiquitous dashes and caesurae, shows rhythm and structure being shattered by the pressure of vehement emotion brought under severe restraint, a stylistic feature common in the literature of misery (witness, for example, the pre-Dickinsonian pauses in the above-quoted passage from *Ruth Hall* on “a – blue-eyed – soft-voiced – gentle – woman, – ”). In Dickinson’s case, there is evidence that confirms the connection between volcano imagery and women’s issues. At a key moment in the longest of her three “Master” letters she communicates the extreme tensions created by her buried feelings as follows: “Vesuvius dont talk – Etna – don’t – ” (L II:374). Although most generalizations about her character and personal life are tentative at best, the one that certainly holds true is that her extraordinary passional and intellectual powers were inevitably repressed and deflected, gaining full expression only in cryptic, loaded metaphors. It appears, therefore, that there is personal and gender-specific import in such famous Dickinson images as “Vesuvius at Home” (J 1705), “the reticent volcano” (J 1748), and “On my volcano grows the grass” (J 1677). We might be tempted to look for specific biographical sources for Dickinson’s volcano imagery (such as the much discussed issue of a possible homoerotic attraction to her sister-in-law Susan Gilbert Dickinson), but more significant than such psychoanalytic guesswork is the realization that, whatever the personal motivations behind individual poems, Dickinson frequently discovered new applications for the volcano, one of the most common images in American women’s writings.

Those who focus narrowly on a few Dickinson poems that seem directly feminist or on particular personality quirks that make Dickinson appear to be a nineteenth-century madwoman do not truly account for her stature as a paradigmatic American woman writer. Her real representativeness lies in her incomparable flexibility, her ability to be, by turns, coy, fierce, domestic, romantic, protofeminist, antifeminist, prudish, and erotic. She militantly
asserted her creativity through ingenious metaphorical play and through brash imaginings of a gender-free literary reality. In this sense, of course, she was much like other authors of the American Women’s Renaissance who evaded simple gender categories by freely combining the stereotypes generated by their culture, just as she shared their philosophical adventurousness and devotion to technique. But in Dickinson these common principles are so greatly exaggerated and intensified that they produce a wholly new kind of literature. Other women writers’ manipulations of female stereotypes pale beside her endless adaptations and truly innovative fusions of these stereotypes. Their questions about religion and philosophy seem timid next to her leaps into an indefinite realm beyond all religion and philosophy. Their affirmations of women’s creativity through stylistic experimentation are tentative when compared with her unremitting quest for the startling metaphor, the unusual rhyme, the odd caesura.

Even when she deals directly with gender issues, clear statement on these issues is abrogated on behalf of jaunty stylistic gamesmanship, signaled by tonal fusions and shocking images. Take the poem “I’m ‘wife’ – I’ve finished that” (J 199; c. 1860). Some critics have interpreted this as a wry, anti-marriage poem extremely unusual in a day when marriage was extolled as the highest good. The fact is that American women’s wrongs literature had long portrayed the suffering of wives. Indeed, the year before Dickinson wrote the above poem there had appeared a dark women’s novel, *The Autobiography of a Married Woman*, whose heroine becomes so disillusioned with marriage that she exclaims, “O, mothers! Train your daughters to self-reliance, and not to feel that they are to marry simply because everybody does marry. . . . There are very few happy marriages; there can be but few, where interest and self-love form the tie.”

Dickinson’s poem stands out not for any new statement about marriage it might contain but for its playful fusion of the opposing views on marriage that were circulating in American culture. One view, related to the conventional ethos of domestic fiction, was that marriage was a state of heavenly bliss and of remarkable power for women. In Dickinson’s own life, this idealization of domesticity was reflected in her well-known enjoyment of housekeeping activities and in certain statements in her letters, such as her 1851 message to Susan Gilbert: “Home is a holy thing – nothing of doubt or distrust can enter it’s blessed portals” (L 1:150). In the poem, this view is enforced by the images of the home as heaven and the wife as “Czar” and “Woman” – images that invest the marriage relation with both bliss and power for women. The contrasting view, related to the outlook on marriage held by many suffragists and women’s wrongs authors, saw marriage as an unequal state in which women suffered a range of ills, from economic
deprivation to loss of independence. In Dickinson’s life, this hostility to marriage was reflected in her indomitable spinsterhood and in direct cries of protest in letters, such as her exclamatory note to Abiah Root, “God keep me from what they call households,” or her early comment to Susan Gilbert that their unmarried state must seem enviable to “the wife, . . . sometimes the wife forgotten” (L 199, 210). In the poem above, the anti-marriage view is crystallized in subtle images, such as “soft Eclipse” and “Stop there!” suggesting the termination of a woman's independence in marriage.

Dickinson was not the first American writer to incorporate both positive and negative views of marriage. Sara Parton, the author whose “spicy passages” Dickinson had read to her father, had done this in successive sketches in Fern Leaves, and many women writers of the 1850s had studied tensions between womanly independence and heterosexual love. Dickinson was perhaps the first, however, to fuse contrasting views in a single text and in individual metaphors. The literary fusion enables her to achieve a far more complete view of marriage than was advanced by either the pro-marriage or anti-marriage groups. The message, if any can be gleaned, is that marriage is a heavenly state of power in which women gain safety and comfort but, at the same time, lose the painful but exhilarating self-sufficiency of maidenhood. More important than the poem’s message, however, is its stylistic power. How concisely Dickinson communicates the treatment of wife as the husband’s objective possession through the quotation marks around “wife” and “Woman”! How subtle are the tonal shifts in the poem, as the persona wavers between enthusiasm and skepticism about marriage! How potently does the phrase “soft Eclipse” communicate that cushioned banality she envisages in marriage! As always in Dickinson’s poetry, the greatest triumphs here are stylistic.

Given Dickinson’s literary aims, it is not surprising that she directly rejected women’s rights and was notably inconsistent on women’s issues. In the course of her close relationship with Thomas Wentworth Higginson she never showed interest in one of his favorite reforms, women’s rights, and when the progressive popular novelist Elizabeth Stuart Phelps wrote to her in 1872 asking for her aid in the women’s cause, she burned Phelps’s letter and mailed her a flat refusal. This indifference to political feminism was part and parcel of serious authorship during the American Women’s Renaissance. It is no accident that Dickinson’s most productive literary period was in the early 1860s, for this was the moment when all women’s rights activity was suspended. As early as 1858, outside opposition and internal dissension had created a notable diminution of suffrage activity, and the Civil War brought a complete cessation of women’s conventions between February 1861 and May 1866. Dickinson’s earliest (and many of her best) poems were written.
between 1858 and 1866, precisely the years that produced some of the finest works of Lillie Devereux Blake, Elizabeth Stoddard, Rebecca Harding Davis, Louisa May Alcott, Alice and Phoebe Cary, and Harriet Prescott Spofford. Was Dickinson conscious that she was a member of this pioneering literary sisterhood? Little evidence survives to give us a sure answer, but her comments about one of these authors—Harriet Prescott Spofford—show that she was more moved by contemporary American women’s writing than by any other favorite classic authors, even Shakespeare. After she finished the last installment of Spofford’s story “The Amber Gods” (in the February 1860 issue of the Atlantic) she begged her sister-in-law to send her everything Spofford wrote. “The Amber Gods,” an imaginative tale involving mysterious amber beads and frustrated love, elicited this high compliment from Dickinson: “It is the only thing I ever read in my life that I didn’t think I could have imagined myself” (YH ii, p. 6) She was even more affected by Spofford’s “Circumstance” (1860), a story about a woman alone in the Maine woods who fends off a half-human “Indian beast” by singing to him. Dickinson was so haunted by the story that she wrote to Higginson in 1862: “I read Miss Prescott’s ‘Circumstance,’ but it followed me, in the Dark – so I avoided her –” (L ii:404). Coming from a woman who believed that literature should be bewitching and devastating, this was high praise.

Whatever cross-influences between Dickinson and the other women writers may have existed, it is certain that she absorbed their overall goal of depoliticizing women’s discourse and shifting creative energy away from monolithic expression toward flexible impersonation. She took to a new extreme the liberating manipulation of female stereotypes. In successive poems she assumed with ease an array of shifting personae: the abandoned woman (“Heart! We will forget him!” J 47); the loving wife (“Forever at His side to walk –” J 246); the fantasist of erotic ecstasy (“Wild Nights – Wild Nights!” J 49); the acerbic satirist of conventional women (“What Soft – Cherubic Creatures – / These Gentlewomen are – ,” J 401); the expectant bride on the eve of her wedding (“A Wife – at Daybreak I shall be – ,” J 461); the sullen rejecter of a lover (“I cannot live with You,” J 40).

This is, of course, only a small sampling of other countless poses. We should not be concerned that these poses frequently contradict each other and that several of them seem far more conservative or obsequious to males than might be expected from the strongest woman poet in the English language. Instead, we should recognize her elusiveness as the major ingredient of her artistry and of her representativeness as a writer of the American Women’s Renaissance. If Sara Parton’s “Floy” showed her power by sending impossibly mixed signals to baffled male reviewers, if Blake’s Medora Fielding and Alcott’s Jean Muir took vindictive pride in never showing a true face to men,
if the “confidence woman” in Hankins’s *Women of New York* proudly impersonated every female stereotype, Dickinson outdid them all by donning an unparalleled variety of masks behind which the core self lay as an ever-present but always invisible manipulator. Even in letters to confidants, Dickinson was quick to hide behind personae and to point up the totally fictive nature of other poetic poses. As she wrote to Higginson in 1862, “When I state myself, as the Representative of the Verse – it does not mean me – ” (L 11:412). For Dickinson, all women’s stereotypes become matters of literary theater and metaphorical play.

A result of this endless capacity for manipulation was her unusual fusion of female stereotypes, which is particularly visible in “My Life had stood – a Loaded Gun – ” (J 754). A common stereotype in popular fiction was the adventure feminist, the tough woman who could survive extreme physical peril and outbrave men in battle. We have seen that another image associated with women, the volcano, was commonly used in the literature of misery to represent the quiet but inwardly explosive woman who was denied a viable outlet for her energies. The first stereotype enacted fantasies of power; the second reflected the realities of repression and powerlessness. In her poem Dickinson takes the wholly original step of fusing these contrary images. On the one hand, the “I” of the poem is the ultimate adventure feminist, the omnipotent aggressor who does all the hunting and speaking for her master and always guards him from danger. On the other hand, she has a “Vesuvian face” that signals the total repression of her aggressions in deference to him. Whether or not the man here referred to as “Owner” is the intended recipient of Dickinson’s pained “Master” letters, the poem makes it clear that Dickinson is conjuring up an adventure-feminist fantasy and, simultaneously, suggesting the suspicion that this imagined power is an illusion. A loaded gun is not useful until it is fired, just as the “I” of the poem gains power only when carried off by her master. The fantasies and frustrations the “I” embodies, however, are secondary to the potency of the poem itself. This ingenious fusion of contradictory female stereotypes sets off a string of lively metaphorical associations that themselves constitute the aggressiveness of the woman writer.

Dickinson’s most sophisticated poems are those in which she permits imagery from radically different cultural arenas to come together in an explosive metaphorical center. In some other women’s writings of the 1850s, such as Parton’s *Ruth Hall* and Cary’s *Married, Not Mated*, disparate cultural images are juxtaposed in single texts, creating a certain density and stylistic innovativeness. In Dickinson’s poetry, such contrasting images are consistently fused in single stanzas, even in single words, so that they radiate with fresh suggestions – and create intriguing puzzles for would-be interpreters.
Notice the poetic fusions in the famously cryptic poem “Mine – by the Right of the White Election!” (J 528). In this poem, negative images reminiscent of sensational literature (“Scarlet prison,” “Bars,” “Veto,” “Grave’s Repeal”) are fused with affirmative, ecstatic religious imagery (“White Election,” “Vision,” “Confirmed,” “Delirious Charter!”). The lack of a clear referent for “Mine” points up the radical open-endedness of meaning that results from the creative fusion of opposing cultural elements. Dickinson had profited immensely from her earlier awareness of different progressive phenomena in popular culture: on the one hand, the sensational writings that had featured prisons, death, and blood; on the other hand, relaxed religious discourse, which suddenly became available for creative recombination with secular imagery. Dickinson grafts together the two kinds of imagery and retains the ultimacy of vision that had long governed her ponderings of large issues. Dickinson’s wholly original fusion of contrasting types of images in dense poetry truly distinguishes her. If, as many critics believe, “Mine” refers to the poetic gift, it may be said that Dickinson is fully justified for the boasting, assertive tone of this poem. Through reconstructive fusion, she had managed to create a poem that salvages both the sensational and the religious by bringing them together and infusing them with a new emotional intensity and metaphysical resonance.

A similar intensification through poetic fusion occurs in one of her most famous love poems, “Wild Nights – Wild Nights!” (J 249). It is not known whether Dickinson had read any of the erotic literature of the day or if she knew of the stereotype of the sensual woman. Given her fascination with sensational journalism and with popular literature in general, it is hard to believe she would not have had at least some exposure to erotic literature. At any rate, her treatment of the daring theme of woman’s sexual fantasy in this deservedly famous poem bears comparison with erotic themes as they appeared in popular sensational writings. The first stanza of the poem provides an uplifting or purification of sexual fantasy not distant from the effect of Walt Whitman’s cleansing rhetoric, which was consciously designed to counteract the prurience of what he called the “love plot” of much popular fiction. Dickinson’s repeated phrase “Wild Nights” is a simple but dazzling metaphor that communicates wild passion – even lust – but simultaneously lifts sexual desire out of the scabrous by fusing it with the natural image of the night. The second verse introduces a second nature image, the turbulent sea and the contrasting quiet port, which at once universalizes the passion and purifies it further through abstract metaphor. Also, the second verse makes clear that this is not a poem of sexual consummation but rather of pure fantasy and sexual impossibility. Unlike popular erotic literature, the poem portrays neither a consummated seduction nor the heartless deception that it involves.
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There is instead a pure, fervent fantasy whose frustration is figured forth in the contrasting images of the ocean (the longed-for-but-never-achieved consummation) and the port (the reality of the poet’s isolation). The third verse begins with an image, “Rowing in Eden,” that further uplifts sexual passion by yoking it with a religious archetype. Here, as elsewhere, Dickinson capitalizes nicely on the new religious style, which made possible such fusions of the divine and the earthly. The persona’s concluding wish to “moor” in the sea expresses the sustained intense sexual longing and the simultaneous frustration of that longing. In the course of the poem, Dickinson has communicated great erotic passion, and yet, by effectively projecting this passion through unusual images of nature and religion, has rid it of even the tiniest residue of sensationalism.

It is fair to generalize from these and other letters that Dickinson was unique among American women of her day in the breadth of her awareness of the most experimental tendencies in contemporary American culture. Her excitement over press reports of tragedies, her attraction to the new religious style, and her interest in women’s writing all reveal a sensibility that was absorbing various kinds of popular images. Dickinson recognized the need for an artistic form that would serve to control and fuse these often contradictory elements. She appropriated the iambic rhythms and simple verse patterns of English hymnody, which had been famously utilized in the Isaac Watts hymns she knew from childhood, as controlling devices to lend structure and resonance to these disparate themes.

In her poetry, therefore, Dickinson was both inscribing her culture and personalizing it. She was that rare oxymoronic being, a private-public poet.

NOTES

2 Springfield Republican, October 22, 1850; reprinted from the New York Evening Post.
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14 *The Una*, June 1855.
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**GUIDE TO FURTHER READING**


In 1881, Emily Dickinson wrote to her friend Elizabeth Luna Chapin Holland, including news of her brother Austin’s having hired a day-laborer to help with work around the family property. Since the death of their father, Edward, in 1874, Austin had been responsible for running both the Homestead in Main Street that Emily lived in with her sister Lavinia and their mother, and the Evergreens next door, occupied by himself, his wife, Susan Gilbert Dickinson, and their children:

We have a new Black Man and are looking for a Philanthropist to direct him, because every time he presents himself, I run, and when the Head of the Nation shies, it confuses the Foot –

When you read in the “Massachusetts items” that he has eaten us up, a memorial merriment will invest these preliminaries.

Together, these two short paragraphs serve as a convenient introduction to the compound of issues that are central to this essay. At one level, they seem undeniably racist: the man is identified by his colour only; Dickinson associates him with the lowest part of the body and herself with the higher mind; and she jokes about him being a primitive cannibal. In addition, she pokes fun at philanthropists, or anyone whose political agenda includes wanting to help people who are economically, ethnically, politically, sexually, or socially disadvantaged. The writing also enables fairly precise co-ordinates of class to be traced. The laborer is referred to as a “Foot,” and such a term (however ironically deployed) derives some of its force from a long tradition in conservative thinking whereby parts of the human body were used to illustrate and justify hierarchical relations in society. The head thinks, the foot walks and works: each has its own function, designed by nature (which is designed in turn by God). Since the parts of the body were fixed, and could not be moved around, they supported the argument that the members...
of the body politic ought similarly to remain in the class to which they
were born. “What if the foot,” asked Pope, “ordain’d the dust to tread,/ Or
hand to toil, aspir’d to be the head?” And he continued, “Just as absurd
for any part to claim/ To be another, in this gen’ral frame:/ Just as absurd,
to mourn the tasks or pains/ The great directing MIND of ALL ordains.”
In short, what the letter tells us is something less obvious than that the
Dickinsons were sufficiently privileged to be able to employ people to work
physically on their behalf (thus freeing Emily to do other things, such as to
write amusing letters about those whose service freed her). It tells us further
that she described herself to friends in ways that uncritically accepted the
propriety of this stratification.

At the same time, “confusing the foot” can be thought of less literally
as an appropriate way of describing Dickinson’s formal and linguistic prac-
tices as a poet, as a person who writes in meter (or feet). Dickinson has
long been thought of as a literary subversive, someone who disrupts lan-
guage in order to further subvert authority and reason. Her rejection of con-
ventional meter, rhyme, punctuation and grammar; her refusal to publish
(in the conventional sense of committing her work to distribution in printed
editions); and her elimination of dates and titles are familiar elements of
claims to non-conformity made on her behalf. The critic L. C. Knights is
representative when he observes that Dickinson’s “frequent use of dashes,
instead of the conventional punctuation . . . has the effect of breaking down
categories with their implication of fixed meanings and relations.”
To what extent this challenge to poetic or linguistic orthodoxy can be formu-
lated as a radical social and political stance may be a matter of debate.
For some, Dickinson’s comfortable and uncontested status as a member of
one of Amherst’s leading families does not fit seamlessly with descriptions
of her either as a discursive revolutionary or as a lyric spokeswoman for
liberal egalitarianism. Whereas the nineteenth century in America is char-
acterized by, among other things, the aggregated emergence of women as
a public, political but non-institutional pressure group, Dickinson’s life is
characterized by withdrawal and non-intervention. Whereas Dickinson’s
friend, Helen Hunt Jackson, involved herself in the plight of the Native
Americans of Southern California, castigating Federal policy towards them
first in Century of Dishonor, and subsequently in Ramona, Dickinson con-
centrated on poems of the subjective imagination. Whereas for some middle-
class women of northern European descent prose fiction functioned as an
extension of other reform activities, lyric poetry was the genre most removed
from social and political engagement.

And yet, indifference can be formulated as a political relation or act, the
absence of any serious treatment of social subjects a sign that these things
were regarded as unimportant or irrelevant to a life of reasonable privilege. If
the poetry can be accused implicitly of being the expression of a literary con-
sciousness that seems distant from considerations of economic necessity and
the antagonisms of class and ethnicity, the letters (and not just the early ones)
show a similar indifference to current affairs. On the rare occasions when
Dickinson does speak to such issues, she is dismissive or whimsical. “Do you
know of any nation about to besiege South Hadley?” she wrote from Mount
Holyoke Seminary (L 16). Such comments betray a characteristic attitude
to political unrest or upheaval, a confidence in history’s failure to interrupt
the important aspects of an advantaged life. Like the excerpt from the letter
above, the tone of Dickinson’s comments about the lives of servants, im-
migrants, condemned prisoners, the victims of industrial accidents and the
fatally ill children of the poor is generally comic, and this is significant in
itself. At least traditionally, comedy is the genre of the low, the non-serious,
while tragedy, the higher genre, is reserved elsewhere for the circumstances
of her own life and the lives of those she cared about.

I have just seen a funeral procession go by of a negro baby, so if my ideas are
rather dark you need not marvel. . . .

Father remarks quite briefly that “he thinks they have found their master,”
mother bites her lips, and fears you “will be rash with them” and Vinnie and
I say masses for poor Irish boys souls. So far as I am concerned I should like to
have you kill some – they are so many now, there is no room for the Americans,
and I cant think of a death that would be more after my mind than scientific
destruction, scholastic dissolution, there’s something lofty in it, it smacks of
going up!

It rains in the Kitchen, and Vinnie trades Blackberries with a Tawny girl –
Guess I wont go out. My Jungle fronts on Wall St.

Poor fellow, how he warmed when I gave him your message! The red reached
clear to his beard, he was so gratified; and Maggie stood as still for hers as a
puss for patting. The hearts of these poor people lie so unconcealed you bare
them with a smile.

Dick’s Maggie is wilting. Awkward little flower, but transplanting makes it fair.

Of Miss P—— I know but this, dear. She wrote me in October, requesting me
to aid the world by my chirrup more . . . I replied declining. She did not write to
me again – she might have been offended, or perhaps is extricating humanity
from some hopeless ditch.

I am glad that you are not hung – like the “Mollie Maguires,” tho’ doubtless
heinous as themselves – in a sweet way –
Catalogues such as this are misleading, of course, for by removing statements from their epistolary and biographical contexts one exaggerates and distorts their proportion and significance. The attitudes expressed are unpleasant, but not everyone who casually repeats stereotypes to close friends would necessarily endorse or promote these seriously otherwise. But the above list is nonetheless useful in allowing us to formulate the premise of a remarkable and fairly consistent lack of political correctness in Dickinson’s epistolary writings. Generally speaking, it is true to say that Emily Dickinson was contemptuous of progressive movements and unconcerned by the social inequalities they attempted to redress, uninterested in the plight of Native and African-Americans, hostile to the Irish who did not work for her family (and patronising to those who did). She jokes about the hanging of the Molly Maguires (a secret organization of Irish miners in Pennsylvania, members of which were executed at various stages between June 1877 and January 1879), and compares the death of a flower with the death of a servant’s child. In a famous comment to Thomas Wentworth Higginson, she disparaged those townspeople going past the Homestead as unthinking masses (L 342a). She completely ignored the largest mass execution in the legal history of the United States, in 1862, when thirty-eight Santee Sioux Indians were hanged in Mankato, Minnesota, for their roles in an uprising sparked by chronic shortages in food, clothing, and fuel. This list of slights and oversights is by no means comprehensive, but it usefully illustrates what Dickinson is uninterested by: ethnic injustices, martial and political conflict, urban and industrial conditions, and the real lives and deaths of the lower classes.

There is no reason, of course, why Dickinson should have been reform-minded, or more politically sound – no reason either why she should have written about the Civil War, or economic and ethnic parity. Nonetheless, these were perfectly respectable and even popular subjects for women writers. This is important, because one of the reasons forwarded for Dickinson’s alleged indifference to political and economic issues lies less with her class than with her gender. At this point, it might be useful to return to the excerpted letter with which this essay began. Although Emily and Lavinia Dickinson lived alone in the Homestead with their invalid mother, it was Austin who had responsibility for the financial management of their household. Like his father and grandfather before him, Austin worked as a lawyer, sat on the Town Council at various periods, was associated with Amherst College, and involved himself with important civic projects, such as helping
to design Amherst Common and the Wildwood Cemetery. His movements and opinions were often matters of public record and reported in local newspapers. Emily, according to the Censuses that coincided with various periods of her life, was “at home,” and her movements and opinions were visible mainly to close members of her family, recorded (if at all) in private correspondence.

In short, one can hardly blame the disenfranchised for feeling unable, or refusing, to take seriously historical events and experiences from which they were largely excluded. Indeed, another explanation for the egregiously comic tone of comments made about occurrences that are not obviously comic in themselves might simply be that, as a woman, Dickinson had never been encouraged or expected to discourse authoritatively on happenings of that kind. Such topics lay outside the sphere of a woman’s influence or interest as these were defined by nineteenth-century, middle- and upper-class white society, so that the absence of seriousness may be a symptom rather than a cause. That is to say, Dickinson wrote lightly because she had been brought up to expect her opinions about these matters not to be taken or expressed seriously. The comedy may be conditioned or defensive, then: it is the most appropriate genre for people – including women – who felt that they had no right to involve themselves with such subjects in the first place.

Any evaluation of Dickinson’s political position involves recognizing that she rejects the conventional role of the spiritual, sentimental woman even as she appears to accept the freedom her economic status afforded her of remaining largely unaffected by public affairs. Dickinson’s writing can simultaneously be seen as a site of political resistance and reaction. Nevertheless, it is difficult to accept the image of Dickinson as a champion of women’s rights because there is so little direct evidence that she had any sympathy whatsoever for the plight of other women. Again, the absences in her writing have fairly clear implications. There are no references, for example, to the 1848 Seneca Falls Woman’s Rights Convention, or to industrial disputes such as the one in February 1860, when 800 women operatives and 4,000 workmen marched for higher wages during a shoemaker’s strike in Lynn, Massachusetts. In addition, the men she corresponded with outside her family were leading and socially conservative figures whose views she never openly challenged: Josiah Gilbert Holland, founder of Scribner’s Monthly and an opponent of publication by women, for example.

Samuel Bowles, another friend and correspondent, and editor of the Springfield Republican, was politically conservative, in the sense that he supported the Whigs until their collapse in 1854. But he was a progressive on women’s issues, and a man with a close circle of women friends, including Maria Whitney, a foreign language instructor at Smith College, an early
reformist, and another of Dickinson’s many correspondents. He promoted the work of local women writers, and appointed a woman as literary editor to the Republican after (and probably because) Holland left the paper. The point to make is that Bowles would have made a sympathetic audience for any discussion of women’s rights, but Dickinson never availed herself of the opportunity. Instead, she ridiculed women who involved themselves in public affairs, so much so that she once apologized to Bowles in writing for having satirised Florence Nightingale and Elizabeth Fry in his presence (L 223). Her letters to Bowles generally discuss literature and questions of faith, but not politics. Thus, though it is fair to say in theory that Dickinson’s gender may have complicated her class allegiances, in practice there seems little evidence of frustration at the lack of institutional opportunities for greater participation in public affairs. With Dickinson, it seems that her class outweighed her gender when it came to such considerations: writing to friends of her own station and background, her jokes are typical in that they enact and emphasise exclusiveness more than a sense of exclusion.

What is more, Dickinson’s letters coincide with the kinds of attitudes expressed by Austin when he took a six-week trip through the South and West in 1887, a year after her death. Mingling with both the emergent and lower classes, the self-made men and the poor, Austin felt “dizzy and bewildered.” The alien landscape and values of its inhabitants forced him to reconsider and define the nature of his superiority to “niggers, poor whites, and other trash.” He was grateful – like the speaker of Fr 285 – that he was “born in New England,” and his reactionary politics eventually found solace in a flight to culture:

Money, land, cattle, corn, railroads, sudden futures, are all that is talked of in the west, or thought of. A man is a man for the cunning or chance by which he has siezed upon more than his part of the heritage of this world. It is unnutritious to me, and it is repulsive. I would give a volume of Emerson for all the hogs west of the Mississippi. (Longsworth, Austin and Mabel, p. 300)

“What makes a few of us so different from others?” wrote Emily in 1853, taking up again the theme of a letter sent to Austin earlier, where she had expressed a keen sense of their “being unlike most everyone” (L 114, 115). For both Dickinsons, their sense of uniqueness has its foundations in tradition, which makes New Englanders of their class superior to people of different ethnic, social, and even geographic backgrounds. The opposition between “heritage” and “fortune” is significant, suggesting unease but also outrage at patterns of social diversity and mobility. Social conditions were changeable and varied during the middle decades of the nineteenth century. Since property and wealth were no longer reliable guides to a person’s birthright and
pedigree, the Dickinsons fell back on the aesthetic as an alternative form of capital, a possession and a privilege that money could neither dislodge nor buy. A predilection for culture became the distinguishing mark of a rejected intelligentsia, which felt that it had social merit, but not the power of influence.

II

How do we reconcile the Dickinson rightly celebrated in anthologies and critical works as an imaginative force, a writer of extraordinary sensitivity and depth, with the Dickinson of the excerpted letters – someone who celebrates social differences by conveying dubious and sometimes offensive stories about ethnic minorities? We can try to work through these issues by looking at one of Dickinson’s best known poems, “I’m Nobody! Who are you?” paying particular attention to what I take to be the class dimensions of Dickinson’s preference for observation above involvement.

How dreary – to be – Somebody!
How public – like a Frog –
To tell your name – the livelong June –
To an admiring Bog! (Fr 260 A)

“I’m Nobody! Who are you?” is often sentimentalized as a kind of apologia for the oppressed and marginal, partly on the grounds that the banishment referred to in the fourth line of the first stanza is traditionally one of the punishments for dissent against tyranny. Such liberal readings of the poem are complicated – though not fully denied – by the inclusion of “Bog” at the end of the poem, for the word was associated derogatively with the Irish in nineteenth-century Massachusetts. Rather than expressing sympathy for the disenfranchised, the speaker expresses both anxiety and contempt for the democratic system that gives “bog-trotters” access to political and cultural influence. “Nobody” is emphatically not of Tom Paine’s party, nor for the promotion of universal suffrage and the rights of man. Rather, he or she is closer to the Captain Farrago of Hugh Henry Brackenridge’s *Modern Chivalry* (1804), horrified at the prospect of the illiterate Irish servant Teague O’Regan being elected to office:

The Captain coming up, and finding what was on the carpet, was greatly chagrined at not having been able to give the multitude a better idea of the importance of a legislative trust; alarmed also, from an apprehension of the loss of his servant. Under these impressions he resumed his address to the multitude. Said he, this is making the matter still worse, gentlemen: this servant of mine is
but a bog-trotter, who can scarcely speak the dialect in which your laws ought to be written; but certainly has never read a single treatise on any political subject; for the truth is, he cannot read at all. The young people of the lower class, in Ireland, have seldom the advantage of a good education; especially the descendants of the ancient Irish, who have most of them a great assurance of countenance, but little information, or literature.\textsuperscript{15}

The poem might be said further to align itself with the disdain of particular images deployed by William Cullen Bryant in \textit{The Embargo; or, Sketches of the Times}, his poetical garrotting of Thomas Jefferson, then (in 1809) the outgoing President of the United States. Bryant urges Jefferson to:

\begin{quote}
Go, search with curious eye, for horned frogs,
Mid the wild wastes of Louisian bogs;\textsuperscript{16}
\end{quote}

The image of Jefferson as a naturalist is double-edged: the couplet (in itself a sign of Augustan sophistication) judges him not as a scientist but as a deliberate exploiter and misleader of his supporters, who are illiterate, stupid, and provincial. By extension, Dickinson’s speaker deftly distinguishes her secret communiqué (which is oblique, codified, figurative, private, and \textit{cultured}) from those of the frog (which are crude, vulgar, unrefined, public, and \textit{natural}).\textsuperscript{17} The implication of both poems is that the deployment of political rhetoric in the pursuit of power demeans the user, bringing him down to the animal state of the lower orders whose support he depends on. (Interestingly, Amherst Common, which from 1750 was occasionally used for political meetings and which was not far from the Dickinson Homestead on Main Street, lay adjacent to a large frog pond.)\textsuperscript{18}

This is not to say that Dickinson was alluding to Brackenridge or Jefferson in her poem, but that her language situates her in an American tradition of thought and writing that responds with alarm to the dangers perceived as latent in a democratic system.\textsuperscript{19} Banishment itself is a sign of this speaker’s caste: those who belong to the lower orders, and rebel in any kind of way, suffer harsher punishments. The choice of term is informed by class, then, and it is interesting that the listener (in the third and fourth lines of the poem) is prohibited from further imparting the information that there is more than one “Nobody.” One senses here a redefinition or reversal of the normal equations: the consolation for not having one’s worth publicly recognized is the assurance that being a “name” is socially debasing. Being popular was a sure sign of one’s vulgarity: in 1851 Herman Melville wrote privately to Evert A. Duyckinck that the true “test of distinction is getting to be reversed; and, therefore, to see one’s ‘mug’ in a magazine, is presumptive evidence that he’s a nobody.”\textsuperscript{20} Read in this way, the poem can be seen as profoundly reactionary and anti-egalitarian, for it establishes a hierarchy whereby public speakers
of any kind are ridiculed at the expense of the restricted, privileged company of the retiring writer and her private reader. What marks the poem is not a sympathetic bonding of the politically disadvantaged, but a contemptuous dismissal of any explicitly public utterance – political or cultural.

III

Many of Emily Dickinson’s poems are read, perhaps mistakenly, as being more politically generous than they actually were.21 “Publication – is the Auction/Of the Mind of Man” is another (what follows here are the final two stanzas of the poem).

> Thought belong to Him who gave it –
> Then – to him Who bear
> It’s Corporeal illustration – sell
> The Royal Air –
> In the Parcel – Be the Merchant
> Of the Heavenly Grace –
> But reduce no Human Spirit
> To Disgrace of Price – (Fr 788)

Written in 1863, the poem has benefited from the historical accident of its proximity in time to the Civil War. The references to auctions, the buying and selling of human souls, and the “Corporeal illustration” in line 11 (like a brand), accumulate to suggest a parallel between the merchandising of literature and the barbarism of slavery. In this reading, the potential abuse of the dark print mirrors the actual abuses inflicted on the coloured victims of the slave system, and this fits in with the poem’s ostensible message, which strongly resists the idea that human worth can be calculated or measured in financial terms.

In fact, the tensions in the poem may be more strongly related to class. As biographers have pointed out, the Dickinson family history was overshadowed by her paternal grandfather’s loss of fortune and forced sale of the family property during the 1820s. The poem alludes to the practice whereby a bankrupt’s possessions were seized by the court and sold at auction for the partial relief of debt. Such auctions were advertised in local newspapers, and Dickinson’s language is redolent of the shame and degradation associated with them. The point to be made here is that publication for Dickinson is equivalent to a public stripping of assets and dignity, in the sense that it calls into question the social and/or literary status of the person doing the publishing/selling. Refusing to print, then, becomes a way of authorizing
one’s work, imparting to it a kind of stability and permanence at a period in American history when the power and influence of established New England families was beginning to decline (sometimes abruptly, as a result of failed investments and speculation), and when the reputation of a writer was in part dependent on a volatile literary economy. When the Dickinson Homestead was repurchased (in 1855), the Hampshire and Franklin Express congratulated the family for restoring the house to its rightful owners. The mere fact that the newspaper could make such a comment demonstrates how anxieties about ownership were the shared concerns of a social class.22

The poem above is an excellent example of how a conservative motive for writing (the encroachment of trade on a previously noble or genteel activity) can coincide with an apparently more radical agenda (a plea for the abolition of all slavery). In this context, it is worth pointing out that Dickinson’s brother Austin paid for a substitute to take his place during the Civil War; whatever his motives, the fact that he could afford and want the choice of not taking an active part in the conflict provides an interesting glossary on the poem. When Dickinson’s father, Edward, wrote (again in 1855) that “by the help of Almighty God, not another inch of our soil heretofore consecrated to freedom, shall hereafter be polluted by the advancing tread of slavery . . .,” his comments are (by the standards of progressive thought at the time) conservative (LED, p. 536). He is not calling for an end to slavery: he is demanding that slavery not be allowed in Massachusetts, which is a different thing. Edward Dickinson belonged to the discredited and dying Whig Party, which tore itself apart over the issue of slavery. In 1860, he ran for Lieutenant Governor of Massachusetts on behalf of the Constitutional Union Party, which on the eve of the War was still trying to compromise with the Southern states, allowing them to maintain slavery.

Such matters aside, the poem’s association of “whiteness” with virtue (“Possibly – but We – would rather/From Our Garret go/White – Unto the White Creator – /Than invest – Our Snow”) complicates any liberal approach to its contents. Although Dickinson seems (barely, in lines three and four) to admit that certain economic conditions might justify publishing for money, it is clear that she sees this as socially demeaning. Publication compromises the class status of the speaker, reducing her to a mere cipher in a scheme of economic exploitation. In other words, it is not slavery per se that the speaker objects to, as much as her potential contamination through entrance into a system of evaluative relations appropriate to separate, and lower, social spheres. At one level, of course, one infers from the poem that in an ideal world everyone should have the right to control each aspect of the circumstances of their existence. But there is a disparity to the imagery of the second stanza: it is precisely Dickinson’s ignorance of the actual trauma
of historical exploitation and poverty that enables her speaker to claim she would never sell her work. Her cultural heroism as an unacknowledged observer of (and in) an age of philistinism is predicated on her economic segregation from need. Dickinson did not have to compromise her artistic integrity, bluntly, because she could afford not to: her class position protected her from “so foul a thing.” For the truth is that being bought and sold, like starvation itself, is rarely a choice: that the poem advances such an extreme position unjustly shames all of those for whom writing was a professional necessity – who published in order to survive. It further degrades those men and women who were forced to work for a living generally, because it suggests that death or negation would have been nobler choices.

Issues of ownership, property, racial and class status, and literary integrity are all bound up together in this poem. On one level, the poem may be thought of as a lament for the loss of the patronage system, an important aspect of the social hierarchy in earlier centuries. Because the patron afforded protection, economic and political, to the writer, this allowed her or him the necessary financial freedom to concentrate on work. The poem is based on the conservative perception that the conditions for literary excellence had been more favorable in the past. Technological advances in methods of printing and distribution, as well as increases in the population, levels of literacy, and standards of living, had dramatically augmented the demand for literary products. Whereas 169 works of American fiction were published during the 1820s in their entirety, for example, the number had risen to 1,000 in 1850 alone.\textsuperscript{23} Authorship had been transformed from a leisured pastime into a profession subject to the competitive laws of the market. For Dickinson, however, writing remained a spiritual calling, not a commercial occupation, and the goods she produced were shared with friends, rather than sold.

The encroachment of trade, the lower cost of producing paper, the improvements in print technology, the rise of the canals and railways, the greater numbers and buying power of readers: these factors rapidly altered the literary field. There were more authors selling in greater numbers than ever before. In a literary culture where success was often defined in commercial terms, those who did not, or would not, sell, felt aggrieved and alienated. Dickinson’s poem derives much of its force from the premise that literature cannot have both a commodity and a cultural value, and that artistic integrity would be undermined by the appeal of the dollar. For her, the professionalisation of culture was a crisis of inestimable proportions, since ownership of the self was an absolute precondition of imaginative merit. Writ large in her poetry is the assumption that any relation of dependence on, or profit from, publication would compromise literary standards. If one extends the logic...
further, the implication is that truly great literature remained the prerogative of a particular class – those who were financially self-possessed, or freed from necessity in one way or another.

IV

Emily Dickinson published approximately ten poems in her lifetime. Elizabeth Chapin Holland, however, was one of a select few who received autographed poems – thirty-one of them, between 1854 and 1884 (Fr 1553). Many critics see Dickinson’s practice of circulating manuscripts in her correspondence as denying literature’s status as commodity: crafted by hand, and sent to friends and relatives, a poem derived its significance as part of a culture of exchange embedded in a local economy of individual relations. For others, Dickinson’s refusal to publish proves that her messages conflicted with prevailing ideologies. Betsy Erkkila sees such limited circulation as a sign that Dickinson wrote poems and addressed themes that appealed to a very limited circle within a privileged social class. For her, Dickinson’s privatised writings promote the lyric as bourgeois ornament – both an object to be admired and hidden from more general view, and an object that promotes a culture of detached aesthetic enjoyment.

It may be that both these views are true: Dickinson is both a literary innovator and a political conservative. It may also be that one can be said to inform the other: in an age of professed democracy and association, Dickinson was a disassociated and disaffected exile – an outsider, an ironic commentator on, and interrogator of, social discourses. She would not, of course, be the first to be artistically great and politically elitist. Think of T. S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, and William Butler Yeats, and one is confronted with a paradox: some of the previous century’s most innovative and challenging writing was by men attracted by the forces of ideological reaction and retreat. There is a similar paradox in nineteenth-century American literature: its leading canonical practitioners complained about precisely the absence of raw materials for writing in nineteenth-century America. James Fenimore Cooper was one of the first to grumble in his 1828 Notions of the Americans:

There is scarcely an ore which contributes to the wealth of the author that is found here in veins as rich as in Europe. There are no annals for the historian; no follies (beyond the most vulgar and commonplace) for the satirist; no manners for the dramatist; no obscure fictions for the writer of romance; no gross and hardy offences against decorum for the moralist; nor any of the rich, artificial auxiliaries of poetry. The weakest hand can extract a spark from the flint, but it would baffle the strength of a giant to attempt kindling a flame with a pudding-stone.
The tradition was continued by de Tocqueville (in *Democracy in America*, 1840) and Hawthorne (in his preface to *The Marble Faun*, 1860):

No author, without a trial, can conceive of the difficulty of writing a Romance about a country where there is no shadow, no antiquity, no mystery, no picturesque and gloomy wrong, nor anything but a commonplace prosperity, in broad and simple daylight, as is happily the case with my dear native land.25

Thomas Wentworth Higginson joined the ranks of the disaffected in 1867:

American literature is not yet copious, American scholarship not profound, American society not highly intellectual, and the American style of execution, in all high arts, yet hasty and superficial.26

Henry James famously expanded the list of absences in his *Hawthorne* of 1879:

No State, in the European sense of the word, and indeed barely a specific national name. No sovereign, no court, no personal loyalty, no aristocracy, no church, no clergy, no army, no diplomatic service, no country gentlemen, no palaces, no castles, nor manors, nor old country-houses, nor parsonages, nor thatched cottages nor ivied ruins; no cathedrals, nor abbeys, nor little Norman churches; no great Universities nor public schools – no Oxford, nor Eton, nor Harrow; no literature, no novels, no museums, no pictures, no political society, no sporting class – no Epsom nor Ascot!27

In all of these comments, there is a convergence of cultural, physical, and socio-economic dimensions: both Cooper and Hawthorne complain about the “commonplace,” and James lists the missing institutions of rank and privilege. The following stanzas by Emily Dickinson derive some of their meaning from this tradition of literary anti-egalitarianism: or at least, the insertion of the verse into that complex of cultural codes yields interesting results.

```
It sifts from Leaden Sieves–
It powders all the Wood.
It fills with Alabaster Wool
The Wrinkles of the Road–

It makes an even Face
Of Mountain, and of Plain–
Unbroken Forehead from the East
Unto the East again–
```

(Fr 291A)

This is not so much (or not only) a poem about the effects of snow on the landscape (after all, snow is never mentioned) as it is about an enervating
climatic “it”ness (it and its are repeated eleven times in a total of twenty lines). A landscape of interesting differences and distinctions is reduced by the close to mediocrity – something “even,” undistinguished, common. Significantly, the one human reference in the poem is to a Queen (in the final stanza): the stultifying sameness described by the speaker imparts a further socio-political dimension. At one level, this is death; at another, it is the dullness of democracy. And opposing both is the pastoral memory of a golden age that coincides with a burst of alliteration in line 13: though now “empty,” summer’s “Room” has yielded “Harvests” that are stored and recorded in the sounds and stanzas of poetry.

It seems difficult to avoid the possibility that the poem might have a political aspect, since it describes the relentless movement across the landscape of thousands, or millions, of small agents who, singly, amount to nothing but, collectively, threaten to overwhelm even the most powerful in society.

Written (it is conjectured) around 1862, the poem’s images would appear to relate most easily to the Civil War that had begun the year before. And yet, the terms of the description seem to suggest a more elemental struggle, between traditional, hierarchical structures, and other forces of uncertain origin. An excerpt from another letter to Elizabeth Holland strengthens such an impression:

The Snow is so white and sudden it seems almost like a Change of Heart – though I dont [sic] mean a “Conversion” – I mean a Revolution. (L 678)

The poem would appear to meditate on the conflicting potentialities of American history in the middle of the nineteenth century. On the one hand, there is the promise of freedom represented by vast natural space. On the other, there is the fear that the sheer number of foreign immigrants attracted by this promise will destabilise, destroy, or diminish its fragile balance for those already living there. This is the lyric equivalent of Dickinson’s earlier comment to Austin that “they are so many now, there is no room for the Americans” (L 43). In such a reading, the landscape embodies fears about a political system that was still in the process of evolving, and that hovered precariously between authority and anarchy. What I am suggesting here is an attitude of skepticism toward snow in all of its aspects – and that this includes the political. Nevertheless, the poem is not obviously or crudely about politics – even though the references to leaden sieves, headless crops, ransacked rooms, and the death of a monarch might suggest the violence of class conflict (which has personal ramifications, since Dickinson referred to herself as a New England Queen in F 285). What frightens the speaker – one imagines – is that the artisans of snow are literally unconscious of the havoc they wreak in the name of a force that is indifferent to them. Individually
small and non-threatening, their gathering in a common cause enables them to devastate property (denoted by the rails and fences of the third stanza), order (denoted by the Queen), and tradition (denoted by the Harvest) – the entire history of aesthetic, economic, political, and social distinction. This is the irony of the poem: the artisans are simultaneously the fools and the tools of tyranny and vulgarity.

The snow is persistent, ubiquitous. It is possible that the direction it takes – past face (line 5) and forehead (line 7) to wrists (line 17) and down to ankles (line 18) – means that the speaker remains somehow protected. For if we work backwards from ankles to wrists and up to forehead and face, then it seems clear that if the head is affected first, it will cease to function. But the speaker of this poem does not cease, even if what she describes is obviously intimidating. Instead, she records the site of an apparently lost landscape: she remembers the location of rails and fences, breaks in the landscape, the grandeur of rooms and the distinction between an artisan and a Queen. It is her mind, her powers of observation, that preserves the knowledge of this landscape: to put it another way, mind, memory, perception – these are the counter weapons of a displaced intelligentsia. For the creative imagination can see beneath the surface to record patterns of continuity amidst change: the landscape of differences is seen as the natural one, the uniformity imposed by snow as an artificial obfuscation. And this landscape will return: it lies buried “from the East/Unto the East,” but east is where the sun rises, and a rising sun will ultimately melt snow and restore the true geographical and political formations that are permanently there.

In many ways, the poem echoes middle-class ideas about nature as an agent of stability during times of social change: for Andrew Jackson Dowling, a landscape architect and friend of Dickinson’s brother, nature was a powerful means of civilisation. Nature was perceived as having an insistent and positive moral force, which is why the latter half of the nineteenth century was the age during which great landscaping projects such as Central Park in New York came about. At the same time, there was a vulnerability to intrusion. Typically, the American middle-classes opened nature to the lower classes, but at the same time set up fences, railed paths, and erected signs saying “Keep off the Grass.” They privileged perception and promoted a culture of viewing and not usage. Indeed, one of the more fascinating aspects of the poem is precisely the speaker’s spectatorial relationship with the forces she describes. She seems able to witness change, but not to prevent it, and this suggests both an unwillingness to intervene and an inability to do so. In other words, her gaze reflects powerlessness and privilege at the same time. The speaker cannot act: at the same time, not acting is seen as a good thing. Once more, looking becomes the final refuge of a consciousness that
is sufficiently leisured to be able to observe and report, but not to influence or alter.

V

It was Henry James who wrote that the “house of fiction has not one window, but a million – a number of possible windows not to be reckoned, rather.” His choice of terms echoes the first stanza of Dickinson’s “I dwell in Possibility”:

I dwell in Possibility –  
A fairer House than Prose –  
More numerous of Windows –  
Superior – for Doors –  

(Fr 466A)

There is a wonderful alignment of economic and aesthetic dimensions here. At a very literal level, more windows mean more space: and the bigger the house, the greater the resources of the people living inside it. In the nineteenth century, windows were potential objects of display, signs of status: they more easily allowed heat out and cold in, and therefore indicated to passers-by that one could afford not to conserve heat during the winter. During the summer evenings, windows admitted more light, which was practical mainly for those families who were educated and leisured enough to be able to afford the production and consumption of materials for reading and writing. Windows also enabled the use of curtains, which were often as decorative as functional, and whose purpose included the preservation of privacy: thus, they allowed house-owners to make further statements about their taste and social position, depending on the quality of the textiles used.

When Edward Dickinson re-purchased his father’s Homestead in 1855, he had a brick extension built on to the rear of the house, a cupola added to the roof, and a conservatory built for his wife and elder daughter, both of whom were botanical enthusiasts. A veranda was erected (on the western side), with French doors giving access to it. In a lithograph drawn in 1858 (from the east), one can make out approximately twenty-seven windows, in addition to the cupola and conservatory: there would have been around forty in total. Clearly, Edward wanted to send a message to his neighbours: after Samuel Fowler Dickinson’s bankruptcy and exile (to Ohio in 1833), his family had not only re-established their social position, but enhanced it. Just as clearly, when Dickinson defines poetry’s advantage over prose as a multiplicity of perspective, she is making a hierarchical claim on a literary level similar to the one made by her father on a social level.
Emily Dickinson and class

Dickinson’s description of poetry therefore tells us a great deal about her own position and priorities in life. The windows suggest plenty, an abundance of perspectives, and at the same time a desire to distinguish oneself from those with fewer means. They celebrate illumination, enlightenment, knowledge – and contrast these with those who live, by choice or necessity, in darkness. At the same time, the windows suggest someone who is both an observer and an outsider: many of Dickinson’s speakers can look but are prevented from further participation. Dickinson’s position as a female member of the provincial gentry in Amherst almost certainly contributed to the formation of a consciousness that felt special and even superior, but also excluded from the public spheres of action and power. The result is the frequent promotion in her writing of non-involvement, strategic withdrawal, deferral, anonymity, and witness. Her emphasis on secrecy, sight and silence is a compensatory gesture, a form of consolation, for this combined sense of exclusiveness and exclusion. Henry James is useful here: in a letter to Mrs Humphrey Ward, he argued that overt political commentary makes one “sacrifice all sorts of blest freedoms and immunities, treasures of detachment and perception that make up, and more than make up, for the ‘outsider’ state.”

A Marxist reading of this position would detect a class reflex at work here, the intelligentsia responding to a perceived failure to influence reality and retreating instead to the safety of observation and obscurity. A withdrawn sensitivity to imaginative issues rather than an active involvement with social topics becomes the defining characteristic of artistic excellence and integrity. For James, reviewing Hawthorne in 1872, what is important is the “leisure of attention” that is synonymous with the “boundless freedom” mentioned in the letter to Mrs Ward. But as Christopher Benfey reminds us, “freedom and capacity require . . . a secure place, a room of one’s own.” For Dickinson’s speakers, one depends on the other, so that the very meaning of freedom . . . was unintelligible outside their notion of property: freedom . . . was property of one’s own person in a market society where he who sold his capacities (his labour) ceased by . . . definition to be free.

For the speaker of the poems under discussion, freedom is defined in a similar way: as the right to withdraw, to withhold, to witness. There is another dimension to this: many of Dickinson’s poems were never published in the poet’s own lifetime – at least, not in the conventional sense by which “publication” is equated with “print.” Those that were circulated went only to a few friends and members of her family. The rest were collected in fascicles, or hand-sewn manuscript anthologies, found after her death. The fact that the poems did not appear in the mass media of the day prevented
them from offering any kind of solace or support for the kinds of audiences that contemporary readers imagine her writing implies (since they were not transmitted into other social environments). This act of segregation further strengthens the impression of their integrity – they only observe, they do not appear or act in the world at all. It also promotes the idea of her literature as privately, even silently, produced and consumed. The works were rare, unknown, and their production unrelated to economic, moral or political imperatives, which made them self-sufficient, ludic, and liberated from the necessities of didactic, mimetic, or waged discourse. Dickinson’s art derives its values from internal criteria – not from the causes it supports or addresses, but from their absences. Her writing remains independent of conditions outside its immediate field.

The denial of economic interest … finds its favourite refuge in the domain of art and culture, the site of pure consumption … The world of art [is] a sacred island systematically and ostentatiously opposed to the profane world of production, a sanctuary for gratuitous, disinterested activity in a universe given over to money and self-interest …

The second point to make about “I dwell in Possibility,” by way of moving towards a conclusion, is that poetry’s doors are specified as being superior in terms of quality rather than quantity. They are a better kind of door, perhaps even an alternative to doors, rather than just bigger doors or a larger number of them. In order to understand the implications of this, it helps to remember that a door (according to Webster’s 1828 American Dictionary of the English Language) is not only an “opening or passage into a house … by which persons enter” but also “the frame of boards, or any piece of board or plank that shuts the opening of a house or closes the entrance into an apartment or any inclosure.” Doors are also the markers of property: they enact the boundaries between self and society, private and public territories. Used figuratively, a door is not only a point of entry (to architectural and subjective interiors), but also a way of controlling and (if necessary) barring access. An important difference between poetry and prose, then, is that the former is less open, less obvious: its meanings are more difficult to reach. James and Dickinson are similar in this respect: the former prizes a “certain indirect and oblique view of [the] presented action”; the latter advises to “Tell all the Truth but tell it slant – / Success in Circuit lies” (Fr 1263). This kind of strategic obfuscation suggests a link between circumlocution, culture, and gentility. Speaking directly, plainly, publicly, outright; inhabiting a common language – this is the downward, levelling trend that a democratic system or a competitive, commerce-driven literary economy forces the speaker or writer towards. In
an 1898 letter to H. G. Wells about The Turn of the Screw, James claimed that “the difficulty itself is the refuge from vulgarity.” For Dickinson, too, one senses that her celebrated indeterminacy is a way of encoding and preserving her sense of distinction. In other words, poetry’s traditionally more heightened and elliptical discourse is a means of guaranteeing that only a fraction of the nineteenth-century population can understand the nature of its (form, not content-based) appeal.

Like James, the complexity of style was a device for escaping national and temporal boundaries and guaranteeing cultural and intellectual legitimacy. Like James again, the quality and longevity of writing is further enhanced by a refusal to engage directly with political individuals, parties or trends. If the United States could not furnish the materials for literary excellence, one form of compensation was to ignore American subjects altogether, at least with regards to specific social and historical experience. But it is precisely this desire to avoid guilt by association (with a culture Dickinson and much of her generation perceived to be unexceptional) that enables her poetry to accommodate different interpretative viewpoints – including ones that she may have opposed in her writing to begin with. And this answers the question posed at the beginning of this essay: since Dickinson struggled (successfully) not to include contextual information in her writing – to erase all traces, in fact, of what she saw as the contamination of the contemporary, her work acquires an astonishing adaptability or flexibility of reference. As the poems are read at further and further removes from the particular alignment of social, historical, and material circumstances they originally emerged from and engaged with, different schemes and alignments of meaning are made available. In one way, the poems can be thought of as rogue satellites that alter direction and attach themselves to different interpretative orbits and centres of gravity. This is both the fate and gift of literature: to generate meanings across boundaries of time and space, class, and colour – and beyond even the control of the consciousness from which it originally emerged.

“Nature,” Dickinson once wrote, “is a Haunted House – but Art – a House that tries to be haunted” (L 459). Literature is a site about which there are competing or successive claims of ownership (those of author, performer, reader, scholar), and any composition set down on paper allows the possibility of perspectives that differ in emphasis from one’s own. The spectres at the margins of Dickinson’s pages include the readers of the present: we are somewhere between squatters, illegally occupying property at the time of its owner’s absence, and tenants with fuller rights of residency. There is no need to overlook flaws, but over time we can learn to live with them, and to admire aspects of the view and the magnificent architecture of surmise.
Such laborers were often referred to as hired hands: their situation had changed little since the days of William Langland’s fourteenth-century *Piers Plowman*, where there is a line about “Laborerys that han no land bot liue on here handus” (p. 105). *Piers Plowman: The Z Version*, ed. A. G. Rigg and Charlotte Brewer (Toronto: the Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1983).

Emily Dickinson was born in 1830, the eldest daughter and second child of Edward Dickinson and Emily Norcross. Emily Norcross was the daughter of a well-to-do farmer. Edward was the son of a lawyer who would become a lawyer himself: he would be twice elected to the Massachusetts General Court (in 1838 and 1852), and to the United States Congress (in 1852). Emily’s letters tell (in emphatically unimpressed terms) of serving tea and refreshments to Governor Banks and his wife, who were Edward’s guests during commencement week for Amherst College, in August 1860. Edward Dickinson often had receptions for visiting dignitaries in his gardens; later, his daughter-in-law, Susan Dickinson, would host gatherings for Ralph Waldo Emerson and Harriet Beecher Stowe among others.

The Foot may also be thought of as a pun on “Footman.” Alternatively, it may be an obscure local joke. According to the 1880 Amherst Census, John D. Thompson, aged thirty-five, was an African-American day-laborer, and the son of Henry Thompson and Martha Washington. Her nickname was “Wealthy Foot.”


Emily was well-educated by the standards of women in her day: she attended the Amherst Academy from 1840 (after four years of primary school) and South Hadley Female Seminary (Mount Holyoke College) from 1847 to 1848.

Austin was teaching in Boston, and clearly wrote about having to use physical discipline to control his pupils. Despite modern assumptions to the contrary, corporeal discipline was not a given at the time: schools, and individuals, diverged in opinion and practice. For more on this, see Richard H. Brodhead, *Cultures of Letters: Scenes of Reading and Writing in Nineteenth-Century America* (University of Chicago Press, 1993), pp. 13–47.

The man referred to as an Irish laborer is identified (conjecturally) by Johnson as Tim Scannell, while “Maggie” is Margaret Maher, who worked for the Dicksons. That Scannell might have been embarrassed in a negative way seems not to have occurred to Dickinson. “Maggie” is a generic name applied to Irish female servants. Irish women named Margaret are called Peggy by other Irish people. For more on this, see Johnson (L, p. 466).

Margaret Kelly, aged 17, the daughter of James and Ellen Kelly, died in July 1872 (L, p. 496).

The Miss P. referred to is identified in notes by Johnson as possibly being Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, an activist for women’s rights and reform issues generally.

Feminist critics advance gender as the primary reason for withdrawal, though it may not be the only reason. Although nineteenth-century American women were citizens (as long as they weren’t slaves or first-generation immigrants) without a vote, it did not follow that “they were not part of the political community.” Women writers used literature as a means with which to influence public policy: Harriet Beecher Stowe is the best example, but Lydia Maria Child, Catharine Maria Sedgwick, and (most interestingly) Helen Hunt Jackson all used fiction as a forum for reform. Jackson was described by Emerson as America’s greatest living novelist, and was immensely popular, as well as being Dickinson’s correspondent for many years, and someone who urged her to publish. For a discussion of women and public life see Lois W. Banner “Elizabeth Cady Stanton: Early Marriage and Feminist Revolution” in Linda K. Kerber and Jane de Hart-Matthews (eds.), *Women’s America: Refocusing the Past*, (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), p. 201.


For more on the social terrain in Western Massachusetts at this time, see Christopher Clark, *The Roots of Rural Capitalism: Western Massachusetts, 1780–1860* (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990).


However, nineteenth-century Americans felt that free speech was a right inherent in human nature as well as republican citizenship. A classic statement of this view, which was known as the natural rights theory, is provided in the following passage by the Jeffersonian Republican lawyer St. George Tucker: “Liberty of speech and of discussion in all speculative matters, consists in the absolute and uncontrollable right of speaking, writing, and publishing, our opinions concerning any subject, whether religious, philosophical, or political; and of inquiring into and, examining the nature of truth, whether moral or metaphysical; the expediency or inexpediency of all public measures, with their tendency and probable effect; the conduct of public men, and generally every other subject, without restraint, except as to the injury of any other individual, in his person, property, or good name.” See “Of the Right of Conscience; and of the Freedom of Speech and of the Press,” in *Blackstones’ Commentaries* (South Hackensack, NJ: Rothman Reprints, 1969), p. 11.

Dickinson’s scorn for the populist speaker is opposed in Jennie Collins’s *Nature’s Aristocracy; or, Battles and Wounds in Time of Peace. A Plea for the Oppressed* (Boston: Lee and Shepard, 1871). Here the “frog agent” of the Mill is ridiculed by striking workers, who are superior to him by virtue, even as they are economically, ethnically and socially lower (pp. 262–3). The agent is called the frog because of his arrogance and conceit: Dickinson’s frog is characterized by stupidity and lack of sophistication.
The Whig party which Edward Dickinson, the poet’s father, belonged to, and which elected him in 1852 to the Congress of the United States, advocated essentially conservative policies: belief in strong central government; support for the established business concerns of the North East (such as industry and transport, the latter a particular interest of Edward Dickinson’s, who succeeded in bringing the railway to Amherst); and resistance to the growing economical power and populism which they associated with the opening of the frontier.


The Hampshire and Franklin Express was a Whig newspaper, as was the Northampton Gazette which Edward Dickinson began subscribing to in 1848, as an alternative to the Northampton Courier. The “pursuits and embarrassments” of Samuel Fowler Dickinson’s career were followed also by the New-England Inquirer, and the public sale of his half of the house was advertised in the Hampshire Gazette.


Though the poem does not say so directly (because direct statement is in itself a sign of vulgarity), the process by which landscapes are transformed into mediocre sameness by an army of artisans surely has cultural as well as political implications. In an age of professed democracy, popular education, mass publication, and increasing numbers of museums and galleries as well as readers, landscapes had become too easily available, and as a consequence over-represented, exhausted of meaning, cheapened by their very accessibility. Walter Benjamin’s “A Small History of Photography,” in One-Way Street and Other Writings, trans. Edmund Jephcott and Kingsley Shorer (London: NLB, 1979) is relevant here: “The stripping bare of the object, the destruction of the aura, is the mark of a perception whose sense of the strangeness of things has grown to the point where even the singular, the unique, is divested of its uniqueness – by means of its reproduction.” The landscape becomes a symbol for the cultural market that reproduces too many superficial images of landscape. America, the poem might be construed as saying, is drowning in worthless paper (p. 245).

Though her father was elected to the General Court of Massachusetts in 1873, his political career was largely a failure. By the end of the Civil War, the party he had belonged to no longer existed. One senses in Dickinson’s poetry a desire to regain eminence for the family, but a recognition that influence was no longer possible.


GUIDE TO FURTHER READING


While a host of feminist scholars, beginning in the 1970s, are principally responsible for Emily Dickinson’s remarkable surge to the front ranks of major American authors, these same scholars have, for the most part, shown little interest in recuperating the poetry of other American women writers of Dickinson’s day. Instead, by largely ignoring this sizable body of writing, they have helped maintain the *cordon sanitaire* that has, since the early decades of the twentieth century, cut the Amherst poet off from her peers. With only two exceptions—Cheryl Walker and Joanne Dobson—those Dickinson scholars who have touched on this subject, myself included, have done so largely at these other women poets’ expense, setting them up not as authors in their own right but as so much prima facie evidence for Dickinson’s genius and her ability to transcend the limits of her time, place, and gender. Thus, for example, the introduction to my 1990 study of Dickinson concludes, “At a period when, it seems, virtually every woman poet in the United States failed to rise above the limitations imposed on women’s poetry by women’s complicity in a system that oppressed them, Emily Dickinson sought ‘taller feet.’”¹ This assertion, at which I shudder now, implicitly treats the discussion of Dickinson *qua* nineteenth-century American woman poet as a zero sum game. The less her women poet peers could be said to have achieved, the greater Dickinson’s own accomplishment became. Conversely, anything one gave to them, took from her.

But the building of a literature is not and should not be treated as a zero sum game and when it is, both sides lose. Since the first publications of Dickinson’s poetry in the 1890s, scholars, feminist and otherwise, have treated her as an anomaly, as she herself put it, “the only Kangaroo among the Beauty” (L 268). Even now, when the verse of other nineteenth-century American women poets is finally beginning to attract the serious attention

I wish to thank Vivian Pollak and Eliza Richards for their very careful and rigorous readings of this manuscript in its earlier stages.
it deserves, most Dickinson scholars show little interest in it or in exploring any possible influence it might have had on her work. Rather, they have continued to align her either with the “great” British women writers of her time (the Brontës, *et al.*) or with the male authors of the American Renaissance. Increasingly today, she is situated outside her own century altogether, effectively treated as a modernist in nineteenth-century dress, with no connection to her peers at all.

The consequence of these strategies has, among other things, been to leave intact the grounding of Dickinson’s mythic status as isolate – her own self-chosen stance – in a monumental misreading of the poetry that other nineteenth-century American women wrote. As a literary equivalent of Foucault’s “repressive hypothesis,” the assumption that nineteenth-century American women poets ex-Dickinson never rose above their “complicity in a system that oppressed them” speaks more to our own projections onto “Victorian” women/society than it does to the actual circumstances under which these women wrote. At the least, the past two decades of research into Harriet Beecher Stowe and other antebellum sentimentalists has demonstrated that for many women the apparent “restraints” of nineteenth-century gender ideology, or “domestic ideology,” as it is called, were in themselves sources of power not to be dismissed lightly.

Even more important where Dickinson is concerned, however, is that the Amherst poet was, in fact, living at a cultural moment when American women poets generally had come of age as artists, not as domestic ideologues. Indeed, by the last decades of the century, women poets were beginning to outpublish men even in the most exclusive and prestigious venues, – the *Atlantic Monthly*, *Scribner’s Monthly*, and *Harper’s New Monthly Magazine* – that is, the very magazines Dickinson read. As daughters of the first sizable generation of feminist activists, these writers were keenly aware of the social and economic impediments confronting them, but few, if any, exhibit the kind of deep-structured gender anxiety that Dickinson so notoriously manifests. On the contrary, the dominant mainstream women poets of the post-bellum/*.fin de siècle*/ period – Frances Butler Kemble, Julia Ward Howe, Lucy Larcom, the Cary sisters, Rose Terry Cooke, Helen Hunt Jackson, Harriet Prescott Spofford, Celia Thaxter, Louise Chandler Moulton, Sarah Piatt, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Edith M. Thomas, and Lizette Woodworth Reese – were all consummate professionals, enjoying formidable public reputations. They did *not* hide themselves away in attics, nor did they necessarily give up marriage or children. Sarah Piatt, for example, my choice for the strongest woman poet in the century after Dickinson, bore eight children of whom six survived into adulthood, even
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while publishing more than 440 poems, many of them among the most powerful American political poems the century produced.

These are facts of no mean importance and, as Dobson insists, when approaching Dickinson, they need to be accounted for. Why did Dickinson so dramatically dis-identify with other American women poets; why, if they were not failed writers themselves, did she make so much of the limits of gender anyway? Why, that is, did she repeatedly figure herself as isolate, to use another of her favorite images, a spider working in the dead of night, dancing to itself alone? I am not, let me be clear, challenging the critical assumption that Dickinson was isolated. To a great extent she was, and the consequence of this isolation can be seen everywhere in her writing, poems and letters. Nor am I dismissing the anxieties she clearly felt because of her sex. But much like Dobson, I have come to see these matters, largely, as effects produced by Dickinson’s own idiosyncratic self-construction. That is, I see them as part of a positioning strategy that Dickinson herself deliberately adopted – just as she adopted the white dress and other accouterments of a Gothic persona. These behaviors were not thrust upon her, either by her situation as a gifted woman writer or by the putatively “Victorian” gender values of the society in which she lived.

Dickinson’s refusal to identify with other American women poets of her day was undoubtedly overdetermined, a product of her unique response to the internal and external forces informing her life and art. In this essay, I will look at only one strand, that which is best illuminated by her ambiguous handling of a set of images around sewing, spinning, weaving, and knitting, that other nineteenth-century American women poets also habitually used. Comparing the way in which these other women treated these images to Dickinson’s use of them helps reveal, I shall argue, a deep, abiding conflict within Dickinson’s own poetic, one that led her to reject forcibly the poetry of her American women peers even while exploiting many of the same strategies and themes as they did. Like the mythical push-me-pull-you beast in Dr. Dolittle, Dickinson’s poetics, in theory as well as in practice, faced in two opposite directions at once. On the one hand, aligning herself with the (largely, male) literary immortals, Dickinson wanted to write not for today but “for all time.” As her letters to her “preceptor,” Thomas Wentworth Higginson, make clear, literary immortality, like personal immortality, obsessed her. To this extent, one could say that Dickinson was indeed striving, literally-speaking, for “taller feet” (L 238), since this was not, as we shall see, the primary goal driving most of her women peers to write.

On the other hand, however, despite her enormous literary ambitions, Dickinson lived a surprisingly narrow life, a life of “feminine” sequestration;
and it is within the terms of this highly regressive gender position, one presupposing female subordination, or, as I put it once, women’s “complicity in a system that oppressed them,” that her poetry takes shape. Her figures and concerns are drawn from the daily cycles of private life and her poems are set in largely domestic space – the kitchen, the garden, the parlor, the bedroom, or, at the furthest from home, her neighbors’ houses, the street, the graveyard, and the church. As a result, strikingly unlike her women poet peers, politically speaking, Dickinson is no progressive in her verse. On the contrary, in her letters, she savagely mocks those women writers who are, scornfully referring to their efforts as attempts to “extricat[e] humanity from some hopeless ditch” (L 386). Although Dickinson scholars have recently tried to find intimations of more enlightened social attitudes in Dickinson’s poetry, to do so they must read against the grain of the poetry itself, from which all allusions to history and to society have largely been excluded.

It is, I believe, Dickinson’s singular determination to juggle her two basically incompatible positions – her utter immersion in domestic life and her obsessive quest for literary immortality – that made her such an anomaly in her own day, as in ours. Dickinson had an amazingly strong sense of literary agency, one that allowed her to wield words as only major writers, confident in their own place in literary history, dare do. At the same time, however, to a degree unmatched by any prominent woman writer on either side of the Atlantic, she appears to have lacked a sense of social and political agency altogether. By comparing how Dickinson uses the highly domestic imagery of textile manufacture (from ancient times, identified as, predominantly, a female form of labor) with how other American women poets of her period used it – women whose sense of social and political agency was far greater than her own – one can learn a great deal about what was truly distinctive, and even radical, in Dickinson’s poetics, and what decidedly was not. Using male spiders to do her spinning for her, Dickinson was able to install domestic life within the logic of a (masculine) transcendence, making the latter’s putative boundlessness “fit” within the highly circumscribed space of a woman’s body/a woman’s life and art. But for all its seeming liberatory character, this double-sided poetics left traditional gender roles intact and Dickinson batting irresolutely between them. In the remainder of this essay, I will examine how this dilemma plays out in the contradictions of her verse and in her own uneasy self-positioning as artist.

Even a swift dip into Willis Buckingham’s monumental history of Dickinson’s reception in the 1890s supports the conclusion that most early readers of Dickinson’s poetry did not dismiss her poetry or devalue it simply because its author was a woman. Neither, however, did they collapse her
work into that of her female poet peers. On the contrary, they enthusiastically rhapsodize over Dickinson’s many more masculine seeming virtues – in Buckingham’s words, “her originality, strangeness, and force” – even when, as often happened, they were uncomfortable with one or another of her formal innovations (most commonly her use of off- or slant-rhyme). Where these readers had difficulty rather was in knowing how to place her work. Again and again, they cite Higginson’s comparison of her poems to flowers torn up by the roots; and they use words such as “weird,” “spectral,” and “ghostly” to articulate her poems’ strangely disemboweling effects, and the equally estranging gender ambiguity they projected.

By relocating Dickinson’s poetry in the material circumstances of her daily life, and in her social relations with others, a number of scholars, including Jay Leyda, Barton Levi St. Armand, Wendy Martin, Judith Farr, and myself, have sought to fill in what appears to be the empty space around and within Dickinson’s poems, what Leyda cannily referred to as their “omitted center” (YH 1, p. xxi) but which could also be called their omitted circumference – their context. Given as gifts, included in letters, passed around among family members, cherished by those who received them, Dickinson’s poems – or, at any rate, a sizable number of them – did not in fact hang utterly unanchored in air. Rather, like the filaments that Walt Whitman’s spider spins out of itself, they were ductile threads that she used to connect to others.

But while this is true, Dickinson herself rarely speaks of her writing in these terms. Rather, as those who first encountered her in print recognized, she depicts herself in her poetry as alone, a spider spinning delicate webs out of a secret self, a self known, finally, only to God. In invoking this highly restrictive yet supremely liberating scenario, Dickinson thus seems to confirm her early readers’ view of her. Divorcing herself and her writing both from the work of her American contemporaries and from the historical, social, and material givenness of the world in which she lived, she writes, or seems to write, outside time and place in a private space of her own. In this space she enacts her poetry’s central dematerializing gesture, transforming concretes into phantasms and lending phantasms the materiality of concretes, a process epitomized in the familiar and exquisite lines, “I dwell in Possibility – / A Fairer House than Prose – ” (J 657, Fr 466). The nullification of the “real world” in such lines hardly requires unpacking. As one of her hostile early reviewers might have said – Andrew Lang, for example – one cannot “dwell” in “Possibility,” nor is prose a “House.”

In this essay I will look closely at two poems that deal explicitly with the space that Dickinson created in her poetry and with her self-presentation as an isolated writer, a writer who speaks out of a void: “The Spider holds a Silver Ball” (J 602, Fr 513), which she was never able to finish, and
“A Spider sewed at Night” (J 1138, Fr 1163), among her most powerful and purest renditions of the isolate theme. What I want to suggest is that the disembodiment Dickinson attributes to her art, especially in the second of these two poems, reflects her attempt to negotiate between the two competing and equally legitimate poetics that drove her verse. The first, found ubiquitously in prescriptive literature of the day, identified great writing with the transcendent and the sublime. In this poetics, the artist’s goal was to achieve the kind of immortality that Dickinson attributes to Shakespeare in such hyperbolic statements as “While Shakespeare remains Literature is firm” (L 368) or, as she put it to Higginson, “she read Shakespeare & thought why is any other book needed” (L 342b). Dickinson’s commitment to this conception of art can be seen in “The Poets light but Lamps – / Themselves – go out – ” (J 883, Fr 930) and it runs through a number of similarly conventional poems that she wrote specifically on poetry, e.g., “This was a Poet – ” (J 448, Fr 446), “The Martyr Poets – did not tell – ” (J 544, Fr 665), and “I reckon – when I count at all – ” (J 569, Fr 533). Although men were not the sole producers of this kind of art – for Dickinson there was always Emily Brontë, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and George Eliot – she, like most readers of her day, seems to have identified the generic “great” artist as male; and it is probably for this reason that she frequently deploys masculine figures when treating writing abstractly.

Alternatively, however, there was a second, far more pragmatic approach to poetry in which Dickinson was also thoroughly steeped and which, in fact, she regularly practiced. In this approach, poetry did not aim at transcendent cultural expression but served as a social activity, a kind of “making” or quasi-material craft, typically motivated by economic considerations rather than the desire for lasting fame. Favored by a striking number of women writers, including Eliza Earle, Lucy Larcom, Rose Terry Cooke, Elizabeth Stoddard, Helen Hunt Jackson, and Harriet Prescott Spofford, in this poetics, artists, including poets, were identified with textile workers: weavers, knitters, seamstresses, etc., and they viewed their product as analogous to these other forms of makings. Taken thus, women’s traditional roles as textile workers came to mediate their relationship as artists to the social world in which they lived, and for which they produced not just poems but clothing, shrouds, lace, and other artifacts of material culture, some necessary for life, some of more purely aesthetic or decorative value. “I send you only a Humming Bird,” Dickinson wrote Mrs. Edward Tuckerman, enclosing “A Route of Evanescence” (L 627) and suggesting that her friend take gift, bird, and poem as one. Dickinson may be giving women’s craftwork her own inimitable twist here, but she is treating her poem as equivalent to craftwork nonetheless.
In identifying her spider-artists as male isolates, working in a void, but in nevertheless attributing conventionally feminine material-centered activities—knitting, spinning, and sewing—to them, Dickinson was, I believe, both expressing and attempting to resolve the tensions that her waffling between these two antithetical poetics created in her work. On the one hand, she wanted immortality, that is, the status of the transcendent (male) artist. On the other, such use of her art as she made came (as it did for many nineteenth-century women) through her materially channeled connections to others. By nature a highly private and introspective person, Emily “had to think—she was the only one of us who had that to do,” her sister Lavinia reported after Dickinson’s death—writing was her most important link to the external world. At the same time, however, insofar as she exploited her poems as material items, she risked undermining their claim to transcendence. How, that is, were her readers to distinguish an art that created humming birds in words from one that stuffed them in order to make decorative gift items—according to Elizabeth Barrett Browning in *Aurora Leigh* an accomplishment expected in well-bred young ladies, right along with spinning glass and modeling “flowers in wax.” Could one achieve “great” or immortal poetry while still using one’s poems as surrogates for material items? Was a poem given as a gift or incorporated (literally) within the textual body of a letter, still a poem?

The degree to which Dickinson individuated this dilemma only becomes apparent when one compares her handling of imagery drawn from female hand-work with that of other American women poets of her period. The idiosyncratic nature of Dickinson’s internal conflict over her poetic aims and the unacknowledged but crucially important class bias that lay at its core sets her strongly apart from her peers. For the latter poets, most of whom made their living by their literary efforts, women’s textile work, in particular, was a multivalent symbol of their lifetime mingling of duties and art, the one inseparable from the other. They used images drawn from textile work to speak of women’s political concerns, their labor in wartime, their delight in craft, their confinement within the home, the sacrifices they made for family, their relation to God, and their bonds to other women. Indeed, so ubiquitous are these textile figures, they become, as in Rose Terry Cooke’s description of Harriet Prescott Spofford, the universal symbol of all forms of female labor, from nursing and teaching to authoring books:

Women who are driven by the necessities of their lives to write, as others are to sew, to teach, or to nurse, do not cease their labors till the pen drops from their weary hand, and the exhausted brain refuses to feed the laboring fingers. “Work! Work! Work!!” is not only the “Song of the Shirt,” but the song of the Woman, and under that stringent cry we reel off pages of fiction, overridden
by the dreamy facts of need, like the spider, spinning not only our dwellings, but our grave-clothes from our own breasts.7

For Cooke, who was at the bitter end of a long career when she wrote this paragraph, women did not engage in writing as a luxury, no more than they sewed or knit or wove for themselves alone. Such activities were labor and in grouping writing with them, Cooke was underscoring the pragmatic foundation upon which most women’s aesthetic endeavors had traditionally been based, whether or not they actually received remuneration for them. Women might make beautiful quilts, but they made them for “everyday use,” as Alice Walker points out in her well-known story of that name.

At the same time, textile manufacture also provided women writers with figures for their own relation to women’s growing sense of social responsibility and agency in the nineteenth century. For example, in a poem published in 1836 in William L. Garrison’s Liberator, “Lines, Suggested on reading ‘An Appeal to Christian Women of the South,’ by A.E. Grimke [sic],” the feminist abolitionist poet, Eliza Earle, a twenty-nine-year-old Quaker from Leicester, Massachusetts, uses weaving as a figure for an emerging female literary tradition of socially engaged writing. Reading the “speaking pages” of Grimké’s anti-slavery tract helps this young woman grasp new political possibilities for herself as well:

Well hast thou toiled in Mercy’s sacred cause;
And thus another strong and lasting thread
Is added to the woof our sex is weaving,
With skill and industry, for Freedom’s garb.
Precious the privilege to labor here,—
Worthy the lofty mind and handy-work
Of Chapman, Chandler, Child, and Grimke too.8

For Earle, the socially engaged “handy-work” of writers like Maria Weston Chapman, Elizabeth Chandler, Lydia Maria Child, and Angelina Grimké opened the way for women, otherwise forbidden to “lift [their] voices in the public ear,” to exercise political agency without violating gender and class norms: “The pen is ours to wield, / The heart to will, and hands to execute” (NAWP, p. 406). No less than Dickinson, therefore, Earle understood writing as a form of power. But where Dickinson lodged writing’s power in the sensational power of language itself, it was principles that made Earle feel “physically as if the top of [her] head was taken off” (L 342a) when reading Grimké’s anti-slavery tract. What legitimated women’s writing for this young Quaker woman was not the brilliant use of words but the social function they served.
A former Lowell mill girl, Lucy Larcom also develops textile metaphors in relation to social service. In the poem “Weaving,” women’s association with the manufacture of textiles (from L. *manu factus* made by hand and *texere* to weave) becomes an encompassing central figure not just for women’s literary agency but for the ties that bind them to the nation’s fate and that bind Northern white women and Southern black women together in a web of social responsibility. Staged in the mind of a mill girl working at her loom, Larcom’s poem is an astonishingly complex treatment of art’s relation to the polity. In her capacity as weaver, the speaker not only comes to understand that she cannot separate from the outside world, but she acknowledges that she must bear responsibility for what occurs within it even if she is not directly involved:

“I weave, and weave, the livelong day:
The woof is strong, the warp is good:
I weave, to be my mother’s stay;
I weave, to win my daily food:
But ever as I weave,” saith she,
“The world of women haunteth me.”

(NAWP, p. 115)

Bound to her loom by deep familial obligations, Larcom’s speaker is haunted by the less immediately present obligations she also shares with other women, women who like herself live in a nation divided between slave and free, North and South, black and white. As the poem unfolds against this recognition, the speaker gradually realizes that the cloth she weaves is a poisonous “Nessus-robe” of war (NAWP, p. 116). Saturated with the blood of the slaves who picked the cotton from which it is made, this fabric now becomes a shroud that will be soaked in the blood of soldiers who die to make the slaves free. In the poem’s final ironic gesture, Larcom’s speaker, like Earle’s, discovers in her weaving a “speaking page,” one that tells her of the nation’s self-chosen tragic fate and of her own complicity in the national bloodletting. Larcom’s final stanza offers a stunning re-vision in women-oriented terms of one of the best-known passages in British devotional literature, John Donne’s, “No man is an Iland.”

Relocating the seventeenth-century divine’s assertion of spiritual brotherhood among men in the specifically politicized space created by the bonds between black and white women, the mill girl accepts responsibility as the burden of her art:

“Alas! the weft has lost its white.
It grows a hideous tapestry,
That pictures war’s abhorrent sight: –
Unroll not, web of destiny!
Be the dark volume left unread, –
The tale untold, – the curse unsaid!”

So up and down before her loom
    She paces on, and to and fro,
Till sunset fills the dusty room,
    And makes the water redly glow,
As if the Merrimack’s calm flood
Were changed into a stream of blood.

Too soon fulfilled, and all too true
    The words she murmured as she wrought:
But, weary weaver, not to you
    Alone was war’s stern message brought:
“What woman!” it knelled from heart to heart,
    “Thy sister’s keeper know thou art!”

(NAWP, pp. 116–17)

While abolitionist writers such as Earle and Larcom were primarily concerned with using their poetry as an open space in which to exercise social and political agency, other women writers like Elizabeth Stoddard and Harriet Prescott Spofford were more directly engaged in issues of literature itself, using their weaver-seamstress figures more as Dickinson used her spider to explore the limits of their art. Stoddard may seem particularly close to Dickinson insofar as she chafed mightily against what she viewed as the damaging restraints placed on her as a Victorian woman artist. In “Before the Mirror” (1860), Stoddard identifies her woman-weaver with Tennyson’s Lady of Shallot. Imprisoned, presumably “for her own good,” within a room she can never leave, and cut off from direct experience, Stoddard’s protagonist fills her loom with the images of images, shadowy makings as empty, finally, as the life she leads:

For not with altar, tomb, or urn,
    Or long-haired Greek with hollow shield,
Or dark-prowed ship with banks of oars,
    Or banquet in the tented field;

Or Norman knight in armor clad,
    Waiting a foe where four roads meet;
Or hawk and hound in bosky dell,
    Where dame and page in secret greet;

... Nothing bright
Is woven here: the shadows grow
Still darker in the mirror’s light!
And as my web grows darker too,
Accursed seems this empty room;
I know I must forever weave
These phantoms by this hateful loom.

(NAWP, p. 435)

But is the emptiness and lack of connection that Stoddard describes in this poem really like Dickinson’s in the end? For Dickinson, “freedom” as she told her young niece Mattie, was the ability to lock others out, was the privilege to be alone in her own room.10 For Stoddard’s weaver, this same isolation kills. That is, unlike Dickinson’s isolation, which stimulated the wealth of her imagination, Stoddard’s holds only the shadows of what will never be. Unable to pull off the kind of epiphanic transformations that allowed Dickinson to find “Peru” in a carnation (J 1366, Fr 1462) or ascend to heaven with a robin’s flight (J 328, Fr 204), Stoddard’s woman artist is destroyed by the very situation that leaves Dickinson’s speakers bursting with life. Put another way, Stoddard writes to protest women’s sequestration. Dickinson thrives on it.

Unlike Stoddard, Harriet Prescott Spofford in “Pomegranate-Flowers” (1861) does have good things to say about isolation, but in the end, her take on the woman artist is no more like Dickinson’s than is Stoddard’s. A very much updated version of the hortus conclusus (enclosed garden) topos, Spofford’s poem presents a seamstress figure who, unlike Stoddard’s weaver, is able to redeem her solitude by creating plentitude where emptiness would otherwise be. Indeed, Spofford boldly compares her humble heroine to Daedalus, the archetypal maker of the Minoan labyrinth (NAWP, p. 218), as well as to Arachne, the mythical Greek weaver for whom spiders – or “arachnids” – are named as a biological class (NAWP, p. 220). But unlike Dickinson, who genders her artist figures ambiguously at best, Spofford never lets us lose track of the gender of her lowly female “hand-worker,” nor the specifically feminine qualities of her art. Creating an artwork that is quintessentially “feminine” in its materiality as in its function – a wedding veil – Spofford’s seamstress remakes her world through her imaginative responses to her own creative efforts. But her achievements are never presented as other than they are, the products of a time-bound and material art, an art of women:

Bent lightly at her needle there
In that small room stair over stair,
All fancies blithe and debonair
She deftly wrought on fabrics rare,
All clustered moss, all drifting snow,
All trailing vines, all flowers that blow,
Her daedal fingers laid them bare.

(NAWP, pp. 217–18)

Trapped within the web she weaves, “Arachnean in a silver snare” (NAWP, p. 220), Spofford’s protagonist experiences her makings as a source of abundant and overflowing joy but by immersing herself in the material world, not by attempting to transcend it. From this world’s sights, sounds, and smells, the seamstress makes her own kind of poetry, a poetry epitomized in her erotic/imaginative response to the pomegranate-flower decorating her window ledge. In a way that curiously anticipates the relationship between speaker and nature in Wallace Stevens’s “Sunday Morning”—and that can also be found ubiquitously in Dickinson’s flower poems—Spofford’s protagonist rejects transcendence in favor of the orgasmically experienced “real”:

Now, said she, in the heart of the woods
The sweet south-winds assert their power,
And blow apart the snowy snoods
Of trilliums in their thrice-green bower.
Now all the swamps are flushed with dower
Of viscid pink, where, hour by hour,
The bees swim amorous, and a shower
Reddens the stream where cardinals tower.

Far lost in fern of fragrant stir
Her fancies roam, for unto her
All Nature came in this one flower.

(NAWP, p. 218)

But at the same time, Spofford differs profoundly from both Stevens and Dickinson by simultaneously insisting on her seamstress’s location in a social “real.” Dickinson’s and Stevens’s speakers are women of leisure, free to meditate on Sunday mornings, or at other times of the week, on their responses to nature and to God. Their art can go, as Dickinson so slyly, and so problematically, put it, “White – unto the White Creator – ” (J 709, Fr 788). In this sense they and their art are outside time and place for all their immersion in “nature.” Spofford’s protagonist, on the other hand, not only responds ecstatically to the material world. Insofar as she is identified not just as a woman but as a working-class woman (and, indeed, possibly a prostitute since many such seamstresses were),11 she is the essence of materiality herself—and, as most nineteenth-century American women poets ex-Dickinson were—subject to the “Disgrace of Price” (J 709, Fr 788).
Although in the poems just cited neither Spofford nor Stoddard treat direct political engagement as openly as do Earle and Larcom, all these writers are deeply vested in their female artists’ social positioning as well as in issues related to “women’s complicity in a system that oppressed them.” Indeed, they show a good deal more awareness of the social consequences of women’s oppression than does Dickinson herself, who rarely, if ever, exhibits much sympathy where matters of class, let alone race, are concerned. Whether positively or negatively, moreover, these writers all assert the materiality of women’s art, its connections to “handy-work” of various kinds, including, as in Stoddard and Spofford, the erotic and autoerotic. For better or worse, they treat their makings as an art of immanence, deeply connected to the social and physical bodies. And, perhaps, because they did, they might all have agreed with Rose Terry Cooke in her powerful poem “Arachne” that their art was not likely to outlive its makers.

Published in the 1881 Atlantic, Cooke’s “Arachne” appeared at a time when the author knew that she herself – together with her writing – was going to be forgotten. Not only had her own great popularity waned but she had before her the fate of other well-known women writers, Lydia Sigourney and Frances Osgood, for instance, who by the 1880s had long since ceased to be read. Worn down by an unfortunate marriage made late in life that brought her two step-children and a feckless younger husband who burdened her with debt, Cooke expresses none of Earle’s or Spofford’s optimism. The webs her spider-poet weaves prove eventually the cere-clothe in which her corpse will be wrapped.

Poor sister of the spinster clan!

...I know thy heart when heartless hands
Sweep all that hard-earned web away,
Destroys its pearled and glittering bands,
And leave thee homeless by the way.

...I know what thou hast never known,
Sad foresight to a soul allowed, –
That not for life I spin alone,
But day by day I spin my shroud.

(NAWP, pp. 161, 162)

After a lifetime of making, both Cooke and her poems were headed toward literary history’s dustbin.

In earlier stanzas of “Arachne,” Cooke identifies her spider protagonist as, literally, a home-maker, who spins the necessities of daily living directly out of herself. Having begun her career “restless, bold, and unafraid,” Cooke’s
Arachne is finally worn out by the relentless need to provide; and “the pearled and glittering bands” which represent her “art” have no value for those who follow her. Like herself, they are swept away in the final stanzas in a scenario strikingly like that which Dickinson invokes in “The Spider holds a Silver Ball.” And it is, I believe, precisely this scenario that Dickinson struggles to defend herself against in her own spider poems. Embodied on the page as gifts or incorporated into letters, used as substitutes for the “real thing” – a hummingbird here, a sunset there – Dickinson’s poems might have participated in the continuum of women’s traditional craftwork but, by that very token, they were potentially vulnerable to the fate that overtook all such time-bound workings by women. That is, they were unless she could find some way to position them and herself differently.

Dickinson may have been speaking truthfully when she told Higginson that she was not concerned with fame during her lifetime (L 265); but her poems and letters suggest that she worried obsessively about immortality after death – both her poetry’s and her own. In ways quite unlike most women poets of her period, Dickinson did not write out of pressing social concerns or as with Stoddard, Spofford, and Cooke, for money. As Erkkila has argued, despite her radical poetics, the Amherst poet was politically conservative and she was very well-heeled. She could afford therefore to dismiss publication as “the Auction / Of the Mind” and vow to go “White – unto the White Creator” (J 709, Fr 788), her poems free from the stains left by time, place, or the need to grub for cash. She could, in short, afford to write in a void and write the void into her poetry, cutting its links to the social world and to the material connections she shared with others; and, in the two spider poems I am about to discuss, this is precisely what she does – or, rather, tries to do.

Although Dickinson wrote many poems on the role of the artist and on the ontological status of art, ranging from the highly conventional “The Poets light but lamps” (J 883, Fr 930) to the superbly idiosyncratic, “Essential Oils are wrung” (J 675, Fr 772), a poem that touches on many of the issues discussed in this essay, the two spider poems I discuss here are among her most personal and tension-fraught works. They also present a striking contrast to each other. For where Dickinson never finished “The Spider holds a Silver Ball” (J 605, Fr 513), “A Spider sewed at Night” (J 1138, Fr 1163) is, arguably, among her most “finished” poems. At thirty-two words, nothing is wasted, every word and image in place, and, however ambiguously phrased, its theme is an assertion: this spider sews for immortality and immortality is what it sews.

Dated 1863 by Franklin, “The Spider holds a Silver Ball” exhibits none of this definitiveness. On the contrary, especially when read with its variants, its
densely layered, multivalent metaphoric structure is riddled with contradictions. The spider-artist’s “Tapestries” are described both as “Continents of Light” and as “Sophistries” or lies (deceptions, illusions). The spider’s activities are valuable and substantive (silver ball, knits, etc.); and they are “unsubstantial Trade,” plying from “Nought to Nought” – in the economic terms carried by the variant (“expends”), an excessive or wasteful expenditure of the self. Even the spider is a model of ambiguity – “masculine” in gender and in certain of its activities (trade, supplanting, rearing supreme) yet stereotypically feminine in other ways (dancing softly, knitting). The only unambiguous moment in this poem comes at the end when, whatever their intrinsic value, the spider’s webs fall victim to the housewife’s broom. Like the webs spun by Cooke’s Arachne, this spider’s “handy-work” fails to outlive its maker – doomed by the very materiality out of which it is made, despite the void that darkness and secrecy place around it:

An Hour to rear supreme
His +Continents of Light –
Then +dangle from the Housewife’s Broom –
His +Boundaries – forgot –

+Theories +perish by +Sophistries

(Fr 513)13

As the final variants suggest, the “Boundaries” that protect the spider’s “Continents of Light” are, like the “Continents” themselves, illusions. In the light of day – the embodied light of physical reality signified by the coming of the housewife – the spider’s dreams collapse into the matter from which they came and the speaker leaves them there in the final stanza, “dangling” inertly from “the Housewife’s Broom.”

That Dickinson was suffering unresolved ambivalence respecting her art’s ontological status when she wrote “The Spider holds a Silver Ball” (J 605, Fr 513) seems evident. As I have argued elsewhere, I do not believe that she could finish this poem, nor do I believe that editors should take the liberty – as both Johnson and Franklin do – of “finishing” it for her.14 The poem is the sum of its indecisions, indecisions that derived from Dickinson’s ambivalence over how she wanted to present herself as artist and how she should present the defining qualities of her art, how, that is, she should position it and herself vis à vis the “real” world, whether the material world of women or the ineffable, transcendental world of the male literary tradition. When Dickinson returned to the spider theme six years later, in “A Spider sewed at Night” (J 1138, Fr 1163), she had, it seems, a much clearer notion of what she was doing and how she valued what she did, to which this later poem’s hyper-completed state attests.
Dismissing the material aspects of her spider’s art as essentially immaterial or irrelevant to its reading – “If Ruff it was of Dame / Or Shroud of Gnome / Himself himself inform –” – Dickinson places the spider directly in touch with eternity, signified by the “Arc of White” on which the spider “sews.” Then she dives straight for what matters: the immortality of the poem/web that the spider/artist creates. This, as she puts it, is the spider’s “strategy,” and this is what the spider produces. Effectively, for this artist, nothing else counts but the face she/he draws – the face of God, which she identified with the face of her art:

A Spider sewed at Night  
Without a Light  
Opon an Arc of White –  

If Ruff it was of Dame  
Or Shroud of Gnome  
Himself himself inform –  

Of Immortality  
His strategy  
Was physiognomy –  

(J 1138, Fr 1163)

Although the poem’s last stanza is susceptible to different readings, each reading is folded within the other. Written in isolation and the void, outside time, outside place, outside history and society, the strategy of immortal art is to reproduce itself, its own face, its sublime “physiognomy.” To enter the world of this poem is presumably to leave behind both materiality and social life as signaled by the transition from such dismissible material items as a “Ruff” or a “Shroud” – a shedding, as it were, of the outer garment, the flesh – to the final settling on the pure abstraction of “Immortality.” Confronted, then, as Dickinson’s first readers were, with such a poem, it is not surprising that they had difficulty placing both the poet and her enigmatic texts. Nor is it surprising that so many of her poems appear to shimmer in the void that surrounds them, a void filled only by God, the atemporal God of poetic immortality, the God with whom she identified her in some ways all too Emersonian self. “Behind Me – dips Eternity – / Before Me – Immortality – / Myself – the Term between –” (J 721, Fr 743), Dickinson’s speaker boldly declares, mirroring the narcissistic self-referentiality of the Deity whom she labeled with no small amount of irony, the “Son of none” and “Duplicate divine.” In merging her art with Godhead, Dickinson, the middle term, achieved the immortality for which she yearned, escaping the vortex (“Maelstrom” or whirlpool) of time:
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'Tis Miracle before Me – then –
'Tis Miracle behind – between –
A Crescent in the Sea –
With Midnight to the North of Her –
And Midnight to the South of Her –
And Maelstrom – in the Sky –

(J 721, Fr 743)

In poems such as “I dwell in Possibility,” “Behind Me – dips Eternity –,” and “A Spider sewed at Night,” Dickinson absorbs the material into the transcendent, cutting her poetry’s ties to historically contingent social life, the life she lived as a nineteenth-century woman. However, as the preceding discussion has demonstrated, these were not ties she had to cut – nor did the isolating effect, which resulted from their cutting, accurately record her necessary position as a woman writer in respect to language. Dickinson, for example, is virtually certain to have known Spofford’s “Pomegranate-Flowers,” not only because she was a regular reader of the Atlantic and admired Spofford’s short stories, but also because Samuel Bowles evinced substantial enthusiasm for the poem, reprinting excerpts in the Springfield Republican and reading passages from it aloud to a gathering at Susan Gilbert Dickinson’s house.¹⁵ As a regular reader of the Atlantic, Dickinson would in fact have been familiar with a number of major nineteenth-century American women writers, including not just Spofford but Larcom, Stoddard, and Cooke, all of whom appeared regularly in the periodical’s prestigious pages. As noted earlier, she was also very well acquainted with the work of Barrett Browning and George Eliot, both of whom she admired tremendously and spoke of as great women writers. No less than Earle, then, Dickinson had before her a sizable list of women on both sides of the Atlantic whose literary achievements established women’s right to write and to assume authorial subjecthood.

Dickinson’s decision nevertheless to present herself as an isolate and a victim of masculinist oppression demands therefore another explanation. Historically, this other explanation has tended to be located in Dickinson’s putative pathology and a wide range of diseases both physical and mental has been attributed to her. Indeed, this range is so wide it tends to undermine itself, for it hardly seems possible that a poet, ill in so many different ways, could have gotten out of bed in the morning, let alone written as much as Dickinson did. As a result, although pathology may have been involved, I would suggest that Dickinson’s isolation is best viewed as a “reading effect,” one generated not by illness but by her desire to achieve transcendence in her poetry and by her need to disassociate herself from womanhood’s more material aspects, presenting herself as, effectively, a Gothic
sprite instead: “weird,” “spectral,” “ghostly,” and, of course, like the “White Creator” himself, always dressed in white.

Despite Dickinson’s participation in nineteenth-century American women’s material culture and in spite of the hundreds of poems she sent as gifts, included in her letters, or, indeed, sent as letters themselves, I have come to believe that Dickinson wrote, finally, for only one reader. That reader was God, the God with whom she identified both poetic immortality and herself. She did not have to write this way or to dematerialize her art. Nor did she have to present herself in life or art as an isolate. She chose to. It was, I would suggest, the only way she could have her cake (use her poems to maintain her connections in the social world) and eat it (write transcendentally; achieve sublimity and immortality) too. “The Poets light but Lamps – ,” she declared in one of her most conventional versions of her peculiar vision of poetry’s “high calling”:

Themselves – go out –
The Wicks they stimulate –
If vital Light

Inhere as do the Suns –
Each Age a Lens
Disseminating their
Circumference –
(J 883, Fr 930)

Emerson could not have said it better. “So I conclude that space & time are things of the body,” Dickinson wrote to Joseph Lyman in about 1865, “& have little or nothing to do with our selves. My Country is Truth.”

It was not a country she shared willingly with others, those presumably more limited and time-bound than herself.

If this sounds as if I am reverting at least partially to an older, pre-feminist approach to Dickinson, to some extent, I am. Certainly, I find the influence of Puritan self-examination and Emersonian transcendentalism far more pertinent to her poetry and in particular to her speaker’s positioning than I was ever prepared to grant before. Recent attempts, however well-intentioned, to relocate Dickinson’s poetry in history, although illuminating in themselves, run counter to Dickinson’s own assiduous attempts to place her poems outside “space & time.” As “Essential Oils” makes clear, especially when read with “This was a Poet,” like Emerson, Dickinson saw the artist’s primary task as extracting the eternal from the matter of daily life. Reading her against other American women poets of her period, her determination to purge her poetry of the specifically historical and social could not be more striking. “George Who?” she infamously asked in 1884, noting, “[t]hat sums
all Politics to me” (L 950). At least where her poetry is concerned, the query rings true.

But by identifying the tension in her work between these two alternative poetics – one of transcendence, the other of materiality – I also hope that I have clarified why different sets of readers can come up with such different readings of her situation and why someone like myself could end up offering two such very different interpretations of the poet in one lifetime, hers, and mine. Despite her best efforts, the fact is that Dickinson never fully eradicated the material or even the social from her art. On the contrary, in her sensuous imagery as in her energetic response to the natural world, Dickinson immersed her art in the body and by incorporating so many of her poems into her letters, she maintained, however tenuously, their connections to social life, grounding them in multiple ways.

Dickinson therefore never uprooted her poems to the degree that her nineteenth-century readers believed. Take, for example, “A Spider sewed at Night,” which is assuredly among the purest and most terrifying visions she produced. Yet even here, Dickinson deploys traditional images from women’s handicraft that put the poem’s abstract, dematerialized status in an ambiguous light. Although the spider sews “Without a Light,” what it sews – be it “Ruff... of Dame” or “Shroud of Gnome,” – still has multiple referents in the “real world.” Even more ironically, this poem also enjoys dense inter-textual relations with other women’s writings, in particular those produced by Dickinson’s American women poet peers – the very peers whose existence she (like later scholars) so resolutely refused to acknowledge. And of course, there is also an edge of mockery to this poem and to Dickinson’s entire conceptualization of the poet qua male spider, that puts her project or, at any rate, my argument regarding it, at risk. If Dickinson was seeking to convey a pure Emersonian transcendence, she also, as Rob Wilson has admirably demonstrated, was cutting it down to size, incorporating it within the (grotesque) body of a gnomic avatar – her spider, her self.17 In embodying the transcendent Emersonian poet in a spider, Dickinson skirts very close to parodying not just the Concord sage, but herself. But then, whatever else, Dickinson was a very witty woman.

As Emerson admitted when speaking of Shakespeare, writers are not, in fact, isolates, nor like spiders, do they draw the material for their art solely from inside themselves.18 Equally to the point, written words have no meaning when utterly divorced from the material, social, and historical circumstances out of which they arise and to which they point. Post-structuralist theorizing to the contrary, language is not an entirely enclosed, self-referential system, even though there are language-oriented poets like Dickinson (and even more, like Gertrude Stein) whose writing appears to
strive for such an entirely dematerialized linguistic state. For the sake of Dickinson’s art as well as for the pleasures readers take in her texts, this is probably just as well; for stripped of all reference to the material and the social, and of all inter-textual connections with what other women wrote, and stripped of the comic point of view that time and again grounds what might otherwise be a very pretentious ambition, Emily Dickinson’s poetry would make “lonely & rigorous” (L 342a) reading indeed and probably not very interesting reading at that.\(^9\)

NOTES

4 See, for example, citations 34, 70, 75, 86, 114, 117, and 155.
9 The complete quotation reads, “No man is an Iland, intire of it selfe; every man is a piece of the Continent, a part of the maine...any mans death diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankinde; And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; It tolls for thee.” See “Meditations from ‘Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions,’” in The Complete Poetry and Selected Prose of John Donne & The Complete Poetry of William Blake, ed. Robert Silliman Hillyer (New York: The Modern Library, 1941), p. 332.
14 Woman Poet, pp. 42–5.
15 See Appendix xiv in Bianchi, Emily Dickinson: Face to Face, p. 282. The excerpts from Stoddard’s poem appeared in the Springfield Republican, 11 May 1861.

19 These are the terms that Dickinson used to describe her father’s reading when speaking to Higginson during his 1870 visit. See L 528.
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